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ABSTRACT 

This study addresses the potential of preschool 

educational television programs to contribute to the literacy' 

development of young children. Unlike the vast majority of 

television-related research undertaken in the United States, 

this examination is not limited to nationally-produced 

programming, but looks to other English-speaking countries 

for an international perspective on the problems and 

possibilities of literacy series developed for young 

children. Ten preschool educational television programs from 

Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the United 

States are examined via a videotape content analysis to 

determine the literacy potential of these program "texts." 

The literacy potential of children's broadcast texts has been 

determined within a broad framework of holistic language and 

learning theories developed by such researchers as Cambourne, 

Dewey, Eisner, Goodman, Harste, Holdaway, Rosenblatt, Smith, 

Vygotsky, and others. 

By composing a narrative of each sample episode; 

analyzing each program's use of visual, formic, and 

linguistic codes; constructing an argument for the 

applicability of holistic theories to television texts; and 

ultimately examining each sample episode through a holistic 

lens, a view of literacy-directed programming as it presently 

exists in four English-speaking countries is developed. The' 

findings suggest that holistic learning principles applied to 

television texts hold great potential in providing valuable 

literacy-focused television events to children. 

Elements in the sample programs such as thematic 

integrity, explorations of ideas and concepts through sign 

systems, emphasis on child participation, language and ethnic 

diversity, regular inclusion of print on the screen from a 

variety of quality children's literature, and frequent 

inclusion of literacy events with children and adults 



demonstrated holistic principles in the sample episodes and 

contributed to the literacy potential of preschool 
programming. Characteristics of the episodes such as 

randomness, isolation of language subsystems from language 
wholes, failure to present literacy demonstrations, and 

exclusion of children from the visual text suggested 

ineffective television texts from which children had little 
opportunity to construct meaning. 

10 

Concluding remarks explore the development of a 

prototypical holistic television program for preschoolers and 
suggest the benefits of such broadcast programs for children, 

their parents, media researchers/producers, and educators. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

The television program is often a child's first 
"reading" event. Because of the availability of this 

electronic medium in almost every American home, children 

learn early how to construct meaning from the form and 
content of broadcast texts. These texts, which employ 

multiple systems of representation, may playa role in 
children's literacy awareness and their subsequent 

development in reading. Regarding the connection between 

television and school-related experiences, Goodman, Smith, 
Meredith, and Goodman (1987) write: "It's a fact of modern 

life that for many pupils their 'sense of story' and ability 

to predict plot in literature develops first in watching 
television dramas" (p. 332). Children's educational 

programming may also contribute to young viewers' experiences 
in stories and storying, experiences which are critical to 

their understandings as beginning print readers. 

This study examines the potential of children's 
educational broadcast texts to contribute to the literacy 

development of preschool children. Unlike the vast majority 

of television-related studies undertaken in the United 
States, this examination is not limited to nationally

produced programming, bu~ looks to other English-speaking 
countries for an international perspective on the problems 

and possibilities of preschool literacy series. I have 
constructed a videotape content analysis that examines 10 

preschool educational television texts from Australia, New 

Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the United States to 

determine the literacy potential of these texts. The 
literacy potential of children's television texts has been 
determined within a broad framework of holistic language and 
learning theories. By composing a narrative of each sample 
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episode; analyzing each program's use of visual, medium

specific, and linguistic codes; constructing an argument for 

the applicability of holistic theories to television texts; 

and ultimately examining each sample episode through a 

holistic lens, I have developed a view of literacy-directed 
programming as it presently exists in an international 

perspective. My concluding remarks suggest a vision of how 

effective literacy-devoted, child-centered programs could be 
developed in the future. 

The History of This Study 

In my initial explorations into early childhood literacy 

development and children's educational television programming 
several years ago, I began watching television series widely 

available to u.s. preschoolers on the Public Broadcasting 

System (PBS). Three programs presently aired on PBS-
"Reading Rainbow," "Sesame Street," and "Story time "--are 

specifically designed to support the literacy development of 
young children. My review of the literature associated with 

these programs began forming a basis for this research. 

"Reading Rainbow" has been critically acclaimed in both 

the educational and media communities; and "Story time, " with 

its first broadcast in June 1994, is still too young to have 
made an appearance in the Educational Resources Information 

Center (ERIC) as of June 1995. However, a long tradition of 
academic controversy exists in this country over "Sesame 

Street" in form and content as a literacy/numeracy text for 

children. Recent research studies continue to argue for 

"Sesame Street's" positive impact on preschoolers' entry to 
formal education; however, these most recent studies have 

been funded by the series' producer, Children's Television 
Workshop (Wright and Huston, 1995; Zill, Davies, & Day, 

1994). This alone raises important questions about the 

validity of the findings. A substantial body of independent 



studies have yielded more negative conclusions as to the 

academic value of the program. 
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"Sesame Street" has been reproved both for its form--a 

fast-paced style based on children's interest in network 

commercials--and its content. Derived from a behaviorist 

tradition, success for the preschool language learner has 

been determined in such identifiable and easily attained 

goals as letter identification and rote recall of numbers in 

sequence (Cook, et al. 1975; Salomon, 1972). The object or 

concept which is the focus of a given segment is often 

decontextualized or has ambiguous meanings, and "the segments 

of the episodes do not cohere, either thematically or within 

a story structure. In a previous study (Sandefur, 1994), I 

observed children watching a segment which focused on the 

concept of "things that open"; although the word "open" was 

being repeated, the children shouted "flower!" when one 

opened via time-lapse photography. A similar situation 

occurred in a segment which required multiple identifications 

of the letter "0"; the children identifi~d the "ocean" as 
"water. II Although these were appropriat~ interpretations for 

the children to construct, they were not likely the ones 

~roducers had intended. 
The international response to "Sesame Street" as the 

first and (arguably) most successful series to blend 

information and entertainment for preschoolers has frequently 

been rejection of the program as a potential text for their 

own children. Their writings have been as emotional as those 

contributing to the u.S. debate. For example, the BBC in 

London rejected "Sesame Street" in the early 1970s as 

inappropriate or even "dangerous" programming for the British 

child viewer, citing the program's "lack of reality," "middle 

class views," and its "aim to change child behavior" (Monica 

Sims, as quoted in H. Lesser, 1977, p. 44). Another 

educator/media specialist has written in opposition to the 
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series, making clear that the British approach to literacy 

learning "is not one that puts the alphabet or anything 

learnt by rote in a position of great importance" (Dunn, 

1977, p. 14). Noble (1981) of Australia has argued that the 
program "does not teach children ho~ to think; it teaches 

them what to think" (p. 5). He, too, suggests that the 

program's emphasis on alphabet and numeral recitation may not 

contribute in any way to children's understandings of the 

concepts of literacy and numeracy. 

"Reading Rainbow," "Sesame Street," and "Story time" all 

claim an objective to support the literacy development of 

young children. The programs attempt to meet this goal in 

notably different styles delivering widely varying content 
(~ Chapter 3). One of the few elements of "sameness" which 

became evident to me as a viewer was not of one of inclusion 

but of exclusion. The printed text of the book is never 

presented in conjunction with the reading. Believing as I do 

that children's reading and writing develops from daily 

meaningful transactions with print in real-life experiences-

not the least of which is frequent caregiver/child book 

readings--it was, and has remained, a curiosity to me that 

literacy-directed series construct episodes which evidence no 

print on the screen. 

Certainly it is a valuable practice for programs to 

offer storytelling experiences to children. Listening is an 

integral part of language and literacy, and stories are the 

structure by which children recall experience and form new 

knowledge (Rosen, 1984; Smith, 1990). However, print is the 

critical element of literacy, both receptively in reading and 

productively in writing. (Reading and writing are only two 

linguistic elements of literacy; there are other "ways of 

knowing" as further detailed in Chapter 4.) It is a literacy 

of reading which the programs claim to prioritize, yet they 

do not offer printed text in concert with the illustrations 



to support children's opportunities to create connections 

between oral language and written language. 
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Four major strands of inquiry have led to my present 

research concerning television's potential contribution to 

preschool literacy development. (a) Issues raised by members 
of the national/international education and broadcasting 

communities concerning the value of "Sesame Street" have 

supported and expanded my own questions as to the literacy 

efficacy of not only "Sesame Street" but other u.S. programs. 

(b) A previous study (Sandefur, 1994) in which I observed 

preschool children as television viewers suggested that 

children's sporadic attention to "Sesame Street" was in part 

attributable to the text's lack of cohesiveness. Because the 

series of segments were not organized in a unifying story 

structure, the children were not provided an opportunity to 

create their own appropriate texts, which they seemed to be 

able to do when viewing extended cartoon texts. (c) In 

reading these critical analyses from English-speaking 

countries outside the U.S., I became curious as to their 

development of answers to the deficits which they identified 

in u.S. series, i.e., did their literacy-focused television 

programs for young children offer a form and content superior 

to u.S. offerings? (d) My own understandings of holistic 

language and learning have guided and shaped the study. 

Cambourne's (1988) work within the breadth and depth of other 

significant holistic research has significantly impacted my 

thinking and inspired my questions as to the application of 

holistic practices to preschool television texts. 

The primary questions I have sought to answer within 

this research are detailed below: 

1. In what ways do the representational codes--the 

visual, formic, and linguistic elements--of preschool 

television programs broadcast in Australia, New Zealand, 

United Kingdom, and the United States contribute to the 

--- - -----------



creation of text potential for the literacy development of 

young children? 
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2. In what ways are holistic theories of language 

development and learning potentially applicable to television 

texts? 

3. In what ways do Australian, New Zealander, British, 

and u.s. programs evidence the presence (or absence) of 

holistic educational approaches? 

In further explanation of my first question concerning 

the visual, formic (medium-specific), and linguistic elements 

of international preschool television programs, a thorough 

examination of any electronic medium must address both the 

form and the content of the text, particularly if the 

researcher's objective is to develop a holistic framework by 

which to explore the televised text and its potential for 

creating a learning environment. 

Both in visual and aural ways, television is a unique 

medium which presents information in ways often not 

replicated in real life. Children learn medium-specific 

codes to gain meaning from any given viewing experience. For 

example, the fading of an image to black typically signals a 

change in time and/or place; an image which becomes wavy and 

distorted often indicates the beginning of a flashback in 

time or a dream sequence; the sound of a whistle rapidly 

falling from a high pitch to a low one is an aural metaphor 

for a falling object. In addition to interpreting content 

features, children are called upon by the medium to create 

meaning for these televised metaphors which have no 

counterpart in reality. As suggested by Huston, Wright, 

Wartella, Rice, Watkins, Campbell, and Potts (1981) in their 

research, the uses and combinations of formal features in 

educational programming--with the frequent use of children as 

characters, emphasis on linguistic communication, and 
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opportunity for reflection--may contribute to the creation of 

an effective potential text. 

My second question involves an examination of holistic 

theories of language development and learning, and the 

applicability of holistic practices to television texts. 

Although holistic theories are a vast combination of 

principles at work to benefit learners and learning 

environments, Brian Cambourne (1988) of Australia offers an 

inclusive thesis as to the seven conditions of a holistic 

environment whicn must be met for language learning, indeed 

any learning, to take place. These conditions are Immersion, 

Demonstration, Engagement, Expectation, Responsibility, 

Approximation, and Use. 

Briefly, Cambourne suggests that demonstrations by more 

experienced others are the most critical element of 

children's learning. Before they can be receptive to these 

demonstrations, however, learners must first be immersed in 

multiple kinds of visual and aural texts. Demonstrations with 

these various texts should be frequently repeated, 

contextually relevant, and "whole" so that children may 

experience the broad spectrum of language relationships. 

Children need to engage in the demonstrations but will not 

unless they perceive themselves as "doers" in relationship to 

the action and/or artifact. They must believe that 

engagement will be personally beneficial, not emotionally or 

physically threatening. Children need to know that others 

anticipate their success, and that they themselves have 

responsibility in determining what is necessary to learn from 

a demonstration. They must have a risk-free environment in 

which to practice new concepts and abilities without the fear 

of falling short of conventional form, and they must have 
many and various opportunities for hypothesis testing. (See 

Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion of holistic theories of 

language and learning.) 
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My third question concerning the presence or absence of 

holistic educational practices in the sample programs 

integrates my understandings which result from the 

exploration of the first two questions. By first analyzing 

the representational codes of children's programming, then 

reframing the analysis by applying holistic theories, the 

form and content of each of the 10 programs is examined 

through a holistic lens to determine its potential as a 

literacy text for preschoolers. 

By carefully analyzing videotapes of the various 

preschool television texts from the English-speaking 

international community, identifying the uses of and 

variations in representational codes, reviewing and applying 

appropriate television research studies to the sample 

programs, and examining broadcast texts within the 

theoretical framework of holistic language/learning theories, 

I have attempted to answer the three primary questions with 

specificity and clarity. 

To date I have not discovered any previous study of 

literacy-based programming which utilizes a holistic 

theoretical framework. Such exploration, particularly on an 

international basis, may inform the current and future 

practices of th~ broad spectrum of program researchers, 

developers, and producers to improve the genre and ultimately 

benefit the child consumer. In a more microcosmic 

perspective, television programs from other English-speaking 

countries which employ holistic practices may perhaps suggest 

alternative perspectives to children's programming in the 

u.S. and broaden the possibilities of educational texts 

within the broadcast medium. 

Acknowledgment of Assumptions 

I entered into this research with certain predictions as 

to what I would find. No researcher pursues his or her 
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questions without anticipating what the answers might be in 

the realm of possible outcomes. I have attempted at all 

times to be objective in my analysis of the television texts, 

but to the extent that my predictions have in ways colored 

what I ultimately discovered, I acknowledge those predictions 

as follows: 

1. The representational codes that create both the form 

and content of children's literacy-based educational 

television programs, when combined in different ways and thus 

emphasize certain elements and de-emphasize others, will 

construct differing texts resulting in greater or lesser 

potential for learning from the medium. 

2. Broadcast texts in which the segments are 

thematically tied or are constructed within the framework of 

a story will result in more potentially effective texts than 

programs which utilize a format of disconnected or random 

segments. 

3. Programs that integrate elements of holistic theory 

will result in the texts having the greatest potential to 

create a positive learning environment for young viewers 

4. The programs from Australia, New Zealand, and the 

U.K. will more likely evidence elements of holistic language 

education than those texts from the U.s. This prediction was 

based on my understandings that British and Australian 

education systems, and particularly New Zealand educators, 

have embraced a holistic/child-centered learning approach to 

a far greater extent than the U.s. (K. Goodman, personal 

communication, October 1994). It was my assumption that the 

television texts from more holistically-inclined countries 

would perhaps evidence that educational philosophy. 

I would also suggest the importance of detailing my own 

presumptions about preschool television programming and 

children's literacy development. Notwithstanding research 

studies to the contrary, I believe that television has great 
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potential as a learning medium (particularly 'lflhen mediated by 

a concerned adult coviewer) and as an integrated part of the 

literacy whole. More importantly, I perceive televiewing as 

an active, not passive, process in which the child transacts 

with the television text to create personal and social 

meaning. 

This relationship between the broadcast text and the 

child occurs when the child "chooses to treat a film [or 

television program] not as mere signals triggering perceptual 

awareness and biological responses, but as message units that 

have been put together intentionally and from which meaning 

may be inferred" (Worth, 1974, p. 284). Thus, televiewing is 

a process which is not dissimilar to reading print; both 

processes involve the creation of an original text based on 

the characteristics of the symbol system and the experience 

that the reader/viewer brings to the event. 

This symbol system of television is actually comprised 

of multiple congruent sign systems, and the effort involved 

in interpreting what is often simultaneous modes of 

expression--language, visual art, photography, music, 

mathematics, movement/dance, drama--in one medium is arguably 

a challenge and ultimately a benefit to the child viewer. 

But it is also my position that the educptors and production 
\ 

teams contributing to children's television programs over the 

last three decades in the u.s. have not exploited the medium 

to the greatest educational benefit of the young viewer. The 

result has been the production of mediocre fare for 

consumption by the child audience and the loss of potentially 

valuable learning events. 
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Methodology 

A Theoretical Framework for the Research Process 

In her work concerning qualitative case studies, Merriam 
(1988) writes: "Quantification need not be a component of 
content analysis. One can also assess the character of the 
data" (p. 117). To answer my questions concerning the 
elements of potential literacy texts and the role of holistic 
theory in those texts, I required a methodological framework 
from which I could examine the "character" of the television 
texts. I found that framework in accessing research theories 
from anthropology and literary criticism which suggssted an 
appropriate approach to qualitative content analysis. 

Submitting that all research directly or indirectly 
involves participant observation, David Altheide (1987), 

himself a sociologist, finds an ethnographic approach 
applicable to content analyses, in that the writings or 
electronic texts to be analyzed are ultimately products of 
social interaction. "Ethnographic content analysis" (ECA) 
requires a reflexive and highly interactive relationship 
between researcher and data with the objective of 

interpreting and verifying the communication of meaning. The 
"meaning" in the text message is assumed to be reflected in 
the multiple elements of form, content, context, and other 
nuances. The movement between researcher and data throughout 
the process of concept development, sampling, data 
collection, data analysis, and interpretation is systematic 

but not rigid, initially structured but receptive to emerging 
categories and concepts. Al theide writes: "ECA is embedded 
in constant discovery and constant comparison of relevant 
situations, settings, styles, images, meanings and nuances 
(1987, p. 68). 

The interpretive theory of hermeneutics in the realm of 

literary criticism is also applicable t.o my research process 
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in examining children's television texts. Heidegger's 

version of hermeneutical exploration of a text (as described 

by Leitch [1988]) involves the reader's process of 

"understanding," "interpretation," and "assertion." The 

reader is first involved in a "prereflective intimacy" with 
the text, which is understanding. Interpretation is the 

articulation of the understanding which results from the 

world of the reader meeting and creating the world of that 

text. Finally, the thought and the articulation of the 
thought come together in an assertion, which is the 

translation of understanding and interpretation into 

"objective, propositional thoughts." Leitch (1988) writes: 

In the three strata of hermeneutical-effort-

understanding, interpretation, assertion--circularity 

occurred because various presuppositions • . • were 

inescapable and essential to the activity. 

Significantly, the interaction here of reader and text 

(subject and object) did not require bracketing of 

context, neutralization or reduction of personal 

concerns, or respectful sympathy for the author. (p. 

188) 

Clearly, hermeneutics involves the dialogical transaction 

between the reader/researcher and the text much as in reader 
response theory (see Rosenblatt in Chapter 4). However, 

Leitch distinguishes hermeneutics from reader response theory 

by noting that the latter critical approach lacks 

philosophical roots in ontology, history, philosophy, and the 

human sciences. He also suggests that reader response 

criticism is liFited to literary texts, whereas hermeneutics 

is an appropriate inquiry approach not only for religious, 

historical, and philosophical matters but also for sexual, 

social, and political questions, as well. 

The related approaches of ethnographic content analysis 

and hermeneutics both informed my research process. As I 
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proceeded through the multiple viewings of the television 
texts, I attempted to foreground three main concepts from the 
approaches. (a) To attempt to discover "meaning" is an 
attempt to include the multiple elements which make up the 
whole: production goals; iconic, formic, and linguistic 
content; the context of country and ethnic makeup; gender 
issues; and other "nuances" as they became apparent. (b) The 
multiple viewings of the televisions texts to "understand, 
interpret, and assert" the structures of the texts are not to 
conform the texts to my analytic notions but to inform them. 

(c) In the "intimacy" of my relationship with the data I am 
acting on them and changing them, just as the data are 
changing me and the way I perceive past and present texts. 

This reconsideration of past and present texts is a 
recursive process, as is Heidegger's cyclical process of 
understanding, interpreting, and asserting. (See Short and 

Rosen in Chapter 4.) As I encountered new texts, I attempted 
to consistently return to previous texts and to be receptive 
to new or revised interpretations which were revealed. An 
understanding of hermeneutics also provided me with the 
authority to acknowledge my "personal concerns" as to the 

importance of holistic theory to my constructions of meaning 
from television texts. 

The Construction of This Study 

In answering my questions concerning the elements of 
potential literacy texts and the role of holistic language 
learning in those texts, I have completed an ethnographic 
content analysis of the episodes examined from Australia, 
United Kingdom, New Zealand, and the U.S. This includes both 
an episode description, a narrative description of the 
episodes; and a segment analysis, a tabular description of 
each segment. The criteria for inclusion of television 

texts in my sample were as follows: 
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1. The children's educational programs must be currently 
broadcast in the focus countries, but they do not necessarily 
have to have been developed and produced in the country 

airing that program. If, for example, a network in Australia 
is broadcasting a program originally produced in united 
Kingdom, then I made the assumption that Australian network 
broadcasters, researchers, and/or educators made active, 
informed decisions to provide the particular television 
offering to the viewing public. 

2. The programs do not necessarily have to be in 
production at the time of this writing, but they must be 
currently broadcast in the focus countries. For example, if 
Sesame Street were no longer being produced in this country 
but reruns were regularly broadcast, then the series would 
still be included in the sample for analysis. 

3. The program content must be designed to serve young 
children from ages two or three to the early primary grades. 

4. The program's mission statement must include language 
as to the producers' general intention to (a) create 
educational programming; and/or (b) develop a broadcast text 
which supports the language/literacy understandings of young 
children. 

5. The programming must be widely available to child 
viewers via public broadcasts. My analysis excludes those 
series delivered on cable channels, as these series are 
likely to exclude children from lower-income families due to 
their costs of accessing cable companies and/or purchasing 

satellite dishes. 
6. The sample programs must necessarily be limited to 

English-speaking television texts because of the difficulties 
associated with translating texts from other languages. 
Canada is noticeably absent from the sample of programs. At 
the time of my data collection, the Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporation (CBC) was broadcasting pro-social programming, 
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but was not airing any original programming designed to 

support the literacy development of preschoolers [D. Barnes, 

CBC Assistant Head of Children's Programming, personal 

communication, May 1994].) 

I accessed videotapes of the 10 series in this sample by 
placing telephone calls to each network in each country; the 
Europa World Yearbook, 35th Edition, 1994, proved an 

effective resource through which to access names, locations, 

and telephone/fax numbers of stations and networks in Western 

Europe and the South Pacific. After informing them of my 

research intentions, I inquired from the heads of children's 

programming at each location as to the nature of their 

preschool series and whether they identified their program as 

(a) educational, and/or (b) literacy- or language-based. 

Upon their affirmation of the foregoing, I requested a 

videotaped copy of one week's (five) programs, and each 

network sent some episodes. I received as many as 10 

episodes of "Rat-a-Tat-Tat" (United Kingdom) and as few as 2 

episodes of "The Book Place" (Australia). 

Due to the unequal length of the various program 

episodes, I analyzed 30 minute blocks of each program. For 

some programs this meant that two episodes were included in 

the sample. "Sesame Street" posed a problem, however, as it 

is produced in hour-long episodes. To create a 30 minute 

episode of the program, I analyzed the first 5 minutes, the 

middle 20 minutes, and the final 5 minutes of a randomly 

chosen episode. To create a 30 minute sample of "Chatterbox" 
(New Zealand), which is a 20 minute program, I analyzed one 

entire episode and the first 10 minutes of a second episode. 

If program material had to be omitted from the analysis, a 

brief narrative description of the remainder of the program 

is provided. The following list indicates the country of 

origin, the series, and the episode length of the programs in 

the sample: 
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country Series' name EQisode length 

Australia "The Book Place" 30 min. 
Australia "Here's Humphrey" 30 min. 

Australia "Lift-Off" 30 min. 

New Zealand "Chatterbox" 20 min. 
United Kingdom "Rat-a-tat-tat" 15 min. 

United Kingdom "Story time " 15 min. 

United Kingdom "Words and Pictures" 15 min. 

United States "Reading Rainbow" 30 min. 

Uni ted States "Sesame Street" 60 min. 
United States "Story time " 30 min. 

I had no control over the episodes sent to me. Producers/ 

production staff may have made choices between episodes which 

were reflected in their forwarding the superior episodes 

developed for that series. However, when necessary I 

effectuated random selection from the tapes I received from 

the producers. On the occasions that I had more than 30 

minutes worth of programming, I randomly chose the episodes 

for inclusion in the sample. 

Using my parsonal video cassette recorder, I completed 

multiple viewings of the videotapes of the programs received 

from the target countries. Each of the 10 program episodes 

were analyzed in two ways: (a) by narrative description of 

each episode, and (b) by tabular analysis of the segments 
comprising each of the episode. An eQisode is a text or unit 

of a series which would be broadcast to children during a 
particular time slot. A segment is an identifiable part, or 

unit, of an episode; the segments work together in sequence 

to (theoretically) present a coherent text. A segment is 

comprised of presenters/characters in a setting participating 

in a particular dialogue or activity. Upon notable change of 

that dialogue or activity to another subject (which in effect 

requires viewers to "switch gears"), I identified the 



beginning of a new segment. These methods of analysis are 

further described below. 
Episode description. 
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In order to develop a general overview of the program, I 

constructed a detailed description of each episode of each 

series which includes the following elements: 

1. production goals and objectives (which includes the 

intended age cohort, educational philosophy, and brief 

history, if available); 

2. description of the episode setting (whether indoors, 

outdoors, playground, library, etc.); 

3. description of the characters/presenters 

(individuals' names, approximate age, gender, approximation 

of ethnicity, and behavioral characteristics); and 

4. episode storyline (a detailed beginning-to-end 

narrative as to the episode form and content indicating 

thematic structure, sign systems incorporated into the text, 

etc. ) • 
Segment analysis. 

Although the episode narrative described above paints a 

relatively detailed picture of the 10 programs, a more fine

grained and inclusive examination of the broadcasts has been 

construct~d by analyzing each segment in the 30 minute 

episode. Such analysis is accomplished by identifying the 

number and types of critical iconic, formic, and linguistic 

codes utilized in the segment. The analytic grid I developed 

to examine the episodes on a segment-by-segment basis is 

presented at the beginning of Chapter 3. 

Through multiple viewings of the episodes the analytic 

grid was completed for each episode in the sample. I 

identified occurrences of particular iconic, formic, and 
linguistic characteristics by placing ~s in the corresponding 

cells of the table. It was impossible to count the number of 
occurrences of certain program characteristics; the ~s 
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indicate the presence of that element in a segment, but not 

the number of occurrences in that segment. For example, 

counting the number of close-ups, medium shots, and wide 

shots in a segment would have been both burdensome and 

insignificant within the scope of this study; therefore, the 

presence or absence of the camera shots within a segment are 

noted. This investigation on a segment-by-segment basis 

within each 30 minute programming sample resulted in an 

analysis yielding specificity not available within the 

narrative episode description. 

After the careful construction of the episode 

descriptions and segment analyses of each 30 minute episode 

in the sample, I analyzed the descriptions to determine the 

programs' text potential for children's language/literacy 

learning and examined the texts for indications of holistic 

educational approaches. The remainder of the dissertation is 

presented in the sequence indicated below: 
Chapter 2: 

(a) review of the literature concerning children's 

television programs and child viewers 
Chapter 3: 

(a) production goals and objectives for each series 

(b) description of episode setting 

(c) description of episode characters/presenters 

(d) narrative description of episode 

(e) segment-by-segment analysis of visual, formic, 

and linguistic characteristics of episode 
(f) brief review of program characteristics 

Chapter 4: 

(a) review of the literature concerning holistic 

theories 

(b) potential application of holistic theories to 

television texts 
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Chapter 5: 

(a) analysis of episodes through holistic lens 
(b) brief revie't\}' of holistic theories as applicable 

to television texts 
Chapter 6: 

(a) review of the program texts as potential texts 
for literacy development 

(b) conclusions 
In further explanation of Chapters 2 and 4, my review of the 

literature will provide a critical foundation for determining 
the text potential of the different programs. In addition to 
analyzing the episodes' form and content in comparison to 
characteristics of educational programming suggested in the 
literature to be "effective" practice in children's 
television (Chapter 2), I will also access studies from u.s. 
and international researchers who have constructed holistic 
teaching and learning theories (Chapter 4). These two bodies 
of research, both in children's educational programming and 
in holistic language/literacy development, will inform my 
evaluation of the text potential for each series. 



Definition of Terms for the Purposes of This Study 

Action: The level of physical movement of characters on the 
screen. 

Camera shots: 

Close-up: The television screen (or the "picture") is 
filled with the head and shoulders of the person or 
people being filmed/videoed. 

Medium shot: The picture on screen includes the entire 
torso of the person or people being filmed/videoed. 

wide shot: A shot which establishes the characters 
and/or objects in the context of a room, a backyard, a 
grocery or toy store. 

Camera techniques: 

Defocus/refocus: Usually indicates the passage of time 
or a change of place. 

Panning: Movement of the camera lens in a horizontal 
direction from its earlier position. panning may be 
used to scan the contents of a room (or an entire 
horizon) or to follow a character across a space. 
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Zoom-in: Usually a transition from a medium or long shot 
to a close-up. The image becomes larger on the screen 
and thus more detail can be observed. 

Zoom-out: Usually a transition from a close-up or medium 
shot to a long (or establishing) shot. The character or 
object which was the focus of the close-up or medium 
shot becomes placed within the greater context of the 
immediate environment, i.e., the playground, the 
classroom, etc. 

Editing techniques: 

Cut: An instantaneous change from one shot to another; 
from one place, time, or sUbject to a different one. 

Dissolve: One image is briefly superimposed on another 
until the first image is no longer visible and the 
second image has become clear. 
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Dream sequence or flashback: An image of the character 
becomes modulated or "wavy" to indicate a change in time 
and the mental activity of a character. 

Fade-in: From a black screen the image is gradually 
lightened and becomes visible to the viewer. 

Fade-out: An image gradually darkens until the screen is 
black. 

Montage: A succession of related images rapidly intercut 
into a sequence which may be random or chronological. 

Split screen: The television screen is divided 
vertically, horizontally, or diagonally to show two 
separate images occurring at the same time. 

Episode: A text or unit of a children's television series 
broadcast in its entirety. 

Formal features: Sometimes referred to as "media specific 
codes, formal features, TV's symbol system, or audiovisual 
production conventions" (Rice and Wartella 1981). These are 
the noncontent elements of television which are not exactly 
replicated in actual human experience and must be interpreted 
by the viewer. For example, cuts, black-outs, fades, zoom
ins and zoom-outs, split screens, flashbacks, and other 
special effects manipulate the viewer's focus and typically 
indicate changes in content space and time. Wright & Huston 
(1983) and Huston & Wright (1983) have compared the formal 
features of programming to the "grammar and syntax" of 
television. Similar to the way the reader uses print text to 
predict what will happen next in the story, so does the 
television viewer predict what will happen in the program 
text. The formal features, in concert with the content of 
the broadcast, give clues to the viewer as to what he or she 
can anticipate in the coming minutes of the episode. 

Holistic/child-centered education: An approach in which the 
educator looks to the child as co-creator of the curriculum, 
resulting in an educational experience which celebrates 
individual and cultural diversity. Cambourne (1988) offers 
that holistic learning requires seven conditions of an 
environment for language learning, indeed any learning, to 
take place. These conditions are Immersion, Demonstration, 
Engagement, Expectation, Responsibility, Approximation, and 
Use. The child's personal understandings and experiences; 
learning pace and style; and psychological, emotional, 
social, and physical needs are respected and incorporated 
into the learning event. (See Chapter 4.) 
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Intertextuality: Theory extended by Rosen (1984) that stories 
exist only because of the existence of other stories; both 
the creator and the participant in the story construct 
"threads of connection" between past and present texts. 
Short (1991a) emphasizes the creation of a new unity which 
results from the intertextual tying of texts. New 
relationships can be perceived that would not have otherwise 
been constructed, and incongruities between past and present 
texts can lead to reconsiderations which critically alter 
views of texts and the world. (See Chapter 4.) 

Language: The complex systems of reading, writing, speaking 
(signing in the deaf community), and listening, all of which 
are learned and practiced in the context of social 
interaction. 

Literacy: The multiple processes of becoming competent in the 
use of various sign systems, which then allow the user to 
generalize problems and solutions across situations and 
disciplines (Scribner & Cole, 1973). Cambourne (1988) 
perceives literacy as having a connection with "our ability 
to use language in our negotiations with the world. Often 
these negotiations are motivated by our desires to manipulate 
the world for our own benefit. Reading and writing are two 
linguistic ways of conducting these negotiations. So are 
talking, listening, thinking, reflecting, and a host of other 
behaviours related to cognition and critical thinking" (p. 
3) • 

Literacy-based educational television: Programs designed with 
the stated purpose of contributing to the language and/or 
literacy development of young children (from birth to age six 
or seven). "Sesame Street," "Reading Rainbow," and 
"Story time" are examples of this type of programming in the 
u.S. 

Literacy event: Often limited in definition to those 
occasions when written language is utilized in communication, 
but can be any occasion when a sign system is utilized for 
expression/communication. 

Pace: The rate of scene and character changes. 

Pixilation: A form of animation in which "real" (three
dimensional) objects or people appear to move by the use of 
stop-motion cinematography. 

Program: Used interchangeably with "series." 
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Pro-social television: programs such as "Mister Rogers' 
Neighborhood," "Barney," and "The Puzzle Place" in the U.S. 
designed to bolster children's self-esteem and their 
understandings of family, friendship, and other social 
structures; moral and ethical responsibilities; and such 
various and diverse subjects as cooperation, sharing, social 
protocol, ethnic/cultural diversity, etiquette, and more. 

Representational codes (iconic, formic, linguistic/ 
paralinguistic): Three systems which transact to create a 
potentially meaningful television text for the viewer: the 
visual images ("iconic"), the television-specific 
(production) techniques ("formic"), and the elements of 
language and paralinguistic sounds/symbols ("linguistic"): 

Iconic codes: The most basic level of representation; 
the literal visual and/or auditory portrayal of real
life sensory experience. It is the "re-presentation" of 
reality (Rice & Wartella, 1981). 

Formic codes: Production techniques (camera movement, 
various editing styles) used in the creation of the 
broadcast text. (See Formal features for a detailed 
definition. ) 

Linguistic/paralinguistic codes: Communication systems 
that are not specific to the television medium, of which 
verbal language is the most salient. Other 
nonlinguistic or paralinguistic symbols are also 
included in this category, such as traffic signs and 
verbally or electronically generated sound effects. 

Salient features: Content and noncontent production elements 
of television that elicit and maintain children's attention 
to a broadcast, such as rapid action and pace, children's 
voices, frequently changing scenes and characters, audio 
effects, and special editing effects. These features are 
particularly influential with the 4- to lO-year-old viewer 
(Rice, Houston, & wright 1982). 

Segment: A identifiable part of an episode. 

series: A sequence of episodes in the television medium 
produced under a specific name; the body of work produced 
under a given title. 

Sign system: Systems of meaning used in a culture and include 
oral language, written language, visual art, performance art 
(drama, movement/dance), music, and mathematics. It is 
through signs that various meanings are constructed and 



shared, and it is the various systems that allow multiple 
interpretations of the world. (See Chapter 4.) 
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Story: Narrative which is the fundamental intellectual 
activity. It is the organization of human experience (real 
or imagined) which, as social beings, is often shared with 
others. A story's private and public constructions may take 
on many forms; however, it requires a beginning and an end 
(which must be "invented" from a continuous flow of 
experience) with a sequence of thoughts and/or events in 
between (Rosen, 1984). 

Text: "Any chunk of meaning that has unity and that can be 
shared with others" (Short, 1991a, p. 18). 

"Text potential": A concept explicated by Harste, Woodward, & 
Burke, 1984, "text"--in this case, a television program--is 
an event that occurs when a reader (or televiewer) comes to 
the print (or the program) with personal knowledge and 
experience and actively creates a new text from interaction 
with the medium. "'Text potential' designates a set or 
series of signs interpretable as iconic forms of 
psychological and sociological action •••• [It] is not 
simply the inked marks on the page but rather the sign 
complex formed by print and other communication systems in 
relation to situational context; that is, a print setting as 
it is encountered by a reader, or mental setting" (p. 169). 
The child's creation of "text" from print or television 
includes linguistic, paralinguistic, and nonlinguistic 
thought. 

Text sets: The use of culturally diverse books of fiction and 
nonfiction in many genres/knowledge domains, a wide variety 
of print materials, student-authored work, artifacts, as well 
as representations of experience in the sign systems outside 
of the oral and written forms to support learners' 
"intertextual tying" of experience (Short, 1991b). 

Theory: "A set of interrelated beliefs and assumptions 
through which perception and behavior are organized" (Harste, 
et ale p. 7.) 

Transmediation: Movement across (ex., from music to dance) 
and within sign systems (ex., from painting to sculpture) as 
a fundamental process in literacy (Leland and Harste, 1994; 
Short, 1989). (See Chapter 4.) 

Visual Change: The rate of cuts, pans, zoom-ins/zoom-outs and 
other camera movements. 



Visual complexity: The number of objects on the screen and 
the predictability of their pattern. 

3S 

Whole language theory: A grass roots movement in the 
teaching-learning process dedicated to working with children 
to create positive schooling experiences. In part, it 
involves authentic learning experiences in an environment 
which emphasizes reading real literature (not basals, 
worksheets, and skills books), writing for authentic personal 
and social purposes, active problem solving and exploration 
of personal inquiry. Cambourne (1988) describes how the 
name of this approach reflects its participant's perceptions 
of the teaching/learning process, particularly in the 
language arts classroom: "the literacy act or artifact being 
demonstrated needs to be sufficiently 'whole' to provide 
enough information about the various systems and sub-systems 
of language, so that learners, if they decide to engage, will 
have the data available for working out how all the pieces 
fit together and interact with each other (Cambourne, 1988, 
p. 204). 
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CHAPTER 2 

Introduction 

This study is a content analysis of television texts, 

and within its scope cannot determine children's responses to 
the international programs in this sample. I must, then, 

rely heavily on the body of literature which has examined 

young children's televiewing experiences. The elements of 

television texts which have been determined to likely 

initiate, maintain, or terminate children's interest become 

critical when examining these sample episodes for their 

potential value as sources for meaningful learning. 

Research in the area of educational television and the 

American preschool viewer that particularly impact this study 

may be loosely divided into four general foci: 

1. research studies regarding learning attributable to 

the medium; 

2. studies concerning televiewing as passive or active 

viewing experience; 

3. experiments designed to measure children's visual 

and/or aural attention; and 

4. examinations of the formal features of the television 

medium as they impact cognitive perception and attentional 

factors of the child viewer. 

Many of these studies overlap and blend with other 

categories both in their findings and in their implications. 

For example, the areas of research into the passive/active 
nature of televiewing and the attentional factors involved 

are so closely related that it is reasonable to examine these 

studies as one category of research. For my purposes herein, 

this structure serves as a practical approach to examining a 

body of literature which is critical in application to the 

sample television texts of my sample. 

-----------
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It is important to note that the majority of this 

literature has been complied in studies with children from 

the u.s. It is possible that young children in the U.S., 

because of their media and other cultural experiences, 

respond to television in ways that are different from 

children in other English-speaking countries. I am unsure of 

the magnitude of this distinction; it is, perhaps, a question 

for other research studies to explore. However, it is 

important for the reader to keep in mind that I am, for the 

most part, (a) reviewing literature written by American 

researchers about American children; and (b) applying 

American television research to television texts created by 

other cultures. Like Hodge and Tripp (1986) I must emphasize 

"discovery rather than proof, exploration rather than 

demonstration, suggestiveness rather than certainty--though 

these distinctions are not absolute" (p. 11). 

Investigations Into Cognitive Development 

as a Result of the Television Medium 

"Sesame Street" was the first program in public 

broadcasting to successfully blend educational objectives and 

entertainment features. A review of the literature indicates 

that examinations into the value and effectiveness of 

educational programming were not undertaken until the advent 

of "Sesame Street" broadcasts. Ball and Bogatz (1970) and 

Bogatz and Ball (1971), researchers associated with 

Children's Television Workshop (producers of "Sesame 

Street"), were the first to implement a large-scale study to 

determine the impact of the programming form and content on 

young children's learning in both home and preschool 

environments. Their findings indicated that the program was 

successful in achieving its goals in developing such 

cognitive understandings as identification of letters and 



numbers, repeating sounds and words, naming body parts, 

labeling and classifying objects, identifying animals, etc. 
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Later researchers (Cook, Appleton, Connor, Shaffer, 

Tomkin, & Weber, 1975; Halloran in Cullingford, 1984; H. 

Lesser 1977; Salomon, Eglstein, Finkelstein, Finkelstein, 

Mintzberg, Malve, and Veiner, 1972; Singer & Singer, 1979) 

disputed these findings, separately or collectively asserting 

that any positive outcomes of preschoolers' association with 

the seri.es were a result of the "Hawthorne effect" with the 

researchers or an effect of the mothers' mediating the 

coviewing event with the children. Cook, et al. (1975) 

concluded that children's viewing of the program had not 

impacted the particular cognitive skills for which they were 

tested following the televiewing event. In reviewing the 

developmental history of "Sesame Street" and its emphasis on 

formal features to attract and maintain children's attention 

(with the implication that attention to the screen was 

necessary for learning), Anderson, Lorch, Field and Sanders 

(1981) acknowledged that the program, with its rapidly-paced 

montage style, has been criticized for failing to allow any 

response time or reflection, which are critical to retention 

of new information. 

Several researchers, however, have praised educational 

programming like "Sesame Street" which incorporates 

restricted vocabulary, repetition, pauses, simple sentences, 

concrete references, and an emphasis on objects and events in 

the present. Known as "child-directed-speech," this type of 

linguistic form has been determined as developmentally 

appropriate for children's linguistic abilities and is often 

utilized by adults in conversing with children (Rice & 

Haight, 1986). Rice, Huston, Truglio, and wright (1990) and 

Rice (1984) also asserted that the program dialogue is geared 

to child viewers in a manner not unlike the one that mothers 

use in their speech and language to their children. They 
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proffer that this "mother-ese," which includes simple 

sentences, concrete subject matter, and repeated emphasis on 

key concepts and critical terms, is well suited to introduce 

new elements of language to children. 

In more recent studies--a survey analysis completed by 

zill, Davies, and Daly (1994) and a four-year longitudinal 

study by Wright and Huston (1995)--children's viewing of 

"Sesame Street" was a positive predictor of children's school 

readiness. The effects were modest, and among other 

intervening variables, neither study could factor out 

children's viewing of other educational/prosocial programming 

such as "Reading Rainbow," "Mister Rogers' Neighborhood," 

"Barney," etc. Most importantly, Children's Television 

Workshop (CTW), commissioned the studies and paid for their 

completion. This factor alone creates an element of 

suspicion when examining the validity of these research 

efforts. 

In other studies concerned generally with child 

televiewing (not necessarily focusing on "Sesame Street"), it 

has been suggested that educational programs which heavily 

relied on dialogue were not as effective with young children 

as those programs which employed a highly entertaining style 

replete with music, special effects, and a rapid pace 

(Cullingford 1984). However, Wakschlag (1982) suggested that 

the visually exciting "entertainment" elements of a 
children's educational program were negatively related both 

to the children's perception of the program as educational 

and to their understanding of significant content. Their 

visual attention to the program, though, was positively 

related to the use of stimulating formal features in 

communicating program content. 

Although researchers may disagree on the application of 

form and content of various series, the assumption can be 

made that both content features and formic codes must be 
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considered in any attempt to gain understandings as to 

children's learning from television (Wartella, 1987). Other 

researchers have expressed the need for further research not 

just in form and content, "but also about the processes of 

thinking that the programmes stimulate or develop" (Bliss, 

Goater, & Jones, 1983, p. 45). A connection between visual 

media codes and children's thinking has been suggested by 

Salomon's (1979) research, in which he argued that children 

use formic conventions from television in their cognitive 

processes much in the same way they internalize language. 

Other research studies have emphasized the significance 

of children's knowledge and skills level upon entering the 

viewing event, their prior experience with the medium, and 

their own perceptions as to the entertainment or education 

value of the content (Salomon, 1979c; Salomon, 1983; Simatos 

& Spencer, 1992). Salomon (1979c) asserted that the 

abilities children bring with them to the program determine 

what they will gain from it, and suggested that children's 

attitudes impacted their gaining information from the medium. 

That is, their "amount of invested mental effort" or "AlME" 

contributed to their viewing experience; the children 

perceived that watching television was "easy" and that 

reading print was "tough," and the result was a more 

determined investment in creating meaning from printed text 

(Salomon, 1984). 

Investigations Into the Active/Passive Nature of 

Televiewing and Attentional Factors of Child Viewers 

The research undertaken in the area of children's visual 

attention to the television medium has been extensive 

(Anderson & Lorch, 1983; Rice, 1984; Rice, Huston, & Wright, 

1982; Wartella, 1987; Wright & Huston, 1983). Lorch, 

Anderson, & Levin (1979) suggested in their findings that 

child televiewing was not an involuntary or passive activity, 
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but that children used sophisticated strategies in carefully 

attending to only those segments of a program which bore 
informative content. One of those strategies was their 

auditory monitoring of the soundtrack for cues of age

appropriate material, such as other children's voices and 

peculiar voices; the maintenance of attention, however, was 

related to children's previous experience with the program, 

whether it was understandable, and whether the editing was 

more dynamic or static (Anderson, Lorch, Smith, Bradford & 

Levin 1981). 

Rolandelli (1989) also suggested that children monitor 

the auditory elements of a program at a nonsemantic level and 

initiate their visual attention upon indications of 

understandable content; however, he suggested that although 

both the aural and visual elements of a program are equally 

important in creating comprehensible programming, children 

may rely on the visual component of television to a greater 
extent because of linguistic complexity. Anderson, Lorch, 

Field, and Sanders (1981) built on Lorch, Anderson, and 

Levin's (1979) work and created an experimental design to 

study the effects of program comprehensibility. Their work 

suggested that children attend to program dialogue that is 

"concrete and immediate" to a greater extent than "abstract 

and nonimmediate" narration. It was also their 

interpretation that children's viewing was significantly 

reduced when the sequence of scenes was logically 

inconsistent, when the audio was in a language other than 

English, or when the vocal track was played backward. 

Hawkins, Kim, and Pingree (1991) pursued a similar 

experiment, the results of which suggested that children 

attempt to understand complicated but seemingly accessible 
content when shown a story in randomly ordered scene 

sequences. They affirmed the Anderson, Lorch, Field, and 

Sanders (1981) study in indicating that attention rapidly 

-------- -----------
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decreased and remained low for all ages of children viewing a 

segment with incomprehensible language. Both of these 

studies contributed to the now well-accepted theory that 

television is more than just a visual medium. Henderson and 

Rankin's (1986) findings suggested that the more a child 

maintained his/her attention on the screen, the more likely 

s/he was to talk about the program content. There was no 

positive relationship between children's televiewing and 

their verbal imitation or program-related visual responses. 

Anderson, Lorch, Smith, et ale (1981) examined attention 

factors as affected by peer viewing and proposed that the 

children's viewing context, i.e., the presence of peers, 

influenced their televiewing. These researchers determined 

that the children's attention diminished in the presence of 

peers. The Henderson and Rankin (1986); Lorch, Anderson, and 

Levin (1979), and the Lovelace (1990) studies suggested that 

although the child's attention may indicate what s/he enjoys, 

such measures do not provide data about the child's learning 

from the medium. 

Investigations Into the Formal Features of Television 

and Their Impact on Child Attention and Learning 

The interaction of formal features with program content 

cannot be underestimated; numerous research studies have 

indicated that formal characteristics of educational programs 

for children significantly impact the child viewer and 

his/her attention to and/or interpretation of the televised 

message (Ball & Bogatz, 1970; G. Lesser, 1974; Salomon, 1979; 

Simatos & Spencer, 1992; Welch & Watt, 1982). Huston and 

Wright (1983) use a metaphor of written language in 

explaining formal features, which they suggest are the syntax 

or grammar of the television text. These forms mark 

transitions between scenes and act as "organizers" in 

audiovisual texts similar to the manner in which punctuation, 



spaces between words, and paragraphs organize meaning in 

printed texts. These researchers also suggest that formal 

features indicate the type of content of the program, e.g., 

whether it is meant for children or adults, whether it is 

fantasy or reality, etc. 
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Welch and Watt (1982) found that the greater the number 

of objects on the screen and the more unpredictable their 

pattern, the less children attended to the program; the 

researchers explained that the visual complexity of the 

screen made excessive information processing demands on the 

young televiewers. Simatos and Spencer (1992), in a broader 

examination of formal features, suggested that it may not be 

important as to whether the formic codes indicated 

comprehensible program content to children or whether they 

created visual response from the children; their increased 

attention alone, attributable to the formal features utilized 

in a text, may impact comprehension. Similar to the Huston 

and wright (1983) findings, Simatos and Spencer proffer that 

the formal features of television can cue children as to the 

type of content of the program and therefore alert them to 

the kind of mental processing that will be required of them 

as viewers; for example, a laugh track would signal a comedy 

program and would inspire the child to attempt to determine 

why a given content element was funny. Reed and Frazer 

(1980) found that young televiewers specifically used audio 

effects, shifts of scene, action, or shifts in music to 

maintain contact with the television set, which suggested to 

the researchers that children are very aware of programming 

cues. 

Going beyond attentional factors as influenced by formal 

features, Salomon and Cohen (1977) designed a study to 

investigate representational codes as they impacted specific 

mental skills of children. Holding all other content 

features constant, the researchers alternated emphasis in 
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close-ups and long shots, zooms in and out, logical qaps, and 

fragmented space in a film watched by Israeli fifth-graders. 

They determined that, even though the content remained the 

same, the children were required to use different skills in 

learning from the multiple variations of the film. It also 

became apparent from this study that formal features (such as 

a zoom-in showing a whole to part connection) could supersede 

certain operations by the viewer, to the extent that the 

viewer would not have to master the related skill (use 

his/her personal understandings of part-to-whole 

relationships). Susman (1978) also hypothesized that zoom

ins hindered children's part-to-whole understandings, and 

Martin (1993) wrote that "if part of an object is shown on 

screen without some context, or if the camera angle is 

extreme (thus giving a distorted and unfamiliar perspective), 

it can be confusing and unrecognisable to a three year old" 

(p. 120). In other research, Salomon (1979b) noted that 

preschoolers were less affected by a program's formal 

features than second- and third-graders, which seems to 

further support his claim that a child's previous knowledge 

and experience with the medium will impact his/her 

comprehension of program content. Rice, Huston, and Wright 

(1983) disagree with this claim, reporting that prior studies 

on attentional patterns "have provided minimal support or the 

hypothesis that younger children are more attentive to 

salient formal features than are older children" (p. 35). 

Several researchers have examined the difference between 

Saturday morning cartoons and educational programming, and 

the salient features of both genres. Huston, et al. (1981) 

identified that more oral language, particularly in 

children's voices, was used in educational programming, and 

that there was greater occurrence of opportunities for young 

viewers' reflection, such as singing, long zooms, and 

moderate character action; generally, the "attention-
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grabbing" elements of commercial television were less 

frequent in educational programming. Rice (1984) suggested 

that the popularity of cartoons could be attributed to the 

appeal of animation, humor, and a simplistic and repetitive 

plot. Linguistic elements of cartoons were also likely to 

contribute to children's preferences "because these shows do 

not rely on abstract or challenging verbal features as a 

means of conveying plot: dialogue is minimal and the 

production techniques simulated perceptual processes (loud 

noises, high pace)" (p. 459). Hodge and Tripp (1986) argue 

that cartoons are preferred by children and are actually 

beneficial to young viewers because of their obvious 

fantastic nature. Children can clearly make a distinction 

between fiction and reality with cartoons; these distinctions 

are more often fuzzy when they view some children's and most 

adult programming. 

The significance of formal features on a child's 

comprehension of a television text cannot be measured in an 

exacting way, however, as the form of the message cannot be 

examined independent of its content. Rice and Wartella 

(1981) caution researchers against "arbitrary" divisions of 

form and content in that they do not adequately describe 

children's viewing experience. They write: "Children do not 

watch form or content; they do not have discrete 

psychological mechanisms for attention vs. comprehension vs. 

symbolic processing. Instead, they respond to television in 

toto, as a medium of communication" (p. 366). Attention to 

formal features is well placed, however, in that children use 

them to predict content that is appropriate for their viewing 

(Simatos & Spencer, 1992). 

Other studies have examined more specific features of 

programming that impact children's attention to and 

comprehension of the content, as well as children's personal 

preferences to particular production elements. The following 
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from the existing literature in the field: 
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1. Children attend to the appearance and/or voices of 

other children on the screen (Anderson, et al. 1981; Kodaira, 

1990; G. Lesser, 1972). 

2. Children enjoy feeling as if they are in a "real" 

dialogue with a television character and may prefer direct 

address from a "real person" as opposed to a "television 

personality" (Martin, 1993). 

3. Children enjoy the appearance of large animals in 

programming (Kodaira, 1990); they also have a strong visual 

response to "Sesame Street" Muppets in combination with 

animals (but a low verbal response) (Ball & Bogatz, 1970). 

4. Children past the age of three enjoy animated 

cartoons (Ball & Bogatz, 1970; Kodaira, 1990; G. Lesser, 

1972) • 

5. Two-year-old children enjoy "active-stationary 

[movement] (such as jumping and stopping in one place, 

without panning or zooming in the camerawork)" (Kodaira, 

1990, p. 139). 

6. Around the age of three children begin to involve 

themselves in imitative actions inspired by television 

programming (Kodaira, 1990; Sproull, 1973). 

7. The pace of the action should be varied to remain 

appealing to children: although "both fast-paced and slow

paced material will hold children's attention, ••• a slow, 

peaceful episode is more appealing when surrounded by fast

moving episodes than when it follows another slow, quiet 

piece" (G. Lesser, 1974, p. 269). Welch and Watt (1982) 

suggest that low to moderate levels of character activity on 

the screen will enhance both visual attention to the screen 

and learning as a result from viewing (as long as the 

material to be learned is presented in a visual mode). 
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8. Simplified dialogue, much like mother-child 

interactions, which includes linguistic features such as 

simple sentences, concrete rather than abstract references, 

repetition, and emphasis on the present as opposed to past or 

future, will more likely be comprehended by young televiewers 

than the language present in cartoons or adult situation 

comedies (Rice, Huston, Truglio, and Wright, 1990; 

Rolandelli, 1989). 

9. In their "Sesame Street" research, Ball and Bogatz 

(1970) indicated that songs received the highest visual and 

motor responses among the hundreds of children they observed. 

10. Books and films received the lowest visual, verbal, 

and motor responses from the children involved in the Ball 

and Bogatz (1970) "Sesame Street" research. 

Other research studies in the areas of reading 

instruction and language acquisition have examined the 

influence of closed-captioned television programs in 

language/literacy development of second language learners and 

students experiencing difficulties in reading (Koskinen, 

Wilson, & Jensema, 1985; Neuman & Koskinen, 1992). Both 

studies suggested that printed text on the screen, when 

accompanied by the video and audio text, significantly 

contributed to the language development of the students in 

their experiments. This work has important implications for 

the preschool population in their language experiences with 

children's programming: it suggests that printed text on the 

screen could help children understand the relationship 

between oral and written language and therefore would be a 

positive element in the literacy development of the young 

viewers. Koskinen, Wilson, Gambrell, and Neuman (1993) 

compare captioned television to a moving storybook. 

"Captioned television allows viewers to focus attention on 

both definitional and contextual information, enhancing word 

meaning by providing a semantically rich visual context that 
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includes both printed words and pictorial images" (KOskinen, 

et ale 1993, p. 39). They also review studies that suggest 

captioning increases reading frequency, motivation, reading 

vocabulary, and comprehension (Adler, 1985; Koskinen, Wilson, 

Gambrell, & Jensema, 1987). 

The foregoing chapter has reviewed the multiple areas of 

research studies which have previously examined both 

children's television programs as texts and children's 

experiences with the medium. This literature is critical in 

its application to my examination of the 10 sample episodes 

of national and international programming in Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 3 I have examined each of the 10 episodes in 

the following sequence: (a) production goals and objectives; 

(b) description of the setting; (c) description of 

characters/presenters; (d) narrative description of the 

episode; (e) segment-by-segment analysis of iconic, formic, 

and linguistic characteristics; and (f) a brief review of the 

episode. The final section of Chapter 3 will present an 

overview of each of the 10 episodes as described within 

Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Introduction 

This chapter will provide a detailed description of each 
of the ten programs analyzed in the sample, to be examined 
alphabetically as follows: 

Australia: 

New Zealand: 
United Kingdom: 

uni ted States: 

1. "The Book Place"; 
2. "Here's Humphrey"; 
3. "Lift-Off"; 

4. "Chatterbox"; 
5. "Rat-a-tat-tat"; 
6. "Story time " (u. K. ) ; 
7. "Words and Pictures"; 
8. "Reading Rainbow"; 
9. "Sesame Street"; and 

10. "Story time " (U.S.). 
The exposition of each of the programs listed above will 

contain four sections. Beginning with "The Book Place" I 
will describe the production goals for the series, provide a 
narrative description of the episode, examine the 
representational codes of the episode, and conclude with a 
brief reviews of the episode. The same procedure will be 
followed for the remaining nine episodes of the sample. 
Further details of the four sections follow. 

The first section describes the producers' goals and 

objectives in the creation of the series. The term "series" 
refers to a group of episodes in which the individual shows 
share a theme, location, or cast. 

The second section presents the narrative description of 

each episode in segment-to-segment detail. The term 
"segment" is used herein to identify a portion of an episode 
which has a beginning, middle, and end and presents a 
concept. A new segment is identified when the subject or 

focus of the episode changes to address ,another subject or 

------ .. ---.. ~---
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focus. The narrative descriptions are presented in this 
second section to establish a general sense of the episode in 
a sequential context. A description of the setting and 

presenters/characters immediately precedes the narrative 
description of the episode. 

The third section of each analysis includes an 

examination of the presence or absence of selected iconic, 
formic, and linguistic characteristics of each episode which 
contribute to a literacy-based audiovisual text. Although 

the narrative of the second section may create a "mental 
picture" as to the program form and content, a detailed 
explication of the iconic (visual), formic (medium-specific), 
and linguistic codes of the episode is necessary to construct 
a fully expository text. Descriptions of these 
representationax codes are set forth below: 

Iconic codes of a television program are the visual images 
seen by the viewer. They are the most basic level of 
television's representational codes, those which literally "re_ 
present" real-life visual experience. Characters, movement, 
setting, genre, and print on the screen are the visual elements 
of television text which are identifiable as iconic 
representations. 

Formic codes are those characteristics unique to 
television and film production, which include such elements 
as camera shots, camera speed, editing techniques, special 
effects, audio effects, and pace. It is important to examine 
formic codes in an analysis of children's audiovisual texts 
in that the form is indeed the delivery system for the 

content, and as such has the potential to contribute to or 
hinder a child's meaningful transaction with the text. 

The linguistic characteristics of the program are 
described via Halliday's (1975) concept of field (subject 
matter), tenor (role relationships), and mode (genre) as the 
three components of any language event. These descriptions 
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are applicable in the examination of the linguistic elements 

of aural television texts. As the field/subject matters of 

the language events have already been described in the second 

section, which is the narrative description of each episode, 

the linguistic analysis will focus on tenor and then mode. 

The use of dialects or languages other than English will also 

be noted. 

This analysis is accomplished through information 

gathered by use of the evaluative tool, a Segment Code 

Analysis grid, which I developed for that purpose. The grid 

is reproduced in its entirety in the following three pages: 
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Segment code analysis: Iconic (visual) codes 

series: __ ~~~~ __________________ __ 
Episode title/#: ____________________ __ 
Running time: ______ _ 

Segment description: #1: ______________________________________________________________ __ 
#2: _____________________________________________________________ __ 
#3: ______________________________________________________________ __ 
#4: ______________________________________________________________ __ 
#5: __________________________________________________________________ _ 
#6: ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
#7: ______________________________________________________________ __ 
#8: ________________________________________________________ --~~ 

51 52 53 S4 55 S6 57 58 
CHARACTERS 
adults 
children 
puppets 
toys 
animals 
animated figures 
illustrations 
adult in costume 
other: 

MOVEMENT 
none 
moderate (functional) 
moderate (aesthetic) 
rapid (functional) 
rapid (aesthetic) 

SETTING 
studio (indoor set) 
studio (outdoor set) 
indoor location (non-studio) 
outdoor loco (non-studio) 
other: 

GENRE 
live action 
taped/filmed segment 
animation 
book illustration 
other: 

PRINT 
on-screen overlay 
dialogue bubble 
environmental (on the set) 
book 
other print medium: 

KEY: m=male; c=ch~ld; an=an~mal; p=phrases; e=ent~re text; co=cover 
f=female; ad=adult; i=isolated words; s=sentences; h=words highlighted 
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segment code analysis (cont.): formic (medium-specific) codes 

Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
CAMERA SHOTS 
close-up 
medium 
wide 
zoom in 
zoom out 
pan 
tracking 
other camera movement: 

CAMERA SPEED 
normal 
slow motion 
fast motion 

EDITING TECHNIQUES 
cuts (slow medium fast) 
fades 
dissolves 
black-outs 
montaqe 
defocus/focus 
other: 

SPECIAL EFFECTS 
split screen 
dream sequence/flashback 
picture insert 
other: 

AUDIO EFFECTS 
voice over 
backqround music 
music with sonq 
loud music w/o lyrics 
special sound effects 
canned laughter 
other: 

PACE: (slw, med. rpd) 
chanqe of scenes 
change of characters 
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Segment code analysis (cant.): linguistic codes 

Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
FIELD (SUBJECT MATTER) 
Sl: 
S2: 
S3: 
S4: 
S5: 
S6: 
S7: 
S8: , 
TENOR (ROLE R'SHIPS) 
direct add. to vwr by adult I 
direct add. to vwr by child I 

direct add. to vwr by puppet I 
adult monologue I 

child monologue 
adults in dialogue 
adult dialogue with child 
children in dialogue 
voice-over by adult , 
voice-over by child I 
adult in dialoque wi puppet , 
child in dialogue wi puppet I 
puppets in dialogue I 
other: I , 
MODE (GENRE) I 

conversation 
sonq 
poem 
instruct./suggest. to viewer 
book reading 
other print reading 
story telling_ 
dramatic event/story theatre 
other: 

DIALECT 
adult I 

child I 
~uQPet 

animated character 
character in book or story· 
other: I 

I 
LANGUAGE (NOT ENGLISHt 
adult 
child 
animated character 
puppet 
character in book or story 
other: 



ss 

Portions of the completed grid will be presented within 

this code analysis as particularly important in examining 

literacy elements in preschool educational programming. A 

discussion of each subcategory of the representational codes 

in its entirety would prove tiresome for the reader and would 

not necessarily contribute to understanding the literacy 

potential of the episode. 

Although I acknowledge the importance of examining the 

television text as an integrated whole, some elements are 

less critical to this analysis. For example, in the 

examination of iconic codes, the presentation of print on the 

screen is more salient to literacy issues than is the setting 

(although each setting is detailed in the narrative 

description); the formic codes of editing techniques and 

episode pace are more critical than the camera speed (which 

rarely varies from normal); and the linguistic relationships 

among the presenters and with the child viewers are more 

critical than presenter/character dialects. However, any 

number of elements of the television episodes may require 

critical examination according to their inclusion in the 

text. 

There is a specific benefit in using a grid to record 

information about a audiovisual text. In a glance one can 

see the number of segments in which language other than 

English was spoken or the occurrences of book covers shown on 

the screen. This type of "presence/absence" notation, 

however, has its limitations. For example, the grid does not 

have the descriptive power to note the extent to which Maori 

or Spanish is spoken in a segment, whether single words or 

entire sentences are used, whether the words are repeated 

frequently, whether English translations are provided, etc. 

Nor does the grid specify, for example, the length of time 

the camera focused on a book cover and whether the title, 

author, and illustrator's names were readable to the viewer. 
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The grid, then, must be used in conjunction with the earlier 

episode narrative, as well as the descriptions following the 

grid excerpts which further illuminate the form and content 

of the television text. 
The fourth section of each episode description is a 

conclusion which briefly summarizes the basic characteristics 

of the episode and whether it meets with the goals and 

objectives as set forth in the production materials. 

As indicated earlier, the characters/presenters of each 

of the episodes are described, and in that description I have 

attempted to identify the ethnic heritage of many of the 

individuals. My use of terminology (Black as opposed to 

African American, White instead of Anglo, Latino and not 

Hispanic), indeed my intentions to label people at all, is a 

source of discomfort for me as a writer. These labels seem 

unavoidable in attempting to describe television texts that 

my reader cannot experience and that are integral to my 

research questions. 

The labels are important to my research because the 

results are important to children. Candy Dawson Boyd, a 

black u.s. author of children's literature, wrote of her 

childhood: "1 never saw myself or my mama or my daddy in 

books •••• We lived rich, vibrant lives despite all the 

adversities. I never saw any of that in books. Did I 

notice? Yes. Did it make me feel bad? Yes." (Boyd, 1991, 

p. 52). Multicultural representation is a concern that 

extends beyond the boundaries of the u.s. and printed texts. 

Children need to see their faces and their cultures 

represented in the variety of media constructed for them. My 

identification of individuals as a Black man or Latino woman, 

then, is not remotely intended to offend, but to inform. 
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"The Book Place," Seven Network, Australia 

Production Goals and Objectives 

"The Book Place" combines live action, animation, and 

puppetry in a 30 minute program for Australian preschoolers. 

It is designed to promote interest and enthusiasm in reading 

and in books. A document entitled "Application form for "C" 

program classification" prepared by Dina L. Brown, Director 

of Children's Television, Channel 7 Brisbane, indicates that 

the program was conceived to present to young children "a 

blend of different books on complementary topics, presented 

in diverse ways, and supplementary experiences which are 

promoted by the story content" (unnumbered p. 3). The 

literature read on the program is intended to meet children's 

needs and interests; encourage positive attitudes about 

reading; and reflect "fun, humor, fantasy, and drama" 

("Application," unnumbered p. 7). Other such issues as the 

environment and the multicultural nature of Australia are 

claimed to be explored through quality literature available 

for the preschool population. 

Educators working with "The Book Place" production staff 

describe the episodes as having "clear thematic integrity 

which is conveyed in all segments"; they note that the 

dialogue of the presenters or the related content material 

creates the linkages between the segments ("Notes of Episodes 

1 and 2 of The Bookplace," Queensland University of 

Technology Centre for Applied Studies in Early Childhood, 

unnumbered p. 1). Programs with themes such as travel or 

jungle animals meet the personal interests of preschool 

children, and a thematic approach satisfies their desires to 

categorize and develop general concepts ("Notes," unnumbered 

p. 1). 
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Narrative Description of "The Book Place" Episode 

Two episodes were received on tapes forwarded by the 

series I producer in Australia. The episode, "Fantasy," which is 

the focus of this analysis was chosen at random from the two 

available episodes. The episode examined herein seems to be 

representative of the series when compared to the other. 

Setting. 

The set represents either a library or a retail book 

store. It is a comfortable and inviting place. The interior 

walls are lined with bookshelves and toys, and a central 

table in the main space holds books and stuffed animals. 

There is both an interior and exterior of the set; the 

exterior, which looks more like a storefront than a library, 

is mostly windows with a wooden door bearing a hanging sign 
that reads OPEN. Over the screen right windows in white 

letters appears the words THE BOOK PLACE. 

Presenters. 

Brenton is a white man with brown hair in his 30s or 

40s. He is pleasant looking and wears a colorful cotton 

shirt. Lynn is a white woman in her 30s. She is blonde and 

wears casual clothing. They are intended to be role models 

by demonstrating their interest and enthusiasm in reading 

( "Notes," unnumbered, p. 2). 

Andy is a white man with glasses and curly dark hair. 

He is the musician who frequently comes by for visits and 

songs, but is less an integral part of the library/store than 

Brenton and Lynn. 

Bookworm is a brown plastic hand puppet sporting a white 

collar and bow tie. He has a large smiling mouth and black 

shiny eyes. His role is to contribute to the creation of a 



"fun" and "positive atmosphere," as well as to place a 

positive connotation on the moniker of "bookworm" ("Notes," 

unnumbered p. 2). 

Episode description. 

S9 

This episode is entitled "Fantasy," as determined from 

the pre-broadcast identification information provided on the 

production tape. In a pre-opening title segment taped in an 

outdoor (non-studio) setting, a man with a briefcase walks 

toward the camera and steps on the sidewalk, only to discover 

that the different sections of concrete play piano notes. As 

he moves from slab to slab in surprise and then runs out of 

view, he plays the opening notes of the title song. The 

video for this opening shows children entering The Book 

Place, watching a toy train, and reading. An adult woman is 

shown writing on paper with Bookworm. 

Segment 1: As the title music fades, Brenton and Lynn 

approach the front door of The Book Place stamping the 

sidewalk, in an attempt to make the piano sounds from the 

pre-opening song segment. They both acknowledge that they 

"can't make it work." They greet the viewers and as they 

enter the "inside" set, Bookworm is heard growling. He is 

pretending that he is a crocodile, and Lynn realizes that he 
has been inspired by the book Crocodile Beat. The presenters 

introduce the book by naming the author and illustrator. 

Rhythmic percussion music begins playing as Lynn and Brenton 

alternate reading sections the book text to the beat of the 

music. This rhyming story describes a variety of animals who 

have come to a river and begin celebrating the "jungle beat," 

until a crocodile puts an end to their fun. At the 

conclusion of the book Lynn holds up the cover of the book 

and asks the viewers to look closely at the crocodile. She 

calls attention to the artist's illustrations in paint and 

tissue paper. 
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Segment 2: A prerecorded segment compares magazine 

pictures of animals with footage of children on the 

playground behaving as these animals. It begins with two 

young white children sitting at a table with safety scissors 

and cutting out pictures of animals. Other children can be 

heard in the background, and it appears to be a preschool 

setting. The boy and girl are gluing pictures into a blank 

book. The camera cuts to a picture of a zebra in the collage 

book, and a child's voice is heard saying, "A zebra has black 

and white stripes." The camera then shows the boy and girl 

galloping around a playground (the boy has on black and white 

striped shorts). The camera focuses on a picture of an 

orangutan, then cuts to the girl swinging as a voice-over by 

a little girl is heard: "The monkey umm swing from tree to 

tree." The collage picture of the giraffe seen earlier is 

repeated, and a girl's voice is heard saying, "The giraffe 

has spots." The boy is seen outside walking around and 

around a tree with both arms extended over his head and 

occasionally grabbing leaves. A girl's voice says, "The 

giraffe has avery, very long neck." The camera cuts to the 

boy now walking on all fours and a boy's voice is heard 

asking: "What's got four legs and stripes?" The camera 

focuses on the boy for four more seconds and the segment 

ends. 

Segment 3: Brenton is sitting in an armchair in The Book 

Place with book in his lap. His monologue to the viewers is 

as follows: 

If you were to write a book, you could put anything you like into 

it. You could draw the pictures or you could make the pictures 

out of something. And if you did, then you'd be an author. An 

author like Maurice Sendak. He wrote this book. [camera focuses 

on the cover] It's called Where the Wild Things Are. He wrote the 

story, and he drew the pictures. I like his idea for the story. 

See what you think. 
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He opens the book, and picture quickly fades to the first 

illustration. The original illustrations for this 

presentation have been minimally animated (usually only one 

object per illustration) via a stop-action camera technique. 

For example, Max's arm hammers a nail, the dog scoots off the 

page, the flag on Max's boat waves, and one of the wild 

Things swings from a vine. The integrity of the original 

illustrations is maintained. No print is shown on the screen 

in connection to the reading of this book. The camera 

returns to Brenton reading in the armchair only one time 

during the text. At the end of the story, Brenton closes the 

book and addresses the viewers: "Wasn't Max brave staring 

into all those wild yellow eyes without blinking once?" 

Segment 4: This taped segment opens without 

introduction. Six white children (three boys, three girls) 

are in what appears to be a preschool facility and are 

sitting facing the camera. They sing "Flying Purple People 

Eater" with accompanying movements. Their teacher is 

presumably standing off camera, as her voice is heard singing 

the vocals and perhaps leading the gestures: the children 

seem to refer to her often. The children are strong on the 

chorus, but some of the children "hum" through the less 

familiar stanzas. 

Segment 5: Bookworm is on a shelf in The Book Place and 

is surrounded by books. A book ladder is near him, and 

perched on the rungs are "Wild Thing" stuffed dolls. He 

claims that they are not really wild and that they like to 
listen to stories. He introduces the book, Drac and the 

Gremlin, calling it "a story of adventure, a story of 

excitement, a story like no other, a story about Drac and the 

Gremlin." He explains that Drac is a girl, the gremlin is 

her brother, and that the story is a lot of fun. The camera 

focuses on an on-screen print overlay of the title, author, 

and illustrator, as the Bookworm reads the title. The book 
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explores the fantasy of a young girl playing in her backyard 

with her brother. The visual text in the segment is 

represented both through prerecorded live action and the 

original book illustrations. Using such inspiration as her 

Irish setter ("the dragon"), a cat ("General Ming"), and a 

butterfly ("the White Wizard"), Drac imagines that she must 

gain the cooperation of the evil gremlin to save her country 

from the terrible dragon. At the close of the story, the 

camera cuts back to Bookworm, who repeats the title, author, 

and illustrator. The actual cover is not shown, and no 

printed text is seen during the book reading. Bookworm is 

not shown reading the text. The segment ends when Bookworm 

asks the wild Things if they enjoyed the story, reports that 

"Yes, they did," and laughs. 

Segment 6: Andy, laughing, walks up to the front door 

area of The Book Place, peeks in the window, and sits down on 

the front step with his guitar. He greets the viewers, then 

says: "One of the reasons I love coming to The Book Place is 

that you never know just what might happen." He begins 

playing his guitar and singing a song that incorporates 

references to the episode's books: he sings about Bookworm, 

the Wild Things, and animals dancing to the Crocodile Beat. 

Lynn and Brenton join Andy during the song, as does Bookworm. 

Andy also refers to a book that has not yet been read by Lynn 

about beach pirates. Upon the conclusion of the song, ending 

with the line "Every day in The Book Place is like a magic 

train ride with you," the camera cuts to the next segment. 

Segment 7: This is a taped segment of children playing 

with toy trains, which is regularly interrupted by tape of 

real trains traveling through city and rural areas. Young 

children are seen moving toy trains along the tracks, placing 

items in cars, and watching electric trains. There is an 

audio track of real trains that continues throughout the 

-------------------------- ---



segment. There are no words spoken during the segment, and 

no print is seen in the environment. 
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Segment 8: Lynn pulls a book off the shelf and addresses 

the viewers: 

DO you like to pretend? You could pretend to drive a train or to 

fly a rocket or to sail a Ship? Just imagine this. You're a 

pirate and you have some treasure, so you need a beach to bury the 

treasure. Listen very carefully. [audio of seagulls and surf] 

Ahh, are you imagining that you can hear the beach? Well, that 

makes us beach pirates, just like the children in this story 

called Beach Pirates. Let me tell you about them. 

Lynn does not show the viewers the cover of the book, but 

opens it to the first page and begins reading. This is a 

story about a young narrator who reports her adventures with 

her brother and sister as they attempt to hide their 

treasure--a piece of rope, a bit of wood, a bone, a scallop 

shell--from "pirates." Although they see "pirates" all 

around the beach, the illustrations prove them to be modern 

day folks enjoying the environment. The camera cuts to Lynn 

reading the text on one occasion. She closes the book at the 

conclusion of the story. "Did you enjoy being a beach 

pirate? You could also be a desert pirate or • 

Bookworm interrupts Lynn and tells her that she was so busy 

being a beach pirate, she forgot to tell the viewers who 

wrote the book. Lynn names the author and illustrator, and 

holds up the cover to the camera. 

Segment 9: Andy and Brenton are sitting in front of 

bookshelves. They comment on the pleasures of being on the 

beach and gesture broadly when speaking about "messing about 

in boats, splashing in the waves, digging in the sand." With 

Brenton's comment, "Just imagine ••• ", the segment cuts to 

a tape of very young children and several adults playing on a 

beach. The children gather shells, use shovels for digging, 

and pick up seaweed. Gulls and the surf are heard behind the 



children's talk, which cannot be heard clearly enough to 

transcribe. 
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segment 10: Brenton, Lynn, Andy, and Bookworm are all 

together in front of bookshelves. Brenton is holding a book, 

and without introduction, he begins to read the text about 

Farmer Gray who shears his sheep in a variety of shapes. At 

the end of the story, the camera cuts back to the four cast 

members where they were last seen. They are quietly laughing 
as Brenton says, "And that book was Sheep Shape, written by 

Marcia Vaughn and Kilmeny Niland. I wonder if you could cut 

a sheep into a Bookworm shape?" The theme song begins 

playing as the picture fades to The Book Place window, on 

which the store name is written. Credits run during the 

wordless tune. The camera then cuts to pan the books that 

were read during the episode, and a voice-over by an adult 

man reads the title, authors, illustrators, and publishers of 

the five books from that particular production. 

Code Analysis of "The Book Place" Episode 

Iconic code analysis. 

CHARACTERS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 
adults 1m, 1m 

1f 
children 1m, 3m, If, 

If 3f 1m 
puppets 1 1 
to~s 

animals 
animated figures 
adult in animal/other 
costume 
other: 

S6 S7 S8 S9 SID 
2m, 1f 2m If, 
1f 2m 

If, 6+ 
2m 

1 1 1 

The table evidences the program's emphasis on the two 

presenters, various prerecorded sequences with children, and 

the Bookworm puppet. Children are shown in five of the 10 

segments; they provide most of the activity and movement 
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present in the episode. Males appear with slightly more 

frequency than females, but the gender scales are not tipped 

to any obvious or disturbing extent. All of the adults and 

children shown in this episode (including the book 

illustrations) are white; there are no persons of color 

represented. 

GENRE SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 sa S9 SID 
"live action" (studio) X X X X X X 
tape/film X X X X X 
JI>rerecorded) 
animation 
book illustration X X X 
other 

Live action on the studio set, the most frequently used 

genre, is the medium for six out of ten segments. Prerecorded 

sequences typically have children as their subject and occur 

in five segments of the episode. Book illustrations provide 

the visual environment for five out of ten segments. There 

is no animation in this episode, although the producers 

indicate their intent to include such sequences in the 

program ("Application form for "C" program classification, 

unnumbered p. 4). 

PRINT SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 sa S9 SID 
on-screen overlay 
dialogue bubble 
environmental (on the 
set) 
book co, co co co co 

i 
other print medium: 
co=book cover; l=lsolated words 

For the number of books read in this 30 minute episode, 

a total of five, there is little print shown on the screen. 

The five covers of the books are shown in close up on each 

reading occasion, but no printed text of the story is shown 
in any of the books. In Crocodile Beat, the first book read 

in the episode, some isolated words (or print representations 



of sounds) are shown on camera, but only because they are 

printed in close proximity to the illustrations. For 
example, the word S P LAS H is printed near the image of 

ducks in the water; Eeeek! is printed near the monkeys; and 
Hisssss, Hisssss is printed near the illustration of the 

snake. 

Formic code analysis. 
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CAMERA SHOTS SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
close-up X X X X X X X X X X 
medium X X X X X X X X X X 
wide X X X X X X X 
zoom in X X X 
zoom out X 
pan X X X X X 
tracking X X 
other notable camera 
mvrnt. 

Close-up, medium, and wide shots are used regularly 

across the segments of the episode, although there are 

relatively fewer wide shots incorporated in the formic text. 
Zoom-ins and zoom-outs are used sparingly and typically in 

illustrations when the text directs attention to a particular 
feature or object in the image. Taped segments which have 

children as the primary focus are typically those which 
utilize panning shots, as the camera is often required to 

follow the movement of active children. 

EDITING TECHNIQUES Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
cuts (slow, medium, S S S S S S S S S F 
fast) 
fades X 
dissolves 
black-outs 
montage 
defocus/focus 
other 
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SPECIAL EFFECTS SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
split screen 
dream 
sequence/flashback 
picture insert 
page turning effect 
(wipe) 

Editing and special effects techniques can be examined 

together in this episode, as both indicate the uncomplicated 

formic characteristics of the episode. The rate of cuts is 
slow in nine out of ten segments; the fast rate of cuts in 

the final segment is appropriate in light of the large number 
of illustrations coordinated with the rapid linguistic text 
of Sheep Shape. There are no special effects evident in the 

visual text, resulting in a simple, clear, and highly 

"readable" visual presentation. The audio effects, as well, 

do not offer any surprises, and those special sound effects 

that are used are successful in extending the text (e.g., the 
sound of seagulls and surf during the reading of Beach 
Pirates). 

PACE (slow, medium, SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
rapid) 
change of scenes S M S 0 M 0 S S S R 
chanqe of characters S 0 S 0 S S M S M S 

The table above indicates the generally slow pace of 

"The Book Place" episode. Concerning the change of scenes, 

only three segments are noted to have medium or rapid 

variations in the scenic background (which includes 

illustrations), and only two segments are identifiable as 
having a medium rate of character entrances and exits. The 

slow pace of a program may be associated with its 

comprehensibility to young viewers. Singer and Singer (1983) 

suggest that the slow paced, "gentle quality" of a program 
such as "Mister Rogers' Neighborhood" in the u.S. offers more 
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time for reflection than a rapidly paced program like "Sesame 
Street," and thus would more likely result in viewer 

comprehension. 

Linguistic code analysis. 

TENOR (ROLE Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 SID 
RELATIONSHIPS) 
direct address to X X X X X 
viewer by adult 
direct address to 
viewer by child 
direct address to X X 

viewer by puppet 
adult monoloque X X X 

child monologue X 

adults in dialogue X X 

adult dialogue with X 
child 
children in dialogue X X 

voice-over by adult 
voice-over by child X 

adult in dialogue wi X X 
puppet 
child in dialogue wi 
puppet 
puppet monologue X 

There are five segments in which an adult directly 

addresses the child viewer, and two in which a puppet, the 
Bookworm, speaks directly to the camera. Direct address to 

the horne viewer is of critical importance in the television 
text if it is the producers' goal to create what Noble (1975) 

identifies as "the illusion of intimacy." There are three 
segments which use adult monologues and only two segments out 

of ten which present adults in dialogue, which is a positive 

aspect of the linguistic codes of the episode. Adult voices, 
particularly men, have been suggested to terminate the 

attention of young child viewers (Rice, Huston, & Wright, 

1983; Anderson & Field, 1983). The heavy use of either of 

these role relationships might lose the attention of the 

preschool viewer. 
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Although children are seen frequently in the program, 

they are rarely heard. Children do not address the home 

viewers during any of the ten segments, and are only very 

briefly heard in dialogues with one another, monologues, or 

voice-overs. In the segment at the seaside, the children are 

not miked and their comments generally go unheard. None is 

seen in dialogue with the Bookworm. Without the children's 

voices on the audio track, the child viewers (who may not at 

that time be attending to the screen) will not be alerted to 

the fact that other children--a highly salient feature of 

preschool programs--are the subject of the visual text. 

MODE (GENRE) SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 SID 
conversation X X X X X X X 
song X X 
poem 
instruction/suggestion 
to viewer 
book reading X X X X X 
other print readinq 
storytellinq 
dramatic event/story 
theatre 

Conversations and book readings are the most frequently 

explored genres across the ten segments of the episode, and 

both genres include language appropriate for the preschool 

viewer, with one exception. I believe that the language of 
Drac and the Gremlin is too complex for younger viewers. A 

short excerpt from the reading is provided below: 

She is fearless, as fast as the whirlwind, as wise as the White 
wizard. Drac must capture the Gremlin of the Groaning Grotto. 
She knows he's quick, quiet as a spider and very, very dangerous. 
She must be so careful. Eyaaahl Drac fights off the Gremlin's 
treacherous attack with her ultra laser beam. She chases him into 
the quivering jungles, across the bubbling seas, and through the 
dark and poisonous fumes of the black volcano. At last Drac traps 
the Gremlin in the misty valleys of Milishon [phonemic 
representation]. At that moment an emerald eagon slips from the 
sky, bringing a fearful message from the Mountain of the White 
wizard. 
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The visual text alternates from live action of a boy and girl 

in the their backyard to the book illustrations, which, 

together with the linguistically complex story, may result in 

a lost or severely compromised experience for 3- and 4-year

olds. 
Two songs are sung, one of which is sung by an adult and 

likely unfamiliar to children. But the other is the well

known "flying purple people eater" song sung by children on 

at least two continents (North America and Australia). Other 

genres such as poetry, storytelling, and drama events are not 

explored in this episode. There is no language spoken other 

than English, and no dialects used in the episode. 

Conclusions 

This "Book Place" episode is comprised of 10 segments 

which move evenly from studio to book readings to prerecorded 

sequences involving children. The theme of fantasy which 

connects the five books read in the episode is balanced with 

reality-based, on-location segments representing such 

childhood experiences as cutting and gluing, playing outside, 

watching toy trains, and playing on the beach (likely a more 

frequent experience for Australian children than American 

kids) • 

The books chosen are quality literature with visually 

rich illustrations. The presenters provide effective 

introductions to the stories and an appropriately slow pace 

during the readings. The presenters do not point to the text 

or illustrations during readings (the illustrations have been 

prerecorded), and they are not shown turning pages regularly 

or following the text with their eyes or fingers. Very 

little is said at the conclusion of the texts, although 
Lynn's discussion following Crocodile Beat as to the paint 

and collage illustrations is the most extensive commentary in 

the episode and is the only instance of a presenter attending 
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to a cover illustration. Presenters do not engage in any 

writing events during the episode, and no children are shown 

reading or writing during the episode. 

Children are frequently seen in the visual t.ext of "The 
Book Place," but their voices are not heard. Presenter 

dialogue is linguistically appropriate for preschoolers, but 
the conversations of children would be appealing for young 

viewers. The pace of the episode is slow and the formic 

composition (particularly camera and editing techniques) is 

uncomplicated. The camera movement used in the presentation 
of the book illustrations is effective in creating a sense of 

action (when appropriate) and focus (where necessary) while 

still capturing the essence of the image. 



"Here's Humphrey," Banksia Productions for 
Nine Network, Australia 

Production Goals and Objectives 
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Humphrey B. Bear has been "every child's friend" in 

Australia for more than 25 years (untitled Nine Network 

publicity document, January 19, 1995, p. 2). It is a program 
designed for preschool viewers and has four overarching 

objectives: (a) to entertain; (b) to enhance play and inspire 

imagination; (c) to encourage appropriate social 

interactions; and (d) to promote active learning ("A summary 
of the production," undated, p. 1). Humphrey is portrayed by 

a person in a teddy bear suit, envisioned by the producers to 
be an imaginary friend for the viewers. A large furry 

metaphor for the 4-year-old, he behaves, feels, and 

understands concepts and situations at the general level of a 

preschool child. He communicates only by gesture and mouth 

movement, and neither speaks nor makes any vocal sounds. The 
human presenters treat Humphrey as if he were a child, 

instructing, encouraging, guiding, and caring for him. They 

also encourage participation from the child viewers and treat 

them with "directness, warmth, and honesty ••• in the 

spirit of total equality" ("Summary," undated, pp. 3-4). 
The episodes of 30 minutes' duration are constructed 

around themes to "enrich the child's experience of a range of 

issues," including such titles from the 1990 broadcasts as 

"Differences," "Growth," "It's Not Fair," "Young and Old," 

and "Dogs and Puppies." Themes are constructed in 
consideration of preschool children's interests, 

developmental levels, and the integrated nature of children's 

learning (" Summary," undated, p. 5). The production 

materials also indicate that the program attempts to avoid 

overt didacticism by emphasizing the child's experiences and 
sense of self. "There is not a formal agenda - the 



curriculum is the life that children experience around 

themselves, as well as the broader understanding that 
television can bring to them" ("Summary," undated, p. 3). 
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Of particular interest for this analysis are the 
production goals for "Here's Humphrey's" concerning language, 

learning, and literacy. The materials note that it is the 
presenters' intent to use language that is both appropriate 

for the target audience but also challenging to their 
developing vocabulary. They attempt to avoid "talking down" 

to children ("Summary," undated, p. 13). The stories chosen 
for presentation are a result of consultation with 

individuals experienced in children's literature and the 
producers' review of new books received from Australian 

publishers. Traditional tales, stories from the "Here's 

Humphrey" writers, and lesser known stori(~s are considered, 

as well. The criteria for choosing a book for inclusion in 

an episode is suitability to the program ("Summary," undated, 
p. 13). Demonstrating reading from a book is an objective of 
the producers, who believe this to be an "important model" 

and a "first step to encouraging young children to relate to 

books" ("Summary," undated, p. 14). The producers also 

assert that the most effective book reading results from the 
presenter holding the book and demonstrating the relationship 

between the presenter and the story that's being read 

( "Summary," undated, p. 14). 
Other program elements include songs, imaginary play, 

location stories, finger play, visual art experiences, and 

craft demonstrations. 

Narrative Description of "Here's Humphrey" Episode 

Two episodes were received on tapes forwarded by the 

series' producer in Australia. The episode, "Indoors," which is 

the focus of this analysis was chosen at random from the two 
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available episodes. The episode examined herein seems to be 

representative of the series when compared to the other. 

Setting. 

It is a generic-looking room, representing neither a 

daycare center, a house, nor a preschool. The front door has 

three steps coming down to the floor, and on either side of 

the doorway are cushions. The walls are pink with some large 

yellow and blue geometric designs (either paint or chalk), 

and against the back set wall are pink bookshelves that hold 

many books and several toys. To the viewers~ right of the 

bookshelf is a semi-circle area with toys, clocks, and 

several more books. The table area where Dave and Humphrey 

Bear make their crafts in this episode is near the back of 

this play area. 

Character descriptions. 

Humphrey Bear is described by promotional materials as a 

4-year-old bear who behaves, feels, and understands things at 

the general level of a preschool child. He enjoys playing 

and other daily activities, but also experiences anger and 

frustration as "human" children do. 

Dave is a white male in his mid to late 20s. As a 

regular presenter, he cares for Humphrey as an adult would 

look after a child and also serves a role of teacher and 

friend to the viewers. 

Heidi is a white female, aged late 20s to early 30s. 

Like Dave, she is a caregiver to Humphrey Bear but also 

spends time "alone" with the viewers. 

Episode description. 

Segment 1: Following the title song sung by children 

which shows Humphrey in a visual mix of animated cartoon/live 

action, the camera focuses on Humphrey Bear (hereafter "HB"). 
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He indicates to the audience that he, in his rain hat, 

slicker, and umbrella, intends to go outside. As he is 

beginning up the stairs to the front door, Dave rushes over 

to take HB's arm and inform him that it is too cold and too 

wet to play outside today. Dave greets the audience and 

tells them that where HB lives, it is raining and cold and 

stormy. HB shows Dave that he is dressed for the weather, 

but Dave responds that HB has a cold and he doesn't want it 

to get any worse. After several more requests and refusals, 

Dave describes the stormy day outside by using hand/body 

movements with sound effects: "rumble tumble rolling clouds" 

are shown by rolling arm movements; "crash crash thunder 

loud" is represented by clapping hands; the "spit.-spatting" 

of the rain is shown by wiggling fingers with a downward hand 

movement; and the "whistling, whirling wind" is represented 

by moving the arms and torso in a circular movement. Dave 

directly addresses the viewers to ask if they can do the hand 

movements and suggests they join in. He sings a song about 

stormy days, and HB joins for the second repetition of the 

song. 

Segment 2: Heidi enters and greets the viewers. She is 

holding a teddy bear with little red spots allover his face. 

She describes how teddy has a terrible cold and says that 

someone will have to look after him; HB agrees to care for 

the sick teddy. Dave and HB leave with the bear, and Heidi 

speaks to the viewers. She admits that Teddy is really not 

sick and that she stuck the spots on herself to give HB 

something to do on a cold, rainy day. She begins placing 

"spots" in the air, asking the viewers to join her in using 

their "spotting fingers", and the piano music begins for the 

"spot" song. HB then appears behind her with red spots all 

over his face, and Heidi laughs at HB's "trick." While she 

removes the spots from HB's fur, she sings the song again, 

--------------- ------ -------------------------



having asked the children to sing while she spot removes. 
She asks the viewers if they see any more spots on HB. 
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Segment 3: Heidi and HB sit on a cushion on the floor 

and ponder what can be done on rainy days. Heidi interprets 
HB's gestured suggestions, and the conversation (throughout 

which Heidi is regularly speaking to the viewers) evolves 
into a poem. When HB suggests he could "go dancing with a 

crocodile, oh, but only for a little while," the segment 

becomes a discussion about crocodiles and their "big, snappy 

jaws." The scene cuts to actual footage of a live crocodile 

in a natural habitat, while Heidi describes its powerful 

tail, its tough hide, and the very sharp teeth in its jaws. 
She begins making large snapping gestures and saying "Snap!" 
then suggests the viewers at home try the snapping movement. 

Piano music accompanies a song about "Snap the crocodile," 

which she repeats twice. 

Segment 4: Heidi again suggests that they use their 

imaginations to decide what to do that day and then mentions 
that HB can help clean up. He has another idea, though, and 

chooses a book from the bookshelf. Interpreting HB's 
pantomime, Heidi realizes that her idea of cleaning up the 

room reminded HB of a story about cleaning up. Heidi asks 

the viewers if they would like to hear the story, too. She 
holds up the book so that the camera gets a close up of the 
cover, and she points to and reads the title of I Meant To 

Clean My Room Today. She reads the book, making comments 

about the illustrations during the reading, and discusses the 

text and the illustrations at the conclusion of the story. 

The text follows a little girl through her encounters with 
various objects in her room, which, through her imagination, 

become animal playmates. She tells the viewers that the 

girl's imagination gave her friends to play with. "You could 

use your imagination to pretend you're something else or to 

pretend you're somewhere else." 
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Segment 5: As piano music begins, a "pretend" rocket 

comes into the picture and near Heidi's face. As Heidi 

remarks, "I think we're in outer space!", the camera zooms 

out to reveal Dave holding the tube rocket, which he then 

flies across the room until he reaches a counter. He "lands" 

the rocket upright, saying "A rocket! Would you like to see 

how to make one of these? I'll show you--in a minute, 

because there's another rocket here!" HB comes to the 

counter with his paws in a point above his head. Dave then 

asks the viewers if they wish to "go zoom zoom zoom to the 

moon moon moon?" Dave repeats the "zoom to the moon" song 

twice as he and HB move through the room with their "rocket 

arms" over their heads. The song ends as they arrive back at 

the counter where the toy rocket and some craft materials 

await. Dave then demonstrates how to make a rocket out of a 

cardboard tube and silver paper. 

Segment 6: With the craft project now completed, HB 

questions what to do next. Dave suggests that he can help 

clean up. HB indicates that he does not think cleaning up 

would be fun, but Dave insists that work can be a lot of fun 

if you use your imagination and enjoy yourself. Dave 

addresses the viewers and asks if they would like to help 

clean up by clapping their hands to the music. To piano 

accompaniment, HB walks over to a broom resting against the 

bookcase, and Dave begins singing about cleaning up. At the 

beginning of the song, when HB gets his broom, the screen 

becomes split, so that HB is seen on the left side of the 

screen in regular time, and the right half of the screen is a 

computer animated segment of a broom sweeping up by itself in 

a small room. At the end of the song, the animated side 

fades to the normal picture with HB still dancing and 

dusting. Heidi comes to check the dust on the bookshelves 

and notices that HB has been cleaning and sweeping. She 

tells him that he is still going to need the broom; he 
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gestures that he already swept the floor. Heidi laughs and 

says that the broom this time "is not for sweeping, it's for 

something else." 

Segment 7: Heidi walks to another part of the room, 

where a pinata is hanging from a stick held by Dave. They 

address one another by "senor" and "senorita." She explains 

how they are used in the Mexican culture, what they are made 

of, and what is inside. HB gestures that he is excited about 

the pinata game. Heidi suggests that HB and Dave go out on 

the verandah to break it open. 

Segment 8: Heidi walks back to the book area as she 

remarks to the viewers that it may take HB some time to break 

the pinata. She takes a seat on the cushions on the floor 

and explains to the viewers that the pinata is used in 

Mexican culture for celebrations like birthdays. She then 

invites the viewers to participate in a movement song in 

which her five fingers are birthday candles. At the end of 

the song, Dave and HB return, reporting that they did very 

well breaking the pinata. He points out the "lollies" inside 

the pinata, and Heidi suggests that they might "share them 

out." The episode closes with Heidi saying "Well, if you're 

having an inside day today, have a good one. We'll see you 

another day." As the credits roll, Dave and Heidi eat a 

piece of candy, place Dave's sombrero on the floor, and begin 

dancing a folk dance. They smile, wave, and say "bye" 

immediately after the credits are through. 

Code Analysis of "Here's Humphrey" Episode 

The program codes of "Here's Humphrey" that are most 

relevant to understanding the audiovisual composition of the 

episode are as follows: 

Iconic codes: characters, movement, genre, and print; 

Formic codes: camera shots, editing techniques, special 

effects, audio effects, and pace; and 
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Linguistic codes: tenor and genre. 
I have determined that the other program codes, although 
important in examining the audiovisual text as an integrated 
whole, are less salient features in this particular episode 
regarding the creation of a potential literacy text. 

Iconic code analysis. 

CHARACTERS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
adults 1m 1mlf 1f If 1m 1m 1m1f 1f 
children 
puppets 
toyS 1 
animals (crocodile) 1 
animated figures 
adult in animal/other 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
costume 
other: 

The table above suggests an even, balanced involvement 
of characters on "Here's Humphrey." The characters are 
evenly divided in gender representation and in their 
appearance in the segments. HB's popularity is evidenced in 
his appearance in every segment of the episode (although he 
is not always the focus of the segment). There are no 

children seen in this program sample, and there are no people 
of color appearing on the set or in illustrations. 

MOVEMENT Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 88 
none 
moderate (functional) X X X X X X X X 

moderate (aesthetic) X X X X X 

rapid (functional) 
rapid (aesthetic) 

Moderate/functional movement (walking, sitting, 
conversational gestures, etc.) is present across all 
segments. Five out of eight segments employ aesthetic 
movement in this episode in the form of movement songs. 

Viewers have the opportunity to participate in most of these 
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songs from a seated or standing position, using their 

fingers, hands, arms, shoulders, and, on one occasion, their 

torsos. For example, the "spot" song (regarding Teddy's 

cold) incorporates practice in body identification by placing 

a finger on the identified part. The "birthday candle" song 

involves counting backwards from five, and only the fingers 

are used. Only the "zoom to the moon" song demonstrates 

moving around the room with hands over the head like a rocket 

nose cone. The viewers are not provided an opportunity 

during this episode for unstructured, spontaneous movement or 

dance to rhythmic music. At the conclusion of the program, 

however, Heidi and Dave do a brief "Mexican hat dance," but 

the credits are already rolling and the viewers are not 

invited to participate. 

GENRE Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
"live action" (studio) X X X X X X X X 
tape/film (prerecorded) X 
animation X 
book illustration X 
other 

This episode focuses heavily on the studio as the visual 

environment, as the table above indicates. The prerecorded 

tape in segment 3 is included as a reference for the 

discussion of crocodiles and as introduction to the "Snap the 

crocodile" song. The animation in segment 6 is a split

screen scenario in which a computer-generated broom and dust 

rag do by themselves in the animated half of the screen what 

HB is doing with these tools on the live action side of the 

screen. The split screen as a special effect may encourage 

children's use of comparison/contrast abilities in the 

juxtaposed images (H. Lesser, 1977). In this circumstance of 

animated fantasy and real life placed side by side in similar 

activities, children will likely understand and find humor in 

the comparison. 
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The book illustrations are shown in the context of the 

actual book in real time--not a prerecorded segment with 

illustrations explored out of context with the actual book, 

as in "Reading Rainbow" or "Rat-a-tat-tat." Heidi is seen 

holding the book, turning the pages, and pointing at elements 

of the pictures both during and after the reading. 

PRINT S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
on-screen overlay 
dialoque bubble 
environmental (on the set) 
book co 
other print: 

There is no print to be observed in any of the segments, 
with the exception of the book cover which reads I MEANT TO 

CLEAN MY ROOM TODAY and Written and Illustrated by Miriam 

Nerlove. Heidi is seen "reading" the book, pointing at 

elements of the illustrations, and turning the pages, but she 

is not shown attending to the print on the page. 

Formic code analysis. 

CAMERA SHOTS S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
close-up X X X X X 
medium X X X X X X X X 

wide X X 

zoom in X 
zoom out X 

[pan 
tracking X 
other notable camera mvmt. 

The emphases in camera shots as suggested by the table 

above are the close-up and medium shot. This is evidence of 

the production goals to use camera shots "as close to the 

presenter's face and eye contact as possible without losing 

the context of the overall picture" ("A summary of the 

production," undated, p. 6). Only two instances of wide 

shots are noted, and only one each of a zoom-in, zoom-out, 
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te~t that would be appropriate for the less television-

sophisticated vie~·lers. 

EDITING TECHNIQUES Sl 52 53 S4 55 S6 S7 sa 
cuts (slow medium fast) S S S S S S S S 
fades 
dissolves 

----1 black-outs 
montaae 
defocus/focus 
other 

This table evidences the uncomplicated form of the 

episode. The only editing technique used across segments is 

the cut, which is the most basic method to evidence change in 

place or time. The cuts are slow, as well, which means that 

one image is on the screen for a relatively long period of 

time. Children would thus have the opportunity to examine 

the image and attend to the physical and linguistic content. 

SPECIAL EFFECTS S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
split screen X 
dream sequence/flashback 
picture insert 
paqe turninq effect (wipe) 

The split screen is the only special effect used in this 

episode. The nature of this effect is described in more 

detail under the heading of iconic codes earlier in this 

section. 

AUDIO EFFECTS S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
voice-over 
background music X 

music accompanyinq lyrics X X X X X X 

loud music without lyrics 
special sound effects 
canned laughter 
music accompanying movement 
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Audio effects are another element of the formic codes 

which are uncomplicated. There are six segments out of eight 

which include songs in the audio track, and the only other 

audio effect (outside of the presenters' own vocalizations) 

is background music at the very beginning of the episode 

(which accompanies HB's pantomime about going outside to 

play) • 

PACE (slow medium rapid) 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 
chanqe of scenes 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 
chanqe of characters 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 

There are virtually no changes of scenes or changes of 

characters across segments. A segment that begins, for 

example, with Heidi and HB would typically end with the two, 

and the segue would be a clear-cut change to another subject 

or activity. The only change of scene occurs when the brief 

tape of the alligator is shown, but the remainder of the 
program occurs in one of the areas of the familiar set. 

Although Singer and Singer (1983) suggest a positive 

relationship between children's comprehension and the slow 

pace of a program, the wright and Huston (1982) and Huston 

and Wright (1983) studies indicated that there "lere no 

differences in attention (supposedly translatable to 

comprehension) as a function of pace. 
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Linguistic code analysis. 

TENOR (ROLE RELATIONSHIPS) Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
direct address to viewer by X X X X X X X X 
adult 
direct address to viewer by 
child 
direct address to viewer by 
puppet 
adult monologue X X X X 
child monoloque 
adults in dialogue X 
adult dialogue with child 
children in dialoque 
voice-over by adult 
voice-over by child 
adult in dialoque wI puppet X X X X X X X X 
child in dialogue wI puppet 
puppets in dialogue 

The promotional materials indicate as an objective the 
presenters' constant "referring back from the tasks to 

include the child at home, while also encouraging the 
participation of their friend Humphrey" ("A summary of the 
production," undated, p. 6). As is suggested in the table 

detailed above, the presenters talk to the viewers across all 
eight segments. They also offer questions to the viewers and 
invite their responses frequently during each segment. The 

presenters consistently include HB in their dialogues across 
all segments of the episode. There are no voice-overs during 
the episode, which is a positive characteristic in light of 
research which suggests that young viewers may be confused by 
(and thus terminate viewing because of) a disembodied voice 
with no accompanying face speaking the words (Anderson & 

Lorch, 1983). The other element not included in the sample 
episode is the voice of a child, which has been reported to 
strongly influence the initialization or maintenance of a 
child's attention to the text (Rice, Huston, & Wright, 1983; 
Anderson & Field, 1983). 
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MODE (GENRE) 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 
conversation X X X X X X X X 
sonq X X X X X X 
poem X 
instruction/suggestion to X X X X X X 
viewer 
book readinq X 
other print readinq 
storytelling 
dramatic event/story theatre 

Conversation and song are the most frequent linguistic 
genres across the episodes. The mode of "instruction/ 
suggestion to viewer" appears as if it is a strong element in 
this sample; however, this is somewhat misleading in the 
context of the show. Language recorded in this category was 
often one-sentence requests for the child viewer to join the 
presenter in a movement song. The only purely 
"instructional" segment is the brief craft session in which 
Dave demonstrates how to make a rocket out of a cardboard 
tube, silver paper, and a triangle for a nose. Thus, the 
instructions or suggestions are not didactic, but are 
practical and very brief. 

The songs integrated into the text are well suited to 
preschoolers and are perhaps the most salient feature of the 
episode. The Ball and Bogatz (1970) research of "Sesame 
Street" viewers reported that songs inspired the highest 
visual and motor responses to the series' text. The tunes 
and lyrics in "Here's Humphrey" are consistently simple and 
easily recalled, and each song is repeated in its entirety at 
least twice. They are integrated into the program in a 
natural way and the presenters appear to enjoy the singing 
and movement, which is a part of each music experience. 

Both presenters' dialogue with HB and with the viewers 
are appropriate for the target cohort; their oral language is 
expressive and engaging, focusing on immediate circumstances 
and concrete references. Heidi's reading of I Meant To Clean 
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My Room Today creates an intimate environment for reader and 

Vie\·ler. Her reading pace is slm·, but engaging, and she takes 

time to comment on features of the illustrations and ask 

questions of the child viewer in connecting the text with 

his/her experience. 

Conclusions 

The eight segments of this "Here's Humphrey" episode all 
occur in the studio. The episode title is "Indoors," and the 

segments are loosely tied together by segues created by the 

presenters as to what children do inside on rainy days (sing 
songs, clean house, read books, pretend, make crafts). 

Familiar childhood experiences are represented, such as 

frustrations associated with inclement weather, suffering a 

cold or the chicken pox, displeasure at having to help clean 

house, and the fun associated with celebrating birthdays 

(particularly with pinatas in Latin cultures). Further 
discussion of this inclusion of Latin culture appears in 

Chapter 5. This episode is a slow paced, "readable" visual 

text with virtually no formic techniques applied outside of 
the most basic camera shots and cuts. 

The presenters are appealing individuals who appear 

comfortable and spontaneous in their "one-on-one" 
relationship with the children at home. Continuous eye 

contact, direct dialogue, and frequent invitations for viewer 
participation contribute to the creation of "the illusion of 

intimacy" (Noble, 1975) in this episode. However, no 

children are seen in the episode and no child's voice is 

heard on the audio track. 

Songs are the most frequent element of the episode and 

are presented in highly repetitive and simple ways which 
invite viewer involvement. The "birthday candle" song is a 

particularly effective musical event in that it integrates 



beginning counting in the familiar context of a child's age 

and the corresponding number of birthday candles. 
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Heidi's reading of I Meant To Clean My Room Today is 

slowly paced and precise, and she discusses the illustrations 

during the reading. She utilizes different vocal 

characterizations for different animals, and contributes 

sound effects and other vocalizations to create interest in 

the text. Her post-reading dialogue with the viewers allows 

their reflection on the story and the role of the 

illustrations in this particular book. The following is an 

excerpt from her discussion: 

Do you know where the animals came from? The blue pig and the 
lamb on roller skates? They came from the girl's imagination. 
Here, have a closer look at the pictures. Let's see. What about 
the white lion. [finds the lion illustration] You see the white 
lion in the doorway? [points to the lion] See if you can find 
another white lion in the picture. [lets her finger wander over 
the page and end up near the white lion picture] Look up here 
very carefully. Can you see that it's one of her pictures in her 
room? [points at the picture] She imagined that the white lion 
came to life and played'with her. Now, what else is there. What 
abollt. t.hp. lamh on rollp.r skat.es? [points at. t.he lamb] Where do 
you think the lamb came from? Let's have a look. [points at the 
lamb slippers] I think it came from these fluffy slippers. Can 
yO\1 seE! her lamb Slip[l8rs there? I think the girl imagined that 
on8 of them came to life and had a rollet' skat-I" wiTh her. would 
be good fun, wouldn't it •••• So the girl's imagination gave her 
all sorts of friends to play with. [closes the book] You could 
use your imagination to pretend you're something else or to 
prp.tend you're somewhere else. 

This is by far the most extensive post-reading discussion of 

the 10 programs analyzed herein. She reflects on elements of 

the plot, compares the illustrations as a parallel text to 
the printed one, gives children time to find certain features 

on their own, shares her reactions to the books, and 

otherwise extends the book text for children and models 

valuable book interactions for adults. The linguistic 

complexity of the book text is appropriate for the age 

cohort, as is the remainder of the presenter dialogue and 

their interactions with Humphrey Bear. Al though she 

------- ._- ---~ ~---- ~~ 
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introduces the book by pointing to the cover title as she 

reads the words, Heidi makes no other oral/written language 

connections during the reading. No print from the book text 

is shown on the screen, and no children are seen reading or 

writing. 
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"Lift-Off" is 52 half hour episodes of programming for 

3- to 8-year-olds. It is no longer in production, having 

been replaced by the sequel series, "Lift-Off 2." However, 

the original "Lift-Off," which I have analyzed, is still 

broadcast to Australian children in half-hour episodes which 

have a "Part I" and a "Part 2". The episodes can stand alone 

and do not require the viewing of one to understand the 

other. For example, the episode analyzed herein is entitled 

"Destroy, Part 2." The companion episode ("Destroy, Part 1") 

also explores the theme of things that destroy or are 

destroyed, but both Parts 1 and 2 can stand alone as an 

independent episodes. 

The developers and producers foreground respect for the 

child, belief in their meaning-making capacities, and 

attention to the whole child as critical production values. 

Patricia Edgar, executive producer of the series, writes that 

the program "integrates the latest thinking in child 

development and early childhood education and never 

underestimates the young child's capacity to think, imagine, 
understand, question, discover and learn" (Teacher's Guide, 

p. 6). This "latest thinking" provides the basis for the 

development and objectives of the program, which include the 

concepts of "content strands" and multiple intelligences. 

These "content strands" examined through the series are 

(a) the human family, which foregrounds emotions and 

relationships; (b) the environment, which focuses on inquiry 

and knowledge; (c) personal development involving language, 

thought, and "symbol systems"; and (d) personal development 

in the exploration of creative and expressive processes 
(Teacher's Guide, p. 7). Content strands are interwoven with 
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and enhanced by the concepts present in multiple intelligence 
theory as developed by Howard Gardner in his book, Frames of 

Mind: The Theory of Multiple Intelligences (1993). 

Edgar defines the "Lift-Off" educational philosophy as 

one that recognizes children's varying rates of development, 

the multiple dimensions--physical, psychological, cognitive-
of that development, and the numerous and different forms in 

which children's strengths become apparent. She finds 

support in Gardner's work, which asserts that there are at 

least seven distinct "intelligences" (linguistic, logical

mathematical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, musical, 

interpersonal, and intrapersonal) which develop separately 
but work together in any number of combinations. These 

intelligences are evidenced in varying levels of competence 

in an individual's moment-to-moment thought and action. The 

development of children's intelligences is also critically 

affected by their immediate environment, the culture in which 
they are reared, and the value the culture assigns to the 
children, their thoughts and products (Teacher's Guide, p. 

7). 
Specifically focusing on the literacy goals of the 

program, "Lift-Off" is described as "story driven." The 

production materials acknowledge the value and importance of 
story in children's creation of meaning and problem solving. 

Storytelling is described as "an enduring trait of human 

kind" and television as "the major storytelling medium in our 
society" (Teacher's Guide, p. 9). "Lift-Off" is portrayed as 

presenting experiences in which children's rapidly expanding 
perceptions of language can be integrated and explored. This 

is accomplished through the presentation of engaging stories 

of high literary quality, the use of visual and oral 
metaphors, the examination of successful and ineffective 

language events in a social context, the use of languages 



other than English, and the exploration of the pleasures 
resulting from language play (Teacher's Guide, p. 10). 

Narrative Description of "Lift-Off" Episode 
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Four episodes were received on tapes forwarded by the 
series' producer in Australia. The episode, "Destroy 2" which 

is the focus of this analysis was chosen at random from the four 

available episodes. The episode examined herein seems to be 

representative of the series when compared to the others. 

Setting. 

"Lift-Off" takes place in and around a urban low-rise 

apartment building, where several of the children's families 

live, a sandy play area, a playhouse near the building, the 

lobby of the building, inside the elevator (Lotis the lift), 

and on the roof. 

Character descriptions. 

(All descriptions gathered from Teachers' Guide to Lift 

Off, Curriculum Corporation, 1992; and A Guide to Lift Off, 

The Australian Children's Television Foundation, 1992): 

Nipper Burke (4-year-old white boy) is an introverted 

child, tending to go off by himself. As the owner of E.C., 

he projects his own thoughts and emotions onto the doll, and 

often escapes into a world of fantasy and make believe. 

E.C. is a puppet rag doll and a friend to the children. 

E.C. is Every Child, or Elizabeth or Charlie. E.C. has 

minimal facial features and communicates through gesture and 

movement. E.C. is magical, and although in the nominal care 

of Nipper, E.C. accepts whatever any child does or asks. 

E.C. empathizes with the children who confide sentiments and 

ideas that might not be revealed otherwise. 
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Jenny Burke (mid-thirties; mother of Nipper and his 7-

year-old sister, Poss) is independent, reliable and sometimes 
takes unusual approaches to tasks to get things done. 

Paul Jordan (IO-year-old boy of Aboriginal descent) is 

Nipper's friend in the opening marbles game. 

Aku Jordan (4-year-old girl of Aboriginal descent) is 
Paul's little sister. She is seen in this episode in Lotis 

the Lift with Max Garcia. 

Gilberto "Turbo" Garcia (bilingual Hispanic adolescent) 

is the teenage son of the Garcias. He is inventive and 

enjoys tinkering with engines. Sometimes he gets irritable 

with the younger ones but usually he acts as their guardian 

and friend. 
Max Garcia (B-year-old Hispanic boy), Turbo's cousin and 

adopted brother, has severely impaired hearing and wears an 

hearing aid. His speech is sometimes difficult to understand 

and he dislikes any condescension motivated by the fact that 

he is deaf. 

Mrs. (Teresa) Garcia (mid-forties; Hispanic woman) is 
compassionate, traditional and religious. She is mother to 

Turbo and Max. 

Mr. Fish (early forties; white male) is the concierge, 
security officer, janitor, and arch-enemy to the children. 
He resides in a security booth where he catalogues his signs 

which ban all activities. 

Beverley (a plant puppet with an eye on the end) and The 

Patches (animated shapes on Beverley's pot) survey and react 

to the world at large. Through her eye we can go to all the 

natural environments of the world. Beverley's Patches have 

lives of their own. Given the right motivation--curiosity, 
fear, mischief or joy--they can break out and pursue their 

own fun and games away from Beverley. 
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Rocky (a puppet) is a frill-necked lizard, 
anthropologist, documentary film maker, and lecturer. He is 
an incisive commentator on the human world. His peers, the 
frill seekers, flock to see and hear his latest expose of the 
two-footers [humans]. His films show humans engaged in all 
kinds of activities, and his unique commentary gives a 
distinctly 'reptilian' point of view. 

The Munch Kids are the voices of real children pondering 
important questions and philosophical issues. Their dialogue 
is unscripted. The audience sees the ideas of the children 
in animated form. 

Snapsak and Grumblesak (backpack puppets) see where they 
have been, not where they are going. Their language is 
different, in that their sentences are inverted: "A terrible 

dumping I had." "From the tallest spikey I fell." "Happy, I 
am not." 

Lotis the lift looks like an ordinary lift [elevator], 
but children, when unaccompanied by adults, can communicate 
with Lotis. She can take them anywhere. Her doors can open 
on the sands of a tropical island or a ride down a roller 
coaster. Lotis has an artificial intelligence and her screen 
reveals her thinking. Its geometric image turns over her 
ideas as she grapples with some new concept or explores the 
literal meaning of a phrase dropped casually by a lift user 
such as, "It's raining cats and dogs outside." The children 
can see her thoughts portrayed visually as well as observing 

a meter which registers her thoughts and feelings. 
Wolf (a puppet from the "Wakadoo Cafe" segments) is a 

"faded star" who performs at the Cafe. 
Morris, Boris, and Doris (puppets from the "Wakadoo 

Cafe" segments) are three pigs, also performers at the Cafe, 
who aspire to greater roles and have a mean streak. 
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Episode description. 

Segment 1: Following a fast-paced 30 second animated 
cartoon with loud electronic theme music and brightly colored 

shapes, designs, and representations of program characters, 
the first segment begins. It is a upbeat song repeating the 
line which is the episode's theme, "don't let things destroy 
you." Against a black background of slowly moving, layered 
geometrical lines (similar to blueprint drawings), a montage 
of picture inserts move from the top to the bottom of the 

screen and from left to right, always overlapping with the 
picture immediately preceding it. These pictures passing 
across the screen show scenes from the forthcoming episode, 
but they are not shown in sequence with the actual program 
plot development, i.e., some of the end scenes are shown at 
the beginning of the song and visa versa. The segment ends 

with a visual of the elevator doors closing on the song and 
opening again on the next segment in which Nipper and Paul 
are seen playing marbles. 

Segment 2: Nipper and Paul are playing marbles outdoors 
in a sandy area. E.C. is sitting next to Paul and watching 
the game. Nipper shoots a bulls-eye and wins the game. Paul 
accuses Nipper of cheating and getting help from E.C., noting 
that when they played marbles the day before without E.C., 
Paul won every game. Nipper retorts that Paul just can't 
shoot straight. While Paul is complaining, thunder rolls and 
E.C. looks skyward to dark, rolling clouds. 

Segment 3: Paul, Nipper, and E.C., wet from rain, are 

seen entering a garage to escape the downpour. Turbo is 
working on a car when they enter, and is complaining that he 
can't fix the engine because of a missing clip. E.C. 
whispers to Nipper, and Nipper tells Turbo that E.C. thinks 
the missing clip might be in Turbo's pocket. Scooting back 
underneath the car, Turbo tells Nipper to be quiet, that his 
problem is a serious one. Nipper says that E.C. is very good 
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at finding things, and Turbo retorts that he's "not in the 

mood for games." When Nipper repeats once more the 

suggestion for him to check his pockets, Turbo yells at 

Nipper, saying that only babies play with dolls and that he 

ought to grow up. A dejected Nipper looks up at Paul, holds 
E.C. close, and turns to leave the garage. Paul looks 

disapprovingly at Turbo, and Turbo appears to regret his 

outburst. 

Segment 4: Nipper is seen running with E.C. through the 

rain along the path to the playhouse. Melancholy background 

music plays throughout the segment. After he enters the 

playhouse, he carefully places E.C. on a stack of boxes and 

moves back to address the doll. "I'm sorry, E.C., but I have 

to grow up. I'll come and see you all the time. But not 

magic friends; just good friends." Nipper covers E. C. 's lap 

with a blanket. "It's going to be cold tonight, E.C., 

because of the storm." As Nipper moves toward the door, E.C. 

reaches out a hand toward him. When Nipper turns back to the 

doll, it strains toward Nipper, holding out both its arms. 

Nipper sadly responds: "I'm sorry, E.C.; but I'm four years 

old. I'm grown up now." Nipper leaves the playhouse, and 

E.C. lowers its arms to the blanket; and its head falls sadly 

toward its lap. 

Segment 5: Melancholy background music continues as the 

camera cuts to Nipper's bedroom. Nipper has been looking out 

the window into the rainy night, but a crash of lightening 

sends him running to his bed and diving under the covers. 

Nipper's mum, Jenny; enters in nightgown and robe and asks if 

the thunder is keeping him awake. She remembers that E.C. 

can keep him company, but Nipper tells her that E.C. is not 

there. Jenny assumes that Poss has taken to the doll to 

Kim's and remarks that "that doll sure gets around, uh?" She 

expresses concern as to whether Nipper is all right and notes 

that he hardly touched his dinner that evening. Nipper nods 
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that he is all right. She leaves the room to get him a glass 

of milk. 

Segment 6: The sounds of the storm--wind, rain, 

thunder--are louder now. From a vantage point outside the 

house, Nipper's mum is seen through the window walking across 

the room. As the camera pans her movement, she disappears 

from view and the focus shifts to Beverley, the potted plant, 

as she blown about in the storm. With a flash of lightening 

and sound effects, the Patches on the pot become activated, 

coming off the pot first in a long line of colors and shapes 

moving as if wind blown, then coming together to form an 

animated, abstract helicopter. The helicopter seems to be 

struggling against the wind and, in a movement that looks and 

sounds to be disintegration of the aircraft, the Patches 

return to their places on the pot. The next shot is of the 

entire apartment building being struck by lightening. The 

lightening travels down the building and hits Beverley with a 

tremendously bright flash and sparks. Beverley quickly opens 

her eye, and in a very rapid zoom in to Beverley's pupil, the 

viewer sees grasses on fire, then trees and a forest being 

consumed by a nighttime firestorm. Footage shows the stages 

after the main firestorm, with mostly ground fires burning, 

then shows daytime footage of a semi-active fire aftermath. 

Close-ups are shown of individual trees on fire from the 

inside out, and others smoking in unusual ways, as if they 

are chimneys. A medium shot of smoking palm-like plants 

segue back to a charred Beverley in her burnt pot outside of 

Nipper's flat. Beverley is moving slightly at first, then 

becomes motionless. 

Segment 7: It is daytime following the previous night's 

storm, and Aku and Max, in rain slickers and wearing their 

backpacks, are stomping in puddles at the base of the 

apartment building's stairs. Nipper sits sadly at the top of 

the stairs. Rocky, the lizard anthropologist, is seen behind 
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the trashcans, filming the children playing in the puddles 
and Mr. Fish sweeping up the stairs after the storm. Mrs. 
Garcia comes to the top of the stairs to yell at the children 

about playing in the puddles. She notices the mournful 
Nipper and asks if he is all right. He shakes his head "no." 
At that moment, Rocky falls and knocks the top off a garbage 
can and the children, including Nipper, walk over to the cans 
to investigate. Max cries out, "Oh, no!" when he sees the 
charred Beverley amidst the cans; Mr. Fish has put her out 

for trash. Aku asks, "Is she ••• dead?" Mrs. Garcia 
agrees to try to save her with some of her special potting 
mix. She gathers the children and all move up the stairs to 
the building. An animated parrot flies across the scene of 
the children going up the stairs, and thus introduces the 
next segment. 

Segment 8: This segment has multiple styles of animation 
that change rapidly in a montage format, from simple line 
drawings to a rapidly morphing batik-like ink or paint. 
These animated drawings serve as illustrations and extensions 
of the children's voices which are the focus of this segment. 
Children are heard discussing plant life and death, the role 

of seeds, and how these observations and beliefs apply to 
humans. 

Segment 9: Nipper's mother, Jenny, arrives at Mrs. 
Garcia's house where Nipper is lying on the couch. When 
Jenny asks Nipper about being sick, Mrs. Garcia tells her 
that she doesn't believe Nipper is ill, as his temperature is 

normal. Mrs. Garcia asks about E.C., and Jenny recalls that 
Nipper didn't have it last night. Nipper sadly shakes his 
head, confirming that he was without the doll on the previous 
evening. As Jenny is trying to get a response from Nipper as 
to the location of the doll, Turbo realizes the cause of 
Nipper's sadness. He asks to speak to Jenny in the other 
room. 
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Segment 10: The Backsaks have apparently been placed on 

the floor by a bureau in a bedroom of Mrs. Garcia's home. 

Snapsak belongs to Nipper, and Grumblesak belongs to Turbo, 

and the two Backsaks, in their syntactically backward way, 

briefly discuss the difficulty of growing up. 

Segment 11: Aku and Max walk into the elevator, where a 

clown is awaiting them, smiling and waving. Lotis (the 

elevator) is playing circus-type music and her screen is 

showing brightly colored moving images of circus tents, 

balloons, and a Ferris wheel. Lotis announces, "Next stop, 

the circus." Aku cries out, "Oh, no, Lotis, we want to find 

E.C." Lotis stops, and her doors open to reveal an outdoor 

grassy area with a nearby circus tent. with the sound of an 

elephant's cry, the clown runs out the door and out of the 

picture. When the doors close again leaving Max and Aku 

alone in the elevator, Lotis's screen creates four blue 

arrows outlined in yellow, all pointing in different 

directions. A red question mark flies off the arrow pointing 

north, moves in a circle, and returns to its original 

position, all as Lotis queries, "Destination?" When the 

children tell Lotis that they have to find E.C. because 

Nipper has been "feeling awful," Lotis deposits the children 

on the roof of the apartment building so they can see 

"someone else who's been feeling awful." Aku and Max, 

holding hands, run to the far side of the building. Max 

cries out, "Beverley!," as they run towards a large pot. A 

tiny little plant, a perfect miniature of Beverley, emerges 

from the mound of dirt in the pot. Both children shout 

"Wakadoo!" which initiates the Wolf and Three Pigs puppet 

segment in the Wakadoo Cafe. 

Segment 12: The "Wakadoo Cafe" segment opens to the 

service window of the Cafe; Morris, Boris, and Doris (the 

three pigs) are behind the window, and the Wolf, in tuxedo, 

is by a poster on the customer-side of the kitchen window. 
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A wide shot reveals the window behind the counter, with large 
multi-colored neon letters that read WaKaDoo. The poster, 

placed on the service window ledge, shows a large picture of 

Wolf within a star cutout, and very small pictures of the 

Pigs at the very bottom of the poster. Wolf is commenting on 

how "perfect" the poster is, and the Pigs are bitterly 

disagreeing, reminding Wolf that they agreed that all the 

pictures on the poster would be the same size. The Pigs 

insist in unison that they must have a new poster. The Wolf 

and pigs sing a song about each other's demise, stardom, and 

everyone's refusal to settle for less. 

Segment 13: A young boy is seen sitting on the stairs of 

the apartment building and blowing bubbles. Poss (Nipper's 

big sister) and Kim (Poss's 7-year-old Vietnamese friend) 

come up the stairs laughing, and after a brief moment of 

wonderment at the bubbles floating everywhere, giggle and run 

past the boy. Five or six children are observed blowing 

bubbles outside, both in real time and in slow motion. 

Segment 14: Poss and Kim enter her front door, with Poss 

yelling her greetings to her mum. Jenny (who is Poss's and 

Nipper's mum) shushes the two girls to be quiet and motions 

them to come over to the bedroom door, where she has been 

listening to Turbo telling a story to Nipper, who is in bed. 

Jenny, Poss, and Kim huddle outside the door and listen to 

Turbo telling Nipper a story about a prince who needed the 

help of magic to save a kingdom. Turbo then confesses that 

he still needs magic in his life--and that he had found the 

clips in his pocket after all, just as E.C. had suggested. 

Nipper smiles broadly as Turbo hugs him. 

Segment 15: The frill-necked lizards have joined 

together in their cave for a film presentation by Rocky of 

"two footer," or human, observations. He shows scenes of Aku 

in her dinosaur costume (a story line of the earlier 

companion episode) and interprets her actions. Aku's 
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behavior, he says, indicates her belief that she is an 

ancient relative of the frill-necked lizards--the 
Tyrannosaurus Rex. He then shows comparative film montages 

of animals and humans and concludes that the two footers are 
impostors and have no originality. Returning to examine the 

film footage of Aku, the lizards then understand that the 
little two-footer is imitating lizards, or, more 

particularly, their "old Uncle Rex, rest in peace." The film 

ends when the reel begins slapping against the projector, and 

Rocky bows his head for a moment out of respect for his 

dinosaur ancestor. 
Segment 16: Nipper is seen running in his pajamas down 

the path to the playhouse. He runs inside the playhouse to 

the exact place where he left the doll the day before, but 

E.C. is not there. After looking around the room for a 

moment and under the cover he had placed around the doll, he 
stands puzzled in the middle of the floor. E.C. peers around 

Nipper's leg and touches the leg of his pajamas. Nipper 

happily turns around to lift up E.C., and they spend a moment 
in a gentle hug, briefly touching noses. The credits roll as 

the closing animated segment is shown and the theme song 

heard. 



Code Analysis of "Lift-Off" Episode 

Iconic code analysis. 

CHARACTERS Sl S2 S3 
adults 2m3f 
children 4m4f 2m 3m 
puppets 9 1 1 
toys 
animals 
animated figures 2 
adult in animal/other 
costume 
elevator (LotiS) 1 

CHARACTERS S9 S10 511 
adults 1m2f 
children 3mlf 1mlf 
puppets 2 1 
toys 
animals 
animated fiqures 
adult in animal/other 
costume 
elevator (Lotis) 1 
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S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
If 1mlf 

1m 1m 2mlf 
1 1 1 

1 94+ 

S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 
1f 

2m3f 2m2f 1m 
4 6+ 1 

This program is dependent upon its characters, their 

attributes and interrelationships. There are over 21 

different adult, child, and "other" characters which include 

not only a faceless but active doll, but also such unusual 

objects as a potted plant and an elevator. Of all of the 

programs analyzed for this study, "Lift-Off" has the largest 

number of children incorporated into an episode. Unlike 

"Sesame Street" and "The Book Place," which frequently show 

images of children but infrequently incorporate them as 

active, critical participants, "Lift-Off" relies on children 

as the focus of the program and not adults. 

Of particular visual interest in this episode are the 

animated figures incorporated into the "Munch Kids" sequence 

in segment 8. The Munch Kids' voices are heard as they 

participate in a group discussion about philosophical issues 

and questions. In this episode, they discuss plant life and 
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death as compared to the human body and spirit. This 

dialogue is accompanied by rapidly "morphing" artwork in 
various mediums (pencil, ink, charcoal, paint) which 

represents and extends images and concepts that the children 
discuss. For example, as the children discuss the death of a 
flower but the continuing life of its seed, the visual image 

is that of a figure that rises up from the earth and becomes 
a child walking under falling leaves. The child joins other 

children as flowers wilt, fall, and become seeds within the 

ground. Seeds grow and become flowers all around with 
caterpillars and bugs moving all around them. This sequence 

happens in a matter of only 15 seconds, and the entire 

segment--with more than 94 constantly changing images--is 
only of three minutes' duration. It is a fascinating visual 

sequence, but the audiovisual experience in toto may be lost 

on the younger members of the cohort due to the visual 
complexity and abstract nature of the dialogue. Welch and 

Watt (1982) found that visual complexity--a large number of 

objects on the screen in an unpredictable pattern--reduces 
attention. Their explanation is that "complexity of this 

nature makes information processing demands on young children 

that they really cannot meet" (p. 142). 

GENRE 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 
"live action" (studio) X X X X X X X 
tape/film (prerecorded) X 
animation X X 
book illustration 
other 

GENRE 89 810 811 812 813 814 815 816 
"live action" (studio) X X X X X X X X 
tape/film (prerecorded) X 
animation 
book illustration 
other 

The most frequent genre across the segments of this 

"Lift-Off" episode is live action, a focus on the "here and 
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now" of the children's lives. The only (obviously) 
prerecorded segments are in segment 7, which through Beverley 

(the plant) shows the result of a fire on plants and trees; 

and segment 15, in which Rocky the lizard anthropologist 
examines (supposedly) 16rnm film of Aku acting like a 

Tyrannosaurus Rex. It has already been established from 
earlier episodes that Beverley's eye examines the outside 

world, and that Rocky's films focus on the "strange" 

practices and behaviors of humans. Of the two animated 

segments, the first opens the program with the sound studio 

recording, and the second animation seen in segment 8 

concerns the Munch Kids and is described under the iconic 
code of Characters found earlier in this section. No books 

are read during this episode, no children or adults are shown 

reading or writing, and there are no book illustrations 

included in the visual text. 

PRINT 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 
on-screen overlay 
dialoque bubble 
environmental (on the set) 
book 
other (auto license) X 

PRINT 89 S10 811 812 813 814 815 816 
o~-screen overlay 
dialogue bubble 
environmental (on the set) X 
book 
figures on elevator screen X 

There is very little print evidenced in this episode. 

An auto license is shown in segment 3; a circus tent, 
directional arrows, a question mark, and a heart are seen in 

Lotis in segment 11; and the cafe name, "Wakadoo," is seen 
often above the Wolf/Three Pigs action taking place there. 

No other words, letters, or sentences are apparent in the 16 

segments. 
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Formic code analysis. 

CAMERA SHOTS SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
close-up X X X X X X X X 
medium X X X X X X X X 
wide X X X X X X 
zoom in 
zoom out 
pan X X 
trackinq X 
other notable camera mvrnt. 

CAMERA SHOTS S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 SIS S16 
close-up X X X X X X X X 
medium X X X X X X X 
wide X X X X X 
zoom in X X 
zoom out 
pan X X X X 
trackinq 
other notable camera mvrnt. 

The most frequently used camera shots in this "Lift-Off" 

episode are the close-up and the medium shots, followed 

closely in number by the wide shot. There is substantial 

visual emphasis on the children's facial expressions, and 

this is successful in creating and maintaining interest in an 

episode focused on inter- and intrapersonal relationships. 

Only two segments have a zoom-in shot out of 16 total, and 

there are no zoom-out shots in the episode. When considered 

with the simplicity of the editing techniques, the resulting 

visual product is clear and understandable. 
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EDITING TECHNIQUES S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
cuts (slow, medium, fast) F M M M S F M F 
fades 
dissolves 
black-outs 
montage X X X 
defocus/focus 
other 

EDITING TECHNIQUES S9 SID Sl1 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 
cuts (slow medium fast) S S M S S S F S 
fades 
dissolves 
black-outs 
montage X 
defocus/focus 
other 

The editing techniques used in this episode of "Lift

Off" are uncomplicated and visually "clean." Seven out of 

16 segments incorporate a slow rate of cuts, and only four 
out of 16 segments could be described as fast-paced in 

cutting from scene to scene. The "fast cuts" segments all 

include montages (81, the recording session; S6, Beverly the 
plant's fire footage; S8, the Munch Kids' discussion and 

animation; and S15, Rocky's "two footer" film). Although 

these segments are thematically related in the context of the 
whole story, they are not necessary to plot development of 

the primary text. If the younger members of the cohort "get 

lost" within the segment or cannot relate the montage to the 
main story, their general understanding of the episode will 

not necessarily be compromised. However, the montage 
sequences are visually complex (see an earlier discussion 
under the heading of Iconic codes) and the Munch kids and 

lizard segments are linguistically complex (see Linguistic 
codes later in this section). 
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SPECIAL EFFECTS SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
split screen 
dream sequence/flashback 
picture insert X 

animated flash in marbles X 

SPECIAL EFFECTS S9 S10 Sl1 S12 S13 S14 SIS S16 
split screen 
dream sequence/flashback 
picture insert X X 
tape-within-a-tape effect X 

There are few special effects used in the visual/formic 

text of this episode. The three picture inserts occur in the 
introductory song segment, in the elevator, and as segues to 

begin and end the "Wakadoo" cafe sequence. The audio effects 

(table not included) are uncomplicated, as well, with 
background music being the most frequently used sound across 

segments. Special sound effects are used in five out of the 

16 segments, but they are contextually appropriate, i.e., the 

sound of thunder during the storm in which Nipper gets 
caught, the sound of sputtering and engine failure when the 

animated Patches disintegrate, and the sound of Rocky falling 

off the garbage cans. 

PACE (slow, medium, rapid) SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
chanqe of scenes R 0 0 S S R M R 
chanqe of characters R 0 0 0 0 0 S R 

PACE (slow, medium rapid) S9 S10 Sl1 S12 S13 S14 SIS S16 
chanqe of scenes S 0 S S S 0 R S 
change of characters 0 0 S S S S R S 

The pace within the segments is relatively slow; that 

is, there are few changes of scenes or characters within that 

definable sequence of the segment. It must be taken into 
consideration, however, that there are 16 segments to a half

hour episode, which averages slightly less than a segment 

every two minutes. Although there is clearly a cohesive 

theme to the episode, the high number of segments might 
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result in the viewers' perception of rapid movement through 
the audiovisual text. "Lift-off" is exceeded only by "Sesame 

Street" in the number of segments per episode (16 segments 

and 19 segments, respectively), whereas "Here's Humphrey" and 
"Rat-a-tat-tat" each have only 8 segments per half-hour 

episode. 

Linguistic code analysis. 

TENOR (ROLE RELATIONSHIPS) 81 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
direct address to viewer by X 
adult (during song) 
direct address to viewer by 
child 
direct address to viewer by 
puppet 
adult monologue 
child monologue 
adults in dialogue X 
adult dialogue with child X X 

children in dialogue X X X 

voice-over by adult 
voice-over by child X 

adult in dialogue wi puppet 
child in dialogue wi puppet 
puppets in dialogue 

TENOR (ROLE RELATIONSHIPS) S9 S10 Sl1 S12 S13 S14 SIS S16 
direct address to viewer by 
adult 
direct address to viewer by 
child 
direct address to viewer by 
puppet 
adult monologue 
child monologue 
adults in dialogue X 

adult dialogue with child X X 

children in dialoQue X X 

voice-over by adult 
voice-over by child 
adult in dialogue wi puppet 
child in dialogue wi puppet X 

puppets in dialogue X X X 

elevator in dialogue. wi kids X 
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The most notable feature of the foregoing tables is the 

absence of the adult voice. There are only two segments in 
which adults briefly engage in dialogue, and there are no 

adult monologues. The adult voice is most frequently heard 

(but still only in four segments out of a total of 16) in 
dialogue with a child or children. Adults are never in 

dialogue with puppets; this remains in the exclusive realm of 

the children. Lemish (1987) observed that dialogue by child 
characters in the television text was well attended by young 

viewers, and this episode is replete with children's voices 

in natural and appropriately constructed dialogue. There is 

no direct address to the child viewer, as "Lift-Off" is a 
representational format (it is the story) as opposed to a 

presentational one (someone reads or tells a story). There 
is no verbal language used at all in segment 6, concerning 

Beverley and the Patches, or in segment 13, in which children 
blow bubbles and observe their movement. 

MODE (GENRE) 81 S2 83 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
conversation X X X X X X 
sonq X 
poem 
instruction/suggestion to 
viewer 
book reading 
other print reading 
storytellinq 
dramatic event/story theatre 

MODE (GENRE) S9 S10 Sl1 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 
conversation X X X X X 
sonq X 

poem 
instruction/suggestion to 
viewer 
book reading 
other print readinq 
storytel1inq 
dramatic event/story theatre 
public address (anthro X 
lecture) 
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Conversation is clearly the genre emphasis of the "Lift

Off" episode. The production materials note that a storybook 
experience is included in "every other episode" ("A guide to 

Life-Off, undated, p. 13), but this episode has none, 
although Turbo tells an allegorical story about a skeptical 
prince who realizes that he still needs magic in his life. 
Again, segments 6 and 13 include no verbal language: 

Beverley's segment "tells" a visual story of lightning 

strikes and the resulting fire's effect on plants, but it 

includes no spoken words. 
Two segments include language which is very complex and 

would likely prove difficult for the younger members of the 

cohort. The Backsak segment, in which the packs discuss an 
element of the theme in their syntactically backward way, 

might prove incomprehensible to 3- and 4-year-olds: 

Snapsak: Oh no, don't know I don't. Big sack I want to be, but 
little sack still I feel. Hard to do is growing up, 
hard to know it is who to listen to. 

Grumblesak: wisdom, Snapper, wisdom. Remember old Backsak's Law: 
a backfriend in need a sackfriend indeed is. Wise I 
am, but remember I do the pain of growing up. Now the 
secret I know. Never your friends forget, Snapper. 
Never the magic lose. 

Similarly, the song sung by the Wolf and Pigs in the Wakadoo 
Cafe segment is quite clever and particularly humorous, but 

seems inappropriate both in regard to episode theme and 

linguistic capability of the audience. A portion of the 
lyrics is found below [Boris, Morris, and Doris are the three 

pigs] : 

Boris: 

Morris: 

Wolf: 

Picture this! We'll have a poster with a 
wolf that's fried 

An apple in his mouth and on the side 

I disagree with all of this. 
Here and yon, I see a thunderstorm of falling pigs 
A Niagara of dying pigs 

-- ----- --- ------------- - - -- - -----------



Morris! 
Boris! 
Doris: 

wolf: 

Morris! 
Boris! 
Doris: 

Wolf: 

Boris: 

This is a concept we dismiss! 

Curtains up, a fanfare and the house lights fade 
I know that this will be the night 
If everything goes right 
When my immortal name is made. 
Curtain call, the audience is on its feet 
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You have to realize the world seen through your eyes 
Is but a dream however sweet 

Rubbish! Rubbish! It's all a load of rubbish! [etc.] 

Don't you dare 
Speak in those carping tones to me, the star 
You surly underlings must know you are . • • 

Now Wolfie you had best beware! 
[etc.] 

"Carping tones" used by "surly underlings" is complex 
language that will not likely be easily understood by 
Australian (or any other English-speaking country's) 
children. Studies undertaken by Rice, et ale (1990), Rice 
and Haight (1986), and Lemish and Rice (1986) all indicate 
the language acquisition benefits of children's programs 
which resemble the simplified register of mother-child 
dialogue, with its emphasis on syntactically clear sentences, 
concrete references, frequent repetition of key terms, and 
paraphrasing. Wells (1985) suggests that the redundancy and 
predictability of this dialogue (particularly through shared 
book experiences) contributes to children's language 
learning. Neither the Backsaks segment nor the Wolf and 
Pigs' song could be identified under these qualifications as 
being beneficial to language learning or even comprehensible. 
Increased comprehensibility in the Wakadoo Cafe song is 
necessary but not sufficient. The message of the segment-
competition, unrealized dreams, the reduction of 
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expectations--is neither contextually tied to the rest of the 
program, nor conceptually related to childhood experiences. 

Finally, there is no language other than English spoken 

in this episode. Mrs. Garcia, however, speaks with a strong 

Spanish dialect. 

Conclusions 

"Lift-Off" is composed of 16 segments, many of which 

occur in venues around the low-rise apartment where the 
children live. Other fantasy segments such as the Munch 

Kids' philosophical discussion and the Wakadoo Cafe 
production numbers are not associated with the children and 

their "realistic" environment. This is one of only bm 

representational series out of the ten in the sample, 

although it has several presentational, fantastic elements as 

noted above. ("Story time" [BBC] is also a representational 
program but to a lesser extent. Jess and Mr. B. are 

characters--not presenters--but they acknowledge the presence 
of the viewers; and the "Story time" episodes do not meet the 

requirements for a well-crafted story.) This "Lift-Off" 

episode is loosely themed around its title, "Destroy." The 
segments explore the destruction of a boy's belief in magic, 

the destruction of a special friendship, and the destruction 

of a plant by lightning. The childhood experiences 
represented are of a particularly interpersonal focus, such 

as conflicts/reconciliations in friendships, playing marbles, 
being teased/challenged by another child, playing in puddles 
after rain, and being reunited with a favorite toy after a 

separation. The emotional content of the episode shares the 

realistic difficulties inherent in growing up. 
There are many characters with whom a child viewer may 

relate, and the diverse cast chosen for the program makes an 

excellent statement about a multicultural world. The other 
two programs from Australia ("The Book Place" and "Here's 
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Humphrey") have no people of color in their cast or in the 

illustrations or on-location segments. The children's and 
the adults' language use is appropriately scripted for the 

target age of the viewers. However, the song in the Wakadoo 

Cafe segment, the Backsaks' conversation, and the Rocky the 
lizard segments are linguistically complex. There is extreme 

dynamic visual complexity in the Munch Kids' segment (over 94 

changing images in three minutes) and in Rocky the lizard's 

visual comparison of humans and animals (31 images in two 

minutes). This type of linguistic and visual sophistication 

is perhaps what led one writer (Roberts, 1993) to describe 
the program as "dense, demanding." Al though these segments 

are peripherally related to the theme of destruction, they do 

not necessarily cohere to the representational form of the 
main story. The production goals of "never underestimating" 

what a child can think and do is particularly apparent in 
these complicated segments, although it seems possible that 

this type of visual and/or linguistic complexity may leave 

the younger children behind in the episode's ambitious 
production goals. 

No familiar songs are sung in this episode. Songs are 

included in this text (both as introduction and in the 
Wakadoo segment), but they are original to the program and 

not familiar ones in which children can participate. 
Although its lyrics introduce the "destroy" theme and the 

visual text shows scenes from the coming episode, the opening 
song is too rapid and too random to serve as an advance 

organizer. It is an idea to be commended but that is not 

successfully applied. 

The program includes as one of its four stated goals the 
intention to support language development and the use of 

symbol systems (both terms inclusive of reading and writing). 
Although the production materials note that a book reading or 

book animation is included in every other episode, no book is 
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read during the episode, no character is observed reading or 

writing, and no child is seen dancing, singing, creating 

music, or expressing him/herself through visual art. The 

program integrates only one storytelling event (a "story

within-a-story" scenario) in which Turbo tells Nipper of the 
prince's (and ultimately his own) need for magic. The story 

is integrated in a contextualized fashion within an 
allegorical frame and is very effective. 

Regarding the program's use of "content strands" and the 

theory of multiple intelligences (Gardner 1993), this 

particular episode would seem to emphasize the "human family" 
(emotions and relationships) and the "environment" (when 

Beverley is struck by lightening). As to the inclusion of 
"multiple intelligences," any application of the theory in 

this "Lift-Off" episode is not identifiable. If the program 

is different from or superior to other children's series, it 
is attributable to the production emphasis on a well-honed 

representational story within the Australian culture. The 

use of Gardner's multiple intelligences is more apparent in 

character development--with children having particular 

abilities and interests--than in any content prescription of 

including a "mathematical segment" or a "bodily-kinesthetic 
segment." In fact, this program is less inclusive of sign 

systems other than oral language (written language, 
movement/dance, mathematics, song, dramatic arts, etc.) than 

many of the other nine series examined herein. As noted 

earlier, there is no segment in "Lift-Off" which involves 

mathematics, aesthetic movement, reading, writing, or visual 

art as productive experience. 
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"Chatterbox," Television New Zealand, New Zealand 

Production Goals and Objectives 

"Chatterbox" is a program for 2- to 6-year-olds and 
produced in New Zealand by Television New Zealand. In a 

promotional booklet dated November 1993, the program is 

described as one promoting an interactive experience for the 
child viewer and one that encourages exploration of the 

world, or "enthusiastic inquiry" (unnumbered p. 2). Other 

major philosophical objectives include the program's 

contribution to a young viewer's feelings of self-worth, 

pride in being a New Zealander, and acknowledgment/acceptance 
of the unique characteristics of other children and adults. 

Further "aims" of the series particularly salient to my 
research are described in the promotional materials as the 

introduction and development of concepts and language skills, 

the acknowledgment of bi-culturalism and multi-culturalism, 

and the promotion of gender-based understandings (unnumbered 
p. 3). 

The program also emphasizes a bilingual approach to 

language and literacy. Citing projections that 30% of New 

Zealand's children under five will be part Maori by the year 

2000, it is the expressed intention of the production group 
to integrate Maoritanga "into every aspect of the programme" 

(program booklet, unnumbered p. 4). Piripi Moore, one of the 

progranl presenters, is represented to be of Nga Puhi descent 

with Ngatoikoro as his hapu (subtribe); both he and Annie 

Roach, the other presenter, are described as knowledgeable 

with Te Reo Maori and Tikanga Maori, the informal and formal 
forms of the language, respectively. These forms are to be 

introduced in context to the viewers in a "conversational, 

non-threatening manner" (unnumbered p. 4) and will emphasize 
such elements as greetings, color and body part 

identification, counting, and object identification. 
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Repetition and concrete visual images are said to be the key 

for developing new vocabulary, and that "waiata" (songs) and 
telling of Maori stories" will reinforce Maori language 

development, cultural understanding, and respect. 
The production materials claim that "Chatterbox" is 

based on "New Zealand on Air" research which has determined 

children's preferences for television content (including, 

among other elements, children; animals; stories and 

storytelling; and songs, rhymes, and sayings). Based on 

these preferences, it is the producers' intention to create a 

predictable, routinized program format which appeals to a 
broad spectrum of children and interests. This format (as 

described in 1993) includes: Part I, welcoming the viewers, 
reading the mail, and singing a songi Part II, a prerecorded 

video outside of the studio, then back to the library for 

story time (either an illustrated, performed, or book story); 

and Part III, movement to music, "make time" (children in the 
process of creating a craft or art project), and the goodbye 

song. The producers further define story time as an 

illustrated story, performed story, or book story, with one 
of these variations to appear in each episode. An 

"illustrated story" is described as a "locally commissioned 

story with picture illustrations" using Annie's and Piripi's 
voices. The performed story is a play with Annie and Piripi 

as the actors and a group of children as actively 

participating audience members. The aim of the "book story" 
is to share the greatest number of New Zealand picture books 
"as [are] available and appropriate to the programme" 

(promotional booklet, unnumbered p. 17). 

Narrative Description of "Chatterbox" Episodes 

Episodes 2 and 5 on an unnumbered tape of five episodes 

were randomly selected for analysis. However, the episodes 

of this program are 20 minutes in length, and the unit of 
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analysis is 30 minutes. Before randomly selecting the 
episode numbers, I determined that I would analyze the entire 

episode of the lowest sequential number on the videotape, and 

the first 10 minutes of the program with the higher number. 
Therefore, I have analyzed the whole of Episode #2 on the 

tape and the first 10 minutes of Episode #5. The content of 

the second half of Episode #5 will be briefly described. The 

two episodes for this sample are representative of the other 
three forwarded to me by the producer. I am unaware of the 

sequence in which these episodes were original broadcast to 
New Zealand children. 

Setting. 

The indoor studio set is created to resemble the inside 

of a library with many bookshelves and cushioned sitting 

areas; a circulation desk with a computer; several work 

tables; a small kitchen; and a cupboard area near the "issues 
desk" with many individual bins marked with brightly colored 

letters, symbols, and shapes. The "outdoor" set consists of 
a painted scrim against the back wall with the images of 

snow-covered mountains and green/brown foothills. There are 

several real-looking bushes and trees along a brown wooden 

fence that encloses the play area, which is the focus of the 
"outdoor" set. The play area has several large wooden 
spools, a swingset with a slide, and a sandbox. 

Presenters. 

There are two presenters on "Chatterbox," Annie Roach 

and piripi Moore, who appear as the Chatterbox library 

employees. Annie is a white woman in her late 20s with long 

blond hair. She has a quick smile and appears energetic and 
kind. Piripi is an attractive, enthusiastic, dark-skinned 

man who is described by the program's producers as being of 

Nga Puhi descent. 
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One of the non-human members of the Chatterbox cast 
appearing in Episodes 2 and 5 is Thingee, a large-nosed gray 

hand puppet of unknown species. He is described as a 
frequent visitor to the library and a local courier driver. 

Moana, a bookworm hand puppet who lives in the library, is 
bright purple with big red stuffed lips, large ping-pong ball 
eyes, and curly black eyelashes. 

Episode description. 

First episode/segment 1: The episode begins with Piripi 

jumping rope across the grass on the outdoor set. He stops 

jumping and greets the viewers in English and says that he 
has been exercising by skipping. He talks to the viewers 

about exercise and demonstrates jumping rope, counting both 

in English and Maori, and emphasizing the concepts of the 

rope going "over" his head and "under" his feet. Annie comes 

through the gate with her yellow Labrador retriever, and she 
and piripi greet one another in Maori. She describes the dog 

obedience school which she and "Lace" have been attending and 

compares it to human gym class. Piripi suggests they set up 
an obstacle course on the playground, and Annie leads her dog 

through several runs of the course, emphasizing Lace jumping 

"over" and walking "under" a plank supported by two large 

spools. Piripi suggests that Lace might need some water, and 
then says that he needs a drink "after all that skipping." 

First episode/segment 2: The camera cuts to the indoor 
set, where Piripi is seen drinking water from a glass. He 
addresses the viewer as he walks to sit a table, asking 

"Didn't Lace do well? You know, watching Lace go over the 
plank and under the plank reminded me of our song, 'You can't 

go over it, you can't go under it •• " Annie interrupts by 

running into camera view next to Piripi and says, "You'll 

have to go through it!" They both gesture broadly to show 

the concepts of over, under, and through. Piano music 
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accompanies the two as they sing, "We're Going on a Bear 

Hunt," a call and response song in which the children repeat 

each phrase and gesture after the leader. Following the song 

and movement, Piripi asks if the viewers made it "home" 

safely after the bear hunt. Annie exits "to take Lace home." 

First episode/segment 3: Piripi is left sitting at the 
table. He has in front of him a white piece of paper with 

red and black strips woven through the paper. He calls it a 

"mat," and holds it up for the viewer to examine, pointing 

out that" it's been woven backwards and forwards." He says 

that Thingee has taken red and black strips of paper to a 

school where the children "will weave it under and over, just 

like this mat right here. Wonder how they'll go?" The 

segment then focuses on five children sitting around a round 

table with an adult woman ("the teacher") standing nearby. 

She is dark-skinned with black hair. No English is heard 

during this segment; Maori is the only language spoken. 
Quiet background music plays as the camera focuses both 

on the children's faces, the teacher's face, and the weaving 

they are doing. The children's naturally occurring speech is 
on the audio track, as well as the teacher's quiet singing as 

she weaves. The camera then cuts to a very long table with 

benches for sitting; along the length of the table are 
baskets filled with finger foods. The children walk over to 

the table and sit; following the teacher speaking to the 

children, they fold their hands in front of them and speak in 
a sing-song unison, with some of the children squeezing their 

eyes tight--and then occasionally peeking. The mats the 

children have made are in front of them, and the children 

then choose food from the various baskets as the camera 
observes them enjoying their snack. 

First episode/segment 4: The camera cuts back to the 
indoor set to a medium shot of Piripi and Annie at the 

"issues desk." Piripi says, "Great weaving! Did you see the 
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way the children wove the card over and under?" He states 

that he liked "the black and red card" they wove, and Annie 
asks the viewers if they know the names in Maori for black 
and red. Annie says the names in Maori, and Piripi responds 
with another Maori word. They are interrupted by Thingee 
delivering the mail in a bright yellow box with the word 
chatterbox printed on the side. He says hello in Maori, and 

Annie and Piripi respond in kind. They read mail that child 
viewers have sent to the producers. Thingee remarks that he 

must go get ready for the "play story" today and he exits 
screen right. Piripi says, "Today's play is about a rabbit 
who needs to find a new home." Annie, gesturing broadly, 

adds: "That's right. And in the play, Rabbit goes up a hill, 
over a hill, and down the other side. We'll see you soon." 
They both exit screen right. 

First episode/segment 5: The camera cuts to an area 
where children are sitting on the floor in front of a 
makeshift curtain. Thingee pops up from the bottom of the 
screen and greets the viewers in English. He introduces the 
story and asks questions to initiate the children's 
predictions. The curtain lifts to the sound of piano music, 
and Annie and Piripi are revealed standing on a small 
platform stage. Annie greets the audience and the play then 
proceeds, as Annie becomes the story theatre narrator. The 
play is about a rabbit who has been flooded out of his burrow 
and attempts to find a new home with little help from a cow 
and a dog it meets along the way. The camera focuses on the 
children clapping, then fades into the next segment. 

First episode/segment 6: Moana, the hand puppet, begins 
the retelling of the immediately preceding rabbit story using 
some plastic figures and a toy farm scene. She progresses 
through the story until she comes to the part about the 
rabbit running up and over the hill. She realizes that she 

needs a hill, and when Piripi enters the scene she shares her 



problem. Piripi suggests they make a hill out of green 

Playdoh (he uses the Maori word for "green"), and Moana is 
satisfied when he molds the Playdoh into a hill shape 

complete with a burrow. Moana inquires as Annie's 
whereabouts, and Piripi responds that she is outside. 
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First episode/segment 7: The camera fades to the outdoor 
set, where Annie is kneeling next to some young children who 

appear to be three to four years old. She tells the viewers 

that she is preparing some music for an obstacle course that 

has been created on the playground. She suggests that the 

viewers at home participate, then leads the group around the 
obstacle course while piano music plays. piripi comes into 

the scene and remarks on the wonderful obstacle course; he 
asks the children if they had fun doing it. Several nod 

their heads affirmatively. He then suggests that they sing 

the goodbye song together. Credits roll at the conclusion of 

the song and the episode ends. 
Second episode/segment 8: This segment opens with Annie 

and Piripi sitting at a table with books, scissors, and 

contact paper in front of them. Annie and Piripi greet the 

viewers in both Maori and English and welcome them to the 

library. Piripi reports that they are having a busy day 

today, as he and Annie are covering several books "with 

plastic seal to keep them nice and clean." He explains how 
he has put the plastic on the outside cover, and the camera 

comes in for a close up when he explains how to fold the 

flaps on the inside cover. He counts the flaps as he presses 

them down and suggests that the viewers count along with him. 

When he is finished he holds the book up and Annie comments 
that it looks good. They demonstrate and narrate the 

covering of a much larger book. Annie remarks that "it's 

quite a big job" to cover the book and that they might finish 

it at another time, as they have a job waiting that they 

really enjoy--checking their mail. 
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Second episode/segment 9: The camera cuts to show the 

bright yellow mailbox that is waiting on the circulations 
counter. The box reads, "chatterbox, PO Box 1945, 
Christchurch". The camera zooms out to show Piripi and Annie 
arriving at the box and pulling out a letter. They both 
examine and discuss the drawings sent in by a viewer. Annie 
and Piripi thank the boy for sending mail to the set and say 
that they will send him a Chatterbox bookmark. Annie 
suggests, "You might want to get your older brother or 
sister, or maybe your mum or dad, to help you write the name 
of the street, or the house where you live, the number of 
your house, on the back of your drawing or your letter." 

Second episode/segment 10: Annie and Piripi are then 
interrupted by the appearance of a woman and two children, a 
boy and girl. She says hello, and both Annie and Piripi say 
hello in Maori and then English. The woman is white, as are 
the children, and she tells Piripi that they wish to join the 
Chatterbox library. Piripi introduces himself and Annie, 
then says that he needs to get her a form. He explains to 
the woman what she needs to do in order to get a library 
card. He then gives her a pen, as Annie suggests that she 

show the children around the library. Piripi shows the woman 
around the desk area, which he calls the "issues desk." He 
points out the date stamp and suggests that she call if she 
wants to know if the library has a specific book. He then 
shows the computer, stating that it has all the names of 
their books and that he "can type the name of the book into 
the computer and then it will tell you whether it's here or 

not. " 
Second episode/segment 11: The camera then fades to 

Annie and the two children, who she introduces as Matthew and 

Anna, sitting in a reading area with bookshelves behind them. 
Annie says that they are going to go on a bear hunt, and she 
invites the viewers to corne along. She. begins by clapping 
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her hands and knees, and she plays the role of the leader 
with the children taking the response roles. Annie often 

looks at the camera as if to include the viewers. At the end 
of the song, she asks the children if they want to hunt for 
bears in the kitchen. After a quick look Annie suggests that 
they "go on a book hunt instead." They each begin searching 
the shelves for a book. 

Second episode/segment 12: The camera cuts back to 

Piripi and the woman. Piripi reviews the form the woman has 
filled out, then hands her a Chatterbox library card and 
explains the circulation process. Annie interrupts by 
walking over with the children, announcing that they already 
have a couple of books to take out. After Piripi enters the 
information into the computer and stamps the books, Annie 
says that she hopes the children enjoy their books and thanks 
them for helping with the bear hunt song. After their 
departure Piripi speaks excitedly of "two new members to our 

library," and Annie recalls they really enjoyed the bear hunt 
song. 

Second episode/segment 13: Piripi states that "Ingrid 
and Daniel were going over and under things in the 
[unintelligible] playground today." The camera cuts to a 
playground and two children running toward the wooden play 

structures. Ingrid is a white girl with light hair, and 
Daniel is dark skinned and has black hair and eyes. They 
climb up ladders, slide down slippery slides, climb up tires 
and slide down poles. The camera cuts back to the indoor set 
of the library. Piripi is seen behind the circulation desk 
as if he is looking for something. He then notices the 

viewers and discusses Daniel's and Ingrid's trip to the 
playground, noting that it looked like they had a great time. 
"Did you see them follow each other up the ladder and down 
the slide? And then they were climbing up those tires! That 
looked really hard." 
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At this point, the first ten minutes of the second 
program analyzed are completed. The remainder of this 
episode includes Piripi looking for the lost storybook in the 
cupboards (the viewers can see the book in the delivery/mail 
box), singing a song about centipedes when he finds a rubber 
one in a cupboard, reading a book entitled Alley Cats, and 

then singing a song in Maori about centipedes while very 
young children move like centipedes with Annie around the 
play area. 

Code Analysis of "Chatterbox" Episodes 

I will examine the following portions of the program 
analysis grid: 

1. iconic codes: character, genre, and print; 

2. formic codes: camera shots, editing techniques, and 
pace; and 

3. linguistic codes: tenor, mode, and non-English 
language usage. 

Iconic code analysis. 

First episode»»»»»»»>lsecond e isode»»»»»> 
CHARACTERS Sl S2 S3 S4 55 56 57 58 59 510 511 512 S13 
adults 1m 1m 1m 1m 1m 1m 1m 1m 1m 1m lf 1m 1m 

1f lf 1f lf 1f 1f lf lf 2f 2f lf 
children 6 6 5 2 2 2 
puppets 1 1 1 
toys X 
animals 1 
animated 
figures 
adult in 
animal/other 
costume 
other: X X 
(automobile) 

The adults in this program are the presenters, Annie and 
Piripi. They are the obvious focus of the episode and are 
equally visible throughout the segments. The children 
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appearing on the program are also equally balanced along 
gender lines, but the appearance of some 19 children in the 

segments is somewhat misleading. Although researchers write 

of the appeal to child viewers of other children on the 

screen and children's voices as attracting viewer attention 
(Anderson, et al. 1981; Kodaira, 1990), the appearance of the 

children in the "Chatterbox" episodes are frequent but 
fleeting. They are more seen than heard. This is likely 

attributable to the fact that most of the children appearing 

in the movement or story theatre segments, for example, are 

very young children of three and four years of age. Matthew 

and Anna, the new library members in segments 10, 11, and 12, 
are slightly older (perhaps ages eight and four, 

respectively), but they are heard speaking only when spoken 

to and when they participate in the scripted "bear hunt" 

song. The children's naturally occurring speech as recorded 

in segment 3 (in which the Maori-speaking preschoolers weave 

the construction paper mats) is an exception. 
First episode»»»»»»»>18econd e isode»»»»»> 

GENRE S1 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 510 511 512 513 

"live action" X X X X X X X X X X X X 
(studio) 
tape/film X X 
_LPrerecorded) 
animation 
book 
illustration 
other 

Action which takes place in the studio is clearly 

prioritized. The number of segments taped on the set is 

understandable in light of budgetary constraints, which is a 

factor in most television productions, particularly for 
children's programming. This kind of regularity and 

familiarity of place, as well as a standard sequence of 

program events, may have a positive effect on the viewers, as 

it would contribute to the predictable nature of the program 



(Rice, Huston, & Wright, 1983). Both of the prerecorded 
segments take place in locations familiar to children 

(segment 3 is taped in a preschool and segment 13 on a 

playground), with active children as the focus. 
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The segues to and out of these prerecorded segments 
remain constant across episodes. The appearance of Molly the 

bus traveling from screen left to right and the audio track 

of children singing the "Molly theme song" initiates this 

change of genre. The appearance of Molly traveling from 

right to left and the repeat of the theme song indicates the 

close of that segment. Both of the segues are supported by 

Thingee reporting that the viewers are going to place "x," or 
that he is curious about what is happening "back at the 

library." Al though the promotional booklet dated November 

1993 addresses the plan to include animation in the second 

year of "Chatterbox," there is no animation in the program as 

of this sample. Book illustrations are used as visual text 
to a book entitled Alley Cats, but this segment is outside of 

the 30 minute analysis period and is not represented here. 
First episode»»»»»»»>JSecond e isode»»»»»> 

PRINT Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 510 511 512 513 

on-screen 
overlay 
dialogue 
bubble 
environmental X X X X X X X 
(on the set) 
book CO 
other print X X 
medium 
co=book cover 

There is little print in this 30 minute sample of 
programming. Segments 2, 4, and 6 are identified as 

including print based on letters appearing on the cupboards, 

"chatterbox" printed on the delivery box, and several words 

seen briefly on a child's letter/artwork. Segments 8, 9, 10, 

and 12 are included because of the print seen briefly when 
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Annie and Piripi are covering books with protective plastic, 

when they read the mail and point out the "Chatterbox" 
address printed on the delivery box, and when little Anna 

(the new library member) checks out her book. Matthew has 
print on his shirt as seen in the "bear hunt" song and at the 

circulation desk, but it is not obvious and cannot be read. 

Although not a part of this analysis (it occurs outside of 

the 30 minute sample), piripi in a voice-over reads the text 
of Alley Cats. The illustrations are shown in a visually

appealing manner and Piripi's reading of the text is 

entertaining, but there is no printed text shown in 
connection with the book. 

Formic code analysis. 

First episode»»»»»»»>ISecond e isode»»»»»> 
CAMERA SHOTS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 59 810 811 812 813 
close-up X X X X X X X X X X 
medium X X X X X X X X X X X X 
wide X X X X X X X X 
zoom in X X X 
zoom out X X X X X X X 

pan X X X X 
trackinq 
other notable 
camera mvrnt. 

Across all of the segments comprising the 30 minute sample, 
the most frequent camera shot is the medium shot. The 

frequency of close-ups is only slightly less than that of the 
medium shots. As the camera lens acts as the human eye, the 

emphasis on close-up and medium shots is more or less 

consistent with the way children perceive day-to-day 
activities. Several segments (Sl and S3) incorporate all 

camera shots with the exception of tracking (when the camera 

follows a moving object). This variety of shots, however, 
does not impede a coherent visual text as the camera movement 

is rarely extreme. A typical zoom-out is from a close-up to 

a medium shot, or a medium to wide shot. Zoom-outs are more 

------ .-------
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frequent than zoom-ins (seven versus three), which is 
appropriate in consideration of the research indicating that 
zoom-ins can hinder a child's part-to-whole understandings 
(Susman, 1978). 

First episode»»»»»»»>ISecond e isode»»»»»> 
EDITING Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 810 811 812 813 
TECHNIQUES 
cuts (slow, S S F S S S S S S S S S M 
medium, fast) 
fades 
dissolves X X X 

black-outs 
montaqe X 
defocus/focus 
other 

An examination of the editing techniques as recorded 
above evidences the episodes' slow, evenly paced, and 
uncomplicated format. The only segment out of 13 which 

employs fast cuts is the montage sequence of the preschoolers 
weaving their paper mats and eating their snacks. As the 
children and their activities remain the focus of the entire 
segment, and as this segment is accompanied by gentle music 
and quiet classroom sounds, the rapid cuts are not 
distracting. Few editing "tricks" are employed in 

"Chatterbox"; there are only three segments which have 
dissolves into the next scene, and no other highly technical 
segues are incorporated into the visual text. There are no 
special effects of split screen, picture modulation, or wipes 
used in the episodes, and no camera speed variations. 

First episode»»»»»»»>ISecond e isode»»»»»> 
PACE (slow, Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 510 511 512 513 
medium, rapid) 
change of S 0 S 0 S S S 0 0 S S 0 R 
scenes 
change of S S M S S S M 0 0 S 0 S 0 
characters 

Regarding the change of scenes or environments, this 

"Chatterbox" sample indicates that viewers are not required 
to attend to changing set or location environments, and 
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therefore have the opportunity to focus on the familiar 

characters and their language and movement. Out of 13 

segments, five have no change of scenes whatsoever, and the 

remainder have few changes of location within the studio set. 
The characters, too, remain consistent across segments, as 
was noted earlier. 

Linguistic code analysis. 

First episode»»»»»»»>iSecond e isode»»»»»> 
TENOR (ROLE 81 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 510 511 512 513 
RELATIONSHIPS) 
direct address X X X X X X X X X 
to viewer by 
adult 
direct address 
to viewer by 
child 
direct address X X 
to viewer by 
puppet 
adult X X X X X X 
monologue 
child 
monoloque 
adults in X X X X X X X X 
dialoque 
adult dialogue X X X X X X 
with child 
children in X X 
dialoque 
voice-over by 
adult 
voice-over by X 
child 
adult in X X 
dialogue wi 
puppet 
child in 
dialogue wi 
puppet 
puppets in 
dialogue 

with only two exceptions in 13 segments, the child viewer is 
consistently acknowledged, either by adult or puppet.. This 

type of inclusion of children into the text of the episode 
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likely encourages their attention to and participation in the 

program (Martin, 1993). Adults in dialogue with children 

occurs with about the same frequency as adults in dialogue 

with one another (although the presenters are usually asking 

questions to the very young children on the set who rarely 
respond with words). The frequency of adult monologues 

should be noted in comparison with child monologues, which 

never occur. There is also only one occurrence in 13 

episodes of children in dialogue, and only one occurrence of 

a child as the speaker in a voice-over. This element of the 
linguistic fO~Jnat of the program does not take advantage of 

the research findings that children are drawn to the sound of 
other children's voices (Anderson & Field, 1983). However, 

Annie and Piripi effectively use age-appropriate language 
which respects the experience and knowledge of the child 

viewer, and vocal expression which invites the viewer's 

engagement. 
First episode»»»»»»»>ISecond e isode»»»»»> 

MODE (GENRE) S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 510 511 512 513 
conversation X X X X X X X X X X X X 
song X X 
poem 
instruction/su X X X 
ggestion to 
viewer 
book readinq 
other print X X 
reading 
storvte11inq X 
dramatic X 
event/story 
theatre 

An examination of the mode of the linguistic exchanges 

on "Chatterbox" reveals the heavy emphasis in conversation 

and a rather scattered, varying use of other genres during 
the episodes. There are two songs sung during the 30 minute 

sample (both of which happen to be the "bear hunt" song), two 

readings of children's mail, one storytelling, and one story 
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theatre event. There is no occurrence in this sample of 
poetry or book reading (although Alley Cats is read following 

the 30 minute sample period in the second episode). 

First episode»»»»»»»>18econd e isode»»»»»> 
LANGUAGE OTHER 81 82 83 84 85 S6 87 88 S9 510 511 512 513 
THAN ENGLISH 
adult X X X X X X X X 
child X 
animated 
character 
puppet 
character in 
book or story 

In keeping with the stated objectives of the program, 

Maori language is incorporated into eight out of the 13 
segments analyzed. In the last 10 minutes of the second 

episode not analyzed herein, Piripi sings a centipede song in 

Maori without translation to English. With the projection of 

30% of the New Zealander population being at least part-Maori 
by the year 2000 (promotional materials dated November 1993, 

p. 4), the inclusion of Maori language recognizes the 
multicultural and bilingual composition of the "Chatterbox" 

audience. 

Conclusions 

The 13 segments of the "Chatterbox" episodes take place 

in the studio with the exception of the two prerecorded tapes 
which observe children in their environments of preschool and 

playground. The first episode is connected via different 

explorations of directional terms (over, under, through, 
across, up, down); the second episode addresses books, 

libraries, and becoming a new library member, but the focus 

ends following the first five segments. The theme of 

directionality concepts from the first episode analyzed 

recurs in several segments of the second episode I examined. 
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I have no way of knowing the original broadcasting sequence 
and whether these episodes were sequentially related to one 
another. 

Many familiar childhood experiences are represented in 
the sample: jumping rope, playing with a dog, watching (or 
participating in) story theatre, playing with small plastic 
toys/animals, going to the library, playing on playground 
equipment, etc. The realistic library set may familiarize 
viewers with this particular environment and perhaps inspire 

their requests to go to a library. 
Each episode of "Chatterbox" includes either a book 

reading or a story dramatization. The last ten minutes of 

the second episode--not included in this analysis because of 
time limitations--includes the story reading of Alley Cats. 

This 30 minute sample includes the story theatre of the 

rabbit's search for a new home. Annie and Piripi are shown 
in roles other than library employees and using their 
imaginations to participate in the story. The child audience 
is a positive element of the segment, although the presenters 
need not perform the story on the makeshift stage provided. 
It would be acceptable and perhaps advantageous to show 
viewers that dramatizing a story can be done in a variety of 
more typical settings such as a playground, living room, or 
in a library reading room. 

The episodes include familiar sequences, repetition, and 
frequently recasts concepts in different genres. The program 
itself follows a distinct beginning-to-end sequence, opening 
with an activity, ending with a movement sequence and then 
the "goodbye song." The familiar movement song, "We're going 

on a bear hunt," appears in both episodes. Following the 
story drama of Rabbit's search for a new home (which itself 
has a repeating phrase spoken by Rabbit), Moana the puppet 
retells Rabbit's story with small plastic toys. Annie and 
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Piripi repeat twice how to cover a book with plastic film to 
keep it clean. 

The program consists of a visually uncomplicated text 

with very few elements of technical wizardry. There is 
little special knowledge of formic conventions which is 
required of the young viewers of this episode. The language 

used throughout the segments is appropriate, although adult 

voices are privileged and children are very rarely heard. 
Although Matthew and Anna are briefly seen choosing and then 

checking out books from the library sequence in the second 

episode, children are not seen reading or writing in either 
of the episodes. 

The episodes meet the production goals of presenting/ 

encouraging "enthusiastic inquiry," as well as contributing 

to a child's sense of self-worth and pride. The presenters 
are congenial and happily enthusiastic about the various 

elements in the segments, and they frequently encourage 
viewers' participation and express their belief in the 

viewers' efficacy in a given situation. The episodes also 

meet production objectives of a bilingual approach to New 

Zealand preschool television. Although the episodes are not 

equally divided between English and Maori, Maori language 
appears frequently throughout eight of the 13 segments. In 

many segments there are occurrences of labeling, counting, 
greetings, color identification, etc., and one segment is 

entirely in Maori. In the last segment of the second episode 
Piripi sings a song about centipedes completely in Maori 
without an English translation. 

The segments are cohesive and entertaining, with the 

focus concepts being appropriately repeated across segments. 
However, if the producers are in agreement with language 

researchers' position that stories and storying are 
children's fundamental way of creating meaning (see Chapter 
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4), then it seems that a greater emphasis should be placed in 
multiple modes of story presentation. 

--------.-----
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"Rat-a-tat-tat," Channel 4 Schools, United Kingdom 

Production Goals and Objectives 

Materials regarding the production goals and objectives 

of "Rat-a-tat-tat" were difficult to procure from Channel 4 

Schools and the requested documents did not arrive in time 

for inclusion in this study. The only information about the 

series which became available to me appears in a catalog 

entitled "Television for schools: 1995/1996." The 

paragraphs concerning "Rat-a-tat-tat" are included below in 

their entirety: 

"Rat-a-tat-tat promotes a range of reading 

strategies and encourages prediction exactly the 

right recipe for this age group." 

All the books featured in Rat-a-tat-tat are chosen 

to encourage young readers to regard books as a source 

of pleasure. The programmes invite early readers to 

join in the reading of appropriate phrases and sentences 

highlighted on the screen. The stories represent a 

range of literary structures, with repetition, 

patterning and rhyme, to enable children to predict with 

confidence. 

The programmes also feature a letter recognition 

element as well as songs and singing games. ("Television 

for schools: 1995/1996", p. 5.) 

The materials indicate that the program is intended for 

children between the ages of four and six. 

Narrative Descriptions of "Rat-a-tat-tat" Episodes 

Each episode of "Rat-a-tat-tat" is 15 minutes in length. 

To meet the 30 minute sample requirement, two episodes are 

examined herein. Ten episodes of the series were received 

from Channel 4, identifiable by the series number and title 

of the focus book for that episode. Through random 
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selection, the episodes identified by the series' numbers 3 

and 5 were chosen to be the 30 minute sample analyzed for 

this study. The two episodes chosen for this analysis are 

representative of the other eight received from the 

producers. The few distinctions will be noted in the 

following discussion. I will refer to them as "first 

episode" and "second episode," respectively. 

Setting. 

The indoor set appears to be a library/study which exits 

onto the "outdoor" set, a back patio of what appears to be a 

country house. The study has many shelves with books and 

knick-knacks, a table, a bench, wooden floors, and rugs. The 

outdoor patio is white and black tiled with many potted 

plants and trees around, along with a work table and a garden 

shed. 

Presenter. 

The host, whose name is not mentioned during the 

episodes, is a man in his 50s or early 60s with curly gray 

hair. He dresses casually and looks somewhat 

"grandfatherly," but he never engages in dialogue with any of 

the children or seems to have a relationship with any of 

them. 

The children who appear briefly in the first episode are 

between the ages of five and seven, and the girls outnumber 

the boys. They are dressed in a variety of styles, from 

playclothes on several children to two girls dressed in 

matching frilly pink dresses with white socks and black dress 

shoes. All but two of the children are white; two girls 

appear to be of African descent. Four children appear in the 

second episode: two white girls, a white redheaded boy, and a 

boy who appears to be of Indian or Middle Eastern descent. 
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Episode description. 

First episode/segment 1: Following the opening song (in 

which an animated hand raps on many different types of real 

doors), the first segment begins with a song sung by a chorus 

of children. The visual text is that of little chicks 

joining together in two's to a total of ten, engaging in 
different "chick" activity, and then running back to mother 

hen in the barn. 

First episode/segment 2: The host says "hello" to the 
viewers, and then holds up the book cover of Games and How to 
Play Them. He points out a picture of a hen and chicks, then 

says that the book includes a good game called "hawk and 

hen." As he reads the story that is the basis f,!r the game, 
printed text of the dialogue between the hawk and the hen 

appears in the illustrations chosen for the camera. The 

video text cuts from the illustrations back to the host, who 
looks out the window to the patio. "And that's when the hawk 

tries to catch one of the chicks and the hen tries to stop 
him. It's a good game, if there are enough of you to play 

it." The chorus from the earlier animated counting song 

begins playing as the camera cuts to seven or eight children 

playing the "hawk and hen" game. They repeat the dialogue 
precisely the way it is scripted in the book. The camera 

cuts back to the host, who remarks, "I think that hawk is 

going to have to go hungry." 
First episode/segment 3: The host, still sitting by the 

window, opens a big book and says, "Hattie was a hen who 

lived on a farm, quite peacefully with all the other farm 

animals, until one day •.• well, let's see what happened." 
He looks into the book and the story begins. Hattie and the 
Fox is a predictable, repetitive text with a cumulative 

description by Hattie of a fox hiding in the bushes, 

beginning with a nose and then growing on each repetition to 

include other fox features. The other farm animals are 
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skeptical of Hattie's growing alarm--until it is too late. 
The cover of the book is not shown, nor is the author or 
illustrator's name mentioned. Many phrases during the 
reading are printed on a black strip at the bottom of the 
page; they appear in blue print until the word is spoken, 
when it turns white. The pace of the reading is very slow, 
and the host emphasizes pauses before the text-on-screen is 
read, possibly to give the viewers enough time to read the 
text on their own. At the conclusion of the text, the host 

places the book beside him, and the segment ends without 
further comment. 

A few of the illustrations are minimally animated during 

the reading of the story text. When the host reads that 
Hattie sees "a nose in the bushes," the fox's nose slowly 

moves into view. Also, on several occasions when reference 
is made to Hattie "seeing" some aspect of the fox or the 
fox's eyes are mentioned, the creature's eyes blink. Other 
suggestions of animal activity are made by camera movement, 
which indicate Hattie jumping and flapping her wings or the 
fox leaping out of the bushes. 

First episode/segment 4: The host immediately picks up 
Nine Ducks Nine and begins looking at the text: "Here are 

some ducks on the move." An illustration of two ducks is 
shown with dialogue boxes showing their conversation. The 
host reads, "'I'm off,' said one of the ducks. 'He's 
following us,' said another." The camera cuts from the 
illustration and focuses on the host's face as he says: "Can 
you guess who might be after them?" He looks back into the 
pages of the book as the camera cuts to the illustrations of 
Nine Ducks Nine. This is a repetitive counting text, wherein 

one duck flies away "to the rickety bridge" in each verse as 

the fox comes closer and closer, until only one duck remains. 
with the exception of the very beginning of the segment when 

the host is introducing the book, no print is shown on the 
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screen, nor is the host shown reading the book. When the 

story ends, the camera cuts to the host, who closes the book 
as he repeats the lines of the text: "He never chased those 

ducks again. Those nine ducks nine." The camera shows a 
close up of the cover for a moment. Children wearing paper 

duck masks and carrying their arms like wings corne running 

through the room in front of the host. He tries to say 
something, smiles with seeming resignation, and says 

"goodbye" to the viewer. The last part of the chicken 

counting song is replayed, from the verse with "eight little 

chickens," as credits begin to roll and the episode 

concludes. 
Second episode/segment 5: The episode opens with an 

animated song that introduces the "garden" theme. Children's 
voices are heard singing the song about the different ways that 

animals move, with a repeating chorus (and the focus of the 

song) that "worms just wiggle." 

Second episode/segment 6: The segment opens in the outdoor 
studio set. The host and four children acknowledge the viewers 

by saying "hello." The host then describes that the children 

are setting up a wormery for some worms to live in for a week or 

two. He dumps the worms on top of the layered soil that has 

been prepared. The purpose, says the host, is to try to find 
out how worms live underground. He explains that after 

dampening the soil, all they need to do is place dead leaves on 

top of the soil and place the wormery in a dark area. The host 
then says, "So that everyone will know what's in the box, I'll 

write out a label with my wiggly pen." He uses a red vibrating 

pen and on plain white paper, he writes the word "Worms" in the 
middle of the page and says "worms." The host retrieves his own 

wormery from the shed and points out how the "layers of sand and 

soil are all mixed up," explaining that the worms have traveled 

to the top and pulled the leaves down. He explains again that 

if they are kept out of the light, the yiewers will be able to 
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see how the worms live underground. The segment ends with a cut 
back to the final chorus of the li worms just wiggle" animation. 

Second episode/segment 7: The host turns around from the 

shed holding the head of a dead sunflower. Speaking to the 
viewers, he asks if they know what he's holding, comparing it to 

"those [sunf lowers] growing over there by the fence." He 
suggests that the children on the set each take some seeds home 

to plant, "then you can see how long it takes for them to grow 

as tall as the sunflowers over there by the fence." The camera 
cuts to a medium shot of the sunflowers. The story of The 

Sunflower That Went Flop begins without any reference to a book, 

storytelling, or reading. It begins with the first illustration 

of a tall, singular sunflower against a trellis by a wall. The 

illustrations are partially animated; it appears as if the 

original illustrations are used, but some of the characters and 

objects are animated by camera technique to represent movement. 

The movement is fairly minimal, to the extent that characters 

move from point a to point b in an illustration, the sunflower 
wilts, etc., but it is not a detailed animation which replicates 

natural expression, gesture, and movement. Some of the 

sentences in the book are printed in much the same manner as 
Hattie and the Fox, with the words appearing in blue across a 

black strip at the bottom of the screen and turning white as the 

host reads each word. In the story Mr. Brown on behalf of Mrs. 

Brown, both depicted as white-haired senior citizens, uses a 
variety of methods to keep the sunflower from going "flop." It 

is a repetitive and predictable text, and the same sentences are 

printed over and over, such as "The sunflower went flop" (three 

times) and "I can fix anything" (three times). The "people 

passing by" are of various colors and shapes and occupations who 

come two by two to stare at the sunflower; an Indian woman and a 

Black bobby are the only two characters of color represented. 
The Browns, the priest, mother and daughter, and other people 

passing by the sunflower are depicted as white. 
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Second episode/segment 8: The host is seen bending over 
his own sunflowers near the fence. "Sunflowers love the sun, 
but they need plenty of water if they're going to grow straight 
and tall." He walks to the table with the wormery and reminds 
the viewers that worms need water, too, as well as a dark 
environment. The children in the scene silently complete the 
tasks he suggests them. The host waves and says "goodbye," as 
do the children. The chorus of the animated song, "worms just 
wiggle," plays as credits roll. 

Code Analysis of "Rat-a-tat-tat" Episodes 
Iconic code analysis. 

First episode»»»»» 
CHARACTERS Sl S2 S3 S4 
adults 1m 1m 1m 
children 8+ 
puppets 
toys 
animals 
animated figures X 
adult in animal/other 
costume 
other: 

Second episode»»»»> 
S5 S6 S7 sa 

1m 1m 1m 
2m2f 2m2f 2m2f 

X 

The host, a grandfatherly figure, appears after each 
opening segment, which in the sample episodes are animated 
visual texts to songs and establish the theme of the episode. 
He does not introduce himself and the children do not address 
him, either in the sample episodes or the other eight in the 
series received from Channel 4. His role is to provide the 
segues from segment to segment, typically sharing brief 
introductions to books or other genres/media and offering 
concluding remarks. Children also appear regularly, but 
their appearances are brief and of little substance. There 
is little or no interaction between the host and the 
children, and a cursory review of other episodes of the 

program received (but not analyzed herein) reveals that the 
children are often exclusively on the "patio" set while the 
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host is in the "study," never coming in contact with one 
another. Persons of color, although small in number, are 

present in the visual text, with 3 out of 12 children on the 

set who are persons of color, and two non-white characters 
appearing in the illustrations for The Sunflower That Went 
Flop. 

First episode»»»»» Second episode»»»»> 
GENRE S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
"live action" (studio) X X X X 
tape/film 
_(prerecorded) 
animation X X 
book illustration X X X 
other 

Studio segments and book illustrations are the most 
frequently appearing genres across the segments. An animated 

song segment begins both episodes in the sample; the first is 

a counting song in which chicks appear two by two until there 
are 10, and the second animation involves the different ways 

that animals move ("but worms just wiggle"). The book 
illustrations are minimally animated. For example, in Hattie 

and the Fox, the fox's nose pushes out from the bushes and 

his eyes blink; in The Sunflower That Went Flop, groups of 

people "move" toward the trellis to look at the sunflower, 

and the sunflower flops over. 

First episode»»»»» Second episode»»»»> 
PRINT S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
on-screen overlay p(h) p(h) 

s 
dialogue bubble 
environmental (on the 
set) 
book co,s s,co 
host creates sign W 
co=book cover; s=sentence; p=phrase; h=h~ghl~ghted pr~nt; w=word 

There is a substantial amount of print appearing in this 

30 minutes of programming. Seventeen complete sentences are 

shown on the screen, and 34 phrases or clauses are included 
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in the visual text. The majority of print appears in the 
reading of the episode's feature storybook, which is 

typically a repetitive, cumulative, and predictable text. The 
words appear in blue lettering on a black strip at the bottom 

of the illustration; each word turns from blue to white after 
the host (in voice-over) has read it. Some of the phrases 
appearing in print from Hattie and the FOx, for example, are 

the identification tags, "And Hattie said," "said the goose," 

"said the pig," etc. Hattie's increasingly detailed 

description of the fox is also shown as highlighted text, 
from first only seeing "a nose and two eyes," to "a nose, two 

eyes, two ears, a body, four legs, and a tail in the bushes." 
In The Sunflower That Went Flop, some of the sentences 
appearing are: The sunflower went FLOP, I'll fix it. I can 

fix anything, and It was easy. Koskinen, et al. (1993), 

Koskinen, et al. (1985), and Neuman and Koskinen (1992) found 
in their research that closed captioning turned television 

into "a moving storybook" (1993), increasing children's 

reading occurrences, sight vocabulary, and comprehension 

(Adler, 1985; Koskinen, et al. 1986). Their studies involved 
stories accompanied by complete printed texts, not partial 

texts as in the "Rat-a-tat-tat" episodes. Although it is far 
preferable for the entire text to be printed, under the 

circumstances, "something is better than nothing," and the 

repeated sentences and phrases may be beneficial for 

children's understanding of the oral language/printed 
language connection. 

There are no isolated letters or words or direct 
instruction concerning them in this episode, with the 

exception of the second episode in which the host writes a 
sign that reads Worms so that no one will disturb the 

wormery. This is a contextually integrated sign. However, 

other episodes in the ten received from Channel 4 isolate 

beginning letters and words out of context. For example, one 
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episode shows simple animated figures with the names printed 
underneath them, such as the words hippo, hen, hand, and 

house. An animated dot indicates the beginning letter of all 

the words is written. An argument concerning isolated 
letters and word identification and letter formation as a 
motor skill can be found in Chapter 4. 

Formic code analysis. 

First episode»»»»» Second episode»»»»> 
CAMERA SHOTS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
close-up X X X X X 
medium X X X X X X X X 

wide X X X X X X 

zoom in X X X X 

zoom out X X X X X 

~an X X X 

tracking X 

other notable camera 
movement. 

The static camera shots of close-up, medium, and wide 
are used to the greatest extent, although the moving shots of 
zoom-ins, zoom outs, and pans are used in more segments in 

this program than in many others in the sample. However, 
such shots are not used so frequently within segments that 
they became distracting, and their use is logical and subtle, 

focusing on or expanding to include the appropriate features 
of (typically) an illustration. 

First episode»»»»» Second episode»»»»> 
EDITING TECHNIQUES Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
cuts (slow, medium, S S S S M S S S 
fast) 
fades 
dissolves 
black-outs 
montaqe 
defocus/focus 
other 
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First episode»»»»» Sec..:ond episode»»»»> 
SPECIAL EFFECTS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S6 
split screen 
dream 
sejiuence/flashback 
picture insert 
page turning effect 
(wipe) 

The editing and special effects techniques can be 

examined together, as both are indicative of the visual 

complexity of the episodes. It is evident in the tables 

above that the rate of cuts is slow throughout the majority 
of the segments. This slow pace contributes to an easily 

"read" visual text, especially when considered with the 

absence of all other editing and special effects techniques. 

There are no surprises or unusual uses of audio effects in 

the episodes. 

First episode»»»»» Second episode»»»»> 
PACE (slow, medium, Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
rapid) 
change of scenes M S S S M 0 S S 
chanqe of characters R R M M S S S S 

Although there is some variation in the table above, the 

general pace of the program is relatively slow. The only 

rapid elements of the sample programming is the change of 
characters in the "little chickens" counting song that opens 

the first episode, and the frequently changing images of the 
fox, the hen, the goose, the pig, the cow, etc., as the story 
of Hattie and the Fox progresses. 
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Linguistic code analysis. 

First episode»»»»» Second episode»»»»> 
TENOR (ROLE Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
RELATIONSHIPS) 
direct address to X X X X X X 
viewer by adult 
direct address to X X 
viewer by child 
direct address to 
viewer I:>y. pUIlP_et 
adult monologue X X X X 
child monoloque 
adults in dialogue 
adult dialogue with 
child 
children in dialogue X 
voice-over by adult X X X 
voice=over by child X X 
adult in dialogue wi 
~uppet 

child in dialogue wi 
puppet 
~uppets in dialogue 

The host consistently speaks directly to the viewers and 
maintains eye contact with them. The occasions in which the 
children in the episode speak to the viewers is only to say 
hello and goodbye. In segment 2 children are noted to be 
engaging in dialogue, but it is scripted from the "hen and 
hawk" game and is not a genuine or spontaneous conversation 
between children. The voice-overs by children are the songs 
sung for the animated opening segments. In general, the 
linguistic text is dominated by an adult male voice (albeit a 
friendly and naturally conversant one) which has been 

reported herein to terminate children's viewing (Rice, 
Huston, & Wright, 1983). Male voices are associated with 
adult programming, particularly the news, and thus lead 
children to assume that the text is not meant for them. This 
host's vocal modulations and dialects/inflections used to 
create highly unique and entertaining book characters in his 
reading have the potential to overcome this "stigma." 
Anderson and Field (~983) suggest that children quickly learn 
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entertaining content. 
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First episode»»»»» Second episode»»»»> 
MODE (GENRE) Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
conversation X X X X X 
sonq X X X 
poem 
instruction/suggestion X X 
to viewer 
book readinq X X X X 

other print reading 
storytelling 
dramatic event/story 
theatre 
scripted dialogue in X 
game 

Conversation is the most frequently occurring linguistic 

mode in the segments, followed by book reading, and then 

song. The hostis vocal quality in the book readings is 

varied and unique enough in representing each character that 
he or she is recognizable without the nominal tags at the end 

of sentences. For example, the host uses a high, breathy 

voice for the female Hattie; a nasal, harsh intonation for 

the goose; and a deep, lengthened, resonant vocal quality for 

the cow. 
The books included in the sample episodes use highly 

predictable, repetitive language, a positive characteristic 
for texts intended for beginning readers. Dunn (1977) 

reports that "stories, which, by repetition of single words 
and phrases, irritate adults but delight children by making 

them feel clever, can ••• help [language learning] better 

than anything else I have seen" (p. 37). Animals as story 
protagonists for two of the books are also a positive feature 

of the readings, as animal personae are well attended by 

young viewers (Anderson & Field, 1983). 
Other genres such as poetry, storytelling, and story 

theatre are not represented in the episodes; although the 
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first segment has the children speaking some scripted lines 

for the "hen and hawk" game, it is a "game" and not 

identifiable as story theatre. However, other episodes from 
the series incorporate a group of children representing roles 

in scripted stories. The "chick" and "worm" songs have 
repeating choruses and simple tunes which would potentially 
encourage child viewers to participate. 

Conclusions 

Eight segments of both studio action and book 

illustrations make up this sample of "Rat-a-tat-tat." The 

two episodes that comprise the 30 minute sample are themed; 
the first concerns fowl and predator, and the second involves 

living things (worms and flowers) that need soil and water. 

The childhood experiences represented in the episodes are 
somewhat limited because of the fantasy-based animal stories. 

The children on the set are seen playing the "hawk and hen" 

game and creating an animal habitat (a wormery). The male 
host is never named and is not seen interacting with the 

children on the set. Although he creates his own wormery and 

works wi t.h the children in layering dirt, water, and leaves, 
the host talks at the children and not with them. They 

remain quiet throughout this segment, and except for the 

scripted (and brief) "hawk and hen" game at the beginning of 
the first episode, the children's voices are not heard across 
episodes. 

Book reading is the focus element of the program, and 
the action and dialogue on the set support the story or 

stories to be read. The books are highly repetitive and 

predictable and as such would be likely to invite viewer 
participation in the text. The partial animation of the 
illustrations in Hattie and the Fox and The Sunflower That 

Went Flop is sufficient to extend the text but not so 

detailed/realistic that the movement becomes the salient 
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feature of the book event. These two readings also include a 
text box at the bottom of the screen which shows print from 
repeating phrases or sentences in the books; 34 phrases and 
17 sentences appear in the text block. A creative use of 
highlighting indicates when a word has been read; the host 
reads slowly and includes particularly lengthy pauses when 
text appears on the screen so that they viewer may read the 
print first. The host's consulting the book, Games and How 
to Play Them (for the children's "hawk and hen" game), is one 

of only two demonstrations throughout the ten programs of the 
sample of an individual consulting an informational book as a 
reference for activity or ideas. 

The host provides minimal introductions to the stories, 
and the covers of the main books are not shown. No authors 
or illustrators are acknowledged, and the host does not 

discuss the story during or following the reading. He is not 
shown attending to the print, and he does not point out any 
features of the illustrations in the actual book. There is 
no mention of the relationship in the first episode between 
the story background of the "hawk and hen" game, the text of 
Hattie and the Fox, and that of Nine Ducks Nine. No 

discussion is developed about fowl and their common 
predators. 

Children are not seen reading or writing during the 
episodes, but in the segment concerning the creation of the 
wormery, the host creates a Worms sign so that others will 

understand that the box needs to remain closed. This is a 
well-integrated demonstration of an authentic function of 
writing; further demonstrations of similar kind would 
contribute greatly to the literacy potential of the program. 
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"Story time," BBC, United Kingdom 

Production Goals and Objectives 

Su Hurrell, the BBC Education Officer for Early Years, 
responded to my letter of inquiry via an electronic mail 
message dated July 21, 1995. She identified her role at the 
BBC and with "Story time" as being one which ensures that the 
educational content of the program is "at the right level and 
appropriate for the age group." "Storytirne" is intended for 

an audience of 4- and 5-year-olds. It is the first in a 
series of programs produced by the BBC dedicated to the 
literacy development of children throughout their education 
and continuing to the upper grade levels of high school. 

"Story time's" aim is to introduce young children, 
parents, caregivers, and teachers to the world of books and 
stories. Hurrell reports that each program has a "specific 
learning opportunity and focus which will build and enhance 
reading readiness." Her brief example of "reading readiness" 
includes the "development of order/sequencing, recognition of 
rhyme." She reports that the inclusion in each program of 
two stories will be the "springboard" for this type of 

readiness to be developed. Hurrell also writes of a "generic 
aim" of "Story time" to demonstrate book reading events, 
showing "left to rightness," the handling and care of books, 
and how pages are turned during reading. 

Hurrell addresses the majority of her message to the new 
season beginning in September 1995 and the revisions which 
have been made to the original program analyzed herein. She 
reports a "new format/approach" which will include an episode 
theme, "so that the two books compliment each other and are 
set in a real world context." wi th a presenter and real 
children, the revised "Story time" will infer that "any time 
is storytirne." The redesigned format is a result of 

Hurrell's evaluation of the program in.concert with other 
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educational consultants at the BBC and outside educators. 
Although she reports that the conclusions drawn from program 
evaluation determine future policy and series decisions, she 
does not write of the research results which motivated the 
changes in the programming. 

Narrative Description of "Story time" Episodes 

Each episode of "Story time " is 15 minutes in length. To 
meet the 30 minute sample requirement, two episodes are 
examined. Only two complete episodes of the series were 
received from the BBC, so no random selection of available 
episodes was necessary. Episodes in this program are known 

by the title of the storybook read during that installment; 
therefore, the episode referred to as Beaky will be Episode 
I, and the one known as Big Al will be Episode 2. These two 

episodes together will satisfy the 30 minute sample of 
programming analyzed for this study. 

Setting. 

The action of this program takes place in a large round 
room inside a castle (the outside of which is shown in the 
title sequence). The walls are dark and the wood appears dry 
and old; parts of the room appear to be built of field stone. 
There are colorful bookshelves that rest at strange slanting 
angles (but still the books remain upright), and other 
unusual elements to this room. Doors open and shut on their 
own, overhead lamps move up and down, and a juke box with 
flashing lights and moving bellows on the side plays music 
upon verbal command. The "House" also provides various items 
upon request from Mr. B. 

Characters. 

Jess is played by a young white woman in her early 20s. 
In both episodes she wears exercise clothes. The character 
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is by turns cheerful and whiny, in an energetic but childlike 
way. She is naive and occasionally acts as if she is unable 
to distinguish fantasy from reality. Her relationship with 
Mr. B. is unclear, but she frequently assumes the role of 
submissive daughter to the older gentleman. 

Mr. Banglebede ("Mr. B.") is portrayed by a gray haired 
and portly white actor in his 50s. He wears a light brown 
three piece suit with a pocket watch, white shirt and tie. 
Mr. B. is occasionally impatient with Jess when he must 
explain something to her, but generally is good humored, 
cheerful, and enthusiastic about his daily (albeit unusual) 

pursuits. The character is a bit of the "absent-minded 
professor," and both he and Jess always seem surprised when 
the viewers "show up" in the castle. 

Diggery is a gray furry dog body on a mechanized remote 
control truck. He has a carrier on his back and delivers 
various objects to Mr. B. upon command. He obeys Mr. B. but 

seems to cause only trouble for Jess, usually running between 
her legs and tripping her. 

Episode description. 

Episode 1/Segment 1: Following an opening/title sequence 

which shows an animated image of a child reading a book and 
meeting many characters, the first segment opens to Jess 
exercising to music. As she jogs past Mr. B. sitting at a 
table, he becomes the focus. Mr. B., who is wearing a paper 
cat mask, acknowledges the viewers and removes the mask, 
saying "I'm going through my mask collection and making some 

new ones. Fascinating things, these masks. You can suddenly 
become someone else." Jess admonishes Mr. B. for not 

exercising, then returns to the center of the room to begin 
an exercise that includes singing the names and identifying 
body parts. The house begins playing Jess's music faster and 
faster, until Mr. B. becomes irritated and asks the house to 
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stop the music. Mr. B. tells Jess that she is overdoing her 
exercise and asks her to sit quietly with him and help him 
with the masks. Jess agrees. He asks for help with the Bobo 
mask, and identifies Bobo as a monkey. He picks up a book 
from the table top and points at the image of a monkey on the 
cover of a soft-cover book entitled The Funny Little 
Creature. Asking Jess to copy the monkey mask onto the 

construction paper, he hands her the paper and the book. 

Episode I/Segment 2: Jess addresses the viewer directly: 
"Bobo's in this cartoon. The Funny Little Creature." The 

animation begins on the cover of the book as it rests on the 
table, then the picture becomes larger and envelops the 
entire screen. It is a cheaply produced animated cartoon 
about a group of monkeys who come upon an unusual animal that 
looks like a cross between a cartoon dinosaur and a lizard. 
This creature constantly lies about what kind of animal he is 
and is subsequently taken before the King of the Jungle who 
admonishes him to tell the truth. 

Episode I/Segment 3: The cartoon sequence fades to a 
Bobo mask held up by Jess and hiding her face. She calls Mr. 

B.'s attention to the mask she has finished, and he calls it 
"absolutely splendiferous!" She shows another blue frog face 
mask, then explains to the viewers that they "could make one 
of these. They're really easy." The castle doorbell rings, 
and Mr. B. says, "Ohh, visitors 1 Enter, if you please 1" A 
teenage boy enters the room in exercise clothes, greets the 
two, and apologizes for barging in. He explains that he has 
been jogging and is now lost. Jess and Mr. B. seem unable to 
point the jogger in the direction toward town. Just as he 
asks to sit for a rest, regal horns blow and Mr. B. and Jess 
announce that "It's story time!" The jogger indicates that he 
loves stories and inquires about the title. Mr. B. says, 
"Well, we won't know that until we find it," and rushes to 
look under the Bobo mask. Jess explains that "House has 
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hidden some stories away somewhere and we have to find it." 
She then asks the viewers if they have any idea where the 
story might be. The jogger goes to the leaning bookshelf and 
a book is "magically" pushed out from the rest of the books. 
The cover of the book, Beaky, is shown for several seconds as 

the jogger inquires: "Is this it?" When Mr. B. acknowledges 
the book, the jogger gets comfortable in a chair as he says, 
"It's called Beaky." The cover of the book is shown in his 

lap. He opens the book and the camera fades to the first 

illustration. The jogger begins ·to read about a little bird 
of paradise who is born not knowing his identity. The bird 
encounters several creatures from water and land and engages 
their help in discovering what he is. The jogger's comment 
at the end of the story is simply: "He was a bird after all 
of that and he flew away. Speaking of which, I've got to 
fly." He quickly puts the book on a nearby table and jogs 
toward the door. He asks again for directions, says "bye" to 
the viewers, and jogs out the door. 

Episode l/Segment 4: Diggery zooms into the room and 
runs into a large object covered in the hall. Jess tells Mr. 
B. that it "is that thing for you," and pulls off the cover 

to reveal a treadmill. She asks him to switch it on, and he 
begins walking. It goes faster and faster until Mr. B. is 
running. He loses his balance and flies off the back of the 
machine and lands on the floor. Jess runs over and Diggery 
appears with a nurse's cap on its head. "Go on, off you go," 
he bids the viewers, smiling and laughing, and asks Diggery 
if it might have a "little bandage for the old man." The 
camera fades to an outside shot of the castle as the theme 
music is heard and credits roll. 

Episode 2/Segment 5: The cat, Myrtle, is shown sitting 

in a chair, watching Diggery as it moves around the floor 
yapping. Jess tells him to heel, and then addresses the 

viewer: "Oh, hello. You're here already. Mr. B.'s gone 
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fishing. [Myrtle meows.] All right, Myrtle, he'll be back 
soon with your dinner." She then says that she is making a 
fishing game. As she tapes aluminum pull tabs to the fishes' 
lips, she sings the well known "three little fishies and a 
momma fishy, too" song. Myrtle begins meowing plaintively, 
and Jess tells her to be patient. The House's self-willed 
juke box, which Jess calls "Maestro," continues playing the 
"fishy" music after she asks it to stop, then Diggery begins 
racing around the floor, yapping. She yells at Diggery to 
"Heelt", then stands up from her table and yells, "House, 
can't you do something??" The music stops and Diggery rolls 
over on its back with its wheels in the air, but continues 
yapping. 

Episode 2/Segment 6: Mr. B. enters with all his fishing 
gear and describes the big fish he caught, which becomes 
smaller and smaller as Jess questions him. When Jess asks 
where the fish is, as Myrtle is starving, Mr. B. explains 

that he threw it back. Jess is worried about what the cat 
will eat for her dinner, but Mr. B. is unconcerned. As she 
places Mr. B.'s fishing things in a closet, she talks to 
herself: "I wonder if House has a fish?" Splashing water is 
heard, and Jess, with a puzzled look on her face, walks to a 
dumbwaiter-like chute. An inflatable shark comes down the 
chute, and when Jess looks up, she screams. Mr. B. 
eventually finds her hiding under a heavy kitchen table and 
explains that the shark is made of plastic. She climbs out 
from under the table, whining: "House has been playing tricks 
on me all day. I only asked for a fish for Myrtle's dinner." 

Mr. B. begins laughing and Jess, clearly annoyed, gingerly 
picks up the shark and walks back into the main room. She 

stuffs the shark back up the chute, as a splashing sound is 
heard. 

Episode 2/Segment 7: Mr. B. sits at a table and asks 

Jess to hand him a bottle that Diggery just delivered to him. 
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Jess asks what the bottle for, and Mr. B. explains that the 
little wooden ship in front of him is going to go in the 
bottle. Before he can answer how it will be done, strange 

organ music is heard, and Mr. B. asks, "Who turned Cyclops 
on?" Cyclops has a round, white screen with flashing lights 
and looks like the top of a large timpani drum. Jess 
wonders what Myrtle, who is sitting atop Cyclops, has been 
looking at. Just then, the camera zooms in on Cyclops' 
screen to reveal a videotape of underwater fishes. Mr. B. 

narrates a blowfish episode, where it swallows water in order 
to avoid being eaten by a crab. As Jess notes the colors and 
patterns on the fish, she says that it gives her an idea for 
her fishing game. "I'm going to paint patterns on them." 

Episode 2/Segment 8: Jess is seen painting red patterns
-stripes and dots--on her yellow fish as she sings a song 
about fish. House then sounds the "story time" horns, and Mr. 
B. happily announces, "Story time!" A picture insert zips 
from underneath the fish and "swims" until it is engulfs the 
screen. The scene is the ocean surrounded by white cliffs. 
A white man in his thirties introduces himself as Brian and 
after a brief discussion about the sea, he shows the cover of 
the book, Big AI. He opens the book to the first 

illustration, and reads the story about a large and ugly fish 
who frightens away all the other fish, until one day when he 
saves the smaller fishes from a fisherman's net and becomes a 
hero. When Brian has finished reading and closes the book, 
he says, "You know, it's such a nice day today, that I might 

go for a swim in the sea now, and with any luck I might even 
meet Big AI." Brian looks off to the sea, and the segment 
ends. 

Episode 2/Segment 9: This segment begins with a close up 
of Jess's paper fish on a piece of blue plastic on the floor. 
She is hooking them with a hook on the end of a stick with 

string. As she is "fishing," she explains that she already 
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has a spotted one and needs to pick another spotted one to 

make a pair. Mr. B. interrupts her, asking if she would like 
to see the ship go in the bottle. Maestro lights up and 

plays a drum roll, then a fife and drum tune. A close up of 

the ship in Mr. B.'s hands shows him collapse the sails and 

carefully stick the ship through the bottle opening and into 
the bottle. As the drums roll and a cymbal crashes, he pulls 

a string and the sails become upright. As Jess looks at the 

ship bottle, Myrtle begins meowing again, and Mr. B. walks 

towards Jess's fishing game. He gets an idea and says, 

"House, please?" and points at one of the paper fishes. It 

becomes a real fish, which he picks up and takes to the 

kitchen with Myrtle close behind. Jess yells to Mr. B. in 
the kitchen that she still wants to show him her fishing 
game. He returns from the kitchen and Jess begins to show 

him that she has already caught a pair, but realizes one of 
the fish is missing. Mr. B. winks at the viewers and says, 

"You could make this game, couldn't you? Why don't you? Go 

on. Off you go." Mr. B. and Jess talk about the game as the 
theme music plays, the camera cuts to an outside view of the 

castle, and the credits roll. 

Code Analysis of "Story time" Episodes 

The program codes of "Story time" most relevant to 

understanding the audiovisual composition of the episode are 
as follows: 

Iconic codes: characters, genre, and print; 

Formic codes: camera shots and editing techniques; and 
Linguistic codes: tenor and mode. 
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Iconic code analysis. 

First episode»»»> Second episode»»»»»»> 
CHARACTERS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 
adults 1m, 1f 2m, 2m, 1f 1m, 1m, 1m, 1m, 

1f 1f 1f 1f 1f 1f 1f 
children 
puppets 
toys X X X X X X 

animals X X 

animated fiqures X 

adult in animal/other 
costume 
other: 

The foregoing table evidences that there are a male and 
female (human) characters, some toys, and a cat, but there 
are no children seen in either episode. Although the actress 
is in her 20s, Jess as a character is child-like. As is 
particularly evidenced in the second episode, she is easily 
frustrated, apparently cannot distinguish between a plastic 
shark and a real one, makes simplistic fishing games for her 
own entertainment, and does not take responsibility for 
finding the cat something to eat--she seems to rely on Mr. B. 
for provisions. Although it was perhaps established in 
earlier episodes, Jess's relationship with Mr. B. is unclear. 

She calls him "Mr. B.," so it is unlikely that they are kin. 
She is portrayed as a helpless, playful child, so a 
relationship of employer-employee would not make sense. 
Jess's behavior as a child but appearance as a grown woman 
may seem unusual to young viewers who have competent mothers 
or caregivers of similar age. Because of her youthful 

portrayal Jess provides for a majority of the movement in the 
episodes. Mr. B. is also a character who is not fully 
disclosed in the two episodes. He, too, does not seem to 
have an occupation, and it is unclear as to whether he is an 
inventor or whether he has been imbued with some kind of 

magical power. 
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Although the second episode is a comprisal of mostly 

moderately paced functional movement, the first episode 

includes Jess and the visitor exercising, running in place, 

or doing organized scripted movement. This type of visual 
activity may be a positive feature in attaining/maintaining 

visual attention, as Kodaira (1990) notes that young Japanese 
children enjoy viewing "active-stationary" movement such as 

jumping up and down in one place. 

There are no persons of color represented in the two 

episodes. 

First episode»»»> Second episode»»»»»» 
GENRE S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 
"live action" (studio) X X X X X X X X 
tape/film X X 
(prerecorded) 
animation X 
book illustration X X 
other 

Live action and book illustrations are the only common 
elements across episodes. The exact nature and history of 

the "House" as the studio set is unclear. Perhaps this 

information was established in earlier episodes, but it is 

unclear whether the House is intended to be magic or 

electronics, whether it has power independent of Mr. B., etc. 
The animated cartoon of "The Funny Little Creature" in the 

first episode is of poor quality, visually dull and 

simplistic, and the text of the story is neither compelling 

nor creative. The book illustrations are far richer and 
inviting, particularly Big Al in the second episode, with its 

vibrant, realistic illustrations and sympathetic portrayal of 
the big fish with no friends. 
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First episode»»»> Second episode»»»»»» 
PRINT S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 
on-screen overlay 
dialoque bubble 
environmental (on the X X 
set) 
book co co,s co 
co=book cover; s=sentence(s) 

There are three book covers shown in the 30 minutes of 

II Story time II programming examined. Sentences from the first 
pages of Beaky are shown briefly, but the camera is not close 

enough to the page to show the words clearly and does not 

stay focused on the print image long enough to allow any 
reading. The two instances of environmental print observed 

in the second episode are newspapers on Jess's art table. 
The viewer can identify the medium only, but not the text. 

Jess is not shown reading the newspaper, as would demonstrate 

a literacy event, but is seen using the newsprint as table 
covering for her fish painting project. 

Formic code analysis. 

First episode»»»> Second episode»»»»»» 
CAMERA SHOTS S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 
close-up X X X X X X X X X 

medium X X X X X X X X X 

wide X X X X X X X X 

zoom in X X X 
zoom out X X 
pan X X X X X 
trackinq X X 
other notable camera 
movement. 

There is even distribution across segments of close-up, 

medium, and wide shots. There is less consistent employment 

of such techniques as zoom-ins, zoom-outs, and pans, but none 
of the occasions of their use in the visual texts is unusual 

or confusing. 
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First episode»»»> Second episode»»»»»» 
EDITING TECHNIQUES Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 
cuts (slow, medium, S S S S M M F M M 
fast) 
fades 
dissolves X X 

black-outs 
montaqe 
defocus/focus 
other 

The editing of the episodes is unremarkable, although 

the second episode has a more lively sequence of cuts than 
the first. This medium rate of cuts, however, would not 
likely contribute to any confusion or frustration on behalf 
of the child viewer, as the visual product itself is logical. 

The remainder of the formic codes require only general 
commentary. There are only three special effects in the 
combined episodes; in the first episode cartoon of "The Funny 
Little Creature," the animation begins as a picture insert on 
the front cover of the real book. A wipe from the studio to 
the seaside in the form of a wavy image begins the second 
episode reading of Big Ali the segment ends in similar 

fashion. Mr. B. also requests that House make a paper fish 

real, and this is visually accomplished by a stop-action 
camera technique. Audio effects include background music, 
voice-overs, and music accompanying Jess's songs, but the 
most noteworthy element is the special sound effects, heard 
in all but one episode. The horns of the "House" announcing 
storytimei the splashing water with the shark appearance; the 
sound of Cyclops when engaged, all contribute to the audio 
track, but I am unsure of their contribution to children's 
understanding of the text. At the very least, it is unlikely 
they would inhibit understanding, as they are not loud or 
particularly frightening sounds. Finally, the pace of the 30 
minute programming sample alternates from slow to medium, but 

no fast paced segments were evidenced in the sample. The 
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change of scenes in the segments generally runs at a medium 

pace, and the change of characters are typically slow within 
segments. 

Linguistic code analysis. 

First episode»»»> Second episode»»»»»» 
TENOR (ROLE S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 
RELATIONSHIPS) 
direct address to X X X X X X X 
viewer by adult 
direct address to 
viewer by child 
direct address to 
viewer by puppet 
adult monologue X X X X X X 
child monologue 
adults in dialogue X X X X X. X 
adult dialogue with 
child 
children in dialogue 
voice-over by adult X X 
voice-over by child 
adult in dialogue wi 
puppet 
child in dialogue wi 
puppet 
puppets in dialogue 

Although there is regular use of direct address to the 

viewer across the segments of the episodes, the instances are 
typically very brief and at best might inspire a one word 

answer or response from the viewing child. Typical comments 
by the characters to the viewers would include 

acknowledgments like "Oh, there you are" or "You're here 

already," encouragement such as "You could make one of these 

[masks]," or Mr. B.' s standard closing, "Go on. Off you go." 

The remainder of the speech scenarios involve adult 

monologues, adults in dialogue, and adult voice-overs. 
Children are neither seen nor heard across the segments of 

these episodes. 

~------... -...... - ---- --~-------------------
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First episode»»»> Second episode»»»»»» 
MODE (GENRE) Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 
conversation X X X X X X X X 
sonq X X X 
poem 
instruction/suggestion X X 
to viewer 
book reading X X X 
other print readinq 
storytelling 
dramatic event/story 
theatre 

Conversation, song, and book reading are the most 

frequent genres present in the "Story time" episodes examined. 

The instances of instructions/suggestions to the child 
viewers are associated with Jess's fishing game and her 

directions as to the purpose of the game. There is an 

absence of poems, oral storytelling, story theatre, and the 

reading of types of print other than the three children's 

books. The songs sung are familiar childhood tunes (the body 

identification song, the "three little fishies" song, and the 

"fish counting" song) and children could potentially join in 

with these well-known tunes. Jess does not repeat the lyrics 
twice, as does Heidi in "Here's Humphrey" (Australia), but 

because of the familiar nature of the songs, the lack of 
repetition may not pose a problem. The books (Beaky, Big Al) 

are read at a slow pace by expressive readers who utilize 

appropriate characterizations, vocal variations, and sympathy 

toward the animal protagonists. As noted earlier, however, 
there are no reader comments during or after the book event 

and no "dialogue" between readers and viewers concerning the 
illustrations. 

Conclusions 

Nine segments comprise the two episodes of "Story time" 
to complete the 30 minute sample. The segments focus on 

studio events (although prerecorded segments are used) in a 

generally representational program text. This is not a fully 
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representational program as is "Lift-Off" (Australia), 
however, because the characters of Jess and Mr. B. 

acknowledge the presence of child viewers, thereby breaking 

the boundary of the imaginary 11 fourth wall." More 

importantly, the episodes do not meet the requirements for a 
story, which include such elements as exposition, a 

confounding issue, a crisis, and resolution. 

The first episode has no consistent theme which ties the 
segments together as a cohesive whole. Exercise begins and 

ends this episode; however, the mask-making, the cartoon 

about Bobo the monkey, the lost jogger, and the story of 
Beaky have no thematic through-line. The second episode is 

based fairly consistently on fish and fishing. The childhood 

experiences evidenced in the program are more narrow than in 

the other ten programs of the sample: mask making, exercising 

to music, and playing a concentration-type game. These 
activities may be associated with preschool experiences, but 

not all of the viewers have necessarily attended preschool. 
Little reference is made to common everyday experiences of 

children. 
Several elements of the program are not adequately 

described in the episodes and thus make little sense to a 

beginning viewer (at least to this adult viewer). House's 
magic is unclear, as is Mr. B.'s relationship with House. 

Whether it has inherent magic or receives it from Mr. B., or 
whether the old gentleman is simply an inventor, remains a 

mystery to the viewer. The relationship between Jess and Mr. 

B.; Jess's behavior as if she were a young child; Jess and 
Mr. B. staying at home and creating animal masks and fishing 

games; none of these elements is explained and thus results 

in a confusing television text. 
In terms of formic conventions, the episode is 

uncomplicated and. most of the segments are slow- to medium

paced. A wide variety of camera shots ~re incorporated into 
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the visual text, but the editing techniques are not a 
distraction from the content/context of the episode. Some 

special effects are used mainly as segues from one segment to 

another, and therefore are not central to understanding of 

the main storyline. Set pieces, however, like Maestro (the 

strange-looking jukebox), Cyclops (the object that looks like 
a brass drum and seems to act as a window to the outside 

world), and the "shark chute" are not explained in the 
episodes and could cause confusion with younger viewers. 

Perhaps these elements were explained earlier in the series, 

but this kind of information must be regularly repeated if 

new viewers are to know the premise of the program and thus 
fully engage with the text. 

The language used in the program is appropriate for 

preschoolers, both in the studio dialogue and in the stories. 

There is no environmental print on the set, and no print 

shown during the readings. The readers are not shown reading 

in a page-to-page sequence, although the camera does cut to 
the reader several times during each book event. The readers 

during these instances are usually looking at the camera and 

not at the book. There are no children making appearances in 

these episodes. 
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"Words and Pictures," BBC, United Kingdom 

Production Goals and Objectives 

A Teacher's Guide prepared for the Autumn 1995 season 

(identified as a repeat of the 1993/1994 season), describes 
the program as designed to assist 5- to 7-year-olds in their 
early stages of literacy. The program is also constructed to 

support the National Curriculum requirements in England and 
Wales and the equivalent in Scotland and Northern Ireland. 

The book read in each episode is described as the "core" of 

the content, which also includes a "sound sequence," "the 

letter of the week," and the "famous Magic Pencil." The 
Teacher's Guide notes that the Magic Pencil segments now 

include the use of serifs (called "flicks" in the audio text) 

in order to prepare children for cursive writing. Other 
segments are included, as well, to inspire discussion and 

writing about the episodes, as well as to encourage children 

to read books for a variety of purposes. 

The episodes include phonics instruction, although the 

materials clarify that "whilst phonics may be one strategy to 
aid reading, there are many more! Above all, the series aims 

to encourage children to discover that reading is fun, that 
print carries meaning and that there is a need to read for 

information, interest and enjoyment" ("Teacher's Guide," p. 

2). Stories are said to be chosen for the series which 
reflect children's backgrounds and experiences, and the texts 

include well-known and new picture books, traditional tales, 
rhyming books, and other genres. The program also attempts 
through the books read and the related segments to provide 

materials which assist children in developing positive self

images. This would include gender-, race-, disability-, and 
age-sensitive texts. 
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Narrative Description of "Words and Pictures" Episodes 

Each episode of "Words and Pictures" is 15 minutes in 

length. To meet the 30 minute sample requirement, two 

episodes are examined. six episodes of "Words and Pictures" 

were received from the BBC, identifiable by the letter which 
serves as the unifying theme for that episode--the letters ~, 

g, ~, £, Q, and £. Through random selection, the episodes 

identified by the letters C and 0 were chosen to be the 30 

minutes of programming analyzed for this study. These 

particular episodes are representative of the form and 

content of the other four episodes received from the BBC. 

Setting. 

The set appears to be a sound stage with a blue scrim 

background. There are oversized (3' to 4') books as set 

pieces in the background against the scrim on the right side, 

with shelves, a sitting area, and other large "books" on the 

left side. In the central area of the set is the chalkboard 

on which the episode's focus letter is written. A table with 

objects on it is in the center of the room, and the left 

foreground is a round table with real books on it. 

Presenter. 

Michael is an attractive white man in his late 20s-early 

30s. He has an expressive face and a happy, animated 

demeanor. 

Episode descriptions. 

First episode/segment 1: Following an introduction which 

combines images of young children with computers and books, 

animated words, and footage of several animals, a very large 

(5' to 7') cut-out of a cat is rolled "magically" to the 

center of the room. The host, Michael, steps out from behind 

the cat and introduces himself- and says, "this cut-out cat is 

------ ---------------
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from my collection. I've collected these cats, too." He 

walks to the center table, kneels down, and touches each one 

of the 9 cat figures or stuffed animals that have been placed 

there. He then says, "And a car," and drives a small red toy 

Corvette around the cat collection making engine and wheel 

sounds. He opens up the trunk to reveal small birthday 

candles (and says "some candles"), puts a blue cushion down 

on the table and says "cushion," and then picks up a blue cup 
to his left and holds it. A screen overlay of the letter Q 

appears, and the camera cuts to a taped segment of a black 

mother and young daughter entering a grocery story. Above 
the door are the words MICHAELS GROCERS. Different items in 

the store beginning with the letter Q are identified such as 

coal and coffee. Michael in a voice-over is heard saying, 

"What else can you see that starts with the same sound?" The 

camera shows a montage of items such as cake, carrots, a 

coconut, cauliflower, cabbage, and then cat food. The 
overlay of the letter Q appears again for a moment. 

First episode/segment 2: The letter Q disappears as the 

mother and daughter exit the grocery store with bags. 

Michael's voice is heard saying: "Rochelle and her mum have 

bought the cat food and now they're going home to feed the 

cats. " The camera cuts to the mother and daughter in their 

flat, and the audio track consists of actual dialogue between 

Rochelle and her mother, interjected with Rochelle's voice

over monologue. Rochelle describes the characteristics of 

her two cats that live with her, then compares them to lions. 

Footage of lions is shown in comparison to camera shots of 

"Eric" and "Gizmo," the cats. 

First episode/segment 3: Michael is sitting on the 

cushion on the table, holding an orange long-haired cat and 

scratching its head and ears. "I think I'd like to be a cat 

that lays around the house all flat. But if I saw a mouse or 

rat, I wouldn't fancy eating that." He introduces "Jimmy," 
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who, he states, "loves having his ears tickled." Michael 
says that Jimmy also likes sitting in his box, and he places 
the cat in a green box. He walks to the table and picks up a 
book for a brief camera close-up, and Michael reads the 
title: My Cat Likes to Hide in Boxes. From the box in the 

center of the book cover "grows" a picture insert of the 
first illustration, as the narration (in voice-over) begins. 
The text explores different cartoon cats from around the 
world and the unusual and wonderful things they like to do. 

It is a cumulative text that reviews all the cats after 
introducing a new one. The repeating sentence, But mv cat 
likes to hide in boxes, at the end of each sequence is 

printed at the bottom of the screen in yellow, and the words 
turn white after they have been read. 

At the end of the reading the camera cuts back to 
Michael holding the book. As he recalls his "favorite" cats, 
the camera shows close ups of the book illustrations as 
Michael holds the book. Michael asks: "Which is your 
favorite cat? [he turns a page] I think my favorite was the 
cat from France who liked to sing and dance. No. [turns 
another page] My favorite cat was the cat on an airplane. 

I've never seen a cat on an airplane. Come to think of it, 
I've never seen a cat on a camel, either." 

First episode/segment 4: This is an animated cartoon 
segment focusing on words that begin with the letter £. An 

orange cat is seen moving behind two hills, and then its face 
peeks up between them. The voice-over says "cat" as the word 

appears on the screen. The next shot is of the bony legs of 
an animal. The camera pans up to show two furry humps, and 
then zooms out to show the entire animal. The word "camel" 
is spoken as the word appears on the screen. The cat peeks 
up between the camel humps and then hops on for a ride. The 
camel walks off as the voice-over is heard: "The camel can 

carry the cat. But can the cat carry the camel?" The two 
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reenter the screen from the same direction, but this time the 

cat, meowing with the struggle, is carrying the camel. The 

cat drops the camel; it falls off screen, and puffs of dust, 

a shaking screen, a crashing sound, and a grunt from the 

camel indicate the fall. The cat is left on the screen alone 

looking sad, but then the camel walks to stand by the cat. 
The words cat and camel appear below the animals and are 

spoken. Michael in a voice-over says, "Both these words 

start with the same letter. Watch how Magic Pencil writes 

it. " The camera then cuts to the animated "Magic Penc il" 
writing the letter Q repeatedly in chalk on a black 

background. Michael says, "Round and round," each time the 

pencil writes the letter, which it does six times. The 

picture then "floats" to the blackboard on the set, taking 
place of the Q already there. 

First episode/segment 5: Michael is seen petting his 

cat, Jimmy, and he says: "I'm making a collection, and I'm 

starting with a cat." He begins singing a song about a 

"collection in the corner" which includes the items seen at 

the beginning of the episode--the cat, the cushion, candles 

on a cupcake, a camel on a car, a cap on a cat, and a carrot 

in a cup. As the camera goes from a wide shot to a medium 

shot of Michael sitting in his "collection corner," he 

suggests to the viewers: "Why don't you make a collection? 

Bye." The music continues as items and animals from the 

episode are shown as the credits run along the bottom of the 

screen. 
Episode 2/segment 1: Michael enters the set from the 

right side of the screen and walks to a contraption that has 

been constructed on a table near the blue scrim at the back 

of the set. It is a complicated machine with a large visible 
on/off lever, chutes, silver coils, bridges, gauges, and 

more. Michael picks up an orange from the table and sends it 

through the chutes and gadgets several times. Michael then 
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greets his viewers with a "hello," and says: "To operate this 

orange machine I just switch it on, the orange goes around 
and around, down the red chute, along the yellow chute, and 

the machine pushes itself off." He runs the orange through 

the machine again, with the camera taking a different 
position each time. There is a close up of the on/off lever 

each Michael says "on" or "off." When the machine has turned 

itself off for the third time, a picture insert of the letter 
Q appears, which introduces the next scene. 

Episode 2/segment 2: A close up of two switches on a 
darkened wall begins this segment. The word off is printed 

above the switches, and the word on is printed below the 

switches. Michael, in a voice-over, says "off" and when a 

finger switches the lights on, he says "on." The camera then 
cuts to a group of children facing a video monitor. The 

voice-over says, "What else can you see that starts with the 

same sound?" The viewers can see that children in a 
classroom are watching footage of an ostrich, and the camera 

zooms in and blends with the video until it is the primary 

video source. An ostrich and an otter are seen in their 
natural habitats. The camera then cuts to a child in the 

viewing classroom as she begins peeling an orange; when she 

looks up toward the video monitor again, there is footage of 

an ox eating hay and then plowing a field. The names for the 
objects focused on are not said on the audio track. The 
revolving letter Q again appears and ends the segment. 

Episode 2/segment 3: Individual children (perhaps 

between the ages of five and six) are seen speaking directly 

to the camera in close up. The room lighting is very muted, 
almost dark, and light plays on four children's faces as if 

reflections from water. The children are playing the verbal 

game of "I'm thinking of an animal •.• " and describe the 

characteristics and habitat of an octopus. The camera then 

cuts to an octopus in a small aquarium outdoors on a beach. 
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A man, perhaps a biologist, talks with the children about the 

color, eyes, arms, eating habits, and size. The camera then 

cuts to footage of an octopus in a large indoor aquarium 

with the four children watching. The children's voices are 

heard in a voice-over talking about the suckers on the 
octopus arms, their use, their ability to regenerate, and the 

fact that octopuses can see in color. Then, returning to the 

same format used to open this segment, close ups of the 

children's faces are shown as each explains why they like 

octopuses. The camera cuts to the large aquarium footage of 

the octopus, who rapidly swims out of camera view. 

Episode 2/segment 4: This segment begins with two hands 

drawing a large black dot within an orange circle. The 

camera cuts to reveal Michael standing in front of an easel 

and a piece of yellow paper. He continues the "I'm thinking 

of an animal ••• " game and describes an owl while he draws 

one with a black marker and places yellow eyes on the figure. 

He describes how owl mothers care for their babies and that 
baby owls are called owlets. He then reads OWl Babies about 

three owlets who awaken to find their mother gone and become 

frightened. Each time the youngest owlet, Bill, says "I want 

my mummy," highlighted text appears at the bottom of the 

screen in yellow letters and turns white as each word is 

read. At the story's end, the camera cuts back to Michael's 
easel with the owl he drew before the beginning of OWl 

Babies. He places three sets of smaller eyes at the base of 

his owl drawing, counting "one-two, three-four, five-
six • six eyes for three baby owls." As the background 

music from the story reading is heard, Michael draws three 

little owlets to join their mum. 

Episode 2/segment 5: Michael exchanges the yellow owl 

drawings for a piece of blue construction paper and addresses 

the viewers saying, "I'm thinking of another animal now, one 

you've seen before. It lives in the sea, has eight arms. 
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It's an octopus!" With these words an animated segment 

begins. A cartoon octopus is shown with its name shown below 

it in yellow letters. The camera zooms out to show that the 

octopus is not swimming but is actually balancing on the head 
of an ostrich. The word ostrich is shown below the figure. 

The camera zooms out again to reveal that the ostrich is 

balancing on an orange, and the word is again shown below the 

item. As the camera shows the entire menagerie, Michael is 

heard in voice-over: "An octopus on an ostrich on an orange." 

The octopus ends up in the sand. "The octopus has fallen off 
the ostrich." The word off is shown below the octopus. 

Michael continues as the ostrich is shown: "But the ostrich 
is still on the orange." The word on is shown below the two 

figures. The words ostrich and orange are both spoken and 

shown below the respective images. "Both of these words 

start with the same letter. Watch how Magic Pencil writes 

it. All the way round and flick. All the way round and 
flick," etc. Magic Pencil writes the letter Q six times in 

white animated "chalk" on a black background. The six Qs 

fade into one large Q that "floats" to the real chalkboard on 

the set. 

Episode 2/segment 6: The camera zooms in to Michael 

walking over to the orange machine. "There's something 

rather odd about this orange machine. It's no ordinary 

orange machine, as you'll see." He places an orange at the 
top of the machine, turns the lever from off to on, and says 

"bye." The camera watches the orange come down the chutes 
and slides and reach the end point of its machine journey. 

The camera then pans over below the beginning portion of the 

machine, and a green inflatable octopus is quickly filled 

with air. The camera cuts to real life footage of an 

octopus. The picture becomes a picture insert on a patterned 

background as credits begin to roll and the episode is 

concluded. 
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Code Analysis of "Words and Pictures" Episodes 

The program codes of "Words and Pictures" most relevant 

to understanding the audiovisual composition of the episode 
are as follows: 

Iconic codes: characters, genre, and print; 

Formic codes: camera shots, editing techniques, special 

effects, audio effects, and pace; and 
Linguistic codes: tenor, mode, and dialect. 

Iconic code analysis. 

First episode»»»»»ISecond episode»»»»»»» 
CHARACTERS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 
adults 1m 1f 1m 1m 1m 1m 1f 1m 1m 1m 1m 

1f 
children 1f If 1f 2m 

2f 
puppets 
toys X X X 
animals 2 1 1 3 2+ 3+ 
animated fiqures 2 2 
adult in animal/ 
other costume 
other: 

Both genders are well represented in the sample 
episodes, particularly in consideration of the program having 

only one male host. Children appear as regular and integral 
participants in the segments, and persons of color appear in 

both the first and second episodes. "Words and Pictures" 

also utilizes frequent tapes of unusual animals, although a 

review of research studies in Rice, Huston, and wright (1983) 
resulted in the same conclusion that children exhibit 

surprisingly little visual interest in animals in television 
texts. Animated figures, which have been suggested to be an 

appealing feature for children (Kodaira, 1990; G. Lesser, 

1972; Rice 1984), are seen regularly in segments which 

explore the episode's focus letter. 
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First episode»»»»»18econd episode»»»»»»» 
GENRE 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 810 811 
"live action" X X X X X X X X 
~studioi 
tape/film X X X X X X 
(prerecorded) 
animation X X 

book illustration X X 

other 

Both episodes have live action and prerecorded segments 

as the main genre emphases, but all genres appear in a 30 
minute sampling period. The episodes seem to follow a 
regular pattern of studio and tape segments, then proceeding 
to segments involving book reading, then animation related to 
the episode's focus letter, then back to the studio for the 
close of the program. Other episodes not analyzed follow 
this sequence, as well. This type of predictability in a 
preschool program is beneficial to the young viewer, for whom 
regular patterns and predictable content have positive 
benefits. Rice, Huston, and Wright (1983) argue that a 
recurring structure allows for viewer response and can be 

particularly effective "if the child can anticipate the 
behavior of a character to say or do something just before 
the character does, or in unison with the character" (p. 50). 
This is possible in "Words and Pictures" with the "I Spy" and 
"Magic Pencil" segments. 
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First episode»»»»»I Second episode»»»»»»» 
PRINT- S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 Sl1 
on-screen overlay 1 s,h w h 1 s i h 
dialogue bubble 
environmental (on 1 w w 1 w 
the set) 
book co, co, 

s h s h 
Magic Pencil writes 1 1 
letter C 
l=letter; s=sentence; h=words h1gh11ghted; w=word; co=book cover 

The "Words and Pictures" episodes, unlike "Story time" 

(U.S.), "Chatterbox" (New Zealand), and "Here's Humphrey" 

(Australia), frequently incorporate print on the screen. 
Three out of five segments utilize print in episode 1, and 

five out of six segments have print in episode 2~ In all, 24 
words, 2 phrases, and 15 sentences are printed on the screen. 

The printed words are consistently represented by the verbal 

sign, but the letter name is never mentioned. In the first 

segment of each episode (the "I Spy" sequence), the letter 

again is shown without verbal identification. The letters in 
the "Magic Pencil" segments are not spoken, but directions 

for writing the letters are heard in a voice-over. For 
example, the writing of the letter £. is "'round and 'round," 

and the directions for the letter Q is "all the way 'round 

and flick." In this way the episodes emphasize the reading 

of whole words and the writing of initial letters of words, 
but de-emphasizes the verbal identification of isolated 

letters. The letter in the regular Magic Pencil sequence, 
however, is practiced repeatedly out of immediate context 

with meaningful text or isolated words or concrete objects as 

referents. 
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Formic code analysis. 

First episode»»»»»i Second episode»»»»»»» 
CAMERA SHOTS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 Sl1 
close-up X X X X X X X X X X X 
medium X X X X X X X X X X X 
wide X X X X X X X X X X 
zoom in X X X X X X X 

zoom out X X X 

~an X X X X 

tracking X X 

other notable 
camera movement. 

Although the emphasis of the camera shots for these 

episodes is in the close-up, medium, and wide shot, a variety 

of camera angles and techniques are incorporated into the 
formic text. Although the first episode is relatively 

"camera simple," the second is more complex, using zoom-ins, 

zoom-outs, and pans. The use of these techniques is 
infrequent but "makes sense" in the context of the episode 

and does not create a confusing visual product. For example, 

a zoom-in from a wide shot of the studio to a medium shot of 

Michael; a zoom-out from the tentacles to the entire image of 
an octopus (which octopus has already been shown in its 

entirety); and a pan across the chutes and gadgets of the 

orange machine replicates what the human eye would do if in 

the actual visual environment. None is an illogical visual 
sequence (that is, at least to the experienced adult eye). 

First episode»»»»»ISecond episode»»»»»»» 
EDITING TECHNIQUES Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 511 
cuts (slow, medium, 5 M M S F M M M S S S 
fast) 
fades X 

dissolves 
black-outs 
montaqe X 

defocus/focus 
other 
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There is little editing wizardry in the episodes. The 

cuts are evenly divided between slow and medium-paced 
segments, with only one segment of arguably fast pace (in 
which Michael rushes around the studio to gather Q items for 

his collection). 

First episode»»»»»ISccond episode»»»»»»» 
SPECIAL EFFECTS SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 Sl1 
split screen 
dream sequence/ 
flashback 
~icture insert X X X X 
wipe X X X X 

Picture inserts and wipes are used frequently to show, 

respectively, letters and words, and to create visually 

interesting segues from one segment to another. Wipes do not 

typically occur within a segment text, but are reserved for 
beginnings and ends of sequences. Picture inserts do occur 

within segment text, as in the "I Spy" letters at the 

beginning of the episode and the word identification animated 
sequence that occurs near the end of the program. 

First episode»»»»»I Second episode»»»»»»» 
AUDIO EFFECTS SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 510 511 
voice-over X X X X X X X X 
backqround music X X X X X X X X X X 
music accompanying X 
lyrics 
loud music without 
lyrics 
special sound X X X X X X 
effects 
canned lauqhter 
music accompanying 
movement 

voice overs and background music are the most widely 
used elements of the audio tracks in both episodes. The 

special sound effects are not loud or surprising, which could 

frustrate the younger viewers, but are appropriate within the 

context of the episodes, and thus would. be a salient feature 
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which may contribute to children's recall (Huston & Wright, 

1983). For example, cat meows, sneezes, and the sound of a 
distant biplane extend the reading of My Cat Likes to Hide in 
Boxes. The sounds of insects and the wind through the trees 

accompanies the Owl Babies reading. 

First episode»»»»»ISecond episode»»»»»»» 
PACE (slow, medium, S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 Sl1 
rapidL 
change of scenes S M R S R 0 R M M S S 
change of M M R S R 0 R R M S S 
characters 

There is a variable pace to these episodes, with more 

medium and rapid segments than those identifiable as slow. 
Variability has been suggested as a positive atte,ntion

holding element of children's programming (G. Lesser, 1974). 

Although the pace is more rapid and visually complex than 
that of "Chatterbox" or "Here's Humphrey," the overall impact 

of the episodes is not that of frenetic movement from place 

to place with a rapid succession of characters across the 

screen. Stability is achieved through the frequent returns 
to the regular set and the host, Michael. 
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Linguistic code analysis. 

l"irst episode»»»»» I Second episode»»»»»»» 
TENOR (ROLE Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 SID Sl1 
RELATIONSHIPS) 
direct address to X X X X X X X 
viewer by adult 
direct address to X 
viewer by child 
direct address to 
viewer by puppet 
adult monoloque X X X X X X X 
child monologue X X 
adults in dialoque 
adult dialogue with X X 
child 
children in 
dialogue 
voice-over by adult X X X X X 
voice-over by child X X 
adult in dialogue 
wi pUPRet 
child in dialogue 
wi puppet 
puppets in dialogue 

Michael, the host, regularly addresses the child viewer, 

which is instrumental in creating the "illusion of intimacy" 

(Noble, 1975) between the medium and the child. More 

importantly, perhaps, is the inclusion of the child's voice 

in the episodes. There are two instances each of child 

monologues, child voice-overs, and adults in dialogue with 
children. There is also the "I'm thinking of an animal" 

sequence in which the children themselves address the 

viewers. 

----. ------------ -- -- . __ . 
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First episode»»»»»18econd episode»»»»»»» 
MODE (GENRE) 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 810 811 
conversation X X X X X X X X X 

song X 

poem X 

instruction/sugges- X X X X X X X 
tion to viewer 
book readinq X X 
other print readinq 
storytelling 
dramatic 
event/story theatre 
narration of X 
cat/lion tape 

Conversation and instruction/suggestion to the viewers 
(particularly in the second episode) are the most frequent 
linguistic modes occurring across segments. The suggestions 
made to viewers are not didactic ones, but usually invite the 
viewers to participate in an element of the program, for 

example, "Watch how Magic Pencil writes the letter," or "Why 
don't you make a collection?" Book readings appear in both 
episodes, but the first episode includes more variety of 
genres, that is, the song and the poem, although they are 
brief and not of a nature or a duration to invite 
participation from the home viewer. 

Finally, although Michael uses a French-English dialect 
in the first episode when talking about "the cat from France 
who liked to sing and dance," there is no language other than 
English seen or heard in the episodes. 

Conclusions 

"Words and Pictures" is comprised of 11 segments in an 
organized mixture of studio sequences, animation, and on
location experiences. Two episodes make up the 30 minute 
sample examined herein. The first episode has a theme based 
on the hard £ sound and focuses on mostly animals and 

specifically cats as representatives for the beginning sound. 
The second examines words (again, mostly animals) that begin 
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with the short Q sound and focuses on octopuses, oranges, and 

owls. There are notable inconsistencies, however, in these 
focus words. Orange is pronounced at least three ways 

(perhaps more dialectically): ornj, or'inj, and arnj. The 
beginning 0 in owl is a diphthong similar to the sound heard 

in the word down, and this sound is not the short Q sound. 

The program does not anticipate differences in dialect and 

seems to assume that there is one sound consistently 

associated with a letter. For British children, as well as 

American children, this is simply not the case in oral 
language. Other limitations of a program based on sound 

sequences, letter identification, and handwriting as a skill 

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 
Familiar childhood experiences are represented in the 

"Words and Pictures" text. Going to the food market, caring 

for and enjoying a family pet, watching a video or television 

program about animals, and watching water creatures in an 

aquarium are activities to which many children could easily 
relate. The children appearing in the episodes are 

ethnically diverse and have more speaking time than in most 

programs of the sample. Only "Lift-Off," in which the 

children create the story, surpasses this program in the 
integration of children's voices in the text. This 

"magazine-style" program uses more special effects than 

"Chatterbox," "Here's Humphrey," "Story time" (u.S.), and 
"Reading Rainbow." Picture inserts of letters, floating 

chalkboards from an animated sequence to the actual studio 

set, revolving images with labels in the borders--all create 
a more technical audiovisual text than other series 

identified above. 

The language use in both the studio and book segments is 

appropriate for target population of 5- to 7-year-olds. Two 
repetitive, predictable books are used in the episodes. The 

texts are of high quality, with one being particularly 
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humorous and the other portraying children's fears through an 
owl metaphor. Michael, the host, provides intriguing and 
creative introductions to both books. For example, his OWl 

Babies introduction proceeds as follows: 

[Michael is standing in front of an easel with a piece of yellow 
paper. As he speaks, he is drawing an owl.] I'm thinking of an 
animal that has two big eyes, a beak. It has feathers. It's 
awake at night. There. It's an owl. And here's the owl with her 
babies. [camera cuts to tape of a live owl and owlets] Baby owls 
are called owlets. The owlet is very fluffy. It doesn't have 
proper feathers yet. The mother owl [close up of adult owl] looks 
after her babies during the day. But at night she has to leave 
them in a hollow tree to go in search of food. [close up of baby 
owls huddled together] Today's story's about an owl and her three 
owlets. [close up of adult owl in the cover illustration] It's 
called Owl Babies. [close up of book cover] 

After the readings, however, he discusses only My Cat Likes 
to Hide in Boxes in the first episode and not OWl Babies in 
the second. He does, however, at the end of OWl Babies draw 

the three owlets into the drawing of the mother owl that 
began the book reading. Michael reads with energy, vocal 
variation, and with patience. As text appears on the screen, 
(much as it does in another British program, "Rat-a-tat
tat"), Michael's pauses are particularly appropriate so that 
viewers can read the text first, which in this program are 
full sentences as opposed to phrases or clauses. Michael is 
not shown reading but only holding up book covers as the 
camera fades to prerecorded illustrations, and no children 
are seen reading or writing in the episodes. 
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"Reading Rainbow," PBS, United States 

Production Goals and Objectives 

"Reading Rainbow" is a half-hour program designed to 

encourage 5- to 8-year-olds to read for pleasure and 
entertainment. It airs five days a week (more in some 

areas), 52 weeks per year on 330 PBS stations across the 

country, and claims a viewership of over 8 million children 
and utilization in "thousands of schools as a regular part of 

the curriculum" (press release, "Fact Sheet: Reading 

Rainbow," undated). The format is that of a video magazine. 

The theme for the episode is suggested by the feature book, 

which is read in voice-over by a celebrity while the 
illustrations are presented. Other segments examine on

location explorations of related subject matter. For 

example, one episode scheduled to be aired during the 12th 
season will include Borreguita and the Coyote, a Mexican 

folktale retold by Verna Aardema and illustrated by Petra 

Mathers. Related segments of the program will include 

explorations into Mexican-American culture, a trip to a 
guitar maker's family shop, and a family fiesta with the 

musicians of "Los Lobos." (Press release, August 1994). At 
the end of each episode in the series, three children present 

brief versions of "book reviews" and encourage the viewers to 

find the books in their local libraries. 
A review of "Reading Rainbow" press releases, as well as 

articles appearing in the April 20, 1993 The Daily Variety, 

indicates the producers' philosophies and objectives in the 

ongoing production effort. Twila C. Liggett, Ph.D., a former 
elementary teacher holding her doctorate in educational 

administration, developed and produced the first episode 
broadcast in July 1983 with the collaboration of Great Plains 

National/Nebraska Educational TV Network at the University of 

Nebraska. She continues her association with the program as 



executive producer and project director. She acknowledges 

the importance of the child's acquisition of reading, but 
states further that 
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Acquiring the skills without the love means that you 
may be able to read, but do you love to read? Early on, 

we all agreed that the important part of "Reading 
Rainbow" was to really convey that love of reading and a 
love for books. (Daily Variety interview, April 20, 

1993, p. 14) 

Developers Larry Lancit and Cecily Truett state that they 

"take the topics of the book and make them relevant to the 
real world to show that reading really does make a difference 
to your everyday life (Daily variety interview, April 20, 

1993, p. 14). 

A book is chosen for an episode on the basis of its 

story quality, illustrations, potential extensions of topic, 

and its transferability to the television medium. Dr. 

Liggett describes that the production staff searches for 

"lyrical prose with a positive message, told in a wonderful 
story-like manner without being simplistic or oversimplified" 

("Reading Rainbow" press release, August 1994, p. 2). She 

also reports an objective of the program to be one of balance 
between fiction and informational books, as well as the 

presentation of books that represents the multicultural, 
multiethnic composition of the u.S. (Daily Variety interview, 

April 20, 1993, p. 20). 
"Reading Rainbow" is recognized by the International 

Reading Association and the National Council of Teachers of 

English and has received many industry awardS, including Emmy 
nominations, several Emmys, a Peabody award, and other 

acknowledgments by national education organizations and media 

groups. 
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Narrative Description of "Reading Rainbow" Episode 

One date was randomly chosen to tape all of U.S. 
programs: Sunday, April 30, 1995. In addition to twice-daily 

broadcasts of "Reading Rainbow" during the week, the series 
is also broadcast at 10:00 A.M. on Sundays via KUAT-TV in 
Tucson, Arizona. 

Setting. 

There is no one setting for the program. All segments 

are taped on location. 

Presenter. 

LeVar Burton is an attractive black actor in his 30s and 

is well-known for his performances on commercial television's 

"Roots" and "Star Trek: The Next Generation." His 

presentation is enthusiastic and he hosts the program with a 
seemingly genuine passion for books and reading. 

Episode description. 

Segment 1: Following the opening/title sequence in which 

real children reading books in a variety of environments are 

"morphed" by their imaginations into animated fantasy 
figures, the first segment begins with LeVar Burton walking 

through a swamp near New Orleans, Louisiana, as he greets the 

viewers. Following LeVar's description of swamp habitats and 
the dangerous nature of alligators, he introduces the viewers 

to Heather, a naturalist from the New Orleans Zoo. Heather 
and LeVar examine a young alligator up close and discuss the 

behavior of alligators and their presence in both wild and 

captive environments. Taped footage accompanies Heather's 

narrative. LeVar asks Heather questions about the 

alligator's length, weight, life span, speed on land, and why 
people have been so fascinated with alligators. Upon her 

departure, Heather hands a hesitant LeVar the small 
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alligator. Scary music is then heard as LeVar turns slightly 

to reveal a very large alligator walking across a piece of 
land toward another water area. He says, "It's easy to see 

why alligators are the modern day cousins to the dinosaurs, 
especially when we add that monster movie music." 

Segment 2: LeVar continues. "Music can really influence 

the way we see things. Watch us bring out the silly side of 

Jumper." The film is rapidly reversed to the alligator's 
starting point, and goofy, bumbling music is played as Jumper 

waddles toward the water again. "Or how about Jumper as a 

classical ballerina." Jumper walks toward the water a third 

time as lovely, lyrical music is heard. "Or how about a 
gator with the blues." A mournful tune is played as Jumper 

once again lumbers toward the water. 

Segment 3: LeVar speaks to the viewers and holds up a 

book. "The magic of music can charm snakes, even put people 
to sleep, and in this book, Mama Don't Allow, music turns out 

to be a real lifesaver." The camera zooms in for a close up 

on the book cover as jazz music begins. A voice-over repeats 
the title and reports that the book is read by Fred Newman. 
Mama Don't Allow is a story about Miles, a 'possum, who is 

instructed by his parents to play his new saxophone outside. 
He meets other animal musicians, who form a band and get 

hired for (and almost eaten at) an alligator ball. Some 

print is shown in the illustrations in the form of dialogue 
bubbles and environmental print (e.g., names on the mailbox 

and other bridge and town signs), but the book text is not 

shown. The reader uses multiple vocal qualities to create 

unique character voices and an exciting text. 

Segment 4: The camera cuts back to the swamp and pans to 

LeVar sitting on a stump. He remarks that Miles and the 
swamp band had a great sound, as does swamp. He notes the 

sound of an alligator, a cricket, and a frog, then admits 

that all of the sounds just heard, including the swamp band 



instruments, were made by a performer named Fred Newman. 
This segment provides a behind-the-scenes look at how the 
sound track was created for Mama Don't Allow with Fred, a 
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producer, and sound technicians in a studio. In a montage of 
Fred's sounds, "instruments," and voices, the viewers see how 

Fred and the team create the multiple layers of the sound 
recording. Fred is standing at a microphone and reading from 

the book. At one point there are six images of Fred at the 

top of the screen, each one added on as the sound board 

activates the individual instruments. After the images of 

Fred at the microphone and the technicians at the sound 

board, there is a brief return to the completed book reading 
to hear how all the various elements corne together for the 

final product. A voice-over by Fred weaves in and out of the 
video, in which he describes his background and the 
experience of creating an audio text such as Mama Don't 
Allow. The viewers see and hear Fred developing the sounds 

of the instruments, the sound effects, and his narrative and 
character voices. 

Segment 5: This segment shows LeVar on a river. He 

says, "It's great to tell a story when you can make your own 

sound effects and music," then introduces a book written by 
Fred Newman called Mouthsounds. He reports that the book can 

"help you make over 70 sounds with your mouth." He is 

interrupted by the loud blast of the riverboat horn of the 
Creole Queen, "one of the spunkiest boats on the Mississippi 

River." There is a montage of the boat, its paddle wheel, 

the captain's hands on the wheel, the anchor, its movement 
along the river, its name, a bridge, people on the deck, and 

more. LeVar gives a brief narrative as to the history of the 

riverboats, details about the paddle wheel, and the boat's 
contributions to local "music, dancing, theatre, food, and 

parties." 
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Segment 6: The camera then focuses on various signs on 

the deck of the Creole Queen, as LeVar reads them: "ENTER," 

"DO NOT LEAN BACK ON CHAIRS," "AREA CLOSED." LeVar then 

walks down some stairs on the deck and points out a 'WATCH 
YOUR STEP" sign over his head. "Lots of do's and don't's on 

a boat, for safety's sake." He reminds us that Mr. and Mrs. 

Possum wouldn't let Miles play his music in the house for 
their ears' sake. "How' bout in your house? What won't your 

mama and papa allow?" A series of children of diverse ethnic 

backgrounds are seen with the river and shore in the 

background, as they share their families' rules. 

Segment 7: LeVar is standing on the deck of a riverboat, 
laughing in response to the children's connnents. "One of the 

things my mama always allowed me to do was to read good 
books. So if you want to set your imagination sailing, then 

here are some good books you might want to take note of. But 

you don't have to take my word for it." The image becomes a 

page of a book, and turns to reveal a young white girl with 
red hair sitting in front of a blown up picture of the book 
cover, Miranda, by Tricia Tusa. Next, an olive-skinned, 

dark-haired boy named Joseph is shown sitting in front of a 
blown up picture of the book cover, Alligator Shoes, by 

Arthur Dorros. The last reviewer is a young Latino boy who 
introduces himself as Edward Maldonado, Jr. He is shown in 
front of an enlarged representation of the book cover of Apt. 

l, by Ezra Jack Keats. Illustrations from each book are 

shown as the child gives a brief synopsis of the plot 

(without revealing any endings), and each child briefly 

shares his/her personal response to the book. 
Segment 8: This segment begins back on the river boat in 

daylight with a close up a saxophone, then revealed to be 
held by Earl Turbinton, a famous New Orleans jazz musician. 

Earl and LeVar greet one another, as Earl reports that he is 

playing a big party on the Creole Queen that night. They 
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discuss Earl's background and his love of music as a mode of 

communication and expression. Earl play brief examples of 
happy, sad, and angry music, and then calls over another 
musician, Jameel to demonstrate communication between 

musicians in "a little call and response." Both Earl and 
Jameel are black. LeVar asks Earl if there is "one specific 
kind of New Orleans jazz sound." Earl says that they are 

working on something for tonight, and they begin playing an 

upbeat, danceable piece. The image of the two horn players 

then fades to a nighttime deck party atmosphere where the 

entire band is playing. There are mostly white couples in 
their 50s and 60s dancing to the band's music. LeVar, in a 

tuxedo, walks into camera view and begins speaking: "Well, 
Miles and his swamp band learned that music is pretty 

powerful stuff, and there's so much of it for you to explore. 

There's classical, jazz, rock, blues, and more. So keep your 

ears open and discover the joy of music and what a big 

difference it can make in your life." He giggles as a woman 
in an alligator mask comes up to him for a dance. As the 
camera zooms out, a large sign reading THE ALLIGATOR BALL can 

be seen behind the dancers. LeVar shouts, "See you next 

time!" Shots of people dancing are shown as the credits 

roll. After the close of the credits, LeVar in a voice-over 
reviews the books referenced during the episode. The book 

covers are shown and their titles, authors, illustrators, and 

publishing information are noted. 

Code Analysis of "Reading Rainbow" Episode 

The program codes of "Reading Rainbow" that are most 
relevant to understanding the audiovisual composition of the 

episode are as follows: 
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Iconic codes: characters, genre, and print; 
Formic codes: camera shots, editing techniques, special 

effects, audio effects, and pace; and 

Linguistic codes: tenor, genre, and dialect. 

Iconic code analysis. 

CHARACTERS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
adults 1mlf 1m 1m 4mlf 1m 3m 
children 3m3f 1f2m 
puppets 
toys 
animals (alligators) 2 1 
animated fiqures 
adult in animal/other 3+ 
costume 
other: 

This particular episode of "Reading Rainbow" is weighted 

heavily toward the representation of males, including the 
all-male "cast" of Mama Don't Allow (with the notable 

exception of "Mama," the one female possum in the book who 

initiates the action by suggesting that Miles play his new 
horn outdoors). But "Mama don't" participate in the 

storyline in a substantial way. The majority of males in the 

program having been noted, I will now argue that this is not 

problematic either in this episode or in the series. LeVar 

is an enthusiastic, engaging presenter, and the child 
viewer's experience and television sophistication is 

respected across episodes. From a cursory review of other 
episodes in the series, I would anticipate that a more or 

less equal number of episodes focus on female characters as 
foreground male characters. The "kid on the street" 

interview segment concerning parental restrictions is split 

equally along gender lines. Both the adults and the children 

appearing in this episode represent an ethnically diverse 
population. 
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GENRE 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 
"live action" (on location) X X X X 

tape/film (prerecorded) X X X 

animation 
book illustration X X X 

other 

The genres included in the visual text are divided 

evenly among segments which are in "real time" on location 

(4), prerecorded segments intended to extend the book's theme 

(3), and book illustrations (3). The table above indicates 

book illustrations in both segments 3 and 4. Although only 
one book is read in its entirety (Mama Don't Allow), segment 

4 is the partial rereading of the text by Fred Newman and his 

"mouth sounds" in the recording studio. Book illustrations 

are also seen in segment 7 in which three children review 

books. 

PRINT 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 
on-screen overlay 
dialoque bubble X 
environmental Jon the set) 
book* co,i 3x 

s,p co 
signs on river boat 4 
co=cover; ~=~solated words; p=phrases; s=sentences 

Although three book covers are shown in the book review 

segment, the greatest amount of print observable during this 

episode of "Reading Rainbow" occurs during the reading of 
Mama Don't Allow. The illustrations incorporate print as a 

part of the image. For example, the mailbox at the cabin 
reads THE POSSUMS, MAMA, PAPA & MILES; the card on the 

Miles's saxophone reads From Uncle Waylon; the book Miles is 

reading in the bathtub is entitled 1ST LESSON; the comments 

made by townspeople about Miles's saxophone ability are found 
in dialogue boxes reading UNBEARABLE, TERRIBLE, and YUCK; and 

the riverboat on which the swamp band plays is noted as the 
SWAMP QUEEN with a nearby banner reading ALLIGATOR BALL. One 
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of the alligators is seen holding a menu that reads MENU: 
SWAMP BAND SOUP! 

These instances of print represent some of the multiple 

ways that print is used in everyday life and therefore offer 
opportunities to explore some of the various purposes and 
functions of print. However, to remain in sync with the 
audio track (and perhaps the overall pace of the episode), 
the camera does not linger on these instances of print and 
occasionally pans so quickly across the illustration that the 

words are unreadable. with the exception of one camera shot 
in segment 4 in which Fred Newman is seen looking at a page 
in the actual book, there is no story text on the screen in 
this episode or others viewed for purposes of comparison. 
The amount of print in other episodes indicate that the 
number of print instances observed in this sample with the 
reading of Mama Don't Allow is atypically large. 

Formic code analysis. 

CAMERA SHOTS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 
close-up X X X X X X X X 
medium X X X X X 

wide X X X X X 
zoom in X X X X 
zoom out X X X X 
pan X X X X 
tracking 
other notable camera mvrnt. 

The most frequent camera shot across segments in this 
"Reading Rainbow" sample is the close-up, which is a positive 
feature in consideration of the amount of conversation and 
adult monologue present in a magazine-style television 
format. The medium and wide shots are evenly balanced across 
segments, with wide shots necessary to create an appropriate 
image of the vast swamp and the expansive riverboat, "Swamp 

Queen. " Four segments out of eight employ zoom-ins, zoom-

~------ .. ~ .. --.. -----------



outs, and pans, but they are not overused or applied in a 

confusing or exceedingly obvious way. 

EDITING TECHNIQUES Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
cuts (slow medium fast) S S M F F S F 
fades 
dissolves X X X X 

black-outs 
montage 
defocus/focus 
other 
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S8 
S 

The occurrences of slow and fast cuts are fairly evenly 

balanced between the segments. This manner of variation may 

contribute to the children's attention to the audiovisual 

form and content (G. Lesser, 1974), although this may be more 
true for the older viewers than the younger preschoolers, who 

may benefit from few cuts (thus long periods of focus on one 

subject/scene) and few changes in the screen environment 

(Dunn, 1977). Although dissolves are utilized to segue in or 
out of half of the segments, many techniques that are 
available to editors to construct the final product are not 

used. This creates a relatively simple visual text which is 

appropriate for young viewers (Singer & Singer, 1983). 

SPECIAL EFFECTS Sl S2 53 54 55 56 S7 58 
split screen X 

dream sequence/flashback 
picture insert 
page turning effect or wipe X X X 

The split screen effect in segment 4 concerns Fred 
Newman demonstrating the creation of the audio text for Mama 
Don't Allow. The screen shows 6 images of Fred on the 

screen, each one depicting his use of a different vocal 
"instrument" to create the multiple track recording for the 

"Swamp Band" song. His accompanying voice-over is a clear 

description of the recording process, but the visual image-

six Freds--might be confusing to younger viewers. Similarly, 
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th~ wipes that make an image look like a page that is turned 

to Leveal the next scene or a floating picture that quickly 
consumes the screen--although creative and visually 

interesting as segues--might not "make sense" to the youngest 
televiewers. However, it is possible that these types of 

transitions are so rapid and comparatively Lmimpol.--t..a.nL in Lhe 

broader context of the program that they would not prove 
problematic even for less experienced viewers. The unusual 

movement might maintain visual attention, but only if the 

child is already attending to the television at that time 

(Welch & Watt, 1982). 

AUDIO EFFECTS S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 58 
voice-over X X X X X 

backqround music X X X 

music accompanyinq lyrics X X 

loud music without lyrics X X X X X 

special sound effects 
canned lauqhter 
music accompanYing movement X X 

The table above represents the audio effects that are 
present in the segments comprising "Reading Rainbow." The 

frequency of the voice-over is typical of magazine-like 

formats, and the inclusion of music in the audio track across 

the segments evidences the episode's extensive use of music 

to support its New Orleans-area theme. 

PACE (slow medium rapid) 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 
chanqe of scenes M 5 R R R 5 M 
chanqe of characters 5 5 R 5 5 M M 

The table above evidences the producers' claims that they 

have developed a "fast-paced video magazine format" 

58 
M 
M 

( " I Reading Rainbow I press release," undated, one page). Only 

2 out of 8 segments have slow scene changes, and only 3 out 

of 8 segments have a slow turn-over of characters. The 

fairly constant theme in the 30 minute block and the 



clarifying segues from segment to segment may overcome any 

negative effects (if any) of a rapid pace on the younger 

viewers. To date I have not located any research studies 

focusing on the learning benefits of thematic versus more 

random content of television texts. 

Linguistic code analysis. 
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TENORJROLE RELATIONSHIPS) Sl 82 S3 84 S5 S6 S7 S8 
direct address to viewer by X X X X X X 
adult 
direct address to viewer by X 
child 
direct address to viewer by 
puppet 
adult monologue X X X X X 

child monologue X X 
adults in dialoque X X X 
adult dialogue with child 
children in dialogue 
voice-over by adult X X 

voice-over by child X 

adult in dialogue wi puppet 
child in dialogue wi puppet 
puppets in dialogue 

The elements of direct address to the viewer by an adult 

and the adult monologue are the strongest oral language 

features in this program because of its magazine-style 

format. In this format a host ties the various segments of 

the text together via a connecting narrative. Although 

LeVar's role in the program has been praised as making a 

critical contribution to its success, and the other adults in 

the episode are interesting and appealing individuals, 

comparatively few children are contributors to the text. 

Their voices are heard in only two segments--the "kid on the 

street" interviews and the regular segment of children as 

book reviewers--and these are of comparatively brief 

duration. Despite the brevity of the segments, the children, 

particularly the child readers who share their book 
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experiences with the child viewer, are shown as "experts" and 

are a positive aspect of the series. 

MODE (GENRE) 51 82 83 54 55 86 57 58 
conversation X X X 

song X X 

poem 
instruction/suggestion to X X X X 
viewer 
book reading X X 

other print reading X 

storvtellinq X X 
dramatic event/story theatre 

The table above indicates that this "Reading Rainbow" 

episode covers a wide spectrum of linguistic genres, 
excepting only poetry and story theatre. As the song in Mama 
Don't Allow briefly explores a rhyming text put to music, it 

is perhaps reasonable to assert that only one genre goes 

without representation in this text. Although this episode 
and episodes across the series fail to demonstrate the 

connection between oral language and the printed word, it is 

linguistically diverse in genre. However, regarding language 
diversity, there is no language other than English spoken 

during the episode, although the New Orleans area has a rich 

tradition of French, Creole, and Cajun language and dialects. 

Conclusions 

This episode of "Reading Rainbow" is comprised of eight 

segments, all on location in the New Orleans area. Things 

associated with New Orleans--alligators, swamps, river boats, 

and jazz music--create the thematic tie between the segments. 

The childhood experiences represented are closely associated 

with this theme, which would be most familiar to children in 
this area. Both the book, Mama Don't Allow, and the "kid on 

the street" interviews address activities not allowed by 

parents. 
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One fictional book is read in toto, Mama Don't Allow, 
and one related informational book, Mouthsounds, is mentioned 

but not read. There is no story text shown during the 
reading of Mama Don't Allow, but print is present on the 

screen because dialogue bubbles appear in the illustrations 
and environmental print is included, as well. The language 
used in the book and in the remainder of the segments are 
appropriate both in content and in linguistic complexity. 
Three other books are abstracted by children and include the 

children's personal reactions to the literature. No children 
are seen reading or writing in this episode, although the 
opening title song shows four children either picking up or 
opening books. Each image lasts only seconds. Children's 
voices are heard in the interview and book review segments. 
Although they are brief, the children seem to be expressing 

themselves freely (particularly in the interview segment) and 
their expressions are natural and do not seem overly 
scripted. 

The episode is rapidly paced (one of the producers' 
goals for the program) and more visually/technically complex 
than other series in the sample such as "Here's Humphrey" 

(Australia), "Chatterbox" (New Zealand), "Story time " (U.S.), 
and "Rat-a-tat-tat" (U.K.). Only "Sesame Street" (U.S.) and 
"Words and Pictures" (U.K.) would match or surpass the 
changing characters, ~cenes, camera and editing techniques. 

This episode meets the production goal to share the joy 
of reading particularly through LeVar's enthusiasm in 
exploring Mama Don't Allow and the associated segments. He 

returns to the story in several references during the 
remainder of the episode, thus applying the "message" he 
gained from the story to real life (particularly regarding 
things that "mamas" don't allow). This episode also employs 
several transitions from words for making meaning to music as 

expression and communication. The demonstration of the grown 
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alligator moving to different types of music, as well as the 
emotion of Earl Turbinton's horn, suggest the possibilities 
and benefits of exploring other sign systems. 
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"Sesame Street," PBS, United States 

Production Goals and Objectives 

"Sesame Street" is touted to be the "most widely viewed 

children's series in the world," with English-language 

versions in 38 countries and six international co-productions 
adapted to specific language and culture as seen in 31 other 

countries (Press release, "'Sesame Street' celebrates its 

25th birthday," undated 1993, p. 3). Producers at Children's 

Television Workshop; the nonprofit educational corporation 

which is responsible for the series, identifies "Sesame 

Street" as the "most heavily researched series on television" 
(Press release, "Sesame Street 23rd season fact sheet," 

undated 1991). It is viewed in over 11 million homes 

nationwide. 

The program is developed for the 2- to 5-year old viewer 
to assist in the transition from home to school. Special 

emphasis is directed to "the needs of children from minority 
and low income families" ("Sesame Street fact sheet: 25th 

season," undated 1993, unnumbered p. 1). The producers claim 

that each segment is created with a specific learning goal in 

mind, for the development of "basic cognitive skills and 
affective behavior" ("Sesame Street 23rd season fact sheet," 

undated 1991), presenting children with approximately 36 
"lessons" per hour (Press release: "Research helps to shape 

characters and curriculum for 'Around the corner, '" undated 

1993, p. 3). 

Recent changes to the program's content have been an 

increase in female Muppets; a focus on families and the 

elements of the horne environment that lead to learning; and a 
longitudinal "race-relations initiative" resulting in a 

season-long focus on a particular ethnic group, i.e., Native 

Americans (1991-92) and Asian-Americans (1993-94) (Press 

release, "Research helps to shape characters and curriculum 
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for 'Around the corner''', undated 1993, pp. 2-3) • In response 
to the changes in the world and the increased sophistication 

of children in a television-saturated society, the curriculum 

has expanded to include "more complex" elements such as pre
reading and pre-writing fundamentals. Other such subjects as 
pre-science, geography, and environmental awareness have been 
included in the texts, as well ("Sesame Street fact sheet: 

25th season," undated 1993, p. 2). 

Narrative Description of "Sesame Street" Episode 

"Sesame Street" is an hour long program, but the scope 
of the analysis is a 30 minute sample of each series. To 

meet this time restriction, the analysis herein covers the 
first 5 minutes of the episode, the final 5 minutes, and the 

middle 20 minutes of the episode. It is anticipated that if 

the episode begins with a subject or theme and ends with a 
reflection on that theme, this method of sampling will 

include a sufficiently descriptive narrative of the episode 
content. 

One date was randomly chosen to tape all of U.S. 

programs: Sunday, April 30, 1995. In addition to twice-daily 
broadcasts of "Sesame Street" during the week, the series is 

also broadcast at 8:00 A.M. on Sundays via KUAT-TV in Tucson, 
Arizona. 

Setting. 

An urban street scene with several different focuses, 
such as Ruthie's "Finders Keepers" retail shop; a "yard" 

which shows the backside of a building, a garage, a green 
wooden staircase, a tire, and some crates; Big Bird's nest 

built near a brick wall, the Grouch's garbage can area, and 

more. 
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Presenters. 

Ruth ("Ruthie") Buzzi is a white woman in her 40s and is 

known to many Americans from her appearances on the comedy 

show, "Laugh-In." She has a comical manner and a happy 

demeanor. 
Gordon is a black man in his 40s with a shaved head and 

mustache. He has a gentle, quiet manner and a broad smile. 

Muppets are the most frequent presenters on the series. 

Puppets conceived by Jim Henson, they are created in the 

likenesses of both monsters and humans. 

Episode description. 

Segment 1: The first segment begins following the 

familiar theme song and a montage of many of the characters 
appearing on the program. The camera zooms in on Ruth Buzzi 

on the regular set. Ruth greets the viewers as she places 

some cushioned footstools on a kiosk for sale. She is 

immediately interrupted by "news report" music and an on
screen overlay that reads THE WIDE WORLD OF WRITING in red 

letters surrounding a cartoon image of the globe. A voice
over, spoken in "serious announcer speech," is heard: "We 

interrupt this grown up to bring you a special report from 

The Wide World of Writing. Here is your Wide World of 
Writing reporter, Kingston Livingston III." Applause and 

cheering is heard as the WWW logo fades to reveal a close up 

of the Muppet reporter. His "skin" is chocolate-colored, and 

he has a shock of very curly, black hair. He addresses the 

viewers: 

That's right, it's me, Kingston Livingston III. You will not 
believe all the writing going on today on Sesame Street. In the 
yard, writing [Gordon is shown writing on a bench]. At Ruthie's 
store, writing [two girls are shown writing on legal pads]. Over 
at Big Bird's nest, writing [Big Bird and little children dressed 
like chicks are writing on white paper]. Even in Oscar's can, 
writing" [Oscar, writing on a wrinkled piece of brown paper, says, 
"Hey, leave me out of this"] • Oh, sorry. Why are they writing? 
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What are they writing about? I don't know, but I'll find out, or 
my name isn't Kingston Livingston III, your Wide World of Writing 
reporter. 

A little pink-faced Muppet with golden hair named Catherine 

interrupts Kingston to ask for his autograph, and he says he 
will after he signs off. He addresses the viewers and tells 
them to "stay tuned for more of the Wide World of Writing." 

The logo is shown again with applause and cheering. 

Segment 2: This is an animated cartoon of a yellow 
pencil with arms and legs attempting to write the word dance. 

The pencil, whose lead is its head and eraser its bottom, 

says "dance" several times, then says "duh," and then "dance" 
again. It writes an upper case Q as it says "duh," then says 

"dance" again. After saying "dun" it writes an ~ next to the 

Q. It says, "no, wait, umm" and erases the ~ with its 

bottom, replacing it with an AN and making the letter sounds. 

The letters now on the screen are DAN. The pencil then says 

"dan, dance, dan" and then adds an §. to DAN. "Wrong," the 

pencil says, and flips over on its bottom to erase the §.. 

Saying with increasing enthusiasm, "dance • • • dance • • • 
dance," the pencil flips back on its lead and writes Q and ~. 

With the writing completed and the pencil standing over its 

work, it says "dance" once more then does the soft-shoe off 

the screen. 
Segment 3: This taped segment begins with adult women 

holding the hands of small, ethnically diverse children 

walking up a hill into camera view. A young child's voice is 
heard as the narrator, who describes that the kids in his 

class are visually impaired. The audiovisual text shows the 
children touching different objects on the playground and 

verbally identifying them. The child narrator then reports 

that they know where some things are by the sounds: footage 

of cars, a bus, a train, a plane, and a bird are interspersed 

with close ups of children verbally identifying the source of 

the sound. The children and caregivers are then seen sitting 
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on blankets in the park and singing. The camera then cuts to 
raindrops on leaves with sounds of thunder in the background. 
A close up shows a boy saying "Uh-oh, the rain. We better go 
home." The children and caregivers walk back down the hill 
and away from the camera. 

Segment 4: The on-screen overlay for "THE WIDE WORLD OF 
WRITING" is seen again as the same WWW "theme" music is 
heard. The announcer says, "And now, back to The Wide World 
of Writing with Kingston Livingston III." Kingston is at a 

table near a wooden fence with Gordon, a series regular, and 
the segment focuses on Gordon writing a shopping list. There 
are frequent close-up's of Gordon's small yellow writing 
tablet as he writes each grocery list item. Before Gordon 
begins writing, however, Kingston asks him why he is writing 
a shopping list. He then restates Gordon's response that "a 
list is to help you remember things." As Gordon writes ~, 
milk, apples, and toothpaste, Kingston reports the appearance 

of each new word with the enthusiasm of a sports reporter 
narrating an exciting event. There are applause, cheers, and 
impressed sighs after most of Kingston's reports of Gordon's 
writing. The theme music and on-screen logo of THE WIDE 

WORLD OF WRITING end the segment. 

Segment 5: Honky-tonk piano music is heard as the camera 
cuts to a wide shot of a black boy in a bright pink shirt 
reading underneath an apple tree. 
up of the 'boy, and then an apple. 

The camera cuts to a close 
The word APPLE comes on 

the screen underneath the close up of the apple as a child's 
voice is heard saying "apple." The apple falls off the 
branch and hits the boy on the head. He reaches up to rub 
his scalp as the camera cuts to the apple rolling to a stop 
in the grass. The same voice says "apple," as the print 
APPLE is shown again under the image of the apple. The 

camera then cuts to the boy rubbing his head; he reaches 
over to the apple and takes a large bite out of it. The 
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child narrator says "ummm, apple" and the word APPLE is again 

printed underneath the fruit. 
Segment 6: The word apple appears on the screen in red 

letters on a blue background. A trumpet fanfare introduces 

the riddle, which is spoken by a child: "Apple. A riddle. 

What's round and red or yellow or green, grows on trees, is 
small enough to carry, and you can eat it? An apple! 

Apple." As the riddle is being spoken, the word apple 

becomes a red animated circle, which then becomes a real red 

apple. Red, yellow, and green apples appear spinning on the 
screen and move into a triangle by virtue of pixilation. 

Real tree branches move into the picture and the apples move 

up to become attached to the tree. They then falloff into a 
paper lunch sack, which immediately spills out the apples 

which become apple cores. Rounder (less eaten) apples come 

down from the top of the screen to join the apple cores, and 
together create the word apple from real apples. The apples 

that make up the word disjoin and move to the middle of the 

screen to create a new, fresh red apple. The word apple is 

shown again in red as the narrator says, "apple!" 
Segment 7: The segment opens with a bat Muppet striking 

at a colorful pinata as the Count watches. The Count is a 

series regular, a purple Muppet with pointed ears who is the 
cloth equivalent of Bela Lagosi. The Count's function in the 

program is exactly that: to count. Although his environment 
is a dark castle, the Count is dressed in a colorful, 

flamenco-type jacket. He explains Tito (the bat) has just 

returned from Tierra del Fuego where he learned the latest 
craze, "counting backwards in Spanish." The Count and cast 

then sing a song in which they count backwards from ten in 

Spanish a total of four times. 
Segment 8: The story begins immediately, without 

introduction and without showing the book cover, 

acknowledging the author/illustrator, identifying the title, 
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or showing any print on the screen. An adult woman in a 
voice-over tells the story, which compares Hannah who lives 
in the country with Anna who lives in the city. Although 
they have different ways of getting to school, their 
experiences are very similar. It is a minimally animated 
presentation of the illustrations, wherein only a small part 
of the image has motion. The illustrations are somewhat 
abstract but easily recognizable and uncomplicated: the use 
of color is bold and oftentimes untraditional. Hannah has 

green hair, Anna has blue hair, their little brother's faces 
are yellow and green, the dog is purple, etc. However, skin 
tones, apples, gerbils, cows, and baboons are realistically 
colored. 

Segment 9: The theme music, logo, and opening statement 
for THE WIDE WORLD OF WRITING begin the segment. Kingston 
stands with a microphone bearing the "WWW" world globe logo 
and interviews a young boy of Asian descent. He is sitting 
on a park bench next to a brick wall with pen and paper in 
his lap. Upon Kingston's acknowledgment of the pen and paper 
and that he has been writing something, the boy shows "The 
letter Q!" on the tablet. 

Segment 10: This segment involves pixilated animation of 
real objects. A white wad of paper is seen on a gold colored 
background. It unfolds itself to show a large black upper 
case Q. The paper folds itself again and unfolds itself to 
reveal a lower case g. The paper then rolls up and when it 

unrolls, the black print on the page is of the upper and 
lower case gs: Qg. There is background music throughout this 

14 second segment, and children's voices are used to say "Q" 

when it is revealed. 
Segment 11: The next segment shows five ethnically 

diverse girls playing a clapping game. They are standing in 
a circle giggling, then begin going through the alphabet 

while going around the circle slapping each other's hands. 

---~ --- -------------------
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When they reach "Q", there is a special sound effect and the 

camera cuts to an on-screen overlay of four pieces coming 
together to create the upper case letter Q. Girls' voices 

are heard saying "Q", as they do for the remainder of the 
segment every time a Q appears on the screen. The camera 

cuts back to the girls saying "Q" again, then flashes back to 
the upper case letter Q. The girls are then seen again 

laughing as if someone made a mistake in the clapping, and 
another upper case Q appears. The camera cuts again to the 

laughing girls in a circle, then cuts to a printed Q again as 

all the girls say "Q." 

Segment 12: This is a Muppet segment that takes place on 

a set constructed to look like an outdoor scene, complete 

with cow behind a fence in the background, a pond or stream, 

and Kermit on a large rock in the foreground. Kermit is 

reading. The cow in the background moos, and as the camera 

focuses on the fence, two orange, stringy, jellyfish-looking 

Martians appear (they are series regulars). They have huge 

mouths, ping-pong eyeballs atop their heads, and expressive 

eyebrows. Their communication consists of utterances that 

sound like "yep, yep, yep, yep, uh-huh, uh-huh, uh-huh." 

Their function on the show is to identify objects. In this 

segment they have appeared next to the cow, who is looking at 

them on the fence and mooing. In their unusual communication 

system, they attempt to identify the cow. One makes the 

sound the cow just made, and the other says "duck" 

repeatedly. The other ends up disagreeing, "no no no no no 

no no uh-uh" and then says "book, book." They look in the 

"book" that one is holding, saying "oh, ohIO and then say 

"pig, pig" and begin oinking. The other disagrees and they 

return to the book. This time they agree on cow. The camera 

cuts to Kermit, who is watching, shakes his head in 

frustration, and returns to his book. He then hears and 

looks toward tiny little voices coming from the dandelions 

------- ---
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and grasses at his feet. The camera cuts to a bug-eye view 

of the tiny little insects trying to move a proportionately 
huge penny. He listens to their conversation and tries to 

return to his reading. He then acknowledges sounds of a hot 
rod and girls screaming come close. Four Muppets dressed up 

in 1950s clothing come into camera view, talking loudly. 

Kermit screams that with all the noise from the various 
sources, he is "going batty!" Kermit, suggesting that they 

"all get along," organizes the various groups into a musical 

production. The song lyrics are about music being a way to 

"get along" and live harmoniously. 
Segment 13: This segment takes place in what appears to 

be the corner of a room, with red heavy paneling and green 
carpet. Large capital letters, EN, are standing in the 

foreground; they are green with yellow spots and appear to be 
three dimensional. The letters ~, ti, and T-are combined with 
the EN as the singer "sounds out" the beginning and ending 

sounds. The music has a distinct Mexican flair, and a woman 
sings the lyrics that "pen, hen, ten all end with EN." 

Segment 14: This segment is a taped montage of babies 
doing all sorts of things: smiling, laughing, wearing hats, 

being jostled by parents, nursing, playing, etc. The music 

is piano accompaniment with a stylized vocal quality as if 

from a record on an old Victrola. The lyrics explore 
different body parts, expressions, and clothing associated 

with babies. 
Segment 15: This "The Wide World of Writing" segment 

begins as all the previous ones have, with the logo, music, 

and announcer. Oscar the Grouch is in his trash can, with 
Kingston standing next to the can with microphone in hand. 

Oscar is a series' regular and tolerates no one. Kingston 
badgers Oscar until he admits that he is writing a note. He 

completes the note and gives it to Kingston: the message is 
Get lost. Kingston reports that he loves the note, that it 
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is the nicest "get lost" he ever saw, and that he likes all 
kinds of writing. Oscar is infuriated that Kingston is 

gaining so much pleasure from his note, and the segment ends 

with Oscar's shouted complaints that he wants his note back. 

Segment 16: This segment involves a young girl writing a 
letter to her grandma "back in HaitL" Her hand is seen in 

close up writing, "Dear Grandma, How are you? I miss you" as 

she simultaneously verbalizes her writing. A montage of 
video clips bring visual pictures to her letter that she is 

reading aloud, and it is the narrative that develops 

continuity in the segment. The camera again focuses on the 

girl as she signs off on the letter and then places it in a 
mail box. Ethnic music plays as a background to the girl's 

narrative, and a language other than English is sung by a 
soloist and choir. 

Segment 17: In this segment not a word is spoken. It is 
an exploration of movement, dance, and the potential for 

communication. The segment begins with a medium shot of a 

bus stop sign as a bus is pulling away. The top part of the 
sign is red and reads NO STANDING with an arrow pointing both 

ways on a horizontal line. The bottom half of the sign is a 

blue background with a white circle insert with an abstract 
representation of a bus within the white circle. As the bus 

pulls away, a conservative looking white man runs up and 
waves at the departing bus. He looks toward the camera, in 

the direction of the next bus to come. A man who appears to 

be of Latino ancestry comes to the same place and looks 

toward the anticipated bus. A third man, who is black, comes 

in between the two and joins them in looking toward the bus 

that will be. A wide shot reveals them watching for the bus, 

and then each one in sequence looks at his watch. The white 
man walks away from the other two men, puts his briefcase on 

the ground, and attempts to find a radio station on a small 

radio he is carrying. He dials a station playing "funky" 
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music and passes it, but must return to it because of static 
on all other channels. He begins a tentative movement with 
his legs to the beat of the music as the other two gentlemen 
begin to take notice of the white man's dance. The Latino 
man approaches the same area as the white man, places his 
briefcase down, taps white man on the shoulder, and with a 
huge step forward, takes the floor. He dances a complicated 
hip-hop movement with many jerk-and-freeze arm gestures. 
When he is done, he folds his arms across his chest and looks 
at the white man. The black man looks at the white man and 

shakes his head in disapproval. He, too, takes a huge step 
forward and does a dance emphasizing arm isolations, head 
movement, and a bit of "moonwalking." When he is done, he 
crosses his hands in front of him. The white man stiffly 
places his radio on the ground and begins a silly, inhibited 
movement. He gestures to the Latino man that he cannot do 
it. The Latino man and the black man take his arms and 
perform a kind of "electric arm wave" with him in the middle. 
Then, as if he has received some electrical charge from his 
companions, the white man begins a more funky, free-style 
movement that he then teaches to the other two men. They 
all begin dancing and move in sync. The bus comes by, but 
they wave it on. The bus driver shakes her head in 
bewilderment, and the next camera shot shows the three men 
dancing down the street together. 

Segment 18: This segment is a white line animated 

drawing on a red background. Children, in the form of voice
overs, narrate the activity of the white drawings, which they 
interpret as four squares, a window, a toy box with animals 
coming out of it, and finally a doghouse. 

Segment 19: The familiar music, logo, and announcer 
voice indicate another segment of "The Wide World of 
Wri ting. " To the sound of applause and cheering, Kingston 

reports that it has been "quite a day of writing here on 
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Sesame Street. We saw folks write signs and lists, orders 

and notes. Yeah. Every place we went, someone was writing 
something." Big Bird enters with his "Birdkateers," tiny 

children dressed as yellow chicks, and tells Kingston that 

they just wrote something. All the children carry writing 
tablets. Kingston responds how great it is that they wrote 

something and says that he wants to hear what they wrote. 

Big Bird calls on Birdkateer Amy, who holds up her tablet 
bearing an upper case I on it and says: "Sesame Street is 

brought to you today by the letter "I". He calls on 

Birdkateer Isjael, who holds up his tablet with an upper case 
Q on it and says, "and the letter Q." Another child, Megan, 

holds up her tablet and says, "Sesame Street was brought to 

you by the number 14." And finally, Birdkateer Matthew, who 

holds up a printed tablet that reads, "Children's Television 

Workshop," and says, "Sesame Street is a production of the 

Children's Television Workshop." Kingston signs off for the 

last time, telling the viewers to "keep writing." 

Other segments included in this episode (but not within 
the 30 minute sample) are an alphabet recitation segment; 

another WIDE WORLD OF WRITING segment in which Ruthie writes 
a TUFFET SALE sign and then subsequently a SOLD OUT sign when 

all the tuffets are purchased; an animated cartoon of a man 

explaining the newspaper, its function and contents; a Muppet 

segment in which a two-headed monster plays with a newspaper 
(making it into a telescope and hat) and another Muppet 

arrives to demonstrate the reading purpose of the paper; and 

nine more segments focusing on the identification of the 
letters Q, I, and the numeral 14. 
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Code Analysis of "Sesame Street" Eoisode 

Iconic code analysis 

CHARACTERS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 SID 
adults 1m 5f 1m 
children 5+ 1m 1m 
!,uppets 2 1 4+ 1 
toys 
animals 
animated fiqures 1 2 1 
adult in animal/other 1 
costume (Biq Bird) 
pixilated real apples X 

CHARACTERS 511 512 513 514 515 516 517 S18 519 
adults 11 If 3m 
children 5f 20+ If 4 
puppets 12 2 
toys 
animals 
animated fiqures 12+ 
adult in animal/other 1 
costume (Biq Bird) 
other: letters 9+ 

A great number and wide variety of adults, children, and 

Muppets are seen in this 30 minute excerpt. The humans are 
an ethnically diverse group, as are the Muppets. Although 

many of the Muppets are "monsters," (albeit friendly ones), 
some of them are "human" characters. Kingston Livingston 

III, who is seen in many segments of the sample, is 
identified in program materials as "an African-American boy." 

Animated characters are the visual focus in 4 out of the 19 
segments. Unusual objects--apples and letter sculptures--are 

given pixilated life in two of the segments. 

GENRE 51 S2 53 54 55 S6 57 S8 59 SID 
"live action" (studio) X X X X 

tape/film X X 
(prerecorded) 
animation X X X X 
book illustration ? 
other 



GENRE 511 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519 
"live action" (studio) X X X 
tape/film X X X X 
(prerecorded) 
animation X X 
book illustration 
other 

Live action on the regular set, prerecorded tape 
sequences, and animation are equally represented genres in 
the 30 minute sample, each genre appearing in 6 segments. 
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The genres are constantly changing from segment to segment, 

and the same genre appears in back-to-back segments only one 
time in segments 16 and 17. Child viewers are constantly 
required to readapt to changes in form, content, ,and visual 

environment from segment to segment. This program 
characteristic might maintain a child's visual interest 

(attention), but the rapidly changing sequences allow little 
time for younger cohorts to reflect on the content and intent 
of a segment's message (Singer & Singer, 1983). 

PRINT 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 510 
on-screen overlay p p,w w w n 
dialoque bubble 
environmental (on the w w 
set) 
book 
shoppinq list w 
writing by animated 1 w 
fiqure muppet human 
pixilated paper 1 
w=~solated words; p=phrases; n=numerals; l=~solated letters 
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PRINT S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18 S19 
on-screen overlay 1 p P 
dialoque bubble 
environmental (on the l,w w 
set) 
book 
writing by animated s s l,n 
figure muppet,_ human p 
street sign p 
W=lsolated words; p=phrases; n=numerals; l=lsolated letters 

There is a frequent appearance of print in this 

particular episode; 14 out of 19 segments evidence some print 
on the screen. This is to be expected, however, in an 

episode in which the through-line focuses on "The Wide World 
of writing." Isolated letters appear in five segments, 

isolated words appear in seven segments, phrases are seen in 

five segments, sentences in two, and numerals in two 

segments. As a reminder, these tables identify only the 
presence of print in a segment and not the number of 

occurrences within each segment. The inclusion of 
contextualized phrases and sentences, as well as the 

demonstration of the various functions of writing for 

authentic purposes (notes to tell people to "get lost", 

grocery lists, "for sale" signs, and letters to Grandma in 
Haiti) are positive and valuable demonstrations of the 

writing element of literacy. Other episodes viewed during 

the week of 10/23/95 (Episodes #3376, #3377, and #3378) did 
not evidence a similar amount or frequency of print on the 
screen. 
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Formic code analysis. 

CAMERA 5HOT5 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 510 
close-up X X X X X X X X X 

medium X X X X X X X X 

wide X X X X 

zoom in X X X 
zoom out X X 
pan X 

trackinq X 

other notable camera 
mvmt. 

CAMERA 5HOT5 511 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519 
close-up X X X X X X 

medium X X X X X X X X X 

wide X X X X X X 

zoom in X 

zoom out X X X 
pan X X 

tracking 
other notable camera 
mvmt. 

As in most of the programs across the ten analyzed for 

this study, close ups and medium shots are the most 
frequently used camera shots in the episode, followed by wide 

shots. Moving shots such as the zoom-in, zoom-out, and pan 

are used infrequently, which creates a less complex visual 

text and is therefore a positive characteristic of this 
episode. 

EDITING TECHNIQUE5 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 510 
cuts (slow, medium, M M F 5 F 5 5 M 5 5 
fast) 
fades 
dissolves X 
black-outs 
montaqe X 
defocus/focus 
other 
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EDITING TECHNIQUE5 511 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519 
cuts (slow, medium, F M S F M M S 0 S 
fast) 
fades 
dissolves X 

black-outs 
montaqe X 

defocus/focus 
other 

Editing techniques within the segments are not remarkably 
rapid or complicated. Nine segments have no cuts or slow 
cuts, six segments have a medium rate of cuts, and only four 
segments have been identified as utilizing a fast editing 
technique. The rapid pace of the program is more a result of 
the number of segments: 19 in 30 minutes, with perhaps 35-40 
segments estimated for a full one-hour program. Other 
techniques are used very minimally. Although the table is 
not reproduced herein, there are only two special effects 
used in the 19 segments observed. One instance is the use of 
a split screen in the Hannah/Anna storytelling, and the other 
is a picture insert in the "pen, hen, ten" segment, which 
provides a visual reference for the words printed. 

AUDIO EFFECTS SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
voice-over X X X X X X 

backqround music X X X X X X X X 

music accompanying X 
lyrics 
loud music without 
lyrics 
special sound effects X X X 

canned lauqhter/applau X X X 

music accompanying X 
movement 
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AUDIO EFFECTS S11 S12 S13 S14 SIS S16 S17 S18 S19 
voice-over X X 

backqround music X X X X X 

music accompanying X X X 
lyrics 
loud music without 
lyrics 
special sound effects X 
canned lauqhter/applau X 

music accompanying X 
movement 

The table above indicates the strong musical presence in 

the audio text of the "Sesame Street" episode. There is 

frequent use of background music (in 13 out of 19 segments), 
four segments with songs, and two segments in which music 

supports dance movement. Winick (1979) suggests that 
children are extremely sensitive to music and that it equals 

plot, characters, action, and setting in impact on a child's 

perception of text. The music in this episode alerts the 

children to the repeating Wide World of Writing segments, as 

well as to other opportunities for movement and dance within 
the episode. The special sound effects are appropriate in 

the context of the segments and extend the visual text. The 

canned laughter and applause contribute to the theme of the 

"Wide World of Writing" segments and support the segments' 

goal of demonstrating writing as an exciting process with 
multiple purposes. 

PACE (slow, medium, Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
rapid) 
change of scenes M 0 R 0 0 0 M R 0 0 
chanqe of characters S 0 R 0 0 R S S 0 0 

PACE (slow, medium, S11 S12 S13 S14 SIS S16 S17 S18 S19 
rapid) 
chanqe of scenes 0 S 0 R 0 R S 0 0 
chanqe of characters 0 M R R 0 R 0 R S 

Similar to the argument concerning the editing 
techniques, there is not such rapid pace within the segments 
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as between them. Nine segments out of 19 have no change or a 
slow change of scenes and change of characters within the 

segment itself. The program claims to be presenting an 

average of "36 lessons per hour," and supporting documents 

state that every segment has a lesson or learning objective 

(Press release: "Research helps to shape characters and 
curriculum for 'Around the corner, '" undated 1993, p. 3). It 

is the large number of different segments within an episode 

which contributes to the rapidly paced visual/formic 

environment. 

Linguistic code analysis. 

TENOR (ROLE SI S2 83 S4 85 S6 S7 S8 89 S10 
RELATIONSHIPS) 
direct address to X X 
viewer by adult 
direct address to 
viewer by child 
direct address to X X X X 
viewer by puppet 
adult monologue X 
child monologue X 

adults in dialoque 
adult dialogue with 
child 
children in dialogue 
voice-over by adult X X 

voice-over by child X X X X 
adult in dialogue wI X X 
puppet 
child in dialogue wI X 
puppet 
puppet monologue X 

puppets in dialogue X 
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TENOR (ROLE SI1 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18 S19 
RELATIONSHIPS) 
direct address to 
viewer by adult 
direct address to X 
viewer by child 
direct address to X X 
viewer by puppet 
adult monoloque 
child monoloQue X 
adults in dialogue 
adult dialogue with 
child 
children in dialogue X 
voice-over by adult X X 
voice-over by child X X X 
adult in dialogue wi 
puppet 
child in dialogue wi 
~uppet 

puppets in dialoque X X 

The table above indicates the episode's foregrounding of 
the child's voice and backgrounding of the adult voice. The 
two segments in which adults directly address the viewers are 
for quick greetings only. There is only one segment in which 
an adult monologue is heard, and an absence of segments in 

which adults are in dialogue with one another or in which 
adults talk with children. Although four segments contain 
voice-overs by adults, there are seven segments which have 
voice-overs by children. Viewers are regularly spoken to by 
Muppets (six segments) but not by children (one segment); the 
only instance of address by a child to the viewers is the 

scripted sentence regarding credits, e.g., "'Sesame Street' 
is a production of the Children's Television Workshop." 
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MODE (GENRE) 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 510 
conversation X X X 
song X 
poem 
instruction/suggestion X X 
to viewer 
book reading 
other print reading 
storytelling X 
dramatic event/story 
theatre 
news reporting speech X X X X 
self informing speech X 

riddle X 

MODE (GENRE) 511 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519 
conversation X X X 
song X X X 

j:loem 
instruction/suggestion 
to viewer 
book reading 
other print reading 
storytelling 
dramatic event/story 
theatre 
news reporting speech X X X 
game: chanting X 

paralinguistic conver- X 
sation (demonstration) 

Conversation and song are the most frequently used 
linguistic genres in a majority of the ten programs analyzed 
herein, as is the case with "Sesame Street." This episode is 
different, however, in light of the "Wide World of Writing" 
strand that weaves through the episode. This theme creates a 
frequency of news reporting speech that is unusual in the 
general genre of children's television, although one that is 
certainly familiar to children in light of their other 
viewing experiences--sports programs, the Wide World of 
Sports in particular, and news programs. There are segments 
which include some genres not typically considered in other 

programs, as in the clapping/chanting sequence, the self-
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informing speech of the pencil trying to write "dance," and 
the paralinguistic communication among the three male 
dancers. 

Conclusions 

This 30 minute excerpt of a "Sesame Street" episode is a 
mixture of in-studio segments with Muppets and humans, 
segments which use only Muppets, on-location tapes of 
children and adults, animation, and pixilation. There are 
recurring segments regarding the multiple functions of 
writing, but it cannot be said that writing is the theme for 
the episode when the majority of segments are unrelated to 
the subject or issue. Only 5 out of 19 segments show writing 
in progress, and 2 out of 19 segments include discussions 
about writing but do not demonstrate the event. An 

introduction and overview of the writing segments is provided 
by a Muppet at the very beginning of the program, and he 
quickly reflects on the different writing uses at the end of 
the episode. Both the brief preview and the review are 
positive elements of the episode. There is an original twist 
on a familiar sports media format in the "Wide World of 
Writing" segments; the excitement usually expressed in 
reporting on a sporting event is instead reported in the 
intellectual activity of writing. The demonstration of 
integrated, purposeful writing in creating lists, signs, and 
notes is a valuable goal for this episode, but the "www" 
segments which show an isolated Q, 1, or numeral 14 (having 

already been printed on paper) do not evidence the writing 
process as it is used for daily purposes within a social 
context (see Chapter 4). 

Other childhood experiences represented in the episode 
text include trips to the park and playing on playground 
equipment, clapping games, and watching babies. Several 
demonstrations of communicating and learning through other 



sensory and sign systems are presented: blind children 
negotiate the playground through touch and hearing; 
paralinguistic sounds turn into a musical number about 

"getting along"; and three men of different backgrounds 
communicate through movement. 
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These and the other segments proceed in rapid succession 
in seemingly random order, although two Q segments appear 

sequentially. There are rapidly changing visual environments 
and characters, with an average of a new segment beginning 
every 1.6 minutes. Some segments in this episode begin and 
end within 21 to 23 seconds. Visual complexity and pace 
within the segments are not so rapid as to be problematic; 

however, the action and movement from segment to segment may 
require more media sophistication in young viewers than they 
have at the ages of two and three. Otherwise, the episode in 
general is linguistically and experientially appropriate for 
young, especially urban, children in the target age group. 

The segment which is the musical "get along" production 
number shows Kermit reading in a bucolic setting. The alien 
Muppets consult their "book book book" to properly label the 

cow mooing nearby. Although the functions of books--both for 
information and for entertainment--are integrated into this 
song segment, there is no other book reading evidenced in the 

program. An animated storytelling is included (about Hannah 
from the country and Anna from the city), but there is no 
reference to a book. No book cover is shown, no 
author/illustrator is acknowledged, and no text print is 
shown on camera. There are no children seen reading in this 
episode, but by nature of the episode focus there are eight 
children seen writing (although very briefly in the "www" 
writing introduction). In a program that aims to prepare 
children for the home/school transition, the absence of book 
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reading is an issue of great concern. Other and further 

concerns about "Sesame Street" as literacy learning will be 

included in Chapter 4. 

------------ -
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"Story time, " PBS, United States 

Production Goals and Objectives 

"Story time" is a program designed to (a) introduce the 

world of stories and outstanding children's literature to its 

target audience of 3- to 7-year-olds; (b) encourage children 
to read; (c) enhance visual and verbal skills; and (d) model 

effective adult-child reading to benefit parents/caregivers 

( "Outreach," p. 1). Originally aired on PBS in June 1994, it 

is produced by KCET-Los Angeles and was broadcast locally 
there before making its national debut. 

Production materials from "Story time" entitled "How 
'Story time' got started," read as follows: 

The premise of the half-hour show is simple. A 

celebrity • • • reads to children. Hosts. • • and the 

hip puppet Kino interact with the guest readers and 
children, while the stories are enhanced with music and 
illustrations. In each of the forty episodes [of the 

1994 season], three or four stories are read by the 

celebrities or the hosts, bringing the total of books 
read to 127. (undated, p. 2) 

Stephen Kulczycki, senior vice present/programming and 

station manager of KCET, conceived and developed "Story time." 

He states the program's objective is "to encourage reading, 

spark children's imaginations and ultimately--to increase 
literacy levels throughout America" ("How 'Story time' got 
started," undated, p. 2). The production staff perceives 

this program to be different than other television offerings 

for children in that it includes the parents and suggests to 

them effective ways to experience children's literature at 

home (untitled document from KCET, undated, single page). 
The producers also perceive that "Story time" reflects the 

ethnic diversity of its audience and reports that 60% of the 

readers appearing on the program are of Asian American, 
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African American, Hispanic, or Native American descent. The 
books which are read in the episodes are also "from a wide 

range of ethnic origins" ("Promotional materials," undated, 
p. 3). 

In a promotional brochure directed to parents dated 1994 
from KCET, the production values of "Story time" are further 

detailed in the suggestions made to the caregivers of the 

young televiewers. The front cover reads: "The smartest 
thing you can tell your child ••• is a story." Citing the 

National Institute of Education report that reading aloud to 

children is the most important preparation for their school 
success, the brochure lists other benefits of the shared 

activity as increased self-esteem, strengthened imagination, 

and increased mastery of language. Other suggestions offered 

to parents in the material are to include the child in making 
sounds inspired by the text; to ask questions about the story 

and offer ways to relate the text to the child's life; to 

include multiple genres, multicultural themes, and books in 
other languages if the home is bilingual; to be a role model 

by demonstrating reading in the home; and finally, to read 

aloud more complicated texts than the child can read by 
him/herself. 

Narrative Description of "Story time" Episode 

One date was randomly chosen to tape all of U.S. 

programs: Sunday, April 30, 1995. "Story time" is broadcast 
once per week at 7:30 A.H. on Sundays via KCET-TV in Tucson, 
Arizona. 

Setting. 

One large room with different areas of focus serves as 
the main setting for the readings. This episode opens with a 

hot pink love chair in the foreground, on which there are 
several books. The camera zooms to the back of the set to a 
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raised platform area, which shows two overstuffed chairs in 
hot pink and blue. Behind the chairs are blue bookshelves 

with hundreds of books on them. 

Presenters. 

"Mara" [actress Marabina Jaimes] is a woman in her late 

20s or early 30s, with black curly hair and dark eyes, 
perhaps of Latin descent. She has a quick laugh, a wide 

smile, and a very pleasant and happy manner. 

Kino is a mocha-colored puppet with a male, Latin 

identity and frequently uses Spanish words such as 

"compadres" and "amigos." He is very energetic and 
enthusiastic about stories and reading. 

Episode description. 

Segment 1: Following the program opening, which includes 

the theme music as Kino interacts with animated letters which 
eventually read "Story time," Mara is seen reading a book. 

As the camera zooms in for a closer look, a Kino walks in 

behind the chair, greets Mara, and asks her to please take 

the book from his backpack. Kino says that his grandpa 

considers the book special because in it are stories from his 
own childhood. Mara reads the title, From Sea to Shining 

Sea: A Treasury of American Folklore and Folk Songs, and 

indicates that it contains poems and illustrations. Kino 

reports that he has already learned one of the songs called 

"The Erie Canal." Mara smiles and recalls that she sang this 

song in kindergarten. She and Kino sing as several 

illustrations from the book are shown. Kino asks to sing the 

song again, but Mara points out that some of their friends 
were already there and suggested that Kino would rather have 

Fred (Savage) read a story. 
Segment 2: The camera cuts to Fred with a book in the 

reading area. At the time of the taping of this episode, 
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Fred Savage was a young actor appearing in a television 

program called "The Wonder Years." Mara gets up to walk to 

the reading circle area of the room, and Kino is temporarily 

left behind to say: "Ah, gee, I really like singing. It 
makes me feel good inside. I like it as much as I like story 
books!" He begins singing the opening lines of "The Erie 

Canal" again as the camera cuts to Fred beginning to read to 

Mara and a group of children seated in a sunken reading area. 
He reads The Mitten, by Jan Brett, about a boy whose lost 

mitten becomes temporary winter shelter for many animals at 

once. He occasionally stops during the reading to ask 
children brief questions or to make side comments. The 

camera does not remain on the illustrations, but regularly 
returns to show Fred reading the book. Fred discusses the 

text after the reading, and camera shots are divided equally 

between focus on Fred and focus on the children. The book 

discussion progresses rapidly, with Fred giving little time 
for contributions from the children or their diverging 

thoughts or interpretations. The children are not miked, 

either, and several comments made by them go unheard. 

Segment 3: The camera then focuses on Mara and Kino, as 
Kino exclaims: "Oh, oh, Mara, Mara, look, here comes your 

friend Leah. Hey, everybody, Leah's written some really cool 
stories." Mara introduces her "really great friend," author 

Leah Komeiko, to the children. Leah explains to the children 

that she writes in rhyme because she likes "rhythms and 

beats, rhythms and beats, rhythms and beats, and when you 
rhyme, you've got time, to do some rhythms and beats, rhythms 

and beats." She snaps her fingers while saying this line, 

and speaks in a rhythmic, jazzy manner. She asks the 
children to assist her in rhyming and creates several 

exercises for their participation. She informs the children 

she needs their help in reading the book and that there are 

"three things you have to know." She has the children 
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practice the repeating line, "Earl's too cool for me," then 
describes the percussion sounds she will make to accompany 
the text. The third "thing" the children have to know is 
what it means to be cool. Several suggestions are made by 
the children in the group. She pulls a pair of sunglasses 
out of a yellow paper bag at her feet and suggests that they 
are "cool." She distributes sunglasses among the children, 
then begins reading the text of Earl's Too Cool For Me. The 

story concerns a boy narrator who admires Earl for his unique 

and "cool" lifestyle and is surprised to become friends with 
him. Leah cues the children for their participation in their 
rehearsed line and also stops to make comments about the text 
or the illustrations. At the end of the reading Leah says, 
"Let's give ourselves a cool round of applause," and tells 
the children that they are "so cool." 

Segment 5: Leah then introduces her next book written in 
rhyme and previews the work by saying that it concerns a girl 
named Annie Bananie. "I wrote this book about a friend of 
mine who moved away. Have any of you ever had a friend move 
away?" Several children respond. Leah explains that she 
wrote the book because she was mad when her best friend moved 

to Italy. Leah tells the children that by the time that she 
wrote the book and it was published, her friend had moved 
back from Italy. She suggests: "If you have a friend that's 
moved away and you want them to try and come back, you should 
try writing a story about them. It worked for me." She 
repeats the title of the book, Annie Bananie, reminds the 

children that it is also in rhyme, and asks if the children 
are "up for doing a little bit more rhyme." Several of them 
voice their agreement. Leah reads the text, with the camera 
equally focusing the illustrations and then her reading. She 
pauses at the last word of the couplet for the children to 
make the rhyme, and also makes several remarks that extend or 

further explain the story. At the end of the reading, Leah 
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asks the children if they think Annie Bananie will ever find 

another good friend like the narrator, and they quickly agree 

that it is unlikely. 
Segment 6: The camera cuts to Mara and Kino laughing, 

and Mara thanks Leah for her two books. She looks at her 
watch and says that there is time for one more story. Mara 
introduces actor Steve Guttenberg reading Slither McCreep and 

His Brother Joe. In a prerecorded segment Steve is seen 

sitting on the floor in what appears to be a living room, 

surrounded by nine children of various ethnic backgrounds; 
Steve is the only white person in the group. He is heard 

saying, "How would you guys like to hear a book called 
Slither McCreep and His Brother Joe? Feel like hearing that 

today?" Several children say "yeah." Steve says the name of 

the author and illustrator. He reads this story about snake 

sibling rivalry very quickly and does not stop to comment 

about the story text or the illustrations; there is no 
discussion of the book following the reading. The camera 

cuts back to Mara and Kino where they were last seen. Kino 

tells Mara that there is a "big, big lesson" to be learned 
from that story. Mara asks him what it is, and Kino says 

"Share your toys. That's the lesson." Mara agrees, and 

again thanks Leah and Fred and all the viewers for coming to 

see "Story time. " 
Segment 7: Mara then asks, "Kino, what books do we have 

to recommend to our friends at home?" Kino recommends a 
"book about a cool kid," like himself, called A Day With 
Wilber Robinson." Mara says that her story pick is about "a 

little tiger who grows and learns at his own pace. It's 
called Leo the Late Bloomer." Mara invites the viewers to 

return for the next "Story time." Both say, "Until then, keep 

a story in your heart," and Kino closes with: "See you later, 

compadres!" After the credits roll to the theme music, the 

day's book covers are shown: Mara's voice is heard reading 



the titles, and an on-screen overlay of print next to the 

cover shows the author, illustrator, and publisher of each 
book, one by one. 

Code Analysis of II Story time II Episode 
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The program codes of II Story time II that are most relevant 

to understanding the audiovisual composition of the episode 

are as follows: 

Iconic codes: characters, movement, genre, and print; 

Formic codes: camera shots, editing techniques, special 

effects, audio effects, and pace; and 

Linguistic codes: tenor and genre. 

Iconic code analysis 

CHARACTERS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
adults If 1m 2f 2f 2£ 1m If 
children 8 8 8 8 8 
~_uppets 1 1 1 1 1 1 
toys 
animals 
animated fiqures 
adult in animal/other 
costume 
other: 

The presenters, although only one of them is human, are 

equally represented along gender lines. Two books are read 

by a female and two books are read by males. Generally, 
however, the presence of females in this particular episode 

is slightly stronger than males. The child audience appears 

to be of equal representation. The readers for the four 

books are all white. Mara and Kino are of Latin descent, and 

the child audience for the book readings are an ethnically 

diverse group. 
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MOVEMENT 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 
none X X X X X X X 

moderate (functional) 
moderate (aesthetic) 
rapid (functional) 
rapid (aesthetic) 

There is virtually no movement in this program, as those 
segments with Kino require the puppeteer to remain hidden 
behind pieces of furniture. A sense of movement is achieved 
in the camera shots and editing techniques used in presenting 

the illustrations. Visual interest in other portions of 
other segments is maintained through frequent and sustained 
close-ups on the presenters or readers. 

GENRE 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 
"live action" (studio) X X X X X X X 

tape/film (prerecorded) 
animation 
book illustration X X X X 

other 

The frequency of studio segments across the episode 
suggests an emphasis in the "here and now." This kind of 
"real time" immediacy has been suggested to be beneficial to 
the young televiewer (Rice, 1984; Rice & Haight, 1986). It 
also seems likely that the familiarity with and repetition of 
the same set from segment to segment and across episodes 
would add to the predictability of the program based on prior 
knowledge of the young televiewer. 

PRINT 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 
on-screen overlay 
dialoque bubble 
environmental (on the set) 
book cox2 
co=book cover 

The only print observed during this episode is in the 
final segment in which Mara and Kino suggest the two books, A 
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Day with wilber Robinson and Leo the Late Bloomer. The 

covers of these books are shown in close up, but the covers 

of the books read by the guest readers are not shown. There 

is no print on the set, and the printed text of the books 
read are not shown on the screen. 

Formic code analysis. 

CAMERA SHOTS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
close-up X X X X X X X 
medium X X X X X X 

wide X X X X X X 
zoom in X X X X X 

zoom out X X X X 
pan X 
trackinq 
other notable camera mvmt. 

Close-ups, medium, and wide shots are used evenly and 

with regularity across segments. Zoom-in's and zoom-outs are 

also used, particularly in book reading segments when 

illustrations are presented. The text suggests whether the 

visual image should proceed part-to-whole (zoom-out) or 
whole-to-part (zoom-in) and the techniques herein are not so 

rapid or illogical as to draw undue attention to their use. 

EDITING TECHNIQUES Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
cuts (slow medium fast) S S S M M M 0 
fades X X X X 
dissolves 
black-outs 
montaqe 
defocus/focus 
other 

SPECIAL EFFECTS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 56 S7 
split screen 
dream sequence/flashback 
picture insert 
page turninq effect (wipe) X 
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There is no remarkable use of either editing or special 
effects techniques. These two elements of the episode 

indicate an even, simple visual format. The wipe is a 
special effect used to begin and end segment 6, wherein the 

image "acts" as if a page in a book that is turned. This is 
not likely a confusing element for children, as it is both a 

very brief effect and a visual metaphor for a familiar part 

of book reading--turning pages. 

AUDIO EFFECTS Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
voice-over 
background music X X X X X 
music accompanying lyrics X 

loud music without lyrics 
special sound effects 
canned laughter 
music accompanying movement 

Background music accompanies all the book readings and 

illustrations. The music complements the text and 

contributes to the creation of the mood, but is not 

distracting in volume, pace, or style. There are no voice
overs or special sound effects (outside of what the readers 

create with their own voices) in the episode. 

PACE (slow medium, rapid) Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
change of scenes S S S M M M 0 
change of characters S S S 0 0 0 0 

The general pace of this episode of "Story time" is slow. 

Regarding the change of characters, there is little addition 

to or subtraction from the cast of people (and/or puppet) who 
begin and end a segment. Concerning the change of scenes 

(meaning the background or visual environment), the medium 
pace in segments 4, 5, and 6 is attributable to the number of 

illustrations on which the camera focuses. These are the two 
books by Leah Komeiko and Slither McCreep, respectively. 
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Linguistic code analysis. 

TENOR (ROLE RELATIONSHIPS) Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
direct address to viewer by X 
adult 
direct address to viewer by 
child 
direct address to viewer by X X 
puppet 
adult monologue X X X 
child monologue 
adults in dialoque 
adult dialoque with children X X X X X 
children in dialogue 
voice-over by adult 
voice-over by child 
adult in dialogue wi puppet X X X 
child in dialogue wi puppet 
puppets in dialogue 

There is no direct address by an adult in this episode 

until the final moments of segment 7, quite unlike "Here's 
Humphrey," "Reading Rainbow," or "Chatterbox." Mara and Kino 
talk to one another, and although their conversations may be 
physically directed toward the camera, i.e., the home viewer, 
they do not necessarily invite the viewer's attention or 
participation. Kino's brief monologue in segment 2 that 
segues into the reading of The Mitten is more a personal 

reflection, or voiced inner narrative, than a dialogue with 
the viewers, although he is physically the only one on the 
screen and is facing the camera. 

Also missing from this episode of "Story time " is the 
voice of the child. Although both Fred Savage and Leah 

Komeiko ask questions of the children, their voices are 
rarely heard in response because they have not been miked. 
Fred gives little time for responses from the children and 
the dialogue proceeds very rapidly, several times with Fred 
talking over a child or interrupting him/her as if he is 
keeping to a script. Time constraints could be a factor, as 

could Fred's possible inexperience in reading to children. 
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Leah's questions, too, are on several occasions those which 

can be answered with one word from the children, and in her 

segments their voices are more often heard repeating lines of 
text than expressing themselves and making personal 

connections to the literary text (although she does ask the 
children what it means to be "cool" and whether they ever had 

a friend move away). Steve Guttenberg, in his reading of 
Slither McCreep and His Brother Joe asks no questions of his 

listeners that inspire discussion about the text or the 

illustrations, which again could be a result of time 
constraints or reader inexperience. 

MODE (GENRE) 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 
conversation X X X X X X 
song X 

poem X 

instruction/suggestion to X 
viewer 
book reading X X X X 

other print readinq 
storytelling 
dramatic event/story theatre 
adult questions to children X X X 
regarding book 

Conversation is the most frequent linguistic mode across 
segments, with book reading in four segments as the next most 

frequent genre. The poem indicated in segment 3 are oral 
texts that "happen" spontaneously both when Leah describes 

her "rhythms and beats" and the call and response of her 

line, "Can you think of a word that rhymes with (bat, cat, 

nat, etc.)?" Further commentary concerning adult questions 
to children regarding books referenced in the table above can 

be found in the foregoing section on "tenor." 

Conclusions 

There are seven segments in this "Story time" episode 

which take place in the studio. There is no episode theme, 

nor is there any similarity between the books in subject, 
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style, or genre. (See "intertextual tying" in Chapter 4.) 

The program materials, however, do not state as an objective 

a thematic approach or contiguous relationship between books. 

A through-line which connected the texts together would 

create a sense of relatedness which is necessary in the 

episode. The episode is visually and formically an "easy" 
television text to interpret, as it is slow-paced and 

otherwise uncomplicated. 
All the childhood experiences related in the episode are 

within the book events. They include feeling intimidated by 
another kid who is "too cool," the feelings associated with a 

friend moving away, and sibling rivalry (and its inherent 
conflicts over personal property). There is appropriate 

language use within and between book readings, and quality 

literature has been chosen for the age group. Three-year

olds will be far more linguistically challenged within the 

texts than will seven-year-olds at the far end of the age 

cohort. The song, "The Erie Canal," is linguistically 

challenging both in vocabulary and context. The presenters 
do not explain a canal or that historically mules pulled the 

barges along from the riverbanks, and the song is not 

connected in any way to the reading of the first story. The 

song could be an appropriate choice if it were put in a 

meaningful context within the program and connected to other 
segments. The presenters need to explain the lyrics and 

identify important concepts through the accompanying 
illustrations. 

The program materials claim that the series includes 

parents and demonstrates effective ways to experience 

children's literature at home. Celebrities are shown reading 
books to children, but the "book talk" that is modeled for 
parents is insufficient. The reader of The Mitten, Fred 

Savage, creates the most discussion during and following the 

reading, but the dialogue seems scripted and moves very 
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rapidly. Leah Komeiko, however, provides a thorough and 

interest-piquing introduction for both of her books, but she 

says little during and following the reading and does not 

point out elements/qualities of the illustrations. Steve 

Guttenberg reads rapidly through the text and makes no 

introductory, extending, or concluding remarks or comments 
about the text. There are no words, phrases/clauses, or 

sentences shown on the screen from any of the book texts, and 

none of the covers of the focus books are shown at the time 

of their reading (although they are all presented after the 

credits roll). No children are seen reading or writing in 
this episode. 
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A Brief Review of the Episodes 

"The Book Place" (Australia): Two main presenters and a 

Bookworm puppet explore the theme of fantasy through five 

age-appropriate and entertaining books. Each book reading is 
thematically related to a corresponding on-location segment 

which features children in various activities, but who are 

seen more than they are heard in the episode. Unique to this 
text is the mid-episode "review song," in which the books up 

to that point are referenced in the lyrics and one book is 

previewed (although this is not likely clear to the viewers). 

Another unique element of the program is the visual text for 
Drac and the Gremlin which intercuts live action with book 

illustrations; the linguistic text of the book, however, is 

likely too complex for younger viewers. The formic 

characteristics of the program are clear. and uncomplicated. 
The slow, even pace and uncomplicated post-production 

teChniques would likely create a text which is easy for young 
viewers to "read." Presenters are not shown reading from the 

texts (only opening the covers), and no children are seen 
reading or writing. The printed texts of the books are not 

presented with the illustrations. 
"Here's Humphrey" (Australia): This episode is loosely 

themed around indoors activities on rainy days. Humphrey 

Bear provides an opportunity for children to interpret 
gestural communication, and the presenters' constant eye 

contact with and verbal acknowledgment of the viewers provide 
ongoing invitations for children's participation. Children 
are given the opportunity to sing and gesture on six 

occasions with songs (always repeated twice) that would be 
easily learned by little children. I Meant To Clean My Room 

Today is the only book in the sample that is read in the 

immediate context of the studio, with Heidi turning the pages 

and attending to the illustrations. However, no print is 
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shown in association with the book. The segments are 
presented in slow, simple manner throughout the episode. No 
complex editing or special effects are used, and there are 
very few cuts within the segments. Children would thus have 
generous time to become familiar with the visual text and 
might be more likely to attend to the linguistic message. No 
children are shown in this episode text. 

"Lift-Off" (Australia): The focus of this episode is a 

representational story of children and some of the challenges 
they face in growing up. The theme of this episode is 
"destroy" and particularly examines the destruction of a 
boy's friendship with his doll and, in a greater sense, the 
loss of his innocence/childhood. Although they are 
thematically aligned and highly creative, highly disjunctive 
segments of fantasy are incorporated into the text which 

cannot be explained within the framework of a 
representational story. Beverley and the animated Patches, 
the Backsaks who speak backwards, the Munch Kids whose 
philosophical conversation becomes narrative for an animated 
film, the Wakadoo Cafe segment with the Wolf and the Three 
Pigs--all are either visually or linguistically complex and 
could potentially be confusing for young viewers who are 
attempting to attend to the main storyline of Nipper and his 
lost doll. No characters, adult or children, are seen 
reading or writing, and no books are read during the course 
of the episode. However, Turbo tells a delightful story to 
Nipper as an allegory for his own encounter with magic. A 

few symbols (arrows, a question mark, a red heart) are shown 
in Lotis the Lift, but no children are shown dancing, 
singing, creating music, or participating in the dramatic or 

visual arts in any way. 
"Chatterbox" (New Zealand): The first episode has a 

clearly presented theme (terms of directionality) which is 

recast in multiple forms in multiple contexts. The second 
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episode of the sample explores the theme of books and the 
library for most of the first half of the program, although 
the remainder of the program returns in some segments to a 
theme of directionality. There is a commendable inclusion of 
the Maori language in natural and relevant ways, to the 
extent that two segments include no English in the audio 
text. "Chatterbox" is the only episode in the sample which 
reads children's mail and discusses their artwork on the air. 
It is also the only episode which integrates a story theatre 
piece, and then emphasizes its theme in a retelling by a 
puppet who uses plastic toys and Playdoh to represent the 
story. Although the second episode shows the care of books 
and the library process, there are no books read during the 
30 minute sample and very little print shown on the screen. 

"Rat-a-tat-tat" (United Kingdom): The two episodes 

examined are themed (one regarding fowl, the other things of 
the earth) and integrate highly repetitive, predictable book 
readings as the focus of these episodes. The book 

presentations incorporate an electronic text box which prints 
repeating phrases and sentences from the books. The host 

reads in a slow but expressive and entertaining manner, 
providing enough time for viewers to first read the recurring 
print in the boxes prior to his reading. He is shown 
consulting an informational book entitled Games and How To 
Play Them (one of only two informational books in the sample) 

and reads a story from it about the hawk and the hen; he does 
not utilize the book for the rules of the game and the 
viewers are not shown the actual purpose of the game. This 
is the only episode of the sample which incorporates an 
authentic science experiment, the wormery, as part of the 

text. The children in this segment and the others are seen 
and not heard, although they have some scripted dialogue in 
the context of the hawk and hen game. They do not 

participate in conversations with the host, who speaks more 
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to them than with them. The host establishes an environment 
for the book readings, but does not make any concluding 
remarks about the books or create any dialogue or other 

experience with viewers about the story/illustrations. 
"Story time " (United Kingdom): The first episode of this 

representational series is not themed, and the second focuses 
on fish and fishing. The books chosen for the readings are 
appropriate for the viewing age, although in the first 
episode the guest reader neither creates an environment for 

the reading nor discusses it at the conclusion of the text. 
No print is shown from the book texts, and newspapers (the 
other print source) are used only to cover the table where 
Jess creates her fishing game. A poorly constructed cartoon 
about Bobo and the Funny Little Creature is shown in the 
first episode; it is visually dull and a poor example of 

children's literature. The relationships of the main 
characters, Jess and Mr. B., are unclear, as are the 
inclusion of Maestro, Cyclops, the House and its electronic 
or magic power, and other elements. No children appear in 
this text, although Jess behaves like one (a confusing 
directing/writing choice for the series), and little of 

children's own experiences is represented in the texts. 
"Words and Pictures" (United Kingdom): The segments are 

tightly constructed around the focus letter for each of the 
episodes, which explore multiple subjects through varying 
forms of representation. The books chosen are excellent 
texts for beginning readers--highly predictable, repetitive 
texts (one of which is a cumulative story), and sentences 
from the readings are shown in the electronic text box 
similar to that used in "Rat-a-tat-tat." The presenter, 
Michael, encourages an intimate relationship between viewers 
and presenter, and he effectively contributes to the use of 
repetition and reframing of concepts throughout the episodes, 

which are constructed in a recurring format familiar to 
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regular viewers. Children's voices are valued in these 
episodes, particularly in the girl's monologue comparing her 
cats with lions, and in the children's discussions of 
octopuses. This is the only episode in which an individual 
(adult or child) is shown drawing an image. The segments are 
connected into a logical visual/aural text, although they 

progress at a rather rapid pace. There is little editing or 
confusing camera work, but the episodes use frequent special 
effects as transitions between segments. 

"Reading Rainbow" (U.S.): This episode includes an 

effective introduction to the focus book by examining closely 
a live alligator and then exploring how music can affect a 

viewer's perception of a typically frightening creature. The 
episode is an integrated exploration into the nonlinguistic 

communicative system of music. The host, LeVar, returns to 
elements of the opening book reading of Mama Don't Allow 

regularly throughout the remainder of the episode. The 
segments following the book explore various topics raised 
from the text such as jazz music, alligators, river boats, 
swamp environments, and things that "mama don't allow." The 
book is appropriate for the age cohort, and the examination 
into the construction of soundtracks is an interesting 
glimpse into the recording studio and the "magic" of 
television. The episode also presents children as experts, 
particularly in the book review segment; children are 
presumed to be readers who are interested in what other 
children have to say about good books. 

"Sesame Street" (U.S.): This episode has an excellent 

repeating focus segment on writing and its multiple forms and 
purposes, but writing does not serve as a theme for the 
episode (only 5 out of 19 segments show writing in progress). 
The characters and children seen in the episode contribute to 
an ethnically rich and diverse visual text. Many forms of 
representation and perspectives are used in the segments, 
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from dance to song to blind children making meaning in their 
world through touch and hearing. It is, however, a rapidly 
paced episode which lacks continuity between segments. One 
sequence of segments moves from a focus on apples, to a 
segment on counting backwards in Spanish, to a storytelling 
about Hannah and Anna who live in different environments, to 
a boy writing a Q on a notebook page. No books are shown 

being read by adults or children, and no book is read to the 
viewers during the program. 

"Story time " (U.S.): The four books read in this episode 

are quality books intended for the particular target viewers. 
However, the books are not thematically related and result in 

disconnected experiences with the s·tories. The episode opens 
with a song, "The Erie Canal," which is not explained by the 

presenters in its historical context and is not connected to 
the first book reading in any way. Although the 
illustrations are presented in a highly professional and 
entertaining way, the celebrities who are the readers in this 
episode do not seem comfortable or familiar with reading to a 
group of children. No print is shown from any of the book 
texts, and no children are seen reading or writing in the 

episode. Other forms of representation such as dance, 
mathematics, productive visual art, or theatre are used to 
explore any book themes. 

This chapter has described the 10 episodes of the sample 
in narrative descriptions of the episodes and in segment-by
segment code analyses. This description has been necessary 
to fully detail the characteristics of the programs as they 
exist outside of any theoretical framework. In Chapter 4 

holistic language and learning theories are examined and 
their applicability to children's television texts are 
explored. 
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CHAPTER 4 

This chapter is designed to present an overview of 
critical research in the area of holistic language and 
learning theory in general, as well as suggest the potential 
applications of holistic theory to children's educational 

televisions texts. 
I find it a difficult proposition to identify a finite 

group of researchers as the most important contributors to my 
current thinking. Thirty-six years of life experience, 22 

years of formal education, many readings in many 
disciplines--some remembered, many forgotten--have all 
influenced my meaning constructions. It is also a perhaps 
unreasonable task to examine a researcher's work, the result 
of years of thought and experience, and then reduce it to a 

brief paragraph. Many an injustice is created in the process 
of excluding a history of concepts and theories that 
contribute to the whole of an individual's work. Having said 
this, I will identify several major researchers who have made 
a significant impact on the body of holistic language and 
literacy research, and who have influenced my present 
understandings of language, learning, literacy, and holistic 
educational practices. After first examining researchers in 
language/learning theory, I will then explore contributions 

made to reader response theory, transaction as both reading 
and learning theory, and sign systems--particularly 
transmediation--as "whole literacy" (Leland & Harste, 1994). 

The Role of Experience and Instruction 
in Children's Learning 

Dewey (1938) equated education with the active verb 
growing. He emphasized the "organic connection" between 
education through personal experience, which rejected the 
traditional schooling model of imposing on learners a static 
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set of facts as sanctioned by books and teachers. The 
external imposition of knowledge as exemplified by 

traditional schools limited what children could come to know. 

His beliefs about the "new education" involved the humane 
methods of a democracy: the freedom of individual learners to 

implement what they know historically and socially to issues 

of the present. Dewey was insistent about the quality of the 

immediate experience for its potential to contribute to 
future events, and emphasized the cumulative linking of 

experiences to establish a continuity and connectedness in 

learning. Any examination of a subject, he asserted, must 

proceed from materials present in ordinary, real world 
experiences. 

Dewey's work has important implications, then, for the 

development of audiovisual texts, in that they should be 

constructed upon the immediate and familiar experiences of 

the child. Children's own questions and interests should 
guide programming choices for content, and their active 

learning forms should suggest appropriate modes of 

presentation. The experiences in the text should be of a 
quality (i.e., usefulness) which will render them valuable to 

children in future situations (or future texts), and the 
experiences within the text should be thematically connected. 

Vygotsky (1962, 1978) is most often acknowledged for his 
theory of "the zone of proximal development," or ZPD, which 

challenged the traditional measurements of a child's mental 

development (and subsequent instruction based on those 

measurements). An abbreviated description of ZPD is the 

theory that what a child can do "today" with some assistance 

from a more experienced individual, s/he can do tomorrow 
unassisted. The measurement of the "zone" is t.he discrepancy 

between the independent understandings of the child and 

his/her problem-solving abilities when provided with slight 

help. Vygotsky's findings indicated that development lags 
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behind learning process (Vygotsky, 1978). Application of ZPD 
to education is found in Vygotsky's assertion that "the only 
good kind of instruction is that which marches ahead of 
development and leads it; it must be aimed not such much at 
the ripe as at the ripening functions" (Vygotsky, 1962, p. 
104). He posited that children begin learning language from 
a meaningful whole and only later--after they have gained a 
certain mastery of the function--do they start breaking down 
the whole into elements of form, or semantic units. 
Concerning reading and writing, he suggested that the best 

method was not direct instruction but the incorporation of 
these events into play situations (Vygotsky, 1978). 
Vygotsky's (1978) understanding of learning as social and 

cultural process led to his heightened appreciation of the 
role of imitation in a child's developmental journey. 

Vygotsky's (1978) work has important implications for 
the construction of television texts. His research would 
suggest that producers should not aim to attend to the 
present competence of the child. Instead they should present 
material which extends the child's immediate knowledge, but 
does not pass beyond the limits of what the child can 
understand with the assistance of the presenters or other 

characters as mediators. This is admittedly a difficult 
objective when the age cohort spans from two years to five or 

six years of age. A 3-year-old may be challenged to 
interpret certain segments of a program that are easily 
comprehended by a 6-year-old. 

Vygotsky's preference for language learning through play 
scenarios as opposed to direct instruction can also find 
application in the television text. Television's original 
and primary function has been that of entertainment, and 
educational programming need not abandon play to provide a 
potential learning environment. Presenters and/or children 

on the set can be shown using print and, other communication 
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systems as integral parts of the action. If a lemonade stand 
is the visual environment for a segment, then the presenters 
could construct the "10¢ a glass" and "free cookie with 
purchase" signs as the viewers observed. 

Meaning Making Through Stories 

Wells (1986) also recognizes the "inherent sociability" 
of children and that their learning takes place "not through 
deliberate and systematic instruction, but through shared 
interest and involvement in the events that make up everyday 
life" (p. 61). He envisions schools as places which should 
continue the active sense-making from home and extend 
experience. Too often schools impose curricular tasks which 
serve no authentic purpose and refuse children the position 
of collaborators in their own learning. Perhaps most 
important to my research is Wells's position of introducing 
literacy through stories as a "fundamental way of making 
meaning" (p. 203). He asserts that children who are read to 
at home and who observe their caregivers reading are those 
who are best prepared for literacy-related experiences at 
school. Wells understands listening to stories as even more 
beneficial than children looking at books, discussing 
illustrations, or representing ideas through writing attempts 
and drawing. He argues that by listening to stories children 
are both building their experience in the world, and building 
sustained attention to language forms and meaning making. 
Children's success in school is highly dependent upon the 
broader vocabulary, narrative/descriptive ability, and 
understanding of oral language which are afforded them in 
shared book experiences at home. 

The television medium has arguably become one of the 
most--if not the most--pervasive and influential storytelling 

sources for the past three generations. Although Wells does 
not speak to the potential of television as a storytelling 
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medium for preschoolers, his argument for the primacy of the 
story genre is a critical consideration for television 
production. Both in presentational genres of children's 

television programs; like "Chatterbox" (New Zealand) which 
shares stories through storytelling, children's literature, 
and/or story theatre; and representational genres like "Lift
Off" (Australia), which is the story, Wells's valuing of 

story can potentially be realized. 
Wells credits his understandings of the importance of 

story as pedagogical method, but more broadly as the basis 
for the construction of meaning, to Harold Rosen's (1984) 

work. Rosen writes of story, or narrative, as being our 
fundamental intellectual activity; it is the organization of 

human experience (real or imagined) which, as social beings, 
we often share with others. A story's private and public 
constructions may take on many forms; however, it requires a 
beginning and an end (which Rosen clarifies must be 

"invented" from a continuous flow of experience) with a 
sequence of thoughts and/or events in between. My use of 
"story" herein subsumes both Rosen's description of story as 
narratized experience and Short's (1991a) definition of text 
as "any chunk of meaning that has unity and that can be 
shared with others" (p. 18); this "sharing" may be in the 
form of sculpture, a photographic essay, a modern dance 
piece, a musical composition, and more. 

Intertextuality is emphasized in writings by both Rosen 
(1984) and Short (1991a & b). Rosen writes that stories 
exist only because of the existence of other stories; both 

the creator and the participant in the story construct 
"threads of connection" between past and present texts. 

Short (1991a) emphasizes the creation of a new unity which 
results from the intertextual tying of texts. New 
relationships may be perceived that would not have otherwise 

been constructed, and incongruities between past and present 
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texts may lead to reconsiderations which critically alter 
views of texts and the world. Short (1991b) has translated 
this theory into the use of "text sets" in classrooms so that 

children's opportunities for intertextual tying are 
maximized. Text sets would be inclusive of culturally 
diverse books of fiction and nonfiction in many genres/ 
knowledge domains, a wide variety of print materials, 
student-authored work, artifacts, as well as representations 
of experience in the sign systems outside of the oral and 
wri tten forms. 

Rosen's and Short's broad conceptualizations of story 
and text are potentially transferable to children's 
television. Their work suggests that producers who wish to 
create programs with the greatest amount of meaning potential 
should include: 

1. multiple stories within an episode so that children 

may make connections between the day's texts; 
2. opportunities to create connections across contiguous 

episodes of a series, so that children may reflect on past 
texts and present ones; 

3. presenters/characters who invite discussions and 
provide experiences with child audiences on the set and with 
viewers at home as to the connections between texts and with 
their own lives; and 

4. a broad definition of story and text which explores 
multiple cultures, genres, knowledge domains, and forms of 
representation. 

Supporting Young Children as Readers and Writers 

Holdaway (1979) finds that preschoolers are 
"predisposed" to literacy if they have had frequent 
experiences with "continuous language of story length related 
in terms of plot, sequence, or central ideas" (p. 49). 
However, Holdaway, to a greater extent than Wells (1986) 
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places this story knowledge within a wide range of other 
attitudes, understandings, and abilities about oral and 
written language which contribute to literacy growth. One of 

Holdaway's most important assertions concerns pedagogy and 
the preschool child: reading to a group of children in school 
is of little value if the children cannot follow and discuss 
the print. In response to this understanding he developed 
enlarged print materials or what are now known as "big 
books," the text of which can be read at 15 feet or so. When 
combined with a reader pointing at the words as they are 
read, these "shared-book-experiences" can lead to children's 

insights as to the nature of the oral-to-written language 
connection, as well as directionality understandings 

necessary in becoming a reader. 
Holdaway also emphasizes predictability and repetition 

in texts offered to preschoolers. For children to engage in 
"real reading" they must have the opportunities to read whole 
stories which are composed of enough familiar language that 
they may predict what comes next in the text. Predictions 
will most often be successful in texts which employ language 
in repetitive or cyclic structures. Children's expectations 
as created in rhythmic and rhyming texts with patterned 
sentence structure can also lead to reading revelations. All 
the structures can introduce the element of plot, which 

itself creates predictability in a text. "Once the ideas of 
problem and resolution, cause and effect, behaviour and 
consequences, challenge and response, and situation and 
denouement, have caught on, the reader has added resources to 

decode even the most isolated verbal item" (1979, p. 159). 
Holdaway's work has critical implications for books read 

in children's television programming. It would suggest that 
to be most beneficial for reading development, the entire 
printed text of the stories read should be shown on the 
screen (in either electronic or book text). The words should 
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be pointed to as they are read (or highlighted, as is done in 
"Rat-a-tat-tat"), and the language should have a high level 
of predictability so that children may anticipate the word 
before the reader speaks. Repetitive, rhythmic, rhyming, and 
patterned texts should be incorporated frequently (although 
not exclusively) into program texts. 

Harste, Woodward, and Burke's (1984) position assumes 
that the most important characteristic of a child's home 
environment as it contributes to literacy learning is the 
"availability and opportunity to engage in written language 

events" (p. 42). The children in their research who had the 
most convenient and frequent access to books, writing, and 
drawing materials and who were included in daily household 

activities and daily trips around the community were the most 
prepared for literacy events. Their position is in alignment 
with Holdaway (1979), who argues for the inclusion of books 
and book language even in infancy, in that the sooner the 
focus on print begins in children's lives, "the more likely 
it is that book-handling and experimental writing will become 
an important part of the infant's daily preoccupation" (p. 

40). Harste, et al., suggest that one of the most valuable 
"gifts" to give a young language user is to "litter" their 
environment with intriguing and meaningful print--and then 

provide them the freedom to experiment with written language 
forms. The researchers perceive preschoolers as experienced 
language users with rapidly developing theories about 
(particularly written) language; for example, all 3-year-olds 
in their sample understood that pens were for writing and 
crayons were for drawing. 

Another critical element in the researchers' theory is 

the importance of demonstrations in the ongoing process of 
literacy experience and development. Frequent and context
dependent demonstrations of people using print and other 

signs to both create and interpret meaning are of primary 
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importance in children's "awareness, familiarity, knowledge, 
and use" of such literacy processes (p. 185). Other 
implications of their work include curricular suggestions to 

highlight meaningful reading and writing even at the 
preschool level, to demonstrate the interdependence of 
reading and writing, and to create experiences wherein 
reading and writing events are juxtaposed (as they are 
similar cognitive processes). Harste et ale 's research 
findings would potentially transfer into children's 

educational television production in the inclusion of a wide 
variety of print (environmental and otherwise) on the set, 
presenters/characters frequently shown reading and writing 
for a variety of purposes and in multiple forms, and 
demonstrations of the value of literacy experiences in the 
presenters' own lives and those of children. 

Exploring the Literacy of Young 
Children Through Whole Language 

Cambourne (1988) speaks at length of demonstrations as 
the "raw material of nearly all learning, not only language 
learning" (p. 34). He understands demonstrations to be both 

of action (an interpersonal experience) and/or artifact (a 
book, for example). Although necessary, a demonstration 
alone is not sufficient for learning to take place. 
Cambourne posits the conditions required for successful oral 
language learning transfer simply and naturally to success in 
literacy learning, or "learning to mean." He suggests that 

seven conditions must be met for language learning, indeed 
any learning, to take place. These conditions are Immersion, 
Demonstrations, Engagement, Expectation, Responsibility, 
Approximation, and Use. "Immersion" involves opportunity, 
variability, and time with multiple kinds of visual and aural 
texts. "Demonstrations" should be whole so that children may 

access the systems and subsystems of language in order to 
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experience a broad spectrum of relationships. Demonstrations 
should also be continually repeated and contextually relevant 
to a particular literacy experience. "Engagement" is 

required to utilize the demonstrations and does not occur 
unless children see themselves as "doers" in relationship to 
the action/artifact. They must believe that engagement would 
be personally beneficial, and that participation would not be 
emotionally or physically threatening. The "Expectation" of 
others that a child will be successful in his engagement is 

critical, as is the child's own "Responsibility" in 
determining what is necessary to learn from a demonstration. 
"Approximation" and "Use" are the final components of this 
model of literacy learning. Children must have a risk-free 
environment in which to practice new concepts and abilities 
without the fear of falling short of conventional form, and 
they must have many and various opportunities for hypothesis 
testing. 

Carnbourne's model of "learning to mean" has potential 
for at least partial transfer to the educational television 
format. Immersion and demonstration are the natural venue of 
the audiovisual experience, but other elements of the model 

would be more difficult to integrate into television text. 
Viewer engagement might be accomplished by showing other 
children on the set or in taped segments participating in the 
focus activity/event. The program presenters or other 
individuals in prerecorded segments could express their 
predictions of the viewers' success based on the success of 

the child participants on the program. The television 
environment would not have any control over a child's 
responsibility for his/her learning. In a classroom setting 
a learner's "live action" experience with peers and teachers 
would allow questions, requests for repetition of particular 
demonstrations, and a gamut of other adult-child and child
child interactions which could focus a learner's 
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responsibility in the event. This kind of interaction, of 
course, cannot be accomplished with television. 
Approximation and use could only be encouraged by the 
presenters: the home viewers would be left to attempt, 
develop, and practice the literacy events as experienced in 
the television text. However, children on the set 
participating in an experience could be shown taking 

responsibility for learning particular elements of that 
experience, approximating the conventional forms, and using 

the knowledge gained in subsequent events. 
Cambourne (1988) in his acknowledgments at the end of 

The Whole Story credits Kenneth S. Goodman and Yetta M. 

Goodman, among others, for teaching him much of what appeared 
in his book. K. Goodman's research in the early 1960's led 
him to propose that reading is a "psycholinguistic guessing 

game" (Goodman, 1967), a theory which was largely responsible 
in initiating a grass roots movement in this country (and 
other English-speaking countries) known as a "whole language" 
appropriate to literacy learning. Goodman asserts that 
beginning readers use their prior learning and experience in 
concert with graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic clues from 

a text to make sense of print--to create meaning. Beginning 
readers follow the same process in approaching a text as do 
fluent readers, and they both share the same goal of 
comprehension. Comprehension is not achieved by readers' 
focusing on sounds or letters or individual words, but by 
using their predicting, selecting, confirming, and self

correcting abilities to efficiently gather information from 
the least amount of print information (Goodman, 1986). 

Y. Goodman's (1980, 1984) research has been in early or 
"initial" literacy with a focus in written language. She 
proposes the metaphor of a tree as a description of a child's 
growth into literacy. The beginning component is the "soil," 
which includes the quantity and quality of a child's 
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immediate literacy environment, the local cultural attitudes 
toward literacy, a child's intuitive awareness of other 
expressive/communicative systems, and his/her own oral 
language (Y. Goodman, 1984). The three major "roots" 
growing in this soil are (a) "the functions and forms that 
the literacy events serve" (both environmental print and 

connected discourse); (b) "the use of oral language about 
wri tten language" (e. g., a child asking to have a story read 
or her name written); and (c) "conscious awareness about 

literacy, including its functions, forms, and control" (Y. 
Goodman, 1984, p. 103). As children grow into active 
participation in literacy events, they develop understandings 

that written language has meaning, that there are multiple 
purposes in creating print texts, and that there is an 
organization to written language necessary to communicate 
particular meanings in a variety of contexts. Both Goodmans 
(K. S. Goodman, Smith, Meredith, & Y. M. Goodman, 1987) write 
of the need to value and use the literacy events already 
occurring in preschoolers' lives, to expand on the children's 
experiences with predictable materials (and tradebooks, not 
basal readers), to build language experience through 
transacting with a variety of printed materials, and to allow 

the natural process of form following function (Halliday, 
1975) so that children's intentions are prioritized over the 

"correctness" of convention. 
The Goodmans' models are applicable to the production of 

literacy-oriented television texts (if, of course, producers 
accept a holistic paradigm). They would suggest an 
elimination of "prereading" or "reading readiness" elements-
with the corresponding focus on the "pieces and parts" of 
language--and instead incorporate only context-whole print 
and quality tradebooks. A variety of meaningful print, 
including entire texts of stories, would be presented on the 
screen so that children have the opportunity to make the oral 
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language to print language connection. Presenters and other 
participants, adult and child, would be shown satisfying 
communication needs through written language in both informal 
and formal contexts. 

"Learning How To Mean" 

Halliday's (1975) contribution to a collective 
understanding of language learning as "learning how to mean" 
has been of major significance. Children learn to talk 

because of the social need to do so, and as they learn to 
talk they are also learning their culture. His use of a 
socio- and psycholinguistic paradigm in examining the 
functional progress of children's language has led to his 
understandings that children learn to mean long before they 
have the lexical competence to express themselves. Halliday 

has also asserted that their initial vocalizations are not 
failed imitations of adult language but constitute their own 
communicative system. He describes it as follows: 

It is as if up to a certain point the child was working 
his own way through the history of the human race, 
creating a language for himself to serve those needs 

which exist independently of language and which are an 
essential feature of human life at all times and in all 
cultures. (p. 32) 

The child eventually abandons her own system, however, when 
she has the need to "mean more than one thing at once," or a 
need for a grammar, which must be borrowed from adult 

language (Halliday, p. 71). This grammar must be borrowed 
from adult language. That is, every speech act is a blend of 
ideational and interpersonal functions, and it is this blend 
over which the child gradually gains control. 
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Developing a "Theory of the World in the Head" 

Like Halliday, Smith (1985, 1988) understands that a 
child's thought and language are a result of social 
experience, not instruction. Smith (1985) proposes a "theory 
of the world in the head" as the basis for all learning. 
children, for example, have a theory, or a summary of 
experience, about the world and their place in it based on 
their experimentation: learning occurs when that original 
theory is changed by modification or elaboration. Experience 

informs children's present understanding, and together they 
create expectations--or predictions--about the future. He 
uses the metaphor of children learning to read and write by 
their "joining the literacy club," which membership affords 
them collaboration with other people similar to themselves in 
discovering the forms and uses of written communication. 
Children in the "club" are encouraged and assisted in their 
growth from novices to experienced language users, and their 

membership is not threatened by mistakes or a passing 
disinterest (Smith, 1988). 

The role of prediction (asking questions) in reading has 
its end result in comprehension (answering those questions), 
which is the reading process. Smith, like Goodman (1986), 

argues that reading is not decoding print to sound; in fact, 
it has more to do with nonvisual information (the "theory of 

the world in the head") than it does with the visual 
information provided in the written language (Smith, 1985). 
Smith makes similarly intrepid assertions in stating that 
children learn to read in spite of instructional methods 
(children cannot be taught to read), that reading requires 
nothing more than is required in learning to speak or 
identifying objects in a room, and that breaking down reading 
into component skills creates nonsense out of what was 

originally meaningful (Smith, 1985). 
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Both Halliday's and Smith's research suggests the need 
for a strong social component in literacy-based children's 
programming. Warm, accepting presenters, as experienced 

language users, should invite child viewers to participate in 
the literacy events in the program which evidence genuine, 
"real-life" forms and purposes. Halliday's determination 
that children's language is an original process--and not an 
imperfect replica of adult language--has implications for how 
researchers should evaluate children's understandings of a 

television text. Children's constructions of meaning from 
televiewing should be considered as highly unique and 
creative, and as such should not be compared to adult-level 
constructions. 

Examining Family Literacy 

Taylor, in her ethnographies concerning children's 
literacy within white middle class families (1983) and 
impoverished urban black families (1988), writes of 
children's use of print as an element of social organization. 
If children observe demonstrations of literacy events by 
their parents [or caregivers], then they will creatively 

utilize print for a variety of functions in their 
relationships with one another (Taylor, 1983). Her 
experiences indicate that growing into literacy is a holistic 
process in which children listen, talk, read, and write as 
"interrelated forms of a communicative system" (Taylor, 1983, 
p. 76). Their fascination with print seemingly emerges with 
their sophisticated understandings of the functionality of 
written communication. Taylor (1988) argues that sex, race, 
economic status, and setting are not necessarily indicative 
of literacy. The families she came to know were active and 
widely experienced participants in a literate community. The 
assumptions that less-informed observers might make regarding 
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these families' literacies (based on their minority status, 

parental education, or poverty) result from 
the persistent use of obsolete definitions of literacy 

as a series of dispassionate skills that can be counted, 

measured, and weighed. Even when we speak of literacy 
as a social process, we rarely look beyond the literacy 

event and the linguistic transactions that take place. 

So much of the process remains buried in the multiple 

layers of communication that are a part of our 

contextual worlds. (Taylor, 1988, p. 200) 

Taylor's work would suggest the consistent inclusion of 
minority children in the television text seen using multiple 

forms of print, not necessarily privileging formal 
communications but sharing the everyday exchanges which 

contribute to literacy-enriched lives. 

Reading as a Transactional Process to Create Texts 

My research examines television as both audiovisual text 

potential and as a sign system which is itself composed of 

(or has the potential to be composed of) multiple sign 
systems. It is important, then, to examine contributions to 

the literature concerning a reader's (or viewer's) 

transaction with text and the various forms that text may 

take. 
Rosenblatt (1978, 1990), known for her contributions to 

reader response theory, adopts Dewey's term of "transaction" 
as descriptive of the active role of the text and the reader 

coming together in the creation of a "new" entity, which 

completes a triadic relationship. This new entity is what 

Rosenblatt identifies as "the poem" (Rosenblatt, 1990). Her 
research suggests that each reading of a particular text 

under specific circumstances is a unique event, a result of 

the text coming together with the creative imagination and 

life experience of a reader to create something "other." 

-----_._ .. _._---. 
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Rosenblatt writes of the reader coming to a text with a 
predominant "stance," either to gather information from the 
reading (an "efferent" stance) or to focus on the more 
private experience and emotion of the text (an "aesthetic" 
stance). These stances are not polarized or fixed, but are 
more appropriately placed on a continuum dependent upon the 
reader's purpose. A short story, for example, may be 

experienced aesthetically and efferently in varying 
proportions at various points in the text; there may be a 

shift in stance, e.g., when a written account of a particular 
war battle (as assigned for a history course) becomes an 
emotional, "lived-through experience" (Rosenblatt, 1978). 

For Rosenblatt, a text is a "set or series of signs 
[either visual or auditory] interpretable as linguistic 
symbols" (1978), which is an inclusive definition for the 

reading event. The text creates an environment to which the 
reader responds and vice versa, and both the print and 
personal settings are socially/culturally situated. 
Rosenblatt's experience in literary criticism focuses 
primarily on the printed text. Other researchers (Harste, et 
ale 1984; Leland and Harste, 1994; Short, 1989; siegel, 1995) 

have developed a broader perspective of "text," and thus a 
more inclusive transactional view of learning within and 
between communication systems other than linguistic forms. 
Short (1991a) perceives text to include "any chunk of meaning 
that has unity and that can be shared with others" (p. 18). 
Harste, et ale (1984) explain that the unity of text results 
from units of meaning that cohere, and that this coherence is 
both in the structure of the text and in the mind of the 
beholder. Learning occurs when a new unity is created from 
the experience of a present text in light of past texts 
(Harste, et ale 1984; Rosen, 1984; Short, 1991). This 
broader interpretation of text would include music, drama 
performance, and dance as text·, as well. as other 



paralinguistic and nonlinguistic sign systems which create 
"events in time" and parallel the reading event. 

Creating Meaning Through 
Sign Systems and Transmediation 
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Sign systems are systems of meaning used in a culture 
and include oral language, written language, visual art, 
performance art (drama, movement/dance), music, and 
mathematics. Examination of these "forms of representation" 

(Eisner, 1994) was pioneered in the semiotic theory of C. S. 
Peirce. It is through signs that various meanings are 
constructed and shared, and it is the various systems that 
allow multiple interpretations of the world. Leland and 
Harste (1994) and Short (1989) suggest that an understanding 
of "literacy" must include an individual's generative and 

communicative use of multiple sign systems, and that movement 
across (ex., from music to movement) and within sign systems 
(ex., from painting to sculpture) is a fundamental process in 
literacy. This movement is called transmediation. Leland 
and Harste (1994) write: 

Movement between and among co~munication systems 
provides the opportunity for new perspectives on our 
knowing and, hence, for the expression of an expanded 
range of meanings. Transmediation encourages reflection 
and supports learners in making new connections. (p. 
340) 

Worth (1974), in comparing film competence and language 
competence, also writes of transmediation, though he does not 
use this particular term. He understands all of people's 
cognitive abilities to be related. For example, a child's 
learning of the concept of metaphor in language is readily 
transferable to other communicative modes. That is, as the 
child creates structures in learning oral language, s/he is 

simultaneously developing structures for visual systems such 

---------- --
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as pictures and film. "Film, like verbal language, like 
gesture, mathematics, music, painting, and dance, is a method 
by which different people articulate their experience and 

present themselves to one another" . (p. 297). Television, of 
course, is film's closest cousin. 

Eisner (1994) in his research in arts and education 
writes of the historical exclusivity of language forms in the 
school curricula. Eisner posits that children must not only 
be allowed access to a multiplicity of forms in schools, but 
must be offered opportunities to create their own meanings 

through these forms. When schools privilege the forms of the 
written or numerical expression, a child's abilities in 
visual art or music are denied and thus his/her literacy has 
been delimited. Eisner's argument for multiple forms of 
representation in the creation of different kinds of meaning 
involves the reconstruction of the traditional educational 

value system. Emphases in problem-creation and problem
solving, as well as students' personal choice and investment 

in that problem, is critical for their involvement in a truly 
inclusive educational experience. The "real world" must be 
related to school through a cross-disciplinary approach to 
learning. Finally, "self-realization" must be recognized as 
the goal of the schooling process, not performance on 
standardized tests or other measurements imposed from outside 
the learner's experience. 

Gardner (1991, 1993) also emphasizes the need for 
curricular focus on a child's "symbolization" processes. He 
writes that children develop basic symbolization 
understandings between the ages of two and five and become 
both receptive of and productive in language, visual images 
in two- and three-dimensions, movement and dance, music, 
drama, and some mathematical/logical functions (Gardner, 
1993). He has formulated what he calls the theory of 
"multiple intelligences," identifying an intelligence as an 
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ability to pose and solve "genuine" problems and create 
"effective" objects or art which are valued in at least one 
cultural setting (Gardner, 1993). Drawing upon research from 
biology and anthropology, he describes the seven 
intelligences (or intellectual strengths exhibited by human 
beings) as linguistic, logical-mathematical, spatial, bodily
kinesthetic, musical, interpersonal, and intrapersonal as are 
expressed in "specific tasks, domains, and disciplines" 
(1993, p. xvi). That is, an intelligence is not "pure" but 

applied. They combine in various ways to result in the 
unique cognitive characteristics of each individual 
(Gardner's use of the term "cognitive" is inclusive of the 
affective realm of learners, as well). Similar to the 
position maintained by Eisner (1994), it is Gardner's 
assumption that the prioritization of the linguistic and 

logical-mathematical intelligences in school settings fails 
to address the broad spectrum and various forms of cognition. 

The work of Eisner (1994), Leland and Harste (1994), 
Gardner (1993), and Short (1989) is transferable to literacy
focused television programs in significant ways. The 
programs in my sample already incorporate a generous use of 

music and song, and two programs ("Chatterbox" and "Here's 
Humphrey") regularly incorporate movement to song or music. 
However, a consistent exploration of the various sign systems 
as unique avenues for meaning making is not generally 
exploited in the medium. 

Free (unstructured) movement to music, presentations of 
story theatre, visual art as a process (and not just the 
product as seen in book illustrations), mathematics as a 
"real life" problem solving method, and written language seen 
in progress are all potential (but rarely utilized) elements 
of the television text. 

Transmediation in the exploration of an object, action, 

or idea is also potentially available to television. For 
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example, in an episode that explores the merry-go-round 
(carousel), books--fiction or informational--could be read 
both as introduction and concluding reflection, film footage 
could explore the characteristics and variations of the 

machine, children could describe their experiences with 
carousels while drawing/painting/sculpting their 
interpretations, children (or professional dancers) could 
create the movement essence of the carousel, a voice-over 
could describe the machinery workings in a model or animated 
diagram, an elderly person could tell the story of his/her 
first merry-go-round experience, etc. The only limitations 

would exist in the creative imaginations of the producers. 
The preceding paragraphs fall short of a complete review 

of holistic theory. The breadth and depth of the work across 

a multiplicity of knowledge domains and learning environments 
is far too great to cover in any wholly inclusive way. 
However, my objective in this chapter has been to provide a 

sufficient description of holistic language and learning 
theory to the extent that it is understood not only within 
the scope of the classroom, it original "home," but also the 
potential it has in application to other learning 
environments such as the television medium. 

Chapter 5 builds immediately upon the holistic theories 
presented in Chapter 4. Each of the 10 sample programs are 
examined through a holistic lens to determine their potential 
as literacy texts for preschool viewers. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Introduction 

This chapter is designed to examine the 10 sample 
programs through a lens of holistic language and learning 
theories as described in the preceding chapter. I have 

incorporated various and combined elements of the theories 
presented in Chapter 4 above (all of which I will subsume 
under the concept heading of "holistic learning") in the 
creation of a set of questions I have "asked" of the 10 

program texts. My assumption is that the answers will create 
an understanding of holistic learning practices as included 
(or excluded) in a program text and thus determine the text's 
potential to create an environment for children's learning. 
Evidence of holistic educational practices will be identified 

by positive responses to some or all of the following 
inquiries: 

1. Are the language/literacy events presented "whole to 
part" with emphasis on broader concepts and understandings? 

2. Is the complexity of the subject matter 

developmentally appropriate for the preschool viewing 
population (potentially within the children's "zone of 
proximal development" [Vygotsky, 1978])? 

3. Does the content encourage children to develop 
inquiry about particular subject matter and their world in 
general? 

4. Does the episode demonstrate presenters and other 
characters using books for information and/or entertainment 
purposes, handling them, holding them, and generally how 

books work? Are writing demonstrations shown in which 
written language is utilized for multiple relevant purposes 

through a variety of forms? 
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5. Is comprehension explicitly or implicitly 

acknowledged as the one objective of reading and listening? 
6. Is expression explicitly or implicitly acknowledged 

as the one objective of writing and speaking? 
7. Does the episode emphasize stories and storying as a 

fundamental way of making meaning? (Stories and storying as 
used herein is not limited to books but is inclusive of 
music, visual art, oral storytelling, dramatic 
re/presentation, etc.) 

8. Do the presenters and/or other characters encourage 
discussion about the literature shared in this episode? 

Before, during, and/or after? Do they encourage attention 
to, use of, and discussion about the illustrations? 

9. Are the children in the episode (if any), as well as 
the child audience, treated as individuals with valued 

opinions and rapidly developing theories of the world? 
10. Are children encouraged to participate at home in 

activities pursued during the episode? 
11. Are the televiewing children offered time for 

reflection and response when questions are asked, responses 
are solicited, new material or concepts are presented, etc.? 

12. Do the presenters, characters, and/or other episode 
elements (literature, oral stories, music, character 
dialogue, etc.) explicitly or implicitly acknowledge child 
language diversity? 

13. Do the program hosts and/or other program elements 
explicitly or implicitly acknowledge ethnic, gender, and 
racial diversity? Do character casting, puppets used, 
children shown on tape, etc., evidence a 
multicultural/multiethnic perspective? 

14. Is there an incorporation of multiple ways of 
knowing via the various modes of representation, or sign 
systems: frequent opportunities to use language, explore 
visual artistic expression, dance, engage in dramatic play, 
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video/film, and photography? 

15. Are multiple areas of knowledge (language arts, 
science, social studies, mathematics, etc.) explored, both 
through active involvement and through literature 
exploration? 
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16. Does the program place emphasis on process and not 
just product? On function as the usual precursor of form? 

17. Is the content of the program itself, as well as the 

texts used therein, of a predictable nature? 
18. Is repetition used within the program (i.e., 

repetitive books, several repetitions of a song or game, 
etc.) and/or between the programs (i.e., repeated segments) 
to create an experiential context and encourage the 
engagement of the child viewer? 

19. Does the content identify, encourage, and support 
the literacy events in which the child viewers are already 
engaged (particularly the multiple functions and purposes of 
reading and writing in the home, preschool, and community)? 

20. Are the segments that make up the episode 
thematically related? Are the stories/texts experienced in 

the episode connected in some way (e.g., "intertextually 
tied" [Rosen, 1984; Short, 1991])? 

Each program will be analyzed separately using the 20 
holistic learning criteria as a guideline for discussion. I 
propose that these questions can serve as a beginning model 
to use not only in describing and evaluating broadcast texts, 
but as a guide to new program development (see Chapter 6). 

The questions may provide a way of "coming to know" 
children's television series and determining their positive 
and negative characteristics. 

This section will proceed from program to program in the 

same sequence as Chapter 3, beginning with Australia and 
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ending with the U.S. All of the questions listed above have 
been answered for each program. However, not all of the 
answers will be addressed for each program in the pages to 

follow. Certain characteristics of a television text become 
of critical importance in an examination of the presence or 
absence of holistic practices, and others assume a more 
secondary role. I have attempted to create an inclusive 
analysis which sufficiently describes the significant 
elements of the episodes within a holistic paradigm. The 
arguments concerning each program are constructed in a 
relatively loose design in which I first examine the positive 
elements of the episode and then address those 
characteristics of the text which are ineffective according 
to theories presented earlier in this chapter. 
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"The Book Place" (Australia) 

This episode of "The Book Place" has several positive 

elements when analyzed through a paradigm of holistic 
language/learning theory. The episode emphasizes children's 

literature as its primary focus. Five books, loosely 
connected through the broad theme of "fantasy," constitute a 

"text set" (Short, 1991b) and are read during the course of 

the 30 minute episode. The first book is a rhythmic jungle 

animal fantasy, the next three involve children's flights of 

imagination into other worlds, and the fifth book involves a 

farmer's use of his shearing imagination on his sheep. The 
books are high quality, both in the value of the .story and 

the excellence of the illustrations. Three of the books, 
Where the Wild Things Are, Drac and the Gremlin, and Beach 

Pirates, are particularly appropriate for the fantasy theme 

for young children. These stories reflect the active process 

of a child's use of imagination, while the text and/or the 
illustrations remind the viewer of the reality of the "here 

and now." Textual demonstrations of this type and the 

opportunity provided in this episode to relate the texts to 

one another may contribute to a child's understanding of the 

fantasy genre. This "intertextuality" (Short, 1991a) between 

texts would perhaps be better supported if the presenters 
discussed possible similarities and differences between texts 

and posed questions to the viewers. 

Although the majority of the program is developmentally 

appropriate both in content and language, I have concerns 
that the syntax and vocabulary of Drac and the Gremlin is too 

complex for the younger members of the viewing cohort. 

Donaldson (1978) cautions that "the grammatical structure of 
the text must not be too alien to the gran~atical forms of 
the child's speech" (p. 99). An excerpt from the Drac text 

appears below: 
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At that moment an emerald eagon slips from the sky, bringing a 

fearful message from the Mountain of the White Wizard. "Great 

Queen Drac, come to my aid before all is lost. I'm being attacked 

by General Ming and a hissing hoard, and you are the planet's only 

hope. But beware the terrible tongued dragon." Drac thinks for a 

second, then she shakes the panting Gremlin. "We must unite 

against this awful peril! You'll join me, and we'll save Turnotoo 

[phonemic representation]. "Grough," says the Gremlin gallantly. 

Drac and the Gremlin leap aboard her anti-gravity solar powered 

planet hopper. They sweep through the clouds to the Mountain of 

the white wizard. They land deep in the jungle and creep up on 

General Ming, furtive as a fly. "Shh," breathes Drac. "We'll 

ambush her." "Shut up," says the Gremlin. 

These concerns about the linguistic complexity of the text 
could be examined only through careful observations and 
discussions with group of young viewers of the targeted ages, 
specifically asking them to retell the Drac story and 

determining their comprehension of the verbal text. 
The visual text of the book reading (both in live action 

and through the illustrations) is well crafted and has the 

potential to support and extend the older preschooler's 
understandings of the linguistic text. They would perhaps 

gather sufficient information to create a comprehensible text 
for themselves. If Vygotsky's (1962) recommendation is to be 
applied in this immediate context--that instruction should 
march ahead of development--then this reading is potentially 
an appropriate one for older viewers, but seems too 
linguistically complex for 3- and 4-year-olds. All of the 
books presented in the episode support the production goal to 
demonstrate reading as a valuable form of entertainment. 

The book readings are separated by prerecorded (out of 
studio) segments which show children actively participating 
in such natural environments as their preschool/daycare 
facility, their backyard, and the beach. These segments are 
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designed as "supplementary experiences" to the story content 
("Application form for "C" program classification," undated, 
unnumbered p. 3); that is, they contribute to and extend the 
books read, and effectively demonstrate for viewers a 
reader's response (Rosenblatt, 1978) to the printed texts. 
After the reading of Crocodile Beat, real children are seen 

creating movement based on zebras, monkeys, and giraffes. 
Following the reading of Where the wild Things Are, the 

camera travels to a preschool where children sing about 

another kind of wild thing, a "flying purple people eater." 
At the conclusion of the reading of Beach Pirates, the camera 

observes young children playing with buckets and shovels at 
the beach. In general, the transitions from the book to the 
corresponding on-location segment is smooth and logical 
(except the transition from children at the beach to the 
reading of Sheep Shape). The intertextuality (Short, 1991a) 

of the stories could be suggested by the presenters in a more 
detailed way, as the theme of fantasy is loosely developed. 
However, the connection developed between the book segments 
and the accompanying on-location activities of children are 
tightly constructed and appropriate. This is a positive 

contribution to the potential value of this audiovisual text. 
One element is present in "The Book Place" which does 

not occur in the other nine programs of the sample. Segment 
6 includes a song sung by Andy, the guitar-playing musician 
who drops by for visits. The song occurs near the mid-point 
of the episode, and in the lyrics, Andy reviews the books 

that have been read up to that point and previews one to 
come. Other cast members join Andy one by one, and speak 
their lines (as opposed to singing them). The audio track is 
written below in the left column, and the video track appears 
on the right: 



Audio text: 

Every day we come here 
It might be windy and 

it might be wet 
But every day in The Book Place 
There's always something new 

Bookworm plays with 
a wild thing or two 

("They really quite like me, 
they really do") 

Would like you like to join in 
in the rumpus, too 

("You know that you can, 
it's fun to do") 

Chorus: 
Every day in The Book Place 
There's always something new. 

Every day in The Book Place 
people come and people go 
But everyday in The Book Place 
There's someone we all know 

Brenton wants to go to 
the jungle and say 

("Hello, Hr. Honkey, 
how are you today?") 

And dance on the shore 
to the crocodile beat 

("If you come too close I'll 
run away") 

Everyday in The Book Place 
There's always something new 

Everyday in The Book Place 
We might see boats or 

we might see trains 
And every day in the Book Place 
There's always special friends 

Lynn wants to play with 
the pirates all day 

("I'll find buried treasure 
and take it away") 

A \'lalk on the beach so far away 
("Here comes a train, let's 

ride away") 
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Video text: 

[medium shot of Andy singing] 

[BOokworm is seen through 
window] 

[close up of Bookworm 
speaking] 

[medium shot of Andy] 

[close up of Bookworm] 

[Brenton comes up to kneel 
behind Andy] 

[medium shot of cast] 

[medium shot of cast] 

[Brenton speaking] 
[close up of Bookworm] 
[medium shot of cast] 
[close up of Bookworm] 
[Brenton speaking] 

[Lynn stands behind Brenton] 

[medium shot of cast] 

[Lynn speaking] 

[Lynn speaking] 



'Cause every day in The Book 
Place 

Is like a magic train ride 
with you, 

A magic train ride with you, 
A magic train ride with you 
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[Brenton makes chugging 
sounds and a whistle] 

Although these lyrics might not win any awards, they do 
provide a creative mid-program review of the books that have 
been read. The song allows viewers a brief moment to reflect 
on the segments that have led up to this point. However, 

without some specific indication that a book dealing with 
pirates and buried treasure (in Beach Pirates) will be read 

in one of the corning segments, children may not understand 
that the reference to pirates addresses to a future event, 
not a past one. Either the lyrics in the song or a spoken 
reference to the upcoming book would be appropriate and would 

eliminate any confusion on the part of the viewers. The 
"magic train ride" mentioned in the final chorus segues 
appropriately into the next segment, which is a wordless 
observation of small children watching electric toy trains, 
and by inference, imagining real trains running through city 
and country (which are also intercut on the tape). 

Multiple sign systems are utilized in the "Book Place" 
segments in addition to oral language. Music is included, 
both in the forms of background music for book readings and 
in two songs; the "flying purple people eater" song is sung 
by a group of children, and Andy with his guitar sings a song 
about "The Book Place" and the events of the episode. 

Aesthetic movement is shown in the children's at-play 
representations of animals (zebras, monkeys, and giraffes), 
although it is not the rhythmic movement to music more 
typically associated with dance as a form of representation. 

The characters in the illustrations of Beach Pirates and 
the actual children playing roles in Drac and the Gremlin 

represent the use of dramatic play. This is particularly 
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evident the Drac text. As the text is read and interspersed 

with illustrations from the book, a real girl and boy portray 
the story events of a fantasy action adventure. They create 
other necessary characters from their imaginations and their 
environment: the golden retriever becomes the Dragon, the 
White Wizard is a butterfly, and the cat assumes the role of 
General Ming. The sign system of visual art is included in 
the presentation of book illustrations. Television itself, 
of course, is a system of signs as well, and formic 
conventions are those signs which uniquely belong to the 
medium. Television has the potential to be inclusive of all 
the sign systems, although obviously only in a two
dimensional way. A piece of sculpture shown on television 
can still only be a flat picture. 

This "Book Place" episode regularly explores 
transmediation between forms of representation. Book 
illustrations are an obvious recasting of oral language in a 
visual experience. But then the jungle animals of the 
Crocodile Beat illustrations are examined in the following 

segment through children cutting out magazine photographs of 
animals and pasting them on blank paper (creating a different 
genre than the original book). The subsequent segment shows 
children on the playground exploring the essence of the 
particular animal's movement. Thus, the printed text of 
Crocodile Beat has been transmediated into illustrations, 

then to the children's creation of a text from magazine 
photographs, and then to movement. The viewers have observed 
multiple meaning constructions within the same focus/topic. 

In another example of transmediation in this text, the 
last chorus of Andy's song compares a day in the "Book Place" 
to a "magic train ride." The next segment includes footage 
of young children watching an electric train running on a 
track; this footage is then interrupted from time to time by 
segments of tape which show real trains. running through city 

---- ---- ----------
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and rural areas. The sounds of real trains run throughout 
the segment. The electric trains then act as models for the 
real passenger (or freight) trains. If the children's voices 

were heard discussing the trains and sharing their 
understandings and experiences with trains--this is a 
wordless segment--another system of signs could be explored 
about the same subject. The sign system of written language 
(except for the book covers and few incidental words included 
in the Crocodile Beat illustrations) is not included in the 

episode. No writing events are observed, and no problems are 
presented which require mathematical solutions. 

Certain improvements could be made in "The Book Place" 
as a potential literacy event if elements of holistic theory 

were applied to the text, particularly in the areas of the 
presentation of literature, the use of sign systems, and 
acknowledgment of cultural/ethnic diversity. 

The episode includes the reading of five books, which 

indicates the value that the producers place on the power of 
stories in children's lives. Their presentation is 
technically appealing but insufficient from a holistic 

literacy stance. The presenters read the texts with 
enthusiasm, using appropriate vocal variation within an 
exciting interpretation. Different genres are explored 

within the general frame of fantasy. One book is read to 
music and rhythm, another has a visual text that is both 
illustration and "live action," and the Wild Things text is 

partially animated. The taping of illustrations is also well 
done: the camera work, editing, and general quality of the 
exploration of the images create an appealing visual text. 
But the discussions surrounding four of the books--or rather 
the lack of discussions--fail to meet criteria suggested by 
many educators as being beneficial to young readers. 

The dialogue by the presenters concerning Crocodile 

Beat, the first story of the episode, is by far the most 
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extensive of the five books presented. The book is 
introduced when Lynn and Brenton find the Bookworm pretending 
that he is a crocodile and that the counter is his swamp. 
Lynn suspects that it has something to do with a book called 
Crocodile Beat, and the Bookworm agrees, suggesting that they 

read the story. Stating the author and illustrator's names 
before reading the text, Lynn and Brenton alternate reading 
the verses to a rhythmic beat. At the end of the book Lynn 
discusses the illustrations and the art medium. This is the 

only occasion in which any artwork is acknowledged during the 
episode. She asks the viewers to take a close look at the 
illustration of the crocodile on the front cover: 

It's really interesting because it hasn't just been painted or 

drawn. The artist, Patricia Mullins, has used paints and tissue 

paper to make that crocodile picture. In fact, all the drawings 

in the book are done that way. They are all made in collage. 

This segment ends abruptly, however, with a cut to the 
children creating animal collages in their preschool 
classroom. There are no further comments from the presenters 
concerning the contents of the book, the rhyming/rhythmic 
text, the abrupt ending of the animals' dance at the 

crocodile's arrival, their personal reactions to the story, 
or their understandings of how the book will tie into the 
books that will be read in subsequent segments. This is true 
for the remainder of the books read in this episode: the 
conclusion of the book brings an immediate cut to the next 
segment. 

Brenton introduces his reading of Where the Wild Things 
Are with a discussion of the ingredients of creating a 

picture book: 
If you were to write a book, you could put anything you like into 

it. You could draw the pictures or you could make the pictures 

out of something. And if you did, then you'd be an author. An 

author like Maurice Sendak. He wrote this book. [camera focuses 



on cover] It's called Where the wild Things Are. [return to 

medium shot of Brenton] He wrote the story, and he drew the 

pictures. I like his idea for the story. See what you think. 
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This is an appropriate introduction to the reading, as is 
Lynn's introduction to Beach Pirates, in which she invites 

the viewer to pretend to be a pirate with treasure to bury. 

Both introductions assume that the viewer is an integral part 
of the reading process, and both suggest a personal 
connection to the viewers' lives. Discussions are positive 

ways to create a reading environment and invite the viewer 
into the book experience, as are other more active forms of 
representation. Dance, a music event, a visual art 

experience, a poem--all these systems of meaning could 
potentially be utilized in creating a reading environment. 

Discussion about the story and the illustrations during 

a reading may be of great benefit, especially for the younger 
viewers who may not understand certain parts of the book or 
would more easily make meaningful connections with a 
restatement of important story elements. Mason, Peterman, 
and Kerr (1989) suggest elaboration on the text during the 

reading where appropriate to assist children's understandings 
of the language and critical components of the story. They 
also suggest that the participants in the text have the 

opportunity to make predictions about plot, conflicts, and 
resolutions. 

This program characteristic of foregoing any discussion 
during the reading is possibly due to the prerecording of the 
book segments. This choice might be made by the producers so 
that the illustrations can be appropriately shot with cuts, 
zoom-ins, zoom-outs, pans, tilts, etc., to create an exciting 
visual text with a sense of action and focus where deemed 
necessary. For example, prerecording was necessary for the 
visual text of Where the Wild Things Are, as the 

illustrations for this book are partially animated and 
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therefore could not be done within the context of a "real 
time" studio reading. However, if a program has as its goal 

to familiarize children with books and reading, it should 

show "bookness." Holdaway's (1979) research provides 

valuable suggestions for the presentations of the "Book 
Place" texts. To contribute to the book and print 
understandings of the viewers, the presenters could be shown 

reading the book, following the printed text from left to 

right and page to page. No story text is presented in any of 

the readings. pointing out elements of the illustrations 

would contribute to the total book event and perhaps extend 

the story for the viewers. Presenters might consider 
stopping occasionally to predict what might happen in the 

rest of the story, and then subsequently acknowledge whether 

the prediction was confirmed or not. Because the stories 

included in this episode are not of a predictable nature, 

prediction and confirmation are particularly important to 

guarantee (to the greatest extent possible) the children's 

comprehension of the texts. 
The book read by Heidi in the series, "Here's Humphrey" 

(Australia), is presented in a "real time" studio segment. 

The camera focuses on the illustrations in an extreme close 
up as Heidi reads the text. Although the print is not 

actually shown, Heidi stops during the reading to point out 

(literally with her finger) interesting elements of the 
illustrations that correspond with the story development. 

Like "Here's Humphrey," the illustrations of books read in 

this "Book Place" episode could be shown as the book text is 

actually read, or if prerecording is preferred because of the 
superior visual text which can be created, then the actual 
book text could be used after the reading to more closely 

examine the illustrations, discussing their qualities and 

relationship to the printed text. 
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Printed text should be an integral part of the book 
presentations. Producers are in error if they assume that 
preschoolers are not already attending to the environmental 
print of street signs and grocery stores, as well as the 
printed texts of magazines, books, posters, cereal boxes, 
toothpaste tubes, restaurant flyers, and much more. They are 
(Harste, et al. 1984). Although "Words and Pictures" and 
"Rat-a-tat-tat" (both united Kingdom) have utilized an 
effective "text box" at the bottom of the illustrations in 
which selected repeating phrases and sentences appear, there 
is little reason why the entire text of a story cannot be 

shown, sentence by sentence, in a text box. If this is an 
expensive or impossibly time consuming effort, then the text 

which actually appears in the book could be shown in 
conjunction with the illustrations. 

There are no children involved as cast members in this 
episode. Children are seen regularly in the segments, 
particularly in the prerecorded segments between book 
readings. Their activities are respected by virtue of the 
concentrated attention of the camera. However, they say 
little on the program. The segment in which the children 
create their own collages and then portray animal movement is 
the only one in which their voices are heard. Viewers' 
language diversity is not acknowledged in this episode. The 
only reference to a language other than English is Bookworm's 
use of the word moi, explaining "that's French for 'me.'" 

The presence of the home viewer is consistently 
acknowledged by the three human and one puppet presenters. 
Viewers are invited to engage in the book texts, but there 
are no activities demonstrated in the episode in which 

children could participate at home. The literacy experiences 
in which many of the preschool viewers are already engaged 
(reading, writing, creating visual art, computing, etc.) are 

not acknowledged. 
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Cultural diversity is neither observed nor acknowledged 
in this episode. The presenters, as well as the children in 
the collage, "purple people eater" song, Drac text, train 

segment, and beach segment are all white. All of the 
children represented in the wild Things, Drac, and Beach 
Pirates illustrations are white, as well, and the texts 

themselves are not identifiable as multicultural literature. 
This exclusive presentation of white individuals does not 
represent the ethnic population in Australia, which is 95% 
European, 4% Asian, and 1.5% Aborigine (The World Almanac and 
Factbook, 1994). Children of color need to see their faces 

represented in television texts, and it is a significant 
omission in this episode of "The Book Place." 
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"Here's Humphrey" (Australia) 

An examination of the "Here's Humphrey" episode through 

a holistic lens suggests both positive and negative 
characteristics of the potential text for literacy 
development. Perhaps the most obvious positive element of 
the episode is the intimate environment created between 
presenter and viewer. There is little dialogue between 
presenters, as their emphasis is clearly on the inclusion of 

the viewers as if they were present on the studio set. Both 
Heidi and Dave maintain constant eye contact with the viewers 
and they frequently invite viewer participation. Both are 
warm, seemingly spontaneous performers. 

Humphrey Bear contributes a strong nonlinguistic element 
to the program in his gestural communication with the 

presenters and viewers. Although his mouth moves when he is 
expressing himself, he creates no words or sounds, and the 
presenters must interpret his meanings. Because his 
movements are context-bound and clearly presented, child 
viewers would have the opportunity to interpret gestural 
expression/communication and successfully "read" Humphrey's 

intentions. There is a particularly effective moment when 
Humphrey's gestures become a spontaneous poem translated by 
Heidi into oral language. When Humphrey is sharing what he 
likes to do indoors on rainy days--the theme for this 
episode--he gestures that he paints, draws, cuts with 
scissors, and glues. His list then turns to fantasy, and 

Heidi translates that he likes "to eat a bowl of jelly and 
plop some on [his] belly, go swimming in the sink with 
something nice to drink, and go dancing with a crocodile, but 
only for a little while." 

This kind of language play on the program is 
representative of the kinds of rhyming explorations in which 
children regularly participate. It also serves as an 
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effective preparation for the rhyming text and content of I 
Meant To Clean My Room Today, which is read soon after this 

exchange. Humphrey Bear was created in the likeness of a 

"typical" Australian 4-year-old, but no "real" 4-year-olds 
participate in this episode. 

The episode provides a well-integrated and effective 
example of reading for entertainment. Humphrey chooses book 
reading as a pleasurable activity for an "indoors" day (even 
though it is an attempt on his part to avoid cleaning 

responsibilities). The opportunity is then created to 
demonstrate appropriate book handling, directionality in page 
turning, and conversation about the text and illustrations. 
Heidi points at the title on the cover and reads it, although 
she does not acknowledge that the book was created by 
author/illustrator, Miriam Nerlove. The cover title is the 
singular instance of print shown during this story text. I 
Meant To Clean My Room Today is only one of two story 

readings in the ten programs of the sample which includes 
meaningful dialogue with the viewers during the reading (the 
other is Fred Savage's reading of The Mitten on "Story time" 
[U.S.]). The audio and visual text of I Meant To Clean My 

Room Today is described below. The audio text is presented 

in the left column, and the video text is printed on the 
right. Heidi's comments are indicated by parenthetical 
material on the left: 

Audio text: 

(Let's see what happens. It's a 
very messy room, isn't it?) Well, 
I mean to clean my room today. 
(Have a look at all the things in 
there. Animals, pictures, and a 
bit of mess.) But a big white 
lion gave a roar. He would not 
let me out the door. (Ah, there 
he is. He's very big, isn't he? 
Blocking the doorway?) A yellow 
turtle crawled to my bed. He 

Video text: 

[looking at the front 
cover] 

[points at an animal and 
circles her finger 
around the room] 

[points at the lion] 



showed me how to stand on my head. 
(Carefu11 Don't lose your 
balanCe1) An orange lamb came 
to see if she could roller skate 
with me. (Can you see the roller 
skates? Not much room there.) 
And a green kitten romped on 
the floor. She chewed my clothes 
and got stuck in a drawer. 
(There she is. Stuck in there 
chewing on something.) A fat 
blue pig came to get clean. 
(Heidi snorts.) I filled up 
the tub so as not to be mean. 
(Well, I suppose pigs do need a 
bath every now and then, don't 
they? Even blue ones.) A red 
giraffe arrived at noon. He asked 
me if I'd sing a tune. (Oh, all 
right. [Heidi "la la la's" a 
tune.] Having a bit of a concert, 
aren't they?) And a big beige 
bunny hopped in for lunch. We had 
chocolate ice cream and 
strawberry punch. (Ymm!) A 
pink monkey dropped in to play. 
He stayed for three hours before 
going away. And a brown fish 
asked for a drink. He made a 
few puddles and splashed in the 
sink. (It's a bit like Humphrey's 
rhyme, isn't it?) A kind gray 
cow gave a gentle moooo. We 
read my books and magazines, 
too. (Moo. She looks like a very 
kind cow.) And a purple puppy 
brought me a bone. (rruf1 rruf1 
rruf1 rruf1) We played fetch 
together. Oh, well, he couldn't 
play alone 1 (rruf1 rruf1) A 
rainbow parrot brought me some 
flowers. We sat down to visit 
and gossiped for hours. (chatter, 
chatter, chatter.) Well, I meant 
to clean my room today, but 
other things got in the way. 

Heidi reads slowly but with enthusiasm. 
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[points at girl's head] 
[points at the lamb] 

[points at the kitten] 

[points at the tub] 

[points at the girl's 
dress] 
[points at girl's drink] 
[points at the monkey] 

[points at the cow] 

[points at the puppy] 

Her pacing suggests 
that she has a generous amount of time to talk about the 
story and the illustrations with the viewers. She uses vocal 
variation for an entertaining interpretation and for animal 
characterizations and sound effects, although an invitation 
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to viewers to join her in snorting and mooing and barking 
would create a more participatory experience. She asks 
several questions of the viewers, directs their attention to 

certain elements of the illustrations, and shares her 
reactions to the text. Her reference to Humphrey's earlier 
rhyme (in which he gestured that he would like to "go 
swimming in the sink with something nice to drink") is a 
return to earlier action in the program, but the comment 
passes so quickly without repetition of Humphrey's rhyme that 

the reference may be lost on the viewers. 
Generally, Heidi's comments within the text of I Meant 

To Clean My Room Today contribute to a more active and in

depth reading event than if the illustrations had been 
prerecorded and the text read through without stopping, as 
occurs in the majority of the book readings in the sample. 
Her discussion extends the text and potentially assists the 
viewers in reflecting on and thus constructing a meaningful 
experience from the reading. Heidi's post-book discussion, 
in which she shares the importance of attending to these 
particular book illustrations, is included in Chapter 3. 

Songs with corresponding movement are a strong element 

of this episode. I am unsure whether these six songs are 
familiar to Australian children or whether they are original 
to the program. In either case, the lyrics, tunes, and 
movement are simple and easily learned, and careful attention 
is paid to repetition within and between the verses. One of 
these songs, the "birthday candle," is introduced by Heidi 

after Humphrey and Dave go off camera to break the pinata: 
Do you like to have friends at your place for special 

celebrations? Because the pinata is used in Mexico for birthdays 

and Christmas. I have some birthday candles here. [holds up her 

hand with fingers extended] Can you see them? Do you know how 

old you are? Are you this old? Five? Or are you one? [holds up 

corresponding number of fingers] Or two? Or three? Or four? 
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Well, why don't you hold up five little candles with me, straight 

and tall, like this." 

Gentle, quiet piano music begins and Heidi begins singing the 
"birthday candle" song: 

Five little candles, straight and tall 
Burning brightly, count them all 
Puff! I blow with all my might 
And out goes one little candle light. 

Four little candles, straight and tall 
Burning brightly, count them all 
Puff! I blow with all my might 
And out goes one little candle light. 

(etc., until no candles are left) 

As Heidi blows out a candle at the end of each stanza of the 
song, she pushes one of her fingers down into her hand. This 
song not only provides viewers opportunities to practice 
using oral language and following a melody and rhythm 
pattern, but also gives children some initial experience in 
using subtraction skills based in the very important context 
(to children) of age and corresponding birthday candles. The 
segue between the pinata and the birthday candle song is 
something of a stretch, but it is not a glaring error in the 
episode. 

simultaneous or multiple exploration of sign systems, or 
transmediation, is a desirable characteristic of children's 
programming, particularly if the objective is "whole 
literacy" (Leland & Harste, 1994). Transmediation is a 
positive element within this "Here's Humphrey" episode. For 
example, Humphrey gestures that he intends to play outside in 
the rain; Dave translates Humphrey's intentions into oral 
language and tells him that he cannot play outside because of 
the rain, then sings a song about rainy days. When Teddy 
comes down with "spots," Heidi explores the idea of having 
spots by singing the spot song,. After Heidi's description of 
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a real crocodile shown in prerecorded footage, Heidi and 
Humphrey sing about Snap the Crocodile, using broad arm 
movements to represent snapping jaws. Later, when Dave 

finally convinces Humphrey to help clean up, a special effect 
splits the television screen, and Humphrey is seen using a 
dust rag and broom on one half of the screen, while 
simultaneously on the other side of the screen the computer 
animated rag and broom are acting on their own. Dave and 
Humphrey make a rocket out of a cardboard tube and silver 

paper after singing their "zoom to the moon" song and moving 
around the room with their arms pointed over their heads. 

All of these segments would potentially contribute to a 
child's familiarity in recasting information or experience-
knowledge--into other forms of representation. Oral 
language, language through song, and movement are the most 
frequently represented sign systems in the episode, and their 
inclusion is commendatory. 

Written language, dramatic play, and free-style 
movement/dance segments are not included in this episode, 
although these forms could be easily integrated into the 
text. As the credits roll, Heidi and Dave move toward the 

back of the set and do the "Mexican hat dance," but they do 
not acknowledge the viewers or invite their participation. 
Child viewers are not encouraged to read or write at home, or 
to find out more about crocodiles or rockets or the Mexican 
culture. Viewers are encouraged to seek assistance of an 
adult only concerning the rocket craft project. 

Elements identifiable as holistic learning but missing 
from this "Here's Humphrey" episode are few, but they are 
significant omissions. It is clearly a production goal to 
emphasize music in the form of movement songs as a salient 
feature of the program, which is an appropriate objective for 
preschool language development (Holdaway, 1979). But there 
is insufficient attention paid to story and storying. The 
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reading of I Meant To Clean My Room Today is an asset to the 

episode; producers would do well, however, to present another 
book story or storytelling, either fiction or informational, 

related in some way to the first book. Intertextual tying 
(Short, 1991b) between books and related experiential texts 
are critical for children's construction of relationships 
between books, concepts, and experiences--which construction 
constitutes learning. Children might build a connection 
between I Meant to Clean My Room Today and the split-screen 

animated song about cleaning. However, the somewhat 
disjunctive "zoom to the moon" song and craft project 
intervenes between the book text and the song, and this may 
make the bridge between the texts a more challenging one. 
Songs are an appealing program factor for children, but the 
ones included in this episode are not likely to have the same 

power as a well-crafted story which relates in some way to 
children's experiences or interests. 

Finally, there is no acknowledgment of language 
diversity in this episode, outside of the brief reference to 
Mexican culture and their use of the pinata in celebrations. 
Heidi and Dave greet one another with Spanish titles but do 

not discuss that the Mexican people and Australians speak 
different languages. The promotional materials for the 
program suggest that 

the themes, the songs, the language, and the culture of 
the production are all well established in a 
multicultural Australian setting in that it has 
increasingly acknowledged Australia as a country 
influenced by cultures outside the Anglo-Australian 
tradition. (A Summary of the Production, undated, p. 4) 

These goals are not sufficiently met in this episode in 
several ways. First, the birthday song--the focus of the 
pinata segment--has nothing to do with Mexican culture, and 
the use of the words senor and senorita has little impact in 
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acknowledging language differences and similarities. Wearing 
a sombrero and striking at a pinata show only two outward 

(and stereotyped) images of a rich culture with rich stories 
to tell. Secondly, there is no reference to or observation 
of cultural diversity on the program. Both Heidi and Dave 
are white, as is the girl in the book illustrations. The 

faces of Australia's Asian population or indigenous peoples 
are not observed. 
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Lift-Off (Australia) 

"Lift-Off" is, both in form and content, unlike any 

other program in the sample. "Chatterbox" (New Zealand) and 
"Here's Humphrey" (Australia) can be identified as having 
similar formats to one another, and "The Book Place" 
(Australia) and "Story time" (U.S.) are comparable as the same 
genre of children's educational programming. "Lift-Off," 
however, is the least "educational"-looking series and 

arguably masquerades as a drama series for children. 
The opening song has appropriate lyrics that serve as 

predictor of the episode theme: 

When you have to leave a friend behind 
Dh, how bad it feels deep down inside 
Moving away from what you love so much 
Can feel like a disaster, so what you need is trust 
Don't despair, use that magic in your heart 
'Cause when something ends, something else starts 

Chorus: 

Sometimes things can destroy you 
Gotta get back up and make your move and pull yourself through 
No, don't let things destroy you 
'Cause anything is possible if you believe it's true 

Repeat chorus. 

Rice, Huston, and Wright (1983) report that a preview of 
coming events serves effectively as an advanced organizer and 
makes the subsequent material "easier for [the child] to 

organize, interrelate, and integrate over time" (p. 50). The 
linguistic element of the foregoing song, which is broad and 
rather vague, would be strengthened by a logical visual text. 
But as indicated in Chapter 3, this song does not serve as an 
advanced organizer for the episode because the rapidly-moving 
pictures are not sequential. The picture inserts move from 

the top of the screen to the bottom, and from left to right, 
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so quickly and in such random fashion as to be 
incomprehensible as an overview of the forthcoming episode. 

This episode of "Lift-Off" is an admirable blend of 

multi-dimensional characters and a multilayered story. It 
explores the global theme of destroyed friendship, loss of 
innocence, and destruction in the natural world, all through 
the eyes of children and through their own experiences. 
Children are clearly the focus of the series, and adults in 
this episode are in the background. Ethnically diverse 

children are shown pursuing real life interests (Turbo fixes 
cars) and facing real life frustrations; they experience 
authentic conflicts and actively participate in their 
resolutions. 

The actors create wholly believable characters who I, as 
a viewer, grew to care about during the course of the 

episode. The cast is evenly distributed in terms of gender 
representation, and they are culturally/physically diverse. 
Paul and Aku's mom is described as an American woman divorced 
from a native Australian; Turbo, Max, and Mrs. Garcia are 
Spaniards; Kim (of Asian descent) has white adoptive parents; 
Max is hearing impaired; E.C. is a doll who's identity is 
"Every Child" or "Elizabeth and Charlie." Later episodes of 
the program add a cast member who is wheelchair bound. 

Another element of notable quality in the episode is the 
script writing. The children's dialogue is realistic and the 
events of the episode are approached with honesty and an 
empathic stance. For example, the element of storytelling is 
smoothly integrated into the story line of Nipper's 
abandoning his doll, E.C. The text of his tale is presented 
below: 

Turbo: There was once a prince and his best friend, a 
magician, and they did everything together. But one 
day the third wizard cast an awful spell over the 
country. So the prince thinks he's a really clever 
dude, see; he reckons he can take the whole kingdom by 
himself. He doesn't need the little magician anymore. 



Nipper: 

Turbo: 

Nipper: 

Turbo: 

Nipper: 

Turbo: 

Nipper: 

Turbo: 

Nipper: 

Turbo: 

Nipper: 
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So he leaves him behind and he goes straight to the 
tower where all the snakes are, to try and make them 
disappear. 

No he won't make them disappear. 

Why not? 

That's magic. 

So? 

He should just tell them to go away or something. 

Yeah, well, yeah, okay. Well, he tries that, but it 
doesn't work. No luck, see? So there he is, this 
prince dude in big trouble, facing all these pythons. 
What does he need? 

Not magic. 

Yep. Just when it looks really bad, the magician 
shows up, zaps the snakes, and sets the kingdom free. 
So you see, the prince needed the magician after all. 

Yeah, it's okay, but it's just a story. It's not 
real. 

Sure, but • • • just between you and me, every now and 
then, I need a little magic myself. Yesterday, you 
know where I found those clips? 

[smiling broadly] In your pocket? 

Turbo: Yeah. E.C. was right. 

His story to Nipper serves as both entertainment and 
allegory. Turbo's admission that he still needed magic in 
his life--and that he found the clips in his pocket, just as 
E.C. had predicted--is a sensitive moment in the episode. 
The story-within-a-story brings the viewer full circle, back 
to the initial conflict which was the cause of Nipper's 
sadness. This recursive movement to the beginning of the 
story also offers the opportunity for viewer reflection, 
which is a positive element of this episode. 

The episode's incorporation of sign systems has both 
positive and negative elements. It could be argued that any 
use of sign systems in addition to the typical privileging of 
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oral and written language is a valuable characteristic of a 
children's educational program. Perhaps this is true. But a 
series with such undeniable entertainment and educational 

potential should use each genre--each meaning system--as is 
appropriate within the episode to provide the fullest 
benefits to the viewers. Some of the elements which I 
perceive as potentially benefiting from application (or a 
more detailed application) of holistic language/learning 
theory are explored in the following paragraphs. 

Regarding the inclusion of music as a sign system, I 
have written earlier in this section of the complex nature of 
the opening song, which is intended to serve as an advanced 
organizer but does not. The lyrics are appropriate, but the 
rapid and seemingly random sequences floating across the 
screen are of little value to viewers' prediction of the 

episode. In Chapter 3 I detail the sophisticated lyrics of 
the Wakadoo Cafe song by the Wolf and Pigs, which refer to 
"carping tones," "surly underlings," and Hollywood being 
"elusive when you're just no good." These Wakadoo Cafe 
production numbers occur within the episodes when, in a 
heightened state of emotion, the child characters in the main 

plot shout out the word, "Wakadoo!" It is unclear why 
shouting this word initiates a puppet segment which has 
absolutely no connection to the characters' lives, 
particularly when this series is an otherwise realistic 
drama. The characters do not participate in the segment, nor 
do they ever discuss the Wolf, Pigs, or any element of the 
Wakadoo Cafe. The other fantasy segments are inserted into 
the storyline in rather disconnected ways (as in the Munch 
Kids' conversation and Rocky's lectures), but the children do 
not initiate them. All three of the fantasy segments could 
easily be eliminated from the episode with no discernible 
impact on the main story. 
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There is no integration of the Wakadoo Cafe segment. It 
is thematically removed from the episode, and although the 
Wolf and Pigs sing about destroying each other, it is based 
on the competition arising out of which entity--the Wolf or 
the pigs--will get the biggest star on the promotional 
poster. The lyrics are worthy of a Broadway musical or a 
Disney film and are original and witty. However, it is my 
concern that children will miss the sophisticated humor and 
language of a segment which is far more appropriate for adult 

viewers. Although "Sesame Street" (U.S.) acknowledges its 
attempt to entertain the adult co-viewers, no such objective 
is stated in the "Lift-Off" promotional materials. To 
construct meaning from the song, children would need to 
understand that the exclamation of "rubbish!" as the chorus 
negates the meaning of the sentences immediately preceding-

the acknowledged false assertions made by both Pigs and Wolf 
that "you have to realize the world seen through your eyes is 
but a dream however sweet." The viewers would likely 
appreciate the characterizations and realistic appearances of 
the animal puppets, as well their movement, but these are 
merely surface features. The program is produced for a wide 

age cohort of 3- to B-year-olds, but these lyrics "march 
ahead of development" (Vygotsky, 1962) in too great a 
measure. It is not acceptable that a program sacrifice 
children's comprehension for production standards. 

Visual art is another sign system included in the "Lift
Off" episode that for various reasons is effective, 

ineffective, or some'i.'lhere on a continuum between the two. 
One use of visual art in the episode is the unusual abstract 
art of the Patches. In this episode, the animated Patches 
fly off Beverley's pot to create a helicopter-type figure 
during the violent lightning storm. Accompanied by 
appropriate sound effects of sputtering and other mechanical 
noises, the figure comes together, struggles against the 
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wind, disintegrates, and the Patches return to Beverley's 
pot. If the viewers are familiar with their function, then 
the Patches make sense within the context of Beverley and her 
pot. If viewers are tuning in for the first time, however, 
these colorful animated shapes may be puzzling (pun 
intended). They are a creative element of the program and a 
challenge to the viewer to visualize the "essence" of an 
object from a limited number of geometric shapes in multiple 
colors and patterns. However, helicopters are not discussed 
or represented in the other segments of the episode, and its 
inclusion in this segment is not entirely logical in the 
context of a storm and a plant being burnt by a lightning 
strike. 

I have also argued earlier that the visual art as 
companion to the "Munch Kids'" philosophical discussion of 

plant death is too complex for the younger members of the 
cohort. The segment seems to appear at random and is 
incongruous with the realistic genre of the previous segments 
that deal with Nipper's loss, although it is thematically 
aligned with Beverley's destruction by lightning. The 
sequence is a highly creative blend of visual art images that 

appear and change in form seemingly as a result of (or 
simultaneous with) children's naturally occurring 
conversation about plant and human life cycles. An excerpt 
from the three minute discussion is written below, with the 
Munch Kids' dialogue on the left and the visual text on the 
right. A new speaker is indicated by the beginning of a new 

paragraph. 
Audio text: 

Like if you had a flower and you 
took it out of the ground or just 
chopped it off from the stem and 
put it in a vase people would say 
that flower's dead and it got all 
brown it used to be a really nice 
pink and now it's droopy and that 

Visual text: 

(pencil/chalk/crayon, 
watercolor animated line 
drawings of children 
near a tent, picking 
flowers) 

(pink flowers in a vase 



but just cause it looks different 
doesn't mean it's necessarily dead 

But it is just could be pretty sick 
like you come out in pimples you're 
not dead you're sick and like the 
flowers would be like that you just 
have to tend to them 

But it will die 

It has to 
its life 
on a bush 
they fall 
stuff 

die for it to finish up 
everything dies when it's 
even like old leaves they 
off and they die like 

I think it's dead when its the color 
changes and it's all droopy and it 
runs--

--The seed would fall and that would 
still be alive but the flower actual 
flower that the seed fell from would 
be dead in the ground. 

Why wouldn't the urn seed die when 
it's in the flower cause the flower's 
dying why wouldn't it do that? 

The seed's not dead it's still got a 
life to live but the flower's dead 
that's what I think 

Yeah but the seed would be kinda 
part of the flower cause the seed 
started off out in the flower so 
its kinda like the flower would 
just keep on growing. If you had 
a sunflower and it dropped all its 
seeds well then other sunflowers 
grow and they drop their seeds 
and others would grow but that 
particular one it'd die but you 
wouldn't say the plant was going 
on forever and ever just part of 
the plant would grow into another 
plant 

Now I'm thinking that now 
everything might be able to 
grow might still have life the 
dead seed might only look dead 
but it might be alive inside. 
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turn dark and wilt) 

(dead flowers in vase 
shown next to girl's 
pimply face) 

(dead flower in vase 
morphs into butterfly on 
on a flower) 

(batik-like ink drawings 
show tree losing leaves, 
getting smaller, and 
becoming part of the 
earth) 

(figure comes up from 
earth and becomes a 
child walking under 
falling leaves. Child 
joins other children as 
flowers die and become 
seeds. Seeds grow and 
become flowers all 
around with insects 
on and near the flowers) 
(cut to drawing of 
child's face asking 
question. Montage 
sequence of flowers and 
relationships with 
seeds) • 

(colorful chalk repre
sentations of sunflowers 
briefly interrupted by 
batik animation, then 
back to chalk) 

(return to batik 
medium) 

(part of flower 
becomes face of child 
speaking) 
(flower turns into 
airborne seedlings which 



This is just another word for 
going away like you could have 
your dad go away on a ship but 
he he's still there um and it's 
just like that with death because 
he's still he's still there in 
your heart and and he but he's 
absent 

[etc. ] 
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the child chases) 

(pencil/chalk animated 
drawing of father 
leaving on ship. Screen 
becomes filled with 
image of lonely child, 
then close up of her 
face showing growing 
happiness, holding a 
green sprig of a plant) 

This conversation, particularly because it is children's own 

language use and their voices that are heard, would be 
appropriate for the older viewers of the age cohort. Rice 
(1984) writes that "the linguistic messages presented 
by ••• children's voices may be more suited to the 
linguistic competencies of a young child than the verbal 
communication pattern of adults" (p. 460). I am unsure 

whether 3- and 4-year-olds would comprehend the context of 
the audio track and be able to retell portions of the 
discussion. It is a possibility that making sense of the 
constantly changing visual text would require such 
concentration that the significance of the audio track--a 
voice-over in which no children are seen as the source of the 
conversation--would become diminished. Voice-overs have been 
suggested to be a confusing auditory feature for young 
viewers (Anderson & Lorch, 1983), and dynamic visual 
complexity may be problematic. Anderson and Field (1983) 
write that "rapid pacing may be dramatic and entrancing, but 
used to the extreme may actually reduce comprehensibility and 

consequently reduce attention" (p. 91). 
It would be an asset to the segment if the number of 

images were reduced and slowed, and if footage of the 
children speaking were intercut with the animation to give 
the viewers a more realistic/immediate frame for the 
sequence. One of the goals of these segments is to encourage 

turn taking, attentive listening, and exploration of an issue 
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based on thoughts but not the thinker (Teacher's Guide to 
Lift-Off, 1992, p. 58); this goal would also be better served 

by showing the children engaged in the discussion process and 

using the rules of good conversation. 
The use of symbols as a communicative system in this 

"Lift-Off" episode is found in the "Lotis the lift" segment. 
Lotis uses both language and visual symbols in her 
communication with the characters. For example, when Aku and 
Max enter the elevator and find a clown already on board, 
Lotis projects images of circus tents, balloons, and a Ferris 
wheel on her screen (which is the back wall of the elevator) 
and remarks, "Next stop, the circus." When Lotis questions 
the children's needs, her screen shows four blue arrows 
pointing in all directions. A red question mark flies around 
the arrows in a circle as Lotis asks them, "Destination?" A 

suggestion of movement is also used in this segment, in which 
Lotis's circuitry drawings (which are always the background 
of her other symbols) move downward rapidly to symbolize 
upward movement. This occurs when Lotis takes Aku and Max to 
the rooftop to see the recuperating Beverley. When Lotis 
reminds the children that Beverley has been feeling awful, 
the symbol of a red heart indicates the emotion of the 
circumstance. 

These symbols created in the context of Lotis the 
elevator are effective uses of visual signs for human thought 
and emotion. However, if Lotis's function within the series 
is to serve as a part of the "content strand" of language and 
thought, and to create a linguistic "intelligence emphasis" 
(Teacher's Guide, 1992, p. 43), then even more connections 

could be made to show the relationship between language and 
symbols than is accomplished in this particular episode. 

There is no print on the sets, and no children or adults 
are seen reading or writing in this episode. No books are 

read by the characters which the viewers could "overhear." 
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The lack of printed language could easily be remedied while 
still carefully maintaining the integrity of the storyline; 
Lotis's symbolic function could be expanded, as well. The 
entire written text of Lotis's oral language could run along 
the bottom of her screen, evidencing the connection to a 
printed language system. A simple lengthening of the segment 
so that more symbolic information could be presented for 
children's interpretation would be beneficial to the 
linguistic objectives set by the producers. 

Another creative, but questionable, element of the 
series is its inclusion of the Backsaks as linguistic models. 
I question whether young children would understand their 
meanings and have knowledge as to why their syntax is 
inverted. The Backsaks speak only to one another when humans 
are not present. Therefore, the child characters are not 

afforded the opportunity to discuss the Backsaks' backward 
speech, thus they cannot inform the viewers of the Backsaks' 
uniquely backward perspective on life, thought, and language. 
I am unsure that the rationale behind the Backsaks' inverted 
syntax would have been clear to me as an adult viewer without 
having first read the production materials prior to my 

initial viewing. I have doubts as to the language benefits 
of the Backsak segments, particularly concerning the younger 
viewers of the target population who are still developing 
their own language system by borrowing from caregiver and 
other social interactions (Halliday, 1979). Although the 
Backsaks cannot be used as linguistic models for the younger 
children, older members of the cohort would likely appreciate 
and find humor in the unusual language. 

Finally, as I indicated earlier, it is a positive 
element of the episode that children are shown in their homes 
and interacting with their families and neighbors (in 
addition to their relationships with the core group of 
characters). But no children or adults are seen reading or 
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writing or otherwise participating in literate lives. 
Although it is critical that child viewers experience these 
literacy events in the immediate circumstances of their own 
real lives, it is also important that they see reading, 
writing, and other meaning making systems at use in 

television families, as well. Several other episodes not 
analyzed herein show Mr. Fish creating his lobby signs that 
ban practically all normal (and abnormal) behavior, such as 
his sign banning cave men in the lobby (a red circle with a 
slash through the center and a drawing of a Neanderthal man). 
This is purposive sign making, but his writing events are 
neither frequent enough nor sufficiently varied enough to 
likely impact on the viewers. There is no opportunity 
provided in this episode for viewer observation of or 
participation in visual art as a productive medium, 
movement/dance, rhythm/song, or dramatic art as forms of 
representation. 
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"Chatterbox" (New Zealand) 

The segments of the first "Chatterbox" episode are 

intertextually tied together within the thematic framework of 
directionality (up, over, down, across, through, etc.). The 
first five segments of the second episode explore books (as 
objects, not as stories), libraries, and becoming a new 
library member, but the remainder of the second episode 
explores various and unrelated subjects. Some of these 

segments return to explore the concept of directionality of 
the first episode, but I cannot determine whether these 
episodes were broadcast in sequence or whether other episodes 
intervened. In either case the repetition and o~portunity 
for reflection is a positive characteristic of the series. 

The concept of directionality as the theme of the first 
episode is presented in ways familiar to many young children 
and is appropriately complex for the age group. Piripi 
begins the first episode jumping rope, noting that the rope 
moves "over" and "under," and when Annie arrives with her 
dog, the dog goes "over" and "under" parts of an obstacle 
course. The presenters then sing the "bear hunt" song, the 

chorus of which is, "We can't go over it, we can't go under 
it, we'll have to go through it!" The mat weaving segment is 
next in the sequence, in which the children at the Maori 
preschool weave the black and red strips "over" and "under" 
to create table mats. The story theatre and Moana's 
retelling of that story with toys explore Rabbit's adventures 

running up and over and down hills in search of a new home. 
Finally, the movement segment of the episode observes 
children on the outdoor set going over and under an obstacle 
course created around the swingset and the boards used in the 
first segment with the dog. These various demonstrations of 
directionality are accomplished via a variety of forms. Oral 
language, movement, song, craft projects, and story theatre 



contribute separately and together in the creation of 
multiple ways to know the concept of over, under, down, 
through, etc. 
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Repetition is a strong characteristic of the episodes. 
For example, the obstacle course is used to begin and end the 
program, first with the dog, and then with children. Moana 
(the puppet) retells the story theatre event of the Rabbit's 
search for a new home in another genre by using small plastic 
toys and Playdoh for the hill. This type of repetition also 
allows the viewers time to reflect on what they know about 
Rabbit's predicament as it is recast in another story in 
another medium. 

One example of repetition across episodes is found in 
the incorporation of songs. The "bear hunt" song is sung 
during the course of both episodes of the 30 minute sample, 
one time between adult presenters and one time with an adult 
and two children. Also, the song in both episodes is used in 
the understanding of "over," "under," and "through." These 
concepts are then reinforced in location segments focusing on 
real children weaving mats or playing on playground 
equipment. The promotional materials (November 1993) report 
that the program structure itself remains constant from 
episode to episode so that children may become familiar with 
the routine. The first element is welcoming the viewers, 
then reviewing the mail, singing a song, observing children 
in an on-location segment, exploring a book story or story 
theatre, participating in movement or "make" time," and then 
finally singing the goodbye song. 

This kind of predictability in a program, as well as the 
attention to repeated concepts and experiences in a variety 
of forms, are commendable characteristics in a preschool 
program. "Chatterbox's" anticipated viewing audience 
includes the youngest children of any of the program's age 
cOhorts--2-year-olds. The program content and format seem 
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appropriate for the youngest viewers and their potential to 
create an understandable audiovisual text. 

"Chatterbox" attends extensively to the language 
diversity of its viewing population. In addition to the 
presenters frequently greeting each other in Maori, 
identifying colors and counting, and interjecting other Maori 
words into the program dialogue, several segments use this 
language exclusively. The preschool weaving segment and 
Piripi's centipede song (at the end of the second episode) 
include no English. This inclusion of Maori language is also 
an inclusion of Maori children as an integral part of the 
viewing population; it acknowledges the value of their 
language as an important element of their culture. 

Annie and Piripi are warm, gregarious presenters who 
would seem to effortlessly engage the viewers. They appear 
fond of one another and are playful in each other's presence. 
They maintain constant eye contact with the viewers, which 
acts as an ongoing invitation to participate in the program. 
Piripi is noted in the program materials as being of Nga Puhi 
descent, and in physical appearance contrasts sharply with 
the light-skinned, blond Annie. It is a positive element of 
the program that indigenous children in New Zealand can tune 
in to "Chatterbox" and see people of similar appearance and 
cultural background in the television text. 

The first episode provides an exemplary introduction to 
the story theatre segment, the only dramatic event included 
in ten program sample. After Annie and P iripi read several 
pieces of the viewers' mail, Thingee (the puppet) remarks 
that he must go get ready for the "play story." The 
following paragraphs describe the audiovisual text of the 
introduction: 
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piripi says, "Today's play is about a rabbit who needs to 
find a new home." Annie, gesturing broadly, adds: "That's right. 
And in the play, Rabbit goes up a hill, over a hill, and down the 
other side. We'll see you soon." They both exit screen right. 

The camera cuts to an area where children are sitting on the 
floor in front of a makeshift curtain, which appears to have been 
made from fabric scraps. Thingee pops up from the bottom of the 
screen and greets the viewers in English. "Hi. Listen to that 
storm. You know, I love listening to rain on my roof, and best of 
all, listening to a Chatterbox play story at the same timet But 
poor Rabbit in our story didn't like rain much, not when it made 
his rabbit hole so wet that he had to find a new horne. Where did 
he go? Where do you think Rabbit went? Shall we find out? Let's 
find out." During this monologue, the child audience has been 
gathering around behind Thingee, smiling, hugging, and touching 
him. Thingee exits screen right, and the children turn around and 
face the stage. The curtain lifts to the sound of piano music, 
and Annie and Piripi are revealed standing on a small platform 
stage. They are in their regular "host clothes" and are not 
costumed. Annie greets the six or seven children in the audience 
and then suggests that they smile and waive to the camera off 
screen right. The play then proceeds, as Annie becomes the story 
theatre narrator. 

In their introductions Piripi gives a one-sentence overview 
of the play, and Annie connects the play to the 
directionality concept that has been previously explored in 
the episode. Thingee then acknowledges the sound effects of 
the storm and relates the rain to Rabbit's need to find a new 
home. He offers the opportunity to the viewers to predict 
what will happen and invites their participation. Annie, as 
narrator of the story theatre event, greets the viewers and 
then the child audience, inviting them to greet their 
families via the television camera. This personalizes the 
event for the child audience, as does Annie's encouragement 
during the story for the children to participate in making 
animal sounds such as "moos" and "woofs." The episode's 
prioritization of viewer understandings as evidenced within 
the detailed versions of introductions and the repetitive 
nature of the story theatre text is commendable. A portion 
of this text is presented below: 



Audio text: 

Annie: 
Once upon a time it rained, and 
it rained, and it rained. It 
rained so much that poor Rabbit's 
burrow was flooded with water. 

Piripi: 
"Oh carrots. Oh cabbages. Every
thing is wet and cold. This is a 
home for a fish, not for a rabbit. 
I'll have to find somewhere else 
to live." 

Annie: 
So Rabbit hopped up the hill in 
search of a new home and he 
went over the top and he went 
down the hill and across a paddock 
until he met a cow. "Moo." 

Piripi: 
"Kia oral" said Rabbit. "My bur
row is full of water and I have 
to find somewhere else to live." 

Annie: 
"Moo. Kia ora," said Cow. [to 
children] Can you go 'moo' like 
a cow?" (MOOI) 
"The nicest place to live is in 
a wonderful big paddock. Moo." 

Piripi: 
"But isn't it scary? Aren't you 
afraid that Hawkbird will catch 
you?" 

Annie: 
"No, Hawkbirds 
[to children] 
(Mool) 

Rabbit: 

don't scare me. Moo." 
Can you moo again? 

"Oh carrotsl Oh cabbagesl 
Hawkbird definitely scares me. 
I don't think I'd better live 
in a paddock." 
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Video text: 

[Annie address the audience; 
Piripi, as Rabbit, hops 
frequently and holds his hands 
and holds his hands up close 
to chest like a rabbit] 

[stepping up and down as if 
with wet feet] 

[Piripi hops in circles, 
changing his height and head 
position to show concept of 
direction] 
[Annie chooses a straw hat 
from a box and "becomes" cow, 
her arms out as if four 
legged] 

[Piripi cowers before the cow] 

[close up of children's faces] 

[gestures to show "big"] 

[Piripi flaps his arms] 

[close up of children mooing] 

[Annie returns the hat to a 
box] 
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The text continues with Rabbit going up the hill, over the 
top, and down the hill to find another home, which belongs to 
Dog. After Dog chases Rabbit through the audience, Rabbit 
returns to his own burrow, which is now dry. Annie and 
Piripi effectively use very limited space on the little stage 
that has been constructed. They do not use costumes, \'lhich 
is conducive to children's use of their imaginations to "see" 
Rabbit, Cow, and Dog; the character identities are clear even 
with minimal props. Annie's hat and her gestures indicate 
her role as Cow as separate from her role as story narrator. 
Linguistically, the narration and dialogue is appropriate for 
the age group and is useful for young language learners. 
Rabbit uses the repeating exclamation of "Oh, carrots! Oh, 
cabbages!" five times during the course of the play, which 

children can anticipate and say with the character. Annie 
has three repeating segments in which she narrates that 

Rabbit went up, over, and down a hill, emphasizing the 
concept of directionality as a segment theme. Other lines 
are repeated by the characters as transitions in dialogue, 
usually confirming or negating statements, which would also 

contribute to children's understanding of the story elements. 
The retelling of this story by the hand puppet, Moana, 

is a well-conceived repetition of the concepts presented in 

the story theatre piece. It also acknowledges an 
intertextuality between forms which children often practice. 
An excerpt from the text of Moana's retelling is presented 
below: 

Audio text: 

Moana: 
Hi. I've got a rabbit down here. 
Look. Here's my rabbit, and I've 
got a gate. Here's the gate 
behind the rabbit. And here's 
cow. Do you like cows? They 
go mooo. And I've got a dog, a 
little doggy. It likes to play 

Video text: 

[medium shot of Moana behind 
animal figures] [close up of 
of white rabbit and fence] 
[close up of brown/white a 
cow] 
[pan over to white dog] 



and go woof woof woof. Hal It 
sounds a bit like Annie's dog, 
Lace, doesn't it? Well, you know, 
Rabbit needed a new home. He 
went up a hill • • • oh, just a 
minute. I'd like a hill for Rabbit 
to play on, but I haven't got one. 

Piripi: 
Hi, Moana. 

Moana: 
Oh, hi, Piripi. 

Piripi: 
What do you have here? 

Moana: 
I need to make a hill. A hill 
for my rabbit to go up and over 
when he looks for a new home. 

Piripi: 
Oh, I see, you're telling the 
rabbit story. Well, how 'bout 
we make a hill out of some of 
this Playdoh here. 

Moana: 
Playdohl That would be good. 
Could you make a hill shape? 

Piripi: 
Okay, ah, how bout ••• We'll use 
this (Maori for green) one 
and then it will look like grass 
the hill. Let's see. Now a hill 
needs a top to it, doesn't it? 
That can be the top of the hill. 
And then the rabbit can go up to 
the top of the hill and over the 
other side. There we go. One 
hill. 

[medium shot of Moana] 

[camera zooms out to now 
include piripi in shot] 
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[opens up plastic container 
and removes green Playdoh from 
the wrapping] 

[close up on Piripi's hands 
forming the hill] 

[places hill in the farm 
scene] 
[medium shot of piripi and 

[etc.] Moana] 

The scene continues as Moana asks Piripi to make a burrow in 
the side of hill. This segment provides yet another 
opportunity in the segment for children to explore the 
concepts of directionality within a story structure and 
reflect on what they know about up, over, down, through, as 



well as other ideas about animal habitats, displacement by 

natural occurrences, and more. 
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The first five segments of the second episode 
demonstrate the presenters' active respect for and valuing of 
books. Annie and Piripi are shown protecting the books' 
covers with a plastic seal, which they compare to "cello 
tape," something with which the viewers would be familiar. 
After describing why books need to be covered, Annie and 
Piripi clearly demonstrate and describe how to cut the 

plastic larger than the book and how to wrap the corners. 
They repeat the process twice. 

When the woman and two children enter the library to 
become new library members, Piripi provides simple yet 
inclusive descriptions of the process to become a member and 
the function of the issues desk and computer. When the 

children choose books from the shelves and bring them to the 
circulation desk, Piripi demonstrates the actual procedure of 
checking out a book. However, although they are seen 
handling books, caring for them, and carefully checking them 
out for children's enjoyment, the presenters are not seen 
reading books themselves during the 30 minute sample. (As 

noted earlier, the last 10 minutes of the episode not 
analyzed herein include Piripi's reading of a book entitled 
Alley Cats.) No informational books are utilized in this 

episode, but one of the other episodes I received from the 
"Chatterbox" producers includes a segment which integrates 
pictures of animals from informational books to explain the 
concepts of "out" and "in." 

Writing is briefly mentioned in the second episode when 
Annie and Piripi read the viewers' mail. piripi reminds the 
viewers to write their names and addresses on their mail so 
that they may be sent a Chatterbox bookmark. Annie suggests, 
"You might want to get your older brother or sister, or maybe 

your mum or dad, to help you write the name of the street, or 
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the house where you live, the number of your house, on the 
back of your drawing or your letter." Reading children's 
mail and sharing their artwork is another valuable pra.ctice 

of the program. Children's written and artistic expression 
is publicly recognized as valid and appreciated, and the 
viewers at home are given the opportunity to experience the 
result of other children communicating through print/other 
visual systems. 

Another discussion of functional writing occurs in the 
context of becoming a new library member. piripi gives the 
woman a form and a pen and explains to her the sections she 
needs to fill out on the form in order to get the library 
card. The woman is not seen actually writing on the form, 
however, as the segment cuts to Annie and the children "going 
on a bear hunt." 

The omission in the episodes is the productive 
representation of children writing and drawing; children are 
not seen actively engaged in writing events. This could be 
easily integrated into one of the on-location segments which 
observe children in their own environments. Certainly Annie 
and Piripi could be shown writing in their natural functions 

as the librarians of "Chatterbox." One episode from the five 
sent by the production staff includes a studio segment in 
which two young girls fingerpaint on a mirror and explore 
color mixtures and shapes. Although art is a powerful medium 
of expression for children, they are also exploring written 
language forms, which could be shared in the program text. 
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"Rat-a-tat-tat" (United Kingdom) 

One of the positive elements of this series, aligned 

with holistic language/learning theory, is the use of a theme 
to connect the segments together. The first 15 minute 
episode of "Rat-a-tat-tat" analyzed has a theme generally of 
predator and prey, but specifically focuses on fowl and 
foxes. The second episode examines worms and sunflowers, in 
particular, but in a broader scope the segment sequence 

connects things that need soil and water. Although the host 
typically creates appropriate segues between segments, he 
does not identify any relatedness between what has come 
before and what is about to occur. Presenter dialogue which 
offered suggestions as to the intertextuality of the segments 
and the texts within the segments would contribute to the 
cohesiveness of the episodes. 

The host begins the readings with short but intriguing 
statements or questions about what will happen in the story. 
To introduce Hattie and the Fox, he says, "Hattie was a hen 

who lived on a farm, quite peacefully with all the other farm 
animals, until one day ••• well, let's see what happened." 
To begin the reading of Nine Ducks Nine in that same episode, 

the host reads some of the dialogue bubbles of one of the 
illustrations: "'I'm off,' said one of the ducks. 'He's 
following us,' said another. Can you guess who might be 
after them?" No other dialogue bubbles appear for viewer 
reading through the remainder of this particular text. 

The host also creates a suitable opening in the second 
episode for the book, The Sunflower That went Flop, by 

showing the children on the set a dead sunflower head and 
giving each child some seeds to plant. He refers them to the 
real sunflowers growing near the fence on the set, and then 
the story begins. However, the host does not introduce the 

story as a book or a storytelling, does not acknowledge an 
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author or illustrator, and is not seen holding the book or 
referring to printed text during the reading process. As 
this reading follows the segment in which the host and 
children are creating wormeries (which itself followed a song 
about worms), it would have been more in keeping with episode 
theme if a book on worms, either fictional or informational, 
could have been read. The brief reading in the first episode 
from the informational book, Games and How to Play Them, is 

only one of two occasions in the ten programs in which books 
other than fiction are accessed. The other informational 
book is Mouthsounds mentioned in "Reading Rainbow" but no 

excerpt is read in that episode. Teale and Sulzby (1989) 
suggest that "young children can learn much about how the 
world works from informational books, and as research as 
clearly shown, background knowledge and experience with 
processing expository text are critical to continued success 
in reading" ( p • 7). 

As detailed in Chapter 3, the books chosen for this 
episode are excellent for preschool viewers who are beginning 
to learn to read. The characters and plots are predictable 
and the language is highly repetitive, using frequently 
recurring phrases and sentences. This type of book text can 
play an important role in contributing to a child's 
understandings as to how oral language is symbolized in 
printed text (Goodman, et ale 1987; Holdaway, 1979). Several 
of these recurring phrases and sentences appear in an 
electronic text box at the bottom of the screen during the 
reading of Hattie and the Fox and The Sunflower That Went 
Flop. Nine Ducks Nine does not show any print on the screen 

except for the dialogue bubbles briefly shown in the 
introduction. One word, 34 phrases/clauses, and 17 sentences 
are printed in this text box during the 30 minute sample, 
with the words highlighted as they are read. 
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The text box is an excellent characteristic of the 
series, as the viewers are provided the opportunity to 
explore the connection between oral and written language, and 
more experienced readers can read along as the text appears. 
Other literacy-based programs would do well to implement its 
use. The only other program in the sample which uses 
electronic text is another British program, "Words and 
Pictures." There is no apparent reason why the entire text 
of all books read in children's educational series could not 

appear in text boxes, as Goodman, et ale (1987) assert that 
the smallest unit of meaning in written language is the whole 
text. 

"Rat-a-tat-tat" is one of only two programs in the 
sample ("Sesame Street" is the other) that demonstrates 
writing for a real-life purpose. The host creates a "worms" 

sign with his wiggly pen so that other people will know not 
to open the cardboard box into which he and the children have 
placed the wormery. This is an extremely brief but sound 
example of how writing events can be meaningfully integrated 
into programs without any deviation from the original 
thematic intentions. An extensive discussion of writing 
demonstrations can be found near the end of this chapter in 
the section on "Sesame Street." 

The wormery as natural exploration/science experiment is 
also unique to this series within the sample. The host 
participates with the children, although he still does not 
engage in a genuine dialogue with them and they never speak 
during the creation of the wormery. In addition to advising 
and physically helping with the children's wormery, he has 
created his own to use as an example of how the worms pull 
the leaves down into the soil to eat. This segment provides 
for viewers a somewhat scientific but practical examination 
of worms participating in a typically unseen process. 

Gardner (1991) suggests that scientific inquiry in 

~~-~----..... -. -----------
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preschoolers is a natural process to be supported and 
extended in realistic, "real science" arenas. He suggests: 

Perhaps most important for such early science or pre
science training is the serious cultivation of a 
reflective attitude. Young children very naturally 
raise questions: "Why do I have a shadow? What makes 
my shadow long? Why do I sometimes have two shadows?" 
By the same token, such youngsters are fascinated by the 
phenomena of growth in plants and animals; by life, 
death, and illness; by concepts like time and space; by 
apparatuses like levers, gears, and computers. (pp. 
212-213 ) 

Children's scientific inquiry process is not effectively 
supported in this episode, however, as predictions could be 
requested, more questions posed, and suggestions could be 
made by both host and children for further/different 
explorations concerning earth, weather, and sun. 

"Rat-a-tat-tat's" incorporation of sign systems into its 
audiovisual text is effective, particularly the 
transmediation between segments of the episodes. For 
example, the opening animated song for the first episode is a 
rhythmic, highly repetitive song sung by children. This song 
introduces the "fowl" theme of the episode but also provides 
the mathematical opportunity for viewers to practice adding 
chicks by two's to a total of ten little chicks. The host 
then consults a book entitled Games and How To Play Them for 

a story game which involves a hen, her chicks, and a hungry 
hawk. Then the children play the "hawk and hen" game, based 
in movement and scripted dialogue, on the outdoor set. In 
this context they explore the predator/prey theme of the 
episode, but only superficially. Although the lines are 
provided for dialogue between the "hawk" and the "hen," 
neither the host nor the children verbalize or demonstrate 
exactly how the game is played. The "chicks" who have been 
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hiding run out to join the "hen," but the "hawk" does nothing 
and the effort seems without purpose. 

After the segment of children creating the predator/prey 

experience through their own movement, the host reads the 
text of Hattie and the Fox, which includes the sign systems 

of oral language, the printed text, and the visual artistic 
text created by the illustrations. The final book event, 
Nine Ducks Nine, is a text which involves simple mathematics

-subtraction--as, one by one, the nine ducks fly "down to the 
rickety bridge" to escape the fox. These two books 
experienced within the same 15 minute episode create the kind 
of intertextual tying (Rosen, 1984) that benefits children's 
understanding both of story structure and how particular 
stories are alike and how they are dissimilar. The episode 
returns to the opening "ten little chickens" addition song as 

the credits roll, which will remind children how the episode 
began. Both of the songs in the episodes (the other is the 
animated "worms just wiggle" song) are repetitive and could 
be easily learned by viewers. 

As this series has its focus in language, it is 
problematic that children are not seen reading or writing in 

this episode, as demonstrations have a great impact on 
children's engagement in a learning/literacy event 
(Cambourne, 1988). For that matter, the adult in the program 
is not actually seen reading, but only holding the book and 
glancing into it as the camera cuts to prerecorded 
illustrations. There is no dramatic play or aesthetic 

movement/dance (except for the animated worms "wiggle") in 
these episodes, although in another episode of the series 
outside of this analysis includes a story theatre event by 
children in which a king insists on a "bit of butter for his 

bread. " 
One element of holistic education is the emphasis on the 

relationship of teachers and students as co-learners; the 
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learning environment is a democratic one which does not hold 
teacher-knowledge and teacher-voice as sacrosanct. 
Children's voices are valued and encouraged (Cambourne, 1988; 
Goodman, et al. 1987; Harste, et al. 1984; Holdaway, 1979; 
Smith, 1990). In "Rat-a-tat-tat" there is no relationship 
between host and the children on the set. These children say 
very little outside of greetings to viewers, and when rarely 
they do speak more than one or two words of dialogue, it is 
artificially scripted material. Another series from United 
Kingdom, "Words and Pictures," presents children in the 
second episode asking (seemingly) spontaneous questions about 
octopuses to a biologist and then sharing their personal 
reactions at the end of the segment. "Reading Rainbow" 
(U.S.) incorporates children as authorities in the book 
review segment. This respect of children's understandings 
and opinions could easily be integrated into "Rat-a-tat-tat," 
especially in a segment such as the wormery experiment. In 
this segment the children say nothing, and the host talks to 
them as opposed to with them. These children undoubtedly had 

questions and comments about the experience, and their 
contributions would be visually and aurally salient to the 
viewers and likely heighten the viewers' interest in the 
wormery process. 

Unlike his connection with children on the set, the host 
creates a one-on-one relationship with the viewers through 
his consistent eye contact and gentle dialogue. However, 
viewers are never informed of the host's name, which 
depersonalizes the relationship between viewer and program 
host. No questions are asked of the viewers, and their 
participation is never requested in this episode. 

Concerning the use of books in the episodes, the 
predictable books selected for inclusion are appropriate for 
a preschool viewing audience. The host is not seen reading 
these books, but only opening the cover and looking into them 
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as the camera cuts to prerecorded illustrations. The camera 
work and editing that create the visual texts for the book 
readings are well done and result in an exciting presentation 

of the illustrations, particularly with the camera achieves a 
sense of movement (when Hattie jumps up and down) or the 
images are minimally animated (when the sunflower goes flop). 
Perhaps because the illustrations are prerecorded, though, 
the host does not talk about them or the story during the 
reading. His comments and questions, and perhaps more 

importantly the children's discussions, could possibly extend 
and clarify the text for the child viewers, and their 
attention to the images could demonstrate to viewers how the 
parallel text of the illustrations can contribute to the 
construction of meaning from the printed text. The host and 
the children on the set could reflect on the text and 

illustrations after the reading by referring to the actual 
book, which might also contribute to the story potential for 
the viewers. 

The books held by the host are big books, the brain 
child of Holdaway (1979) designed to create classroom 
"shared-book-experience" similar to parent-child reading 

events. But the host does not use the books as intended, and 
simply opens the covers and looks into the pages. There is, 
of course, nothing wrong with a demonstration of a host 
reading for a private/intrapersonal experience. However, 
Holdaway (1979) intended for readers in a group environment 
to hold the book up so that the participants could see the 

enlarged text and the illustrations, then follow along as the 
reader pointed to the sequence of words which creates the 
story. No print from the actual book texts is shown on the 
screen, although repeating phrases/clauses and sentences are 
shown electronically in the text box as described earlier in 
this section. The text box is a highly appropriate element 

of this series. 
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The host does not acknowledge that books are written 
by authors and illustrated by artists, and the book names and 
publication information are not reviewed at the close of the 
episode, as does "The Book Place" (Australia), "Story time " 
(U.S.), and "Reading Rainbow" (U.S.). The host does not 
create a post-reading discussion or other activity concerning 
the story line or the illustrations, but quickly moves on to 
the next book or activity. There is no opportunity provided 
the viewers for reflection on the episodes' activities, 
theme(s), and books, excepting only the repeat of the initial 

song which typically plays as the credits roll. 
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Story time (United Kingdom) 

The complexity of the subject matter contained in the 
two "Story time" episodes is appropriate for the target 
population. Feeding the cat, playing fishing games, stories 
of little birds who cannot determine their identity and fish 
who have no friends, are appealing scenarios for young 
children. However, there are certain unusual elements in the 
"Story time" series that have the potential to mystify a child 

(and an adult, for that matter), e.g., the role of the House 
and the source of its powers, whether Mr. B. is magic or is 
merely an inventor trying out his inventions, what Cyclops 
does and why, why Maestro plays music spontaneous,ly, etc. My 
concerns about these elements are further detailed in Chapter 
3. New/inexperienced viewers would benefit from some 

background about these unusual occurrences, and a brief 
comment or description could be integrated into the verbal 
text of each episode (or every other one) so that viewers 
fully comprehend the setting in which the action takes place. 

Reading on "Story time" is clearly for entertainment 
purposes and is the only identifiable focus of the series. 
Jess and Mr. B. 's reaction to House's trumpet announcement of 
"story time!" is one of great excitement and anticipation, and 
this kind of enthusiasm about reading is a very positive 
demonstration to young viewers as to the pleasures of 
literacy act~vities. Beaky and Big Al are appropriate books 

for preschoolers, both in subject and language use, but they 
are not the repetitive, predictable books like Owl Babies in 
"Words and Pictures" or Hattie and the Fox in "Rat-a-tat-tat" 

which are so beneficial for beginning readers. The stories 
read in these episodes are, however, appealing to the 
imagination and emotionally compelling. 

Another positive element in the episodes is the 

inclusion in the second episode of the "ship in a bottle" 
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sequence. It is visually fascinating, and the camera work 
and close-up focus allow for viewers' visual concentration on 
the event. I would anticipate the sequence holding the 

interest of children, as it is one of "life's little 
mysteries" revealed. However, a ship in a bottle is not 
visually or verbally tied to the rest of the episode which 
explores a theme of fish and fishing. A brief segue about 
the kind of ship it models and whether it was used for 
fishing or transport--whether it was the kind of boat that 
might have caught Big Al--would better connect it with the 
remainder of the episode. 

There is little cohesion in the first episode. Jess's 
exercise action and commentary begin the episode, and early 
in the sequence she makes a reference to "the thing that 
arrived" for Mr. B. The program ends with Mr. B. jogging on 
the treadmill which Jess alluded to as "the thing" at the 
beginning of the episode. Nothing else in the episode 
coheres. The banal cartoon of Bobo the monkey with the funny 
little creature, and the rain forest story of the newly
hatched bird of paradise, have little in common as story 
texts; in addition, neither of these texts is related in any 
way to the exercise motif that begins the episode. This is a 
critical problem in a series that is of a representational 
genre. This means, of course, that the sequence of events 
should create a story, as it does in "Lift-Off" (Australia), 
the other representational series in the sample. 

The second episode, however, is tightly constructed 
around the theme of fish and fishing, and the segments flow 
in a much more theme-bound progression than in the first 
episode. The sequence begins with Jess's fishing game and 
her discussion about fishing with Mr. B., then moves to 
Jess's (bizarre) incident with the toy shark. Myrtle the cat 
at various points pleas for a fish dinner, Brian reads the 
text of Big AI, and then the sequence returns to Jess's 



fishing game and the ship in a bottle observation. Myrtle 
finally gets fed. 
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Both of the books read, Beaky and Big Al, in the two 

episodes are quality literature and both explore exclusively 
fantasy themes with animals as characters. There is nothing 
inherently wrong in this, but an exclusive focus in fantasy 
is somewhat limiting for the multiple areas of knowledge 
which could be presented through other genres of fiction and 
informational books. This is applicable to all of the 

programs in the sample. The guest readers (Jess and Mr. B. 
are not shown reading) in these episodes do not share any 
informational books. There is no intertextual tying (Rosen, 
1984) between books in the first episode (assuming that "The 
Funny Little Creature" is a book and not just a cartoon), and 
only one story, Big Al, is read in the second. The 

book/cartoon, "The Funny Little Creature," also a fantasy, is 
of poor quality, both in its images and its literary value. 
An excerpt from the end of the cartoon appears below: 

Audio text: Visual text: 

The next day the monkeys brought [close up of creature] 
the funny little creature before [monkeys and creature standing 
the king. in front of lion on throne] 
"Who are you?" [close up of Lion] 
"I'm a hippopotamus." [close up of creature] 
"Rubbish," said the king angrily. [wide shot of Lion seated 
"Are you not afraid to tell me lies, on throne] 
I, Lion, the king of the animals?" [Lion points at himself] 
"No, I'm not afraid of anything or [wide shot of creature with 
anyone," said the iunny little monkeys] 
creature in a very pompous way. [monkeys stare] 
"Then I know who you are," said [wide shot of lion speaking] 
the king. "You are the little fibber 
who never tells the truth, and you [points in direction of 
will be banished from my kingdom the creature] 
unless you promise to stop telling 
lies." 
"All right, I promise. I will [close up of creature] 
never lie again," said the little 
fibber. 



"Great!" said all the monkeys 
together. But the lion was not so 
sure. Was the little fibber just 
telling another lie? 
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[three happy looking monkeys] 
[close up of Lion looking] 
[close up of creature] 
[close up of lion] 

The plot is simplistic, its characters are flat and 
uninteresting, its language is dull, and none of the elements 
either working alone or in combination redeems this story, 
particularly in light of the dissatisfying, didactic ending. 

Neither the characters Jess or Mr. B., nor the readers 
in the episodes, makes any attempt to encourage discussion 
about the literature at the time of the reading or as segues 
between remaining segments. The young jogger in the first 
episode introduces his book with the statement, "It's called 
Beaky. " He makes no comments about the book during the 

reading or subsequent thereto. Jess and Mr. B. do not 
discuss the book upon its conclusion or at any time 
thereafter. Brian, who reads Big Al in the second episode, 

introduces his book briefly by talking about the sea (he is 
shown seated on cliffs near the ocean), but he, too, makes no 
attempt to extend the text in any way with his comments or 
questions to the viewers. The illustrations are not 

acknowledged or discussed in either episode. 
Teale and Sulzby (1989) suggest the creation of a 

receptive environment for the children at the beginning of 
the story; the reader and listeners could also make 
predictions during the reading and draw inferences from the 
story elements, if it would not negatively affect the 
continuity of the reading. Together the participants could 
discuss the theme of the book, characters and their 
motivations, connect the story to children's own experiences, 
examine the language used by the author, and create other 
connections which will support and extend the reading. An 

exploration of the book topic or theme could also be explored 

through sign systems other than language. Dance, theatre, 

~~~- .--- ._-
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and visual art could all provide interpretations of and 
extensions to the original text. This kind of interactivity, 
particularly during or after book events, is not attempted in 

"Story time. " 
The readers are not shown actually reading a book from 

left to right, the print from top to bottom, or otherwise 
demonstrating how books are read. The readers are shown 
several times during the reading of the texts, but they are 
typically looking back at the camera lens and not into the 
books. No environmental or book print is seen in the 
episodes, with the exception of the covers which are shown in 
close-up at the beginning of the readings. 

There are no children seen on the set or in location 
segments. Jess and Mr. B. greet child viewers and speak to 
them directly one or two times during an episode, usually to 

acknowledge the viewers' "presence" in the House and to close 
the episodes. Mr. B. ends both episodes with the 
instructions, "Go on. Off you go," after he has suggested 
that the viewers pursue some other activity. 

The ethnic diversity of viewers is not reflected in 
these "Story time" episodes, either within the cast itself or 

in the readers or the story texts. Both of the main 
characters, Jess and Mr. B., are white, and the two readers 
of the stories are white males. I also have concerns about 
the gender representation in the series: Mr. B. (although he 
occasionally acts as though daft) is represented in a 
position of power and knowledge, and Jess is represented as 
powerless, naive, and unintelligent. Further details as to 
the negative characterization of Jess appear in Chapter 3. 

Sign systems other than oral language, with the 
exception of music, are weakly represented in the episodes. 
Three songs are sung during the 30 minute sample; one of 
those songs has a strong movement component (in the 

exercise/body identification song), but movement songs are 
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not emphasized as in "Here's Humphrey" (Australia) or 
"Chatterbox" (New Zealand). The other song is comprised of 
counting from one to ten in a simple, memorable tune about 
catching a fish. Two books are read (as discussed above), 
and the third story is in the form of a cartoon, "The Funny 
Little Creature." Visual art is not discussed as process or 
product, although it is present in the illustrations, which 
are presented without commentary. There is no aesthetic 
movement/dance, dramatic play, purposive use of counting or 
simple mathematics, and no written language evidenced in the 
episodes. 
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"Words and Pictures" (United Kingdom) 

"Words and Pictures" is a blend of segments which 
focuses alternatively on a skills approach to language 
learning and a more holistic approach based on high quality 
literature and exploration of multiple ways of knowing. The 
use of books in the two episodes analyzed is commendable in 
several ways. Michael provides brief introductions for the 
readings within an immediate context. For My Cat Likes to 
Hide in Boxes, he shares his collection of cats (figurines 

and stuffed animals) and introduces his real cat, Jimmy, 
before picking up the book for reading. He reflects on the 
text of My Cat by returning to the actual book to find the 

illustrations of his favorite cats from the story. This is 

the only occasion in which Michael is seen turning the pages 
of a book. Prior to reading Owl Babies, Michael creates a 

line drawing an adult owl on paper, then narrates footage of 
real owls. After the reading, he returns to the original 
drawing of the adult owl and adds three little owlets. He 
does not address the illustrations of Owl Babies. There are 

no comments made concerning the characters, plot, or 

illustrations during the readings of either book. These two 
episodes do not show Michael turning pages during the reading 

or following print in the books. He holds the covers up so 
that the camera may focus on them, but he does not open up 
the books as if to read. 

The literature chosen is of excellent quality and is 
representative (metaphorically) of children's experiences. 
My Cat Likes to Hide in Boxes explores interesting cats from 

a number of countries and the narrator's frustration with 
his/her own boring cat. This is the grass-is-always-greener
on-the-other-side feeling that children have experienced. 
Owl Babies follows three owlets left on their own. They 

begin to fear the worst about their mother's safety, another 
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familiar scenario for many children who at some point have 
feared abandonment. The quality of the illustrations is rich 
and detailed, whether in the cartoon genre of My Cat or the 

more realistic imagery of the owl paintings. The visual text 
of both book readings have been prerecorded, in that both use 
minimal animation within the original illustrations (a cat's 
tail wags, an owl's eyes blink). This, along with creative 
camera work, creates an exciting visual text from static 
illustrations. 

There are no children on the regular set, but they do 
appear in the on-location segments. The children in the 
octopus segment of the second episode discuss what they know 
about octopuses through the verbal game of "I'm thinking 
about an animal ••• "; they also express how they feel about 
the ocean creatures. It is an effective segment, 

particularly in the integration of natural, scientific 
inquiry with children's affective responses to such 
exploration. Although there is no recognition of child 
language diversity, the viewers' ethnic diversity is 
reflected in both the £ and the Q episodes. The first 

episode involves a black girl and her mother with their house 

cats, and the second shows a black girl, an Asian boy, and 
two white children in the octopus segment. 

The episodes are inclusive of several signs systems, 
with oral language and music as the most frequently 
represented forms. In "Words and Pictures," however, which 
is not the case with eight of the other programs in the 

sample, written language is a strong element of the program. 
The books chosen have predictable plots and characters 
(particularly My Cat, which is a cumulative story), and the 

text itself has repeating lines which a child can anticipate 
and read prior to their being spoken by Michael. Both the 
readings of My Cat and Owl Babies present recurring complete 

sentences in an electronic text box at the bottom of the 
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illustrations. The sentence, "But my cat likes to hide in 
boxes," repeats in the former, and "I want my mummy" recurs 
in the latter, with each word highlighted as it is spoken. 
This is a positive element of the episode and of potential 
benefit to young readers. 

Goodman, et ale (1987) recommends the use of predictable 
books and suggests that the most effective texts for 
beginning reading "are those that have strong, simple story 
lines, repetitious refrains, and appealing language" (p. 
255). The books read in these episodes have these 
characteristics. However, my comments made concerning the 
text boxes in "Rat-a-tat-tat," another British program, are 
appropriate here. Unless there is a compelling financial 
burden associated with the text boxes, there seems to be no 
reason why the entire text of the stories could not be shown. 
If there are financial or time considerations involved, then 
the print from the actual text could be presented on the 
screen. Although showing an entire sentence is superior to 
using phrases (as in the dialogue tags used in Hattie and the 
Fox in "Rat-a-tat-tat"), the sentences have no meaning 

outside of the whole of the story text. Cambourne (1988), 
Goodman (1987), and Smith (1986) are in agreement with 
Holdaway's (1979) position that 

Whole stories are better than sentences, but sentences 
are certainly better than words. The larger the 
language context in which the skills are seen to be 
operating, the more the support they receive, and the 
more smoothly and rapidly--hence more nearly 
automatically--they operate. (p. 100) 
Repetition and predictability are strong features of the 

episodes outside of the book readings. The episode format 
itself follows a sequence which is repeated in each program 
of the series, thus providing a predictable experience for 
viewers. Repetition is also provided within the segments. 
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For example, the orange machine is repeated three times with 
the camera observing in three slightly different ways. The 
cat, the focus of the £ episode, is experienced as a large 

rolling cut-out, a nine member cat figurine collection, a 
live cat on the set, two real cats in tape footage as 
compared to lions, an animated cat, and a book about cats. 
The octopus is shown live in both a large ocean-like 
environment and in a small aquarium, as an animated cartoon, 
as a line drawing, and as an inflatable toy. The repetition 

in the episodes, then, is frequently achieved by examining 
the same object through a different form of representation. 

Visual art in the Q episode is shown in both receptive 

and productive forms. The illustrations of the owl mother, 
babies, and the woods in which they live demonstrate art as a 
product, as a parallel meaning system to the written story. 
Michael also draws an image of an owl to introduce the book, 
describing the figure as it emerges from his marker onto the 
paper. He then reads the book, but only after a tape 
sequence is shown that studies the image of an actual owl and 
her owlet. At the conclusion of the reading, Michael returns 
to the drawing and completes it by adding three little owls 

at the mother's feet. This productive demonstration of 
visual art as an extension to the text is unique to "Words 
and Pictures"; no other program in the sample shows a 
presenter actively engaged in producing an image. 

One song is presented during the 30 minute sample and 
appears in the £ episode. Michael sings a song with 

cumulative lyrics (the "collection" song) about items seen at 
the beginning of the episode. These items all begin with the 
hard £ sound. One item at a time is added to the list, until 

the final stanza of the song is "Carrot in a cup, cap on a 
cat, camel on a car, candles on a cake, and a cat on a 
cushion makes a colorful collection in the corner today." 

There is visual and aural predictability in the sequence, but 
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the succession of images showing each item as it is mentioned 
is rapid. Michael is seen rushing around the room gathering 
the items and moving them to the collection corner. He also 
sings the lyrics quickly, to the extent that children would 
likely have a difficult time maintaining the pace and 
sequence of the items. The program in general moves rapidly 
from segment to segment. Fewer segments which include more 
of an opportunity for viewers' participation and reflection 

would likely create a more effective text for viewers. 
Mathematics is included only in one brief counting 

sequence, in which Michael counts the owlet eyes he has 
placed on his drawing: "one-two, three-four, five-six. 
six eyes for three baby owls." He does not refer to these 
sets of two as being "pairs" of eyes. There is no dance or 
other aesthetic movement presented in the episodes, and there 
are no demonstrations of dramatic play or story theatre. 
(Another episode of "Words and Pictures" not analyzed herein 
shows Michael creating mUltiple roles as characters and 
narrator of a "golden goose" story.) Children are not seen 
participating in literacy events, and outside of the 
demonstrations of literature for entertainment purposes, 
Michael is not seen writing, reading environmental print, 
accessing informational books, or participating in other 
literacy-focused activities. 

I find it curious that in a program which in some 
segments produces entire sentences in the context of book 
readings for viewers, written language is reduced to initial 
sounds/letters and isolated word identification/vocabulary 
skills in others. Sound identification is foregrounded in 
the "I Spy" segments, which typically begin the episodes. 
Viewers are asked to identify objects in a prerecorded tape 
which begin with a particular sound, as in naming the grocery 
store items beginning with the hard £ sound. Michael does 
not, however, identify the letter name or isolate the hard £ 
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sound. By inference, though, and through the visual text of 
the letter £ in picture inserts which begin and end the 
segment, the episode is associating the hard £ sound with the 

letter £, even though the dialogue avoids any overt sound

letter correspondence. Whether suggested or overtly 
indicated, there is no consistent relationship between 

letters and sounds, and texts which suggest that there is 
regularity in the relationships are in error (Smith, 1985). 

Letter identification and handwriting skills are 

prioritized in the "Magic Pencil" segment. Interestingly, 
Michael never states the name of the letter. After the 
animated segment which shows a cat and a camel, for example, 
Michael says in a voice-over: "Both these words start with 
the same letter. Watch how Magic Pencil writes it." The 
letter £ is then written repeatedly (six times) by Magic 

Pencil on an electronic blackboard. The letter is not 
associated with words or (more appropriately) meaningful 
sentences within whole texts. The decontextualized 
presentation of an isolated letter is a negative practice in 
this television text when examined through the holistic lens 
of language learning. In Smith's (1985) words, "Letters of 

the alphabet are learned by seeing them all, they are not 
learned one at a time" (p. 85). 

The Magic Pencil segments look much like a traditional, 
transmission-model school lesson. It is my position that 
showing and talking about school in children's television 
programs is certainly appropriate, as these viewers are 

undoubtedly curious about and beginning to anticipate the 
school experience. However, school should be portrayed as an 
exciting place where questions of interest to children are 
answered and where new concepts and ideas are explored. It 
should not be presented as a place where letters are 
rewritten over and over again on a chalkboard as if learning 

to write is something other than learning to mean. Holdaway 
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(1979) cautions that serious problems of motivation arise in 
children when the learning of handwriting is divorced from 
the natural environment of purposeful communication. Writing 
as a form of human expression is not commensurate with 
handwriting; children's understanding of writing (or reading) 
can only proceed from an understanding of what written 
language does and what it is for (Smith, 1986; Vygotsky, 
1978) . 

Isolated words are presented in the animated cartoon 

segment near the end of the episodes wherein animals are 
identified by their written symbol. These skills-based 
exercises are isolated within these segments and are 
connected to the remainder of the episode only by the initial 
letter and focus animal, such as a cat and camel for the 
episode on the initial hard £, and an octopus and ostrich for 
the initial short Q sound. 

The octopus and ostrich, however, are seen in the 
animated cartoon standing on an orange, which phonemically is 
in error. The beginning sound for both octopus and ostrich 
is the same sound which begins the word awkward. However, 
the sound which begins the word orange can either be similar 

to the beginning sound of awkward or the word orphan. (See a 

more detailed discussion of this issue in Chapter 3). In 
comparing an orange, ostrich, and octopus, the episode is 

inferring that these words have the same initial sound, which 
does not account for dialectical differences in the viewing 
population. 

The owl is also a focus in the Q episode, although it is 

not an immediate part of the word identification segment with 
the octopus, ostrich, and orange. By virtue of the owl being 
included in the episode at all, children may be confused by 
the association of animals with the initial short Q sound 
with an animal having an initial Q diphthong. If Michael 

were to address the differences in the beginning sounds and 
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make the distinction between the octopus and owl initial 

sounds, his mediation might contribute to a more appropriate 
"mini-lesson" for viewers. 

The episodes typically end where they began: in the 
first episode Michael returns to the collection of things 
that begin with the hard Q sound; in the second episode he 

returns to send another orange through the machine, which 
then blows up an inflatable octopus. This would remind 
children where the episodes began. But the viewers are 

offered little time for reflection on the books or the out
of-studio segments, and reflection on experiences and texts 
constitute learning (Dewey, 1938; Short, 1991a). Michael 
does not regularly solicit viewer reactions to the episode 
content, although in the first episode he asks viewers to 
identify their favorite cat from the story. He later 
suggests that they create their own collection. The Q 
episode, however, does not include attempts by the host to 
directly involve the children at home. 
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"Reading Rainbow" (United States) 

This episode of "Reading Rainbow" is themed around the 

city of New Orleans, Louisiana, and the things associated 
with that environment and culture, particularly jazz music. 
The segments developed within the theme are contextually 
related (i.e., intertextually tied) and of a complexity that 
is appropriate for 5- to 8-year-olds. Segment topics cover 
such multiple areas of knowledge as swamp environments, 

alligators, riverboats, jazz music, making a sound track in a 
recording studio, family rules, and more. LeVar Burton, the 
host, enthusiastically creates segues from segment to segment 
and provides critical links in the program chain. 

The value of story is emphasized in the episode, and 
although only one book is read in its entirety, it provides 

both an anchor for the remainder of the episode and a 
springboard to other people, places, and things. Mama Don't 
Allow is an appropriate book for this episode and the target 

audience in both content and presentational form. The 
scenario is that of a young 'possum who is determined to 
create music, much to the chagrin of his parents but to the 
great pleasure of the alligators who would like to eat 
'possum for dinner. Miles indeed becomes a musician and 
outwits the swamp creatures. The cartoon-type illustrations 
are colorful, whimsical, and have been partially animated for 
this reading, e.g., Miles slides down the banister; the 
alligators swim to the shore; and stars over the river 

twinkle. 
The incorporation of music in this reading is a critical 

feature. It demonstrates two different styles of jazz music, 
both upbeat (used for the song "Mama Don't Allow" played by 
Miles's Swamp Band at the Alligator Ball) and a more blues
type song (the "lullaby" they play to put the alligators to 
sleep). Both the background music and the two songs Mama 
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Don't Allow support the episode's emphasis on jazz music. It 

may also be beneficial for the viewers to experience Miles's 
transition (albeit rapid in this story) from inexperience to 
competence. specifically this story is applicable to the 

viewers' own experiences with learning a musical instrument, 
but it is pertinent in a more general scope, as well, in that 
children are constantly being placed in the role of novices 
as they grow to adulthood. I would anticipate that children 
would enjoy Miles becoming competent enough in his musical 
abilities to "put one over" on the alligators. 

Mama Don't Allow is not the style of repetitive, 

predictable book that is read in such programs as "Rat-a-tat
tat" or "Words and Pictures." Although Hattie and the FOx, 

My Cat Likes to Hide in Boxes, and Owl Babies are the types 

of books that most benefit beginning readers (Holdaway, 
1979), "Reading Rainbow" directs its focus to an older age 
cohort of 5- to 8-year-olds. Since many members of this age 
cohort are already developing and experienced readers, it is 
logical that the literature chosen for the program may not 
need to emphasize the elements of repetition and 
predictability that would benefit 3- and 4-year-olds. 

LeVar returns to significant plot, character, or 

thematic elements of the book frequently during the remainder 
of the episode. On the river boat exploring the regulatory 
signs, LeVar reminds the viewers that Mr. and Mrs. Possum 
would not let Miles play his saxophone in the house. In 
introducing the children's book review segment, he says, "One 
of the things my mama always allowed me to do was to read 
good books." In closing the episode, LeVar reflects again on 
the book: "Miles and his swamp band learned that music is 
pretty powerful stuff, and there's so much of it for you to 
explore." These personal reflections on the book provide an 
example of readers integrating stories and the reading 
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experience into the rest of their lives and creating meaning 
from them in multiple contexts. 

The segment which explores Fred Newman in the recording 
studio creating the soundtrack for Mama Don't Allow is a 

unique one. It examines someone pursuing a career (not often 
shown in preschool television), while simultaneously 
demystifying not only the creation of the audio text for this 
particular book reading, but also the recording process in 
general. The following voice-over by Fred weaves in and out 
of portions of the visual text of the recording studio; 
viewers see and hear Fred working with other sound 
professionals and developing the sounds of the instruments, 
the sound effects, and his narrative/character voices for the 
book, Mama Don't Allow. 

I grew up in the southern part of the United States, and there are 
wonderful storytellers there. And the way they told stories was 
with sounds. And as a semi-adult, I've learned to use those 
sounds for storytelling. A story is a lot more than the words on 
the page or even the pictures there. There is so much more that 
you can add to it. You make up, and that's improvisation. You do 
what you feel with the story. You pretend, you make up, you play 
with the story that's there, and you can add all sorts of things 
outside of just the words, the sounds, the voices to make these 
things come alive. When we do something like Mama Don't Allow for 
television, it takes a lot of people to do that. People help me 
with the musical cues and all of us collaborate and put this 
together and that's what you see here. The secret to all the 
sound making is listening. You ask yourself what is it that makes 
that instrument distinctive, that gives it that personality, then 
you just pretend, you just play with it. What you can do in a 
sound studio with the magic of electronics. I can do an 
instrument, play it back, and play with it more. It's like having 
a whole orchestra with just my own voice. I've been called weird 
occasionally for making these sounds, and I used to be told "Take 
it outside, dear," but I found that people like that. And that 
weirdness that I had was in fact not a curse, but a gift, and 
that's what I do for a living. 

This narrative serves several purposes within the episode. 
It extends the video of Fred performing in the sound studio, 
and it personalizes Fred and shares his history as it has 
impacted his present work. His story is instructive and 
pertinent to children specific,ally interested in his 

--- -~ ----- - -. --------------
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performance art, or who in general may be pursuing goals 
which are not fully appreciated by others. The narrative 
offers a story of someone who has a particular talent and has 
turned it into a fulfilling livelihood. In particular, Fred 
describes an aural perspective on stories and storytelling 
that includes more than a voice with a written text. Thus he 
exte~ds story to include sound, sound effects, and music. 

The episode particularly emphasizes the sign systems of 
oral language and music. Focusing on music as a form of 
representation, this episode presents an effective 
introductory segment which explores how music changes the 
viewers' perception of a given situation. Music in the 
medium of television and film can impact viewers' emotions 
without necessarily being fully acknowledged by the viewers. 
Repeatedly rewinding the tape of the alligator moving toward 
the water and playing different music to the movement 
provides an excellent example the power of music. According 
to the melody and style of music, the alligator can be 
perceived as goofy, frightening, or strangely elegant. 

Another commendable segment of the episode is LeVar's 
discussion of music with Earl Turbinton, the jazz musician. 
Earl not only discusses his childhood interest and 
participation in music, but he demonstrates how the saxophone 
can communicate the emotion of the musician. To answer 
LeVar's question about whether musicians communicate with one 
another, Earl enlists the help of a trumpet player, and 
together they participate in a seemingly impromptu "call and 
response," in which the saxophone and the trumpet sound as if 
they are in a dialogue with one another. The image and sound 
of the two horn players fades into the entire band playing 
later that evening. Couples are shown dancing in the closing 
"Alligator Ball" sequence, but it is not the kind of 
expressive/communicative movement that would be considered an 
example of dance as a sign system. 
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Although the actual text of the book is not shared as an 
example of the sign system of written language (only 
occasional dialogue bubbles and signs are shown in the 

illustrations), other examples of environmental print are 
shown in this episode in the form of signs on the river boat, 
which tie neatly into the Mama Don't Allow theme. LeVar 
points out the ENTER, DO NOT LEAN BACK ON CHAIRS, and AREA 
CLOSED signs. In showing that boats have "do's and don'ts" 

he reminds the viewers that Mr. and Mrs. Possum would not let 

Miles play his music in the house. This provides the segue 
to the "kid on the street" interviews concerning parental 
rules. 

Children are treated with respect, both as audience 
members and as participants in the television text. By 
virtue of the inclusion of the "kid on the street" interviews 

into the program text, children's opinions are valued and 
their voices, although brief, are heard. The following is 
the text of their comments: 

They won't let me urn ride a motorbike because they think it's too 
scary. 

Stay up real late and make a tent in my bedroom. 

They don't let me leave my room dirty. 

I'm not allowed to cook or turn on the fire when I'm home by 
myself. 

I wish I could pick up my salad with my fingers. 

And I don't see why they don't let us stomp on the floor. We have 
a marble floor, I don't see how I could get through. 

Their sharing of the "family rules" also connects well with 
the Mama Don't Allow secondary theme that weaves through the 

program following the book reading. 
The viewers are treated as if they already participate 

in book events, as evidenced by the inclusion of peer book 
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reviews. These books are also related to the general theme 
of the program, as two of the books concern music and one is 
about an alligator. Nothing in the episode, however, 
acknowledges that the child viewers are already participating 
in writing events within the context of their daily lives. 

The ethnic diversity of the viewing population is 
implicitly acknowledged in the text by virtue of the people 
appearing in the episode. LeVar is black, as are the jazz 
musicians. The child book reviewers as other participants in 
this episode evidence a multiethnic group including a white 
girl, a boy appearing to be of Middle Eastern descent, and a 
Latino boy. 

Certain elements of this "Reading Rainbow" episode do 
not contribute to the creation of a supportive literacy text 
for children. There is no story text shown in association 
wi th the reading of Mama Don't Allow. However, the 

illustrations incorporate dialogue bubbles and "environmental 
print" which the camera shares with the viewers. The print 
in the dialogue bubbles is part of the story text, so they 
are read aloud. But there are other items of print within 
the illustrations that are not spoken in the reading. For 
example, the mailbox near Miles's cabin reads, "THE POSSUMS, 
MAMA, PAPA & MILES"; the gift card on Miles's new saxophone 
reads, "From Uncle Waylon"; the sign on the riverboat reads 
"SWAMP QUEEN"; the menu at the Alligator Ball reads "Menu: 
Swamp Band Soup"; and a road sign pointing to "SWAMPVILLE" 
indicates that Miles is almost home. This amount of print 
integrated into illustrations is the exception rather than 
the rule. without this particular visual interpretation by 
the author/illustrator, Thacher Hurd, no print might have 
been seen in the book reading. A viewing of three other 
episodes broadcast during the week of 10/23/95 revealed that 
no print was shown from the book itself and that little print 
was shown throughout the episodes with the exception of book 
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covers. The only illustration discussed in the episode is in 
the book review segment. The young girl, Megan, who reviews 
Miranda describes her favorite image of the heroine playing 

boogie-woogie on the piano while standing on her head. 
It is a positive element of the program that LeVar 

addresses Fred Newman's informational book, Mouthsounds, as 

an extension of the immediately preceding segment with Fred 
in the recording studio. LeVar shows the cover and reports 
that the book "can help you make over 70 sounds with your 

mouth. " However, the use of an informational book would be 
demonstrated if LeVar were to actually consult it in order to 
create a sound, something associated perhaps with the 
riverboat behind him (the horn) or with jazz music. Whether 
he were successful or not in making a particular imitative 
sound, it would provide an immediate connection with the 

preceding segment and the book he is suggesting. 
Although the segment content is loosely related, or 

intertextually tied (Rosen, 1984), there is no opportunity in 
this episode to tie one story to the text of another. 
Although other books are mentioned which are thematically 
appropriate (Mouthsounds, two books about music, and a book 

about a cartoon alligator who likes shoes), no other complete 
story is read as a companion to Mama Don't Allow. Thus 

children cannot compare and advance their knowledge of story, 
nor are they given an opportunity through another fictional 
or information book to expand their knowledge about swamps, 
alligators, jazz music, riverboats, or a host of other 

related subjects that could be effectively integrated into 
the episode. 

After the title song which introduces the episode, 
children are not seen reading. The children in the book 
review segment are placed in front of a blown up image of the 
cover, but they are not seen reading or even holding the 
actual book. Writing is neither demonstrated nor discussed. 
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The program moves rapidly, offering little time for 
reflection. The only opportunities to return to elements of 
previous segments are those created by LeVar when he briefly 
connects Mama Don't Allow or the character of Miles to 

another subject or situation. LeVar does not pose any 
questions or solicit responses in his dialogue with the 
viewer. 
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"Sesame Street" (United States) 

One of the elements of this 30 minute "Sesame Street" 

excerpt which should be examined carefully through a holistic 
language/learning lens is the repeating segments of the 
episode which focus on writing. The writing events shown in 
this episode are generally positive demonstrations of the 
forms and purposes of writing, i.e., Gordon's creation of a 
shopping list, Oscar's get lost note, and the young girl's 

letter to her grandma in Haiti. (Outside of the analysis 
period Ruthie constructs a sign which reads TUFFET SALE and 
subsequently makes one which reads, SOLD OUT, after a run on 

her merchandise.) However, also within the "Wide World of 
Writing" segments, one child writes the letter .I, another 
writes the letter Q, and yet another writes the numeral 14. 

Within the same recurring "WWW" subtheme, purposive 
writing as a process of making meaning is shown concurrently 
with segments which reduce written language to isolated bits 
of language which carry no meaning (Goodman, 1993; Smith, 
1985). This inclusion of two different philosophies about 
learning to write is likely to send two very different 

messages to viewers about real writing; it is about 
communicating, but it is also about .Is and Qs and the numeral 
14 isolated on sheets of paper. A further discussion on this 

point is included later in this section. 
The multiple "Wide World of writing" segments are 

effective on several occasions. The opening logo is a highly 

salient visual feature, and in conjunction with the "www" 
theme song that plays on each occasion, this recurring 
segment introduction creates a "tease" to invite viewer 
attention. These segments are initiated when the announcer 
"breaks in" on Ruthie's greeting to the audience, just as in 
special news reports in adult programming. The remainder of 

the "WWW" segments appear as regular segments throughout the 
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episode without interrupting other material. The opening 
segment, in particular, provides a cursory preview of the 
writing events which will be reported on, and this serves as 
an effective introduction to the running subtheme. The 
segments are reminiscent of "The wide World of Sports," and 
reporter Kingston Livingston III reports writing events with 
the excitement and detail of announcers at sporting events. 
It is a clever twist on a familiar genre, one which is likely 
familiar to young viewers who are already sophisticated 

television consumers. 
Perhaps the writing segment most inclusive of a holistic 

approach to written language is found with Gordon and his 
shopping list. The text of the conversation between Kingston 
and Gordon appears below. 

KL III: Hey, we're back. I'm here in the yard where, as you can 
see, Gordon is writing something. What's Gordon writing? Why is 
he writing it? Let's find out. Hey, Gordon! Kingston Livingston 
III for The Wide World of writing. 

Gordon: Oh, oh, hi Kingston. (to audience) Hi. 

KL III: Listen Gordon, can you tell us what it is you're writing? 

Gordon: Oh, oh sure, Kingston. I'm writing a shopping list. 

KL III: Ah, hear that, writing fans? Gordon's writing a shopping 
list. And why are you writing a shopping list, Gordon? 

Gordon: Oh, well, I'm writing a shopping list so that I can 
remember all the things that I want to buy at the store. 

KL III: Ah, I see, so writing a list helps you remember things, 
right? 

Gordon: That's right, yes. 

KL III: Cool, cool, Gordon. Would it be okay if we watched you 
write your shopping list? 

Gordon: You-you want to watch me write my shopping list? 

KL III: Urn-hum. 

Gordon: Oh, okay, it won't be very exciting. 
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KL III: Well, Gordon, the way I report it, it will be exciting. 

Gordon: Well, okay, be my guest. 

KL III: Okay, and now, let's watch Gordon write his shopping 
list. Eggs! Gordon just wrote the word eggs. Now he's writing 
something else. Milk! Gordon just wrote milk! Hold on, hold on. 
Here comes another word, and this word is apples. Gordon wrote 
apples! Yeah! I tell you, this guy can write! Oh, wait. Gordon 
stopped writing. He's thinking. Yeah. He's deciding what to 
write next, and he's got an idea. Oh, and he's writing again. 
Oh, here comes another word. Boy, it's a big one. Gordon just 
wrote toothpaste. What a word! Yeah! Yeah. And Gordon is 
finished. His shopping list is complete. Yeah! [music plays as 
balloons and confetti fall from overhead] Hey! Hey Gordon, 
you've just finished writing your shopping list. What are you 
going to do now? 

Gordon: Well, now, I'm going to go shopping. 

KL III: Hey, he's going shopping. What a guy. We'll be back 
with more writing on The wide World of Writing. 

The segment is frequently peppered with audio of "oh's" and 
"ah's" and applause from the audience, especially when Gordon 
writes a word. The dialogue between writer and reporter 
includes the "what" of writing (the form), the "why" of 
writing (the function), and a restatement of both purposes. 
That a writer has to make decisions about his/her text is 

also demonstrated. The process and the product are observed 
and narrated. Only its practical application in real life-
Gordon reading his list at a grocery store--is missing. All 
of this is couched in a scenario that includes interesting 
characters and an infusion of humor. 

The camera work is beneficial for viewers, as well, as a 
close up shot carefully observes Gordon write each word. In 
this, the segment is superior to others which show the 
individual writing from a distance but do not show what is 
occurring from hand and pen to paper. Oscar is not shown in 
the actual printing of his get lost note, and the young boy's 
tablet is not shown as he writes the letter Q. The 

Birdkateers in the episode closing hold up writing that has 
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already been printed on their tablets. The only other 
segments in which writing is actually evidenced in process is 
the animated pencil segment and the young girl's letter to 
her Haitian grandma. 

Oscar's note to Kingston to "get lost" is another 
example of an authentic reason for writing: personal 
communication. This interpersonal function of writing 
requires reading as the necessary "second half" to the 
process, and this is evidenced in Kingston's enthusiastic 
reading of the note printed on a scrap of brown paper. Of 
course, Oscar's purpose in writing the note is confounded by 
Kingston's "unconditional acceptance" and praise of the 
writing product. 

The letter written by the girl to her grandma in Haiti 
exemplifies a more formal communicative process available 
through writing. In this segment the girl is seen sitting at 
a desk with the paper in front of her, writing the salutation 
and the first line of the letter. As the girl simultaneously 
writes and reads her letter aloud, the viewers see the 
activities and experiences she is sharing in the letter. 
These on-location shots are included as a visual description 
of her written communication, but the image of the girl and 
her letter in progress is returned to frequently throughout 
the segment. 

The segment which presents the animated cartoon of the 
yellow pencil with arms and legs (the lead is its head; the 
eraser its bottom) is not as adverse to holistic theory as 
some of the other segments which show isolated letters 
totally out of context of any word. However, this segment 
supposes a direct sound to letter correspondence in the 
writing process, which is an inaccurate depiction of oral to 
written language (Goodman, et al. 1987; Holdaway, 1979; 
Smith, 1986). The text of the segment is written below: 
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The pencil says "dance" several times, then says "duh," and then 
"dance" again. It cartwheels over so that the lead will write on 
the blank surface. It writes an upper case Q. as it says "duh," 
then says "dance" again. After saying "dun' it writes an !! next 
to the Q.. It says, "no, wait, umm" and erases the!! with its 
bottom, replacing it with an AN and making the letter sounds. The 
letters now on the screen are DAN. The pencil then says "dan, 
dance, dan" and then adds an 2 to DAN. "Wrong," the pencil says, 
and flips again on its bottom to erase the 2' Saying with 
increasing enthusiasm, "dance. • • dance • .' • dance," the pencil 
writes Q and~. with the writing completed and the pencil 
standing over its work, on the final repetition of "dance," 
electronic soft-shoe music begins to play, and the pencil puts its 
arms behind its shaft and dances the soft-shoe off the right side 
of the screen. 

There are 40 sounds associated with the English language and 

only 26 letters (Smith, 1986); little mathematics is required 

to determine that one letter may be performing several sound 

duties. The verbal text of the segment suggests that 

sounding out words will create a correctly spelled word. 

Without the word "dance" being placed in a whole text, at 

best, or a sentence, at least, there is no demonstration of 

writing (or reading) as contextually-dependent process of 

expression and communication. 

The segment with the pencil is unquestionably clever and 

creative. One positive characteristic may be its 

demonstration of the process children experience when they 

begin to write and make decisions about the letters they want 

to include in their words. However, learning to mean is the 

critical process in writing, not learning to spell. 

The foregoing argument concerning the need for 

contextual, "whole" demonstrations is also applicable to 

Segment 13. The lyrics of the song are as follows: 

En. Puh, en, pen, here comes a pen 

Huh, en, hen, it drew a ,hen 

Tuh, en, ten, and now there's ten 

Pen, hen, and ten all end with en. En. 

The content makes little sense to me: the words are related 

only in form but not in meaning. The visual presentation is 
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more confusing. The sculpture letters pop up from the floor 
to create the word, while an animated picture insert at the 
top of the screen shows the items referred to in the audio 
track. As a viewer, I was concentrating on the movement of 
the letter forms and trying to integrate them with the audio 
track, and I did not notice until the second viewing that the 
picture insert was visually abstracting the items as they 
were listed in the lyrics. 

A child's best strategy for reading an unfamiliar word 
is to anticipate what the rest of the sentence is trying to 
mean; then the child can make a prediction about a word that 
would logically fit. Smith (1986) writes of Y. Goodman's 
assertion that in 5,000 attempts, no child has been found (in 
the U. S.) who is unable to read the word "McDonalds." Smi th 
makes the effective point that "not one of the children 
thought the word was Muh-Cuh-Doh-Oh-Nuh-Ah-Luh-Duh-Suh, 
trying to 'sound out' the individual letters, though many of 
them thought it said 'hamburgers.' But isn't that what the 
word means?" (1986, p. 35) 

It is my position that the segments which address word 
identification and letter identification are not a valuable 
portion of this or any audiovisual text intended for the 
literacy development of children. The segments (5 and 6) in 
which the word apple appearing on the screen is associated 

with physical apples, whether in real time or pixilated or 
animated, contributes little to a child's ability to create 
meaning from a text. Even if the child remembers the form of 
the word, apple may not appear frequently or at all in the 

texts s/he comes in contact with over the days subsequent to 
the viewing. Word recognition in this context is no more 
valuable than the type of letter identification which appears 
in segments 10 and 11 concerning the letter 2. In neither of 

these segments is the letter associated with any words or in 
any sentences, nor is it shown or explained that the 2 
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(except at the end of words) always appears with the letter 
g. 

The incorporation of sign systems into the audiovisual 
text is a positive element of this episode. In addition to 
oral and written language, music/song, visual art (in 
illustrations, animation, pixilation), dance, drama, print 
symbols, and mathematics (but only in counting) are all forms 
through which program information is represented. 

A symbol begins the wordless dance segment in this 

episode (the dance is described in detail in Chapter 3). The 
camera observes a sign, the top half of which reads "NO 
STANDING," while the bottom half of the sign shows an 
abstract representation of a bus within a white circle. The 
first man arrives at the bus stop only seconds after a bus 
has pulled away; his stance of looking in the direction of 

the last bus, in combination with the sign, makes clear the 
fact that he has arrived at a bus stop too late and must pass 
time until the next bus arrives. Two other men join him in 
looking for the next bus. The first man, a white man, walks 
away from the trio and begins to explore the meaning of the 
sign, NO STANDING. 

There are valuable aesthetic, expressive, and 
communicative elements within this episode, but its content 
raises a deep concern about an underlying implication of 
movement ability based on skin color. This segment is a 
exploration of movement as an expressive and communicative 
system. Much is "said" without a word: that the first 

(white) man is repressed physically and somewhat 
uncomfortable in movement and/or self-expression; that the 
second (Latino) man and third (black) man are 
comfortable/sophisticated in movement expression and are 
willing to share what they know with the first man; and that 
the first man is willing to learn from the experienced 

dancers and that their abilities can be transferred to him. 
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Most importantly, the segment indicates that dance can be a 
force of integration and understanding, as the men are moving 
together in harmony as the segment ends. 

The humor of the segment, however, is at the expense of 
the white man, who is seen moving in a highly inhibited and 
self-conscious way. This seems to be a clear expression of 
the stereotype that "white men can't dance." And yet he 
develops his skills within the course of the movement 
experience, and moves from novice to master with the help of 
two more adept teachers. He, in turn, shares his Charleston
like movement with the two other men, and together they 
recreate it in a more "funky," uninhibited style. As an 
adult viewer I would be more comfortable if the segment were 
explored with a multiracial group of dancers in which the 
stereotypes of "white men can't dance" and "black people have 
rhythm" were not present. However, the segment delivers a 
valid message about the power of the arts (in this case, 
dance) as a force of integration and aesthetic communication. 

Three songs with lyrics are incorporated into the text. 
The song, "counting backwards in Spanish," is a segment which 
has no intertextual relationship with the surrounding 
material. Although the visual text of the song is 
appealing--nothing on "Sesame Street" is bland--the content 
is virtually useless. Rote counting, either forward or 
backward, in English or Spanish is not valuable knowledge. 
Smith (1986) calls rote memorization a nonsense activity, 
"result[ing] in less learning than the incidental learning 
that occurs when one is engaged in a meaningful task" (p. 
45). It contributes little to children's understandings of 
number concepts and the function of numerals in mathematics, 
and it fails to demonstrate mathematics as a problem-solving 
thought process. Although the inclusion of Spanish language 
in this segment may be a compelling characteristic for 
viewers who speak Spanish and rarely hear their language on 

---_ ... _ .. _. 
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u.s. television, this seems to be a superficial and 
ultimately meaningless attempt to integrate bilingual 
segments into the program text. 

The "beautiful baby" song is a happy melody that repeats 
the phrase, "beautiful baby," many times in the chorus, which 
may invite viewers' participation in the song. The visual 
text shows a lot of babies in a variety of activities, but 
this segment is not connected to any other and seems to 
dangle without much purpose in the broader text of the 
episode. The "get along" song sung by Kermit and other 
Muppets in the pastoral scene is integrated into the text of 
the segment. The various sounds of the different inhabitants 
of the meadow--the cow, aliens, Tweedlebugs, and rock 'n' 
rollers--are in competition, and Kermit resolves the problem 
by assigning musical roles and constructing a song. Sound 

and language are transformed into music. However, the 
segment itself does not cohere with the remainder of the 
text: the segment preceding is an alphabet clapping game 
which focuses on the letter Q, and the segment following 
examines the word ending EN. 

One on-location segment explores the physical senses at 
work, in which a group of ethnically diverse, visually 
impaired children explore a playground in a park. A young 
child's voice is heard as the narrator; his speech in the 
form of a voice-over is highlighted in the audio text below. 
Other speech is that of the children playing on the 
playground: 

Audio text: 

'l'he kids in my class love to 
go to the park, but we can't 
see very well, and some of us 
can't see at all. 

So we learn about the world 
in other ways, by touching 
and feeling. 

video text: 

[wide shot of entire group] 
[close up: girl with glasses] 
[close up of blind toddler] 

[wide shot of play equipment] 
[close up of hand on wood] 
[hand holding leaves] 



Swing! 

Slide. 

Leaves. 

Chains. 

Steps. 

This is tire swing! 

Sand. 
Aud we know where some 
things are by hearing them. 

Traffic. 

Bus. 

Train! 

Plane. 

Birds. 

Music! 
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[girl feels metal of swing] 
[wide shot of children swinging] 
[close up of hand on aluminum] 
[adult/child go down slide] 
[hand holding leaves; close up 
of boy's face with glasses] 
[close up of hand holding 
chains, then child crawling on 
them] 
[close up of feet climbing 
slide steps] 
[little hand on tire; close up 
of boy's face; children 
swinging] 
[close up of hands in sandbox] 
[close up of girl's ears] 

[honking, squealing traffic; 
close up of girl's face] 
[close up of ea~; then bus 
going by; close up of girl] 
[commuter train footage; close 
up of boy's face] 
[close up of ear, the plane 
overhead; then close up of 
girl] 
[close up of birds; close up 
of girl's face] 
[close up of hands playing 
autoharp; many children heard 
shouting Music!] 

The segment then becomes a montage of autoharp shots, wide 
shots of the children and caregivers sitting on blankets in 
the park and singing, and of individual faces of the 
children. The segment ends as a boy notes the sound of 
thunder and raindrops on the leaves and sidewalk, and 
suggests that the group leaves. This exploration by sight
impaired children is an effective examination of children in 
their natural environment. Viewers will likely be drawn to 
the images of real children and the sound of their voices, 
although the visual text moves very rapidly, cutting from 
child to object frequently and creating a fast pace and sense 
of action. Except for the singing, no adult voices are heard 
in this segment. Viewers are provided the opportunity to 
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observe and hear how children--like themselves and yet 
physically challenged--negotiate the world by using their 
auditory and kinesthetic senses. Sharing human diversity is 
appropriate and necessary in educational television texts, 
particularly with the child's-eye view and unsentimental 
style evidenced in this segment. 

There is no literature read during the course of the 30 
minute excerpt (or in the remaining 30 minutes not analyzed 
herein). In the "get along" segment, however, Kermit is 
observed reading a book for entertainment purposes, and the 
alien Muppets consult an informational book to identify the 
cow. These are props, however, and exist only in their 
miniature and imaginary world. No (real) book covers or 
printed story text are shown on the screen. The episode 
contains the storytelling of Hannah from the country and Anna 
from the city. The illustrations are partially animated and 
offer unique perspectives on the use of color in representing 
the world (Hannah has green hair, Anna blue, their little 
brothers' faces are yellow and green respectively). The 
storytelling pace is slow and even. No indication is made as 
to whether the basis for the presentation is a printed text 
or not. No author or illustrator is acknowledged, and no 
human/Muppet is seen holding the book. 

Although production goals state specifically that the 
program is designed to assist in children's transition from 
home to school, this episode does not show school or discuss 
school (although it is a brief part of the fictional 
storytelling text of Hannah and Anna). The alphabet 
recitation, letter identification, and rote counting segments 
may be perceived by producers as preparation for school. 
However, this kind of isolated memorization outside of 
understandings about the nature of oral and written language 
is not useful and will not likely be valued in schools which 
explore reading and writing (and other sign systems) as 
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purposive and contextualized meaning constructions (Goodman, 
1986, 1991; Smith, 1985, 1986). 

Program materials claim special attention to "the needs 
of children from minority and low income families" (Fact 
Sheet: 25th season, undated, unnumbered p. 1). What the 
materials do not describe is why these children need 
something more or different from any other preschoolers. 
This kind of objective is no doubt well-intentioned, but I am 
concerned by the inference that by virtue of a child being 
born a member of a minority and/or into a low income family, 
s/he has been born into a literacy-poor household. This 
smacks of a type of stereotypical prejudgment which cannot 
begin to bridge the gap between the academic system and 
children of color. If there has been a problem experienced 
by children of color upon arrival at school, and indeed there 
has been, it is my belief that the source of the problem is 
not found in a deficit in the children or in their horne 
environments but is situated within an educational system 
which has failed to value the experiences and knowledge of 
the child. Smith (1986) reports of a California study in 
which researchers spent 2,000 hours in the homes of Mexican
Americans, Black-Americans, and Anglo-Americans counting the 
number of literacy events which occurred in those homes. 
Smith writes: 

Contrary to the cultural stereotypes, there was no 
significant difference in the number of literacy events 
in the three groups--only in the nature of the events. 
Low-income minority preschool children spent more than 
eighty minutes every day in literacy activities, as much 
time as more "privileged" children. (p. 36) 

The researchers, Smith reports, concluded that the children 
of poor and minority families tended to fall short in school
related achievement because of social and institutional 

impediments. Cultural backgrounds, economic circumstances, 
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and ethnic identity did not factor into the children's levels 
of achievement. (See Examining Family Literacy, Taylor 

[1988], in Chapter 4.) 
The series is also purported to present "36 lessons per 

hour" (Press release: "Research helps to shape characters and 
curriculum for 'Around the corner,' 1993, p. 3); each segment 
has an intended learning goal. I cannot presume to know 
whether viewers of this half hour portion of the episode 
could identify, understand, and create meaning from 19 
separate "lessons" from a 30 minute excerpt and whether what 
they were learning was actually intended by the producers. 
Perhaps a child learned in this episode that white paper 
sometimes folds and unfolds all by itself and changes 
markings from g to Q and sometimes has both markings placed 
side-by-side: Qq. It seems highly unlikely that any 

children could process 36 separate and often unrelated 
lessons in one hour, reflect on them, and place them within 
the context of other understandings and experiences. It is 
possible, however, that if the segments were interrelated 
within a well-constructed thematic approach, or if the 
episode were an integrated whole in the form of a 
representational story, then the viewers would possibly gain 
meaningful information from the text. 
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"Story time " (United States) 

The opening segment of this "Story time" episode, in 
which Kino introduces From Sea to Shining Sea: A Treasury of 
American Folklore, contains several positive characteristics. 

Kino and Mara not only demonstrate how to use books (Mara 
handles the book and turns pages from right to left, looking 
for "page 116"), but also show some of the multiple 
opportunities and functions of a book. Mara notes that the 

book includes poems and illustrations, and Kino excitedly 
reports that he has already learned one of the songs from the 
book. The song they choose to sing, however, is one of very 
limited scope: "The Erie Canal." Most young children will 
not know "Erie" or "Canal," nor will they have any knowledge 
of the historical tradition of hauling resources on a river 

barge pulled by mules on the shore (I would venture to guess 
that many adults in this country would be unfamiliar with the 
obsolete practice). Although the several illustrations shown 
during the song are indicative of the song text, an 
introduction could explain canals and their uses, the 
function of barges, and the role of mules in the process. 

Even if this detailed introduction were provided, however, it 
would not contribute any coherence to the segment within the 
context of the episode. The song is completely unrelated to 
the first book reading, and seems to have been included in 
the episode without any purpose. 

Each book read in the episode is an appropriate one for 
inclusion in a children's television program. Children are 
the protagonists in the books (although in Slither McCreep 

the squabbling siblings happen to be snakes), and this would 
likely be appealing to viewers. There is a balance struck 
between fantasy and reality in each of the books, and such 
scenarios as losing/mistreating a possession after having 

pleaded for its acquisition, admiring another kid from afar, 
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feeling cheated by a friend's relocation, and fighting with a 
sibling over personal belongings are familiar to many 
children. 

There are four books read during the course of the 
episode. This number of books might be a positive element of 
the program if the content were related in some way. 
Although two of the books are both rhyming texts written by 
the same author, they are otherwise unrelated. Both books 
are first person accounts of a peer relationship, but this 
broad connection is not discussed. The episode proceeds from 
book to book without any sense of continuity. 

Fred Savage (of U.S. television's "The Wonder Years" 
fame) reads The Mitten by Jan Brett. This is an appropriate 

text choice. In the story Baba is skeptical of Nicky's 
choice of snow white gloves, fearing that he will lose them 
in the snow. Children can relate to a caregiver's lack of 
confidence, but the subsequent influx of animals into the 
lost glove is a delightful surprise in the story. 

Fred's presentation of the text is one of the few in the 
sample in which the reader discusses the storyline and 
illustrations during the reading. His corunents or questions 
to the child audience on the set are brief: "Do you guys 
know what his talons are?"; and [pointing at the engorged 
mitten] "See, it had to stretch to fit all the animals. She 
was a good knitter." Although he is quick to move on to the 
remainder of the text, he does make several attempts to 
explain or extend the text for the benefit of his listeners. 

The following is Fred's post-reading discussion with the 
child audience. He is holding up the final illustration of 
the book, which shows Baba holding one normal sized mitten 
and one very large, stretched out mitten. The bracketed text 
in the paragraph are the comments from the children: 
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But look at this. One mitten is perfect, just the size of his 
hand. But this mitten--Iook how big it is. Why's it so big? 
[because of all those animals] All the animals. I bet you never 
thought so many animals could have fit inside of one mitten. [no, 
not me, etc.] Do you think it could really happen? [no, no] No? 
You don't think so? [Unless it was a giant's mitten] Unless it 
was a giant's mitten, exactly. If it were really big, then they 
could all fit in there. [unintelligible child remark] They just 
squeezed in, right, but that's because this is a fantasy. A 
bear's too big to fit inside of a mitten. Also, Nicky was lucky 
this time, that the bear sneezed and he got his mitten back. But 
is he gonna be able to hold on to that mitten for very long, you 
think? [no, no] No, 'cause why? 'Cause white matches the snow. 
So you think--do you think that every time he loses it the animals 
will come to help him? [no] Probably not, just this time he was 
lucky. So now what? He has to be more careful and hang on to his 
mittens. 

At least some discussion is necessary to describe the final 
illustration, which is not accompanied by any story text and 
is intended to communicate visually the result of all the 
creatures having sought shelter in the mitten. Fred's effort 
in discussing and inspiring dialogue about the book is a 
commendable one, especially considering his own youthful age 
and probable inexperience in reading to a group of children. 
He ensures that the children understand why the one mitten is 
enlarged and that they understand the story as a fantasy, 
using the example that lOA bear's too big to fit inside of a 
mitten." He also attempts to help the children make cause 
and effect connections, although he inaccurately states that 
the animals "came to help" Nicky. The animals came to the 
mitten for warm shelter, and Nicky retrieves his mitten only 
because the bear sneezed, not because of any benevolent 
intentions on the part of the animals. 

Although I applaud the effort expended in this post
reading discussion, there are elements of the conversation 
which could easily be improved. This dialogue proceeds at a 
very rapid rate. Fred occasionally talks over a child or 
interrupts one of them, and on several occasions he answers 
his own questions and imposes his own interpretation. This 
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could be Fred's nervousness or time constraints imposed on 
him by producers. He does not ask any questions or create 
any statements which could extend the text to include 
children's personal connections to and interpretations of the 
story. Fred's final comment, which reveals his rather 
didactic interpretation of the story, does little to 
communicate the humor and whimsical nature of this book. 

Laura Komeiko reads two of her own books during this 
episode: Earl's Too Cool For Me and Annie Bananie. An 

author reading her work on a program personalizes the book 
writing process and may help children understand that books 
are written by people based on their experiences and 
imagination. She begins speaking to the child audience about 
why she wrote her two books in rhyme and describes that she 
likes rhythms and beats. She asks the children "Who likes to 
rhyme?" and then participates with them in a brief rhyming 
exercise. This discussion offers the children on the set, as 
well as the viewers at home, time to begin thinking about 
rhymes in preparation for the book readings. It also 
provides time for the listeners to get to know the 
personality of the reader. She continues with the following 
dialogue: 

So this is a book called Earl's Too Cool For Me, written in 
different rhythms and beats, Earl's Too Cool For Me. Now, before 
I recite this book to you and read it to you, there's three things 
you have to know. You have to help me with this book. Who's in 
the mood to help me read? Very good, 'cause I'm gonna need a lot 
of help. But there's three things. First, there's a line that 
repeats itself over and over in this book, and the line is: 
"Earl's too cool for me." Everyone say that: "Earl's too cool for 
me." Okay, now I want you to say it in a way that's just a little 
bit cooler, a little bit more rhythm. "Earl's too cool for me." 
Okay, you do it: "Earl's too cool for me." Good. Very good. 
NOw, you might hear me making some rhythmic sounds with my mouth, 
like this: [makes percussion sounds with her mouth]. Now you try 
that. Or sometimes I might do this: [more percussive sounds] 
That's a little harder. Very good. Now before ••• we're almost 
ready, just one more thing we need to know, and that is, what does 
it mean to be cool? Who can tell me? What does it mean to be 
cool? If you're cool, what are you? (a black girl in a pink 
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shirt says something about being "jazzy") Jazzy. Very good. 
Yes, very good, very good. (points at another child) Who else? 
Yes? What does it mean to be cool? (unseen little girl says 
"popular") Popular, very good. Yes, Fred, what does it mean to 
be cool? (Fred: "Maybe if you're cool you have a lot of 
friends.") Maybe you have a lot of friends. What about clothes? 
What kind of clothes might you wear if you're cool? 

The children suggest leather jackets and a specific kind of 
shirt, and Leah suggests that sunglasses are always cool. 
She distributes them among the children. This conversation 
allows Leah to gauge her readers' familiarity with the 
concept of "cool" as used in her book. It also builds 
experience for the children and, along with the "cool" props, 
is further preparation for the reading. The book, then, is 
placed in the broader context of what the immediate audience 
understands as "coolness," and the dialogue creates 
anticipation for the story and expectations of what the text 

will hold. 
During the reading Leah cues the children for their 

recurring participation on the line "Earl's too cool for me." 
She extends the text by calling attention to one of the 
illustrations in which Earl soaks with a ship: "There he is 
in his bathtub. Not a little boat, but a ship, right?" When 

she reads a reference about gorillas, she does a Tarzan yell 
and then invites the children to do the same. But at the end 
of the reading, she says nothing about the change that takes 
place when the narrator discovers that Earl is not "too cool" 
to become his friend, and she does not facilitate discussion 
about the fantastic elements of Earl's "coolness." 

Leah also provides an inclusive introduction for Annie 
Bananie and describes her personal background and reason for 

writing this particular story. She explains that her best 
friend moved to Italy and that she wrote the book in response 
to the frustration she felt. By the time she wrote the book 

and it was published, she explains, her friend had moved back 
to the u.S. She makes the suggestion that "If you have a 
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friend that's moved away and you want them to try and come 
back, you should try writing a story about them. It worked 
for me. I don't know if it's going to work for you, but it's 
a try." It is sound advice to children that they write about 
their feelings and experiences, but the suggestion that 
writing a book might bring a friend back to town is 
presumptuous and may set up false hopes for viewers who are 
experiencing a friend's move. She gives several children the 
opportunity to describe their own circumstances in having a 
friend who moved away, and this is a positive method in 
initiating a child's interest in a book. 

Leah supports the children's participation in the story, 
pausing during the reading to allow children to guess the 
rhyming word at the end of the couplet, and then praises them 
for filling in the oral blanks. She concludes the reading 
event fairly quickly, but does ask the children if they think 
Annie Bananie will ever find a friend like the narrator, and 
several of them say no. Leah returns to the text in an 
effective but brief reflection on the story: "That's like a 
one in a million kind of friend that has you brush your teeth 
with mud and sign your name in cockroach blood." 

The last book of in the program, Slither McCreep and His 
Brother Joe, read by actor Steve Guttenberg, is the least 

effective book event of the episode. Steve is seen sitting 
on the floor with an ethnically diverse group of children 
around him. He introduces the book only by naming the author 
and illustrator and saying to his audience, "So, I guess 
you're all hoping that I can read, aren't you? Yeah, okay, 
so you'll tell me at the end if I can read." The children 
barely respond, and he does not ask them at the end of the 
story whether they decided that he can read. Steve proceeds 
through the text at a very rapid rate. He does not interject 
any comments or questions into the reading, and does not 
provide opportunities for any child dialogue. Mara and Kino, 
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upon the cut back to the studio, do acknowledge the book 
reading and Kino reports that there is a "big, big lesson" to 
be learned from the story, and that is to "share your toys." 

Mara and Kino end the episode with book recommendations. 
Kino suggests a "book about a cool kid," A Day With Wilber 
Robinson, and Mara recommends Leo the Late Bloomer. Again, 

neither one of these books are related thematically to the 
ones read during the episode. 

No sign systems other than oral language, visual art, 
and music are integrated into the episode text. Visual art 
is included by virtue of the book illustrations in a 
receptive but not productive venue. One song is sung, but as 
reported earlier, the "Erie Canal" is not a familiar 
reference to most children and the melody and lyrics are 
outside the musical and/or linguistic experience of many of 

the viewers. The song is also not connected in any way to 
the subsequent segment, the reading of The Mitten. No print 

is shown until the final moments of the program when Mara and 
Kino suggest books to the viewers. There is no 
movement/dance opportunities included in the "Story time" 

text, nor is there any use of dramatic arts, mathematics, or 
other visual symbols. 
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Conclusions 

Holistic theories of language and learning are 
potentially applicable to preschool educational television 
programs in multiple contexts in a variety of practical ways. 
Some of the 10 programs of the sample already integrate 
holistic practices in their audiovisual texts; others, in 
part or in whole, do not. I recognize that each element in 
the broad spectrum of holistic practices in education cannot 

be applied to each episode of a program. However, an 
understanding of holistic theory and the application of its 
practices may benefit literacy-focused preschool programs. 
Producers who are already utilizing limited elements of a 
holistic approach may improve existing practices ,and increase 
the ways they develop episodes to support the meaning 
constructions of the viewers. For those television series 
which maintain a traditional transmission model of teaching 
and learning, a familiarity with holistic literacy practices 
may inform and possibly effectuate change in those 
productions. A brief review of my understandings of holistic 
literacy theories as potentially applied to television 
production are summarized in the following paragraphs. 

Any literacy experience shared in a television text 
should be demonstrated in whole, purposive ways (Cambourne, 
1988; Goodman, et ale 1987; Harste, et ale 1984; Holdaway, 
1979; Smith, 1985, 1986). The numerous uses of reading for 
entertainment and information should be illustrated for 
viewers as a valuable contribution to their lives. The 
function of writing in multiple contexts for a variety of 
purposes should be actively demonstrated (in process and 
product) for viewers as to the immediate and potential 
benefits of writing labels, lists, memos, letters, notes, 
signs, notices, IOU's, poems, stories, and much more (Harste, 
et ale 1984). These multiple contexts should reflect 
experiences in which real children regularly participate 



(Dewey, 1938) and in which they have the potential to 
participate with assistance from more experienced peers or 
adults (Vygotsky, 1978). 
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The literature utilized in programs should represent 
both fictional and informational books (Short, 1991b). 
Predictable, repetitive, cumulative, rhyming, and rhythmic 
stories are the most beneficial for beginning readers, but 
quality books of straight prose should be included in the 
episodes, as well (Holdaway, 1979). The printed text of 
these books should be presented on the screen either from the 
actual book or via an electronic text box. Pointing at or 
highlighting the words of the story as they are read is 
effective support for the oral-to-written language 
understandings of children (Holdaway, 1979). Both children 
and adults should be seen using books for life-enriching 
experiences. Other materials such as signs, maps, 
instructions, product boxes, and other multiple forms of 
environmental print should be utilized in context as 
information resources (Short, 1991b). 

Both children and adults should be readers (and 
storytellers) in preschool programming, and their 
conversations or other sign system explorations concerning 
these texts should be a vital element of each episode. 
Readers should create a dialogue (either with children on the 
set or with the viewers) about the text, whether storybook or 
informational text. With storybooks the reader should show 
the book cover, acknowledge the author and illustrator, make 
predictions about the story, identify the fictional genre, 
introduce the characters, clarify confusing language or plot 
elements, and discuss the story's implications in children's 
lives (Mason, Peterman, & Kerr, 1989). With informational 
books the reader should attempt to anticipate the viewers' 
knowledge of the topic, set a purpose for listening, connect 
the content with children's lives, provide demonstrations and 
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concrete examples of difficult concepts, and attend to 
pictures and illustrations of the concept/object/process of 
focus (Mason, Peterman, & Kerr, 1989). Too much discussion 
about the readings should be avoided, however, as it would 
potentially lose the viewer's interest due to "all talk and 
no action." Producers would do well to strike a balance 
between readings which integrate more interaction and others 
with fewer comments. Other and different introductions, 
text-in-progress connections, and concluding experiences are 

potentially available to creative producers, particularly in 
the inclusion of various sign systems within the context of 
and as extension to the book event. 

If programs are of a representational genre, they should 
tell a story through the contiguous connection of the 
segments (Rosen, 1984; Short, 1991a). All of the elements of 
effective story must be present: a well-developed plot; 
multilayered, original characters with whom viewers may 
relate and empathize; a setting which is well-known to 
children and provides an environment for a variety of 
potential storylines; a conflict which makes sense and is 

familiar to children; and a satisfying, logical resolution to 

that conflict. If the program is a presentational one, the 
segments should cohere under a thematic umbrella; the various 
explorations and activities should logically connect from 
segment to segment (Harste, et al. 1984). The books and 
other story texts shared in the program should be 
intertextually tied, so that children's experience in one 

text is related to and expanded by the subsequent text(s) 
(Short, 1991a). This will support their understandings of 
story and storying, as well as their understandings within 
the thematic intentions of the episode (Rosen, 1984). Both 
representational and presentational genres of programs should 
explore the experiential and imaginative scenarios of 



viewers' lives and foreground their natural interests and 
curiosities. 
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Direct instruction in written language forms should not 

be a priority in a program (Vygotsky, 1978). Segments which 
practice handwriting skills, word identification, sound-to
letter writing, or letter-to-sound reading out of context 
from other meaningful content are not only ineffective as 
curricular objectives, but also are potentially confusing to 
children in their developing understandings of and 
experiences in using language as an integrated 
expressive/communicative systems (Goodman, et ale 1987; 
Smith, 1986). There are effective ways to focus on the 
building blocks of language wi thin authentic read,ing and 
writing events, but the sample programs do not integrate 
authentic strategies. 

The frequent and inclusive use of sign systems in 
addition to oral and written language--visual art, aesthetic 
movement/dance, music, mathematics, dramatic art--would 
substantially contribute to an effective television text 
(Eisner, 1994; Leland & Harste, 1994). Children have 
differing intellectual strengths and therefore would benefit 

from a variety of ways of observing, expressing, and 
communicating what they know (Gardner, 1993). Different 
cultures have developed or emphasized certain forms of 
representation to meet personal and social needs, and 
children are participants in these cultural texts (Eisner, 
1994; Leland & Harste, 1994; Short, 1991b). Television as a 

medium of entertainment and information, and as primary 
storyteller in many societies, can demonstrate for children 
the various ways of knowing within their own culture and in 
others. 

Acknowledgment of multicultural audiences is critically 
important in producing television programs for preschoolers 
and all children. White children in English-speaking 
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countries are not the exclusive consumers of television 
series, although this is implied when white people are 
exclusively presented in the texts. Children of color need 
to see their faces and hear their voices in television texts. 
They need to participate in program events in meaningful 
ways. The inverse is also true: white children need to 
experience children of color on the television screen. White 
children will not benefit from, and may be harmed by, 
implicit messages in television texts that they are somehow 
removed from the rest of the multiethnic community. 
Languages other than English used by the viewing population 
should also be recognized and respected via integration into 
the program text. Literature that explores a broad expanse 
of cultures and ethnicities, families and communities, 
dialects and languages may contribute to a child's world view 
which incorporates cultural diversity. 

Warm, enthusiastic presenters who invite children's 
participation as co-learners with them in program events will 
impact the television text in significant ways. Their 
regular eye contact and direct address to viewers can create 

an "illusion of intimacy" (Noble, 1975) and may help children 
feel as if they are members of a "literacy club" (Smith, 
1988). The program writers can contribute to a holistic text 
by writing dialogue for the presenters in which they create 
smooth segues between related segments of the text, 
connecting the earlier texts with the present one. The 
presenters' dialogue can also offer opportunities to connect 
program elements to the viewer's own lives. 
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Chapter 6 

Introduction 

The foregoing chapter has exami.ned the application of 
holistic principles to the 10 children's television texts of 
the sample and has reviewed principles of holistic theory. 
Chapter 6, the conclusion of this study, is designed to (a) 
review briefly the 10 programs in the sample as to the 
inclusion or absence of holistic theories, (b) explore the 
characteristics of a prototypical holistic children's series, 
(c) answer the question, "Why a holistic perspective for 
television texts?", and (d) suggest other and further 
research questions to be examined in future studies in the 
combined foci of children's television and literacy 

development. 

A Brief Review of the 10 Proqrams as Holistic Texts 

The sample of 10 programs currently broadcast in four 
English-speaking countries (Australia, New Zealand, United 
Kingdom, and the United States) is indicative of the 
application of (or failure to apply) holistic theories in 
literacy learning to English-language preschool educational 
television texts. A brief review of the programs as holistic 

texts appears in the following paragraphs: 
"The Book Place" (Australia) 

Literature is a primary focus in this broadly-themed 
episode which explores "fantasy," both in the books read and 
the on-location segments with children. In these on-location 
segments, which separate the five book readings, children are 
seen in familiar environments but their voices are not heard. 

Oral language, illustrations, and music are the most 
frequently used sign systems. Explorations across sign 
systems are integrated into the audiovisual text, 
particularly in the opening four "wild iinimals" segments, 
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from the reading of Crocodile Beat to the singing of "purple 

people eater." "The Book Place" incorporates the only song 
in the sample which serves as a reflection on the immediate 
episode and the books read up to that point. 

The introductions to the books are strong, but there is 
little post-book discussion. The on-location segments with 
children that occur at the end of each reading maintain the 
theme of the book and function as a "reader response" 
(Rosenblatt, 1978). No children are seen reading or writing, 

and no print appears on the screen. The cultural diversity 
of Australia is not evidenced in this text, as the presenters 
are white; the children in the on-location segments and those 
depicted in the book illustrations are also exclusively 
white. 
"Here's Humphrey" (Australia) 

This episode's theme concerns those activities which may 
be pursued inside on rainy days. Heidi and Dave are highly 
appealing presenters who consistently maintain eye contact 
with viewers and invite their participation. Humphrey offers 
a strong nonlinguistic (gestural) element to the program in 
which viewers can gain experience in reading "body language." 

One book is read in the "here and now" of the episode 
(as opposed to a taped reading accompanied by prerecorded 
illustrations). Heidi demonstrates appropriate book handling 
and directionality in page turning, and also points out 
elements of the illustrations. She does not attend to the 
print: no print is seen in association with the book. She 

discusses book during the reading and extends the text by 
questions to viewers, sound effects, and a connection to 
Humphrey's spontaneous poem earlier in the program. Movement 
songs are emphasized and are a positive aspect of the 
program, but their inclusion is at the expense of other and 
further storytelling and book reading. The songs do, 

however, act as transmediating events from preceding segments 
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which are based in oral language. Dramatic art, open-ended 
aesthetic movement/dance, written language, and mathematics 
as a problem-solving system are not included. 

Children (of any color) are not seen or heard in the 
program. Both presenters are white, as is the image of the 
girl in the book illustrations. 
"Lift-Off" (Australia) 

The main story of this representative series involves 
the theme of destruction; it is a realistic, multilayered, 
and universal story of childhood and is, in several ways, a 
piece of quality literature come to life. However, the story 
is interrupted by several segments which are incongruent and 
illogical within the story structure. 

There is no integration of the Wakadoo Cafe segment into 
the main story line. Although the Munch Kids is an excellent 
exploration of children's thoughts about life cycles of 
plants and humans, it is likely too visually complex for 
children's comprehension. It is incongruous with rest of the 
segment; however, if the characters from the main story 
participated in the conversation, then it would be a logical 
and cohesive segment. The Backsaks as linguistic models are 
also a confusing element within the program sequence. These 
foregoing segments are thematically aligned with the concept 
of "destruction," but this vague connection is of little 
consequence when the segments are so far removed from the 
text of the main story. 

The episode focuses on oral language, music, and visual 
art. Songs are included in the text, but they are not ones 
familiar to children and thus would not invite their 
participation. The songs are also too complex for the 
younger members of the cohort: the first, although it is 
likely intended to be an advance organizer for the episode, 
is visually confusing; the second song in the Wakadoo Cafe is 
linguistically confusing. One storytelling event occurs 
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between Turbo and Nipper, but there is no print shown on the 
screen, no books read, no children or adults seen reading or 
writing, and little symbolic communication shown (except in 
the Lotis the lift segment). No segments incorporate story 
theatre or other dramatic art, movement/dance, or mathematics 
into the text. 
"Chatterbox" (New Zealand) 

The first episode explores the concept of 
directionality, and the first five segments of the second 

episode address books and becoming a new library member. The 
segments of the first episode are effectively tied together 
in multiple demonstrations of "over," "under," "through," 
etc., both within episodes by using multiple sign systems, 
and across episodes, as in the familiar song, "We're going on 
a bear hunt," which is repeated in both episodes appearing in 
this analysis. 

There is predictability in the program sequence, and the 
segments themselves are predictable as a result of the 
detailed introductions provided by the presenters. The first 
episode includes a story theatre event, the only instance 
across the 10 programs analyzed, followed closely by a 

puppet-and-toy retelling. This retelling emphasizes the 
major story line and concepts from the play and offers 
viewers the opportunity to reflect on what they learned about 
directionality from earlier segments. 

Children are not seen reading or writing in the 
episodes, although their letters and artwork are acknowledged 
in the "mailbox" segment of each episode. Adults are seen 
holding and caring for books (e.g., putting protective 
covering on them) but not reading them. The language 
diversity of the viewers is regularly acknowledged in 
presenter dialogue and on-location segments, in which Maori 
is included in natural and positive ways. 
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"Rat-a-tat-tat" (United Kingdom) 

Literature is the focus of this series, and the sequence 
of segments in the episodes are thematically integrated. The 
book texts in the first episode are related within the theme 
of fowl and fox, but the host does not verbally support that 
connection. The books presented are appropriate for the 
preschool audience; they are highly predictable and 
incorporate repetitive language. Phrases/clauses and 
sentences from two of the three storybooks are shown in an 
electronic text box appearing at the bottom of illustrations, 
and the words are highlighted as they are read. This 
parallels the practice of a reader pointing at the words of a 
text as s/he progresses through the story. However, to be 
most effective, the whole text needs to be printed. Brief 
introductions are created by the host, but there is no book 
talk during or after readings. The host refers to an 
informational book, but reads a fictional story about a hawk 
and hen from the text (Games and How To Play Them) and does 

not discuss (and the children do not demonstrate) the rules 
for the game. Although the host creates an "intimate" 
communication with the viewers, he talks to and not with the 

children appearing on the set. 

The second episode of the sample is the only one that 
integrates a science experiment in the text. A wormery is 
described and the process to construct one shown, and the 
host is seen writing a "worms" sign for the real-life purpose 
of keeping others from disturbing the wormery. Children are 
not seen reading or writing, and with the exception of the 
"worms" sign, neither is the host. When the host "reads" a 
book, he opens the cover, but the segment cuts to a 
prerecorded version of the story. There is no story theatre, 
art production, or aesthetic movement/dance incorporated into 
the episode. 
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"Story time" (United Kingdom) 

This is the second of two representational programs in 
the sample: the other is "Lift-Off" (Australia). However, 
the characters in this program, Jess and Mr. B., break the 
"fourth wall" and acknowledge the presence of the viewers, as 
do the readers. The first episode is not themed and does not 
cohere as a text, but the second episode is evenly 
constructed around a theme of fish and fishing. Neither 
episode, however, meets the requirements of a quality story 

"come to life." There are elements of character and setting 
which are left unexplained and serve to confuse the viewers, 
such as the characters' identity and relationship with one 
another, the use of magic in the series, the role of the 
House and its elements of Maestro and Cyclops, etc. There is 
no identifiable sequence of events which lead to a crisis 
which is ultimately resolved. 

The episodes include storybook readings which are 
appropriate for the preschool audience; the characters and 
readers in the episodes demonstrate books as an entertaining 
medium. The cartoon presented in the first episode, however, 
is of poor visual and literary quality, and there is no 
relatedness between it and the book reading of Beaky later in 

the episode. There is virtually no discussion of the books 
before, during, or after the readings, and no illustrations 
are discussed. 

Both the characters and the readers are white; no people 
of color are represented in the text. No children are seen 

or heard on the set or during on-location segments. There is 
no print presented on the screen, and no movement/dance, 
dramatic play, or purposive mathematics are integrated into 
the story. 
"Words and Pictures" (United Kingdom) 

This series is a blend of skills-oriented segments and 

highly appropriate beginning reading texts. The themes for 
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the episodes are the beginning letters of £ and Q. Several 

segments of each episode explore sound-letter relationships, 
word identification, and handwriting skills. The diphthong 
in owl is implicitly connected with the short Q sound 
beginning the words octopus, ostrich, and orange. The word 
orange becomes problematic in this combination when dialectic 

considerations are made. 
The episodes are inclusive of frequent and varied 

explorations of sign systems, utilizing transmediation in the 
connection of segments: for example, Michael draws an owl, 
then a tape is shown of a real owl and her baby, then Michael 
reads Owl Babies, and at the end of this sequence he returns 

to his original drawing to add the three owlets from the 
reading. No mathematics as a problem-solving system, 
dramatic play, participatory songs, or aesthetic 
movement/dance are included in the segments of the episode. 

The books read are highly repetitive, predictable texts 
which are most appropriate for beginning readers. Fifteen 
complete sentences (no phrases or clauses) are shown from the 
story as electronic text at the bottom of the screen. The 
words are highlighted as they are read. Ethnically-diverse 
children are regularly seen and their voices represented, but 
they are not seen reading or writing in any of the segments. 
"Reading Rainbow" ( U • S • ) 

The segments included in this episode are appropriate 
for preschool viewers and cohere under the broad theme of New 
Orleans and jazz music, with subthemes of alligators and 
things that "mama don't allow." The sign system of music is 
used in an extensive and effective way. Music as a system of 
meaning is also explicitly discussed in several segments, 
i.e., when the alligator's walk is replayed to various styles 
of music, and when Earl Turbinton describes how his emotions 
can be expressed/communicated through the medium of his 
saxophone. 
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LeVar is effective host who assists in the creation of 
continuity in the program segments; his segues connect the 
sequences of text, and he frequently returns to the book 
theme of the program, Mama Don't Allow. Children's voices 

are respected in the programs and their comments are valued, 
as in the "kid on the street" interviews and the book 
reviews. The issue of cultural diversity is effectively 
addressed by the people of color who appear in the episode. 

With the exception of several dialogue bubbles in the 
Mama Don't Allow illustrations, no book text is shown during 

the reading, and no children are shown reading or writing. 
However, LeVar reads environmental print as found on the 
riverboat, and he refers to an informational book, 
Mouthsounds, only one of two informational books mentioned in 

the 10 programs. He does not utilize any excerpt from the 
text or information contained therein. No opportunity is 
created in this episode to tie story texts together; only one 
book is read in the episode in its entirety. 
"Sesame Street" (U.S.) 

This episode has a repeating and frequently effective 
"Wide World of Writing" sequence, in which writing is shown 
as a purposive, meaningful communication. Gordon's grocery 
list, Oscar's "get lost" note, and the girl's letter to her 
grandma in Haiti are all excellent segments which evidence 
the real-life functions of written language. Within this 
same running concept, however, isolated letters and numerals 
are demonstrated as writing and are presented outside of any 
meaningful constructions. There is a strong message in this 
episode that written communication also has to do with sound
to-letter relationships in writing and letter-to-sound 
correspondences in reading. Isolated word identification is 
found in several segments (concerning apples), and several 
segments show upper and lower case 2s written in isolation 

from words, sentences, or whole texts. 
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The episode contains commendable exploration of 
information via multiple forms of representation. Oral and 
written language, music, song, movement/dance, musical 
theatre, and visual art are creatively integrated into the 
television text; however, mathematics is included only as 
counting backwards in spanish, which is a meaningless task. 
The lyrics of one song--concerning EN as a word ending--make 

no logical sense as a song or as a language "lesson." No 
book is read during the episode, although a storytelling 
event is included in the audiovisual text of "Hannah and 
Anna." It is not connected in any way to the segments which 
are presented either before or after the story. The episode 
does not have thematic integrity, and the segments are 
removed from one another to the extent that they could appear 
in any number of random sequences. 
"Story time " (U.S.) 

This "Story time" episode includes four appropriate and 
entertaining books for preschoolers, although they are not 
the repetitive, predictable books suggested to be effective 
with beginning readers. However, as no print is shown on the 
screen during the reading, repetition and predictability in 
the text would perhaps be a moot point without text to read 
(Holdaway, 1979). 

The episode is not thematically integrated. A song, 
"The Erie Canal," begins the episode; it is linguistically 
complex and contextually unfamiliar to children, and it is 
not tied to the first book reading. None of the book 
readings are related to each other. One book (The Mitten) is 

minimally introduced, but the reader discusses the book at 
length with child audience upon its conclusion. Two books, 
Earl's Too Cool For Me and Annie Bananie, are extensively 

introduced by the author/reader, and she creates an effective 
environment for the readings. The final book (Slither 
McCreep and His Brother Joe) is neither appropriately 
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introduced, discussed during the reading, nor addressed at 
the conclusion. Two books are suggested by Mara and Kino at 
the end of the episode that are not described in any way and 

are unrelated to any portion of the episode. 
No book text is shown, and no children are seen reading 

or writing. There is no movement/dance, story theatre or 
other dramatic art, mathematics, or symbols explored as forms 
of representation. 

Problematic Characteristics of Broadcast Texts 

A concise summary of the characteristics of television 
texts requiring improvement is necessary at this point in the 
conclusion, both to review findings from the foregoing 
chapters and to lay a foundation for the subsequent 
description of the potentially positive elements of holistic 
television texts. The following list identifies problem 
areas of the ten sample programs as determined by this study: 

1. No program showed children reading except briefly in 
several opening title segments. 

2. Only one 2-minute segment out of five hours of sample 
programming showed a child writing in a functional, purposive 

way (the young girl writing to her Haitian grandma in "Sesame 
Street" [U. S. ] ) • 

3. Writing was rarely shown in process: "Rat-a-tat-tat" 
(U.K.) had 1 event in the writing of the word worms, "Words 

and Pictures" (U.K.) had 2 in the "Magic Pencil" segments, 
and "Sesame Street" (U.S.) had 4 within the recurring "Wide 

World of Writing" segments. 
4. Only two programs ("Reading Rainbow" [U.S.] and 

"Story time" [U.S.]) shared children's reactions to 
literature. 

5. Only two programs ("Rat-a-tat-tat" [U.K.] and "Words 
and Pictures" [U. K. ]) showed repeating phrases / sentences on

screen from story texts being read. 



6. No program showed on-screen the entire text from a 
story. 
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7. Three programs failed to include a book reading in 

the 30 minute sample ("Lift-Off" [Australia], "Chatterbox" 
[New Zealand], and "Sesame Street" [U.S.]), but did integrate 
either storytelling or story theatre into the text. 

8. Two programs ("Words and Pictures" [U.K.] and "Sesame 
Street" [U. S. ]) included segments which decontextualize 
language and focus on beginning sounds and letters, 

handwriting, sound-to-Ietter correspondences, and/or letter
to-sound relationships. 

9. Four programs ("Here's Humphrey" [Australia], "Rat-a
tat-tat" [U.K.], "Story time " [U.K.], and "Words and Pictures" 
[U.K.]) failed to acknowledge the authors and illustrators at 
any point in the episode and how the viewers could access the 
books read on the program. 

10. Out of 21 books across the ten episodes, only 2 were 
informational texts. Two were realistic fiction, and the 
remaining 17 books were fantasy-based fiction. 

11. Only one book reading ("Here's Humphrey" 
[Australia]) showed "bookness," i.e., book handling and page 

turning, but it did not demonstrate directionality of printed 
text. 

12. There were few demonstrations of mathematics as 
problem-solving system, of aesthetic movement/dance as an 
expressive/communicative system, of dramatic arts as a way of 
knowing, and visual art and music as processes of 

constructing meaning. 
13. Three programs ("Story time" [U.K.], "Sesame Street" 

[U • S. ], and "Story time " [U. S .] were characterized by the 
randomness of the segments and the lack of thematic 
continuity. 
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"Story time " [U.K.]) had no children on the set or in on
location tapes. 
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15. Two programs ("Rat-a-tat-tat" [U.K.] and "The Book 
Place" [Australia]) showed children, but their voices were 
not heard. 

16. Three programs ("The Book Place" [Australia], 
"Here's Humphrey" [Australia], and "Story time" [U.K.]) failed 
to acknowledge the multicultural, multiethnic makeup of their 
audience by excluding people of color from the episode. 

17. None of the program episodes addressed school as a 
place and a concept (although "The Book Place" [Australia], 
"Words & Pictures" [U.K.], and "Chatterbox" [New Zealand] 
showed preschool environments as a setting for particular 
segment activities). 

18. Nine programs failed to acknowledge the language 

diversity of their viewing population ("Chatterbox" [New 
Zealand] was the only exception). 

19. No program successfully implemented an advance 

organizer of program material (although "Lift-Off" 
[Australia] makes an attempt). 

20. Two programs ("Lift-Off" [Australia] and "Sesame 
Street" [U.S.]) contained sequences in which the pace and/or 
action were so rapid as to result in visually complex and 
confusing segments. 

21. No program concluded with a reflection on the 

episode's activities and events. 

Some Thoughts on Designing a Holistic Children's Series 

My examination into the application of holistic 
principles to children's television texts and subsequent 
findings that suggest inadequacies in the programs have led 
to my consideration of beginning design elements for an 

original child-centered series. The t~sk of describing and 
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evaluating program texts for their potential value to 
children comprises only part of the researcher's 
responsibility; viable solutions to weak text elements must 
be proposed. The following paragraphs explore 
characteristics of a fictitious children's program that, when 
integrated as a unified sequence of segments, could be 
identified as a holistic text. Not all of these elements 
could be contained within a single episode, but in varying 
combinations through a daily series, the holistic concepts 

may contribute to the value of the texts and perhaps 
ultimately assist the literacy development of the child 
viewer. These paragraphs are not all-inclusive of the vast 
potential of holistic theories to be applied to broadcast 
texts, but they begin to explicate some of the possibilities 
which exist in the integration of child-centered educational 

principles and the television medium. The broad categories 
of discussion are in no particular order, with the exception 
of the section, Children's Contribution To and Participation 
In Television Texts, which is the most important area of 

discussion and appears as the final section. 

Demonstrations of Literacy Events 

No program text in the 10 sample episodes showed 
children reading silently or aloud. Only one 2-minute 
segment out of five hours of programming showed a child 
writing in a functional, purposive way (the "Sesame Street" 
segment in which the young girl wrote a letter to her grandma 

in Haiti). "Rat-a-tat-tat" had only one writing event; 
"Words and Pictures" two; and "Sesame Street" had four, but 
this was attributable to the running segment which explores 
the "Wide World of writing." The remainder of the programs 
did not demonstrate writing at all as an integral part of 
daily human life. 
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Demonstrations of children and adults reading and 
writing should be frequent in a holistic preschool text, 
whether the series is of representational or presentational 

form. If a representational program (such as "Lift-Off"), 
the characters could be shown participating in daily, 
naturally-occurring activities which require a transaction 
with print. Reading and writing notes, memos, lists, maps, 
letters, signs, instructions, etc., would contribute to the 
literacy power of the program without necessarily taking the 
focus away from the main storyline of the episode. Character 
dialogue could naturally describe the functions and purposes 
of the reading and writing events. 

If the series were a presentational one (like "The Book 
Place"), the presenters and other participants could directly 
discuss with the viewers the literacy activities in which 

they are involved. This discussion should involve a focus on 
language parts only in the context of authentic language 
experiences. For example, it would be contextually 
appropriate if a child on the set were to ask a presenter how 
to write the word water for her poem, and the camera were to 

provide a close-up examination of the presenter writing the 

word and describing its construction. 
It can also be demonstrated in the television text that 

approximating forms is perfectly acceptable when focusing on 
the meaning of the writing event. This could be easily 
accomplished as part of children's play and outside the venue 
of direct instruction. There are many creative ways to show 

children, in particular, but also adults participating in 
literacy experiences successfully and benefiting in some way 
from the "doing." 

The preschoolers I observed in an earlier study 
(Sandefur 1994) were drawn to and attentive during the 
recurring "AlphaQuest" letter identification segment of 
"Sesame Street," likely due to their familiarity with the 
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opening song, visual sequence, and general content. A 
regular writing segment in a holistic text could begin with a 
child writing a story (or poem or other genre) as the camera 

focuses tightly on his/her paper. The viewers could either 
"hear" the child's interior monologue in a voice-over as s/he 
writes or the child could read his/her creation. The visual 
text could then branch off to explore the realm of fantasy or 
inquiry or any place the child's imagination was traveling as 
represented in the writing. 

Inclusion of Print and Books in the Television Environment 

The episodes of the sample showed very little print from 
books and in the set environment. No episode in the sample 
showed the entire text of a story on the screen; only two 
programs ("Rat-a-tat-tat" and "Words and Pictures") showed 

repeating phrases and sentences on the screen from story 
text. Concerning environmental print, "Reading Rainbow" and 
"Sesame Street" were the only programs of the ten in which 
the presenters called viewers' attention to signs on the 
riverboat and at Ruthie's shop, respectively. 

A holistic television program would show print from 

entire texts, whether from the actual books or in electronic 
reproduction at the bottom of illustrations. The smallest 
unit of text examined should be the entire text (Goodman, et 
al. 1987; Smith, 1988b), whether it be an entire list or 
sign, or the whole of a story from a picture book. Lyrics to 
songs should also be printed, as well, including the musical 

score so that children could become aware of this as another 
print communication mode. Signs, posters, calendars, and any 
number of other print materials should be placed within 
camera view on the television sets. The presenters could 
regularly refer to the calendar to determine the month and 
day of the week, to a "to do" list for the episode (which 

could also serve as an advance· organizer), to newspaper 
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headlines concerning children in the news, and much more. 
Print could be sought out in the environment in on-location 
segments with the camera closely examining street signs, mail 
drops, signs that show store hours, notices posted at 
playgrounds, swimming pool rules, and lost dog posters, thus 
showing the multiple ways and forms in which print serves us 
daily. 

The books read in the sample episodes did not 
demonstrate the wide variety of print texts available to 
child readers. Only 2 informational books out of 21 total 
books were briefly referenced within the 10 episodes. More 
demonstrations should be made showing both children and 
adults consulting informational books for entertainment and 
for answers to questions. Two books from the sample episodes 
were realistic fiction, and the remaining 17 books were 
fantasy-based fiction. Fantastic stories are perfectly 
appropriate for young children, but other genres should be 
integrated into the texts, as well, such as fables, realistic 
fiction, fairy tales, myths, historical fiction, and even 
wordless picture books (to which the presenter could 
demonstrate impromptu story construction) in order to 
represent a wide variety of texts and thus text experiences 
for vie,.,ers. 

Young children would benefit from the inclusion of at 
least two texts in varying combinations of related fictional 
genres and informational books for each episode, so that they 
may make connections between the two or more texts. This 
would help children add to their understandings of story and 
storying, but may also contribute to their experiences in 
identifying books as sources of both entertainment and 
factual information. For example, the story of Big AI, the 

ugly grouper with no fish friends in "Story time" (U.K.), 
could be accompanied later in the episode by an informational 
book on salt water fish. A tape showing underwater scenes of 
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brightly colored fishes and the less attractive members of 
the ocean population could be compared to the illustrations 
in the book, which could possibly lead to a discussion of 

ocean habitats or how SCUBA divers stay underwater to 
photograph fishes. 

A young audience becoming aware of the oral-to-print 
language connection and perhaps already beginning to read 
would benefit from an emphasis in predictable, repetitive, 
and cyclic book texts. Regular inclusion of this genre of 

children's literature as in "Rat-a-tat-tat" and "Words and 
Pictures" would provide viewers the opportunity to anticipate 
the language of the story and to prepare for reading the 
print on the screen. In this way they would have the 
opportunity to make the oral language to print language 
connection. 

Although quality stories and books would provide a 
framework for the series, literacy is inclusive of systems of 
meaning in addition to reading and writing. Transmediation 
from the oral language, printed texts, and illustrations of 
book readings into other systems of meaning--dance/aesthetic 
movement, visual art production, dramatic art, and 

mathematics--would be a critical element of holistic 
television texts. Continuing with the Big Al theme, a dance 

segment following the SCUBA footage could observe children 
moving like ocean creatures to bubbling, slow motion music. 
A dramatic event could naturally evolve from this movement 
scenario if the presenter (or the teacher, if on location) 

were to enter the movement scene as Big AI. Some children 
could become the fishermen on the boat throwing out their 
nets, and another group of children could be the fish 
attempting to escape. Further possible integration of sign 
systems in children's programs is discussed below. 
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Examination of Sign Systems and Transmediation 

The regular exploration of objects, events, and ideas in 
the many forms of expressive/communicative systems and across 
systems (transmediation) would greatly contribute to a 
holistic text. The camera could watch and listen to young 
children in their homes creating music with kitchen pans and 
utensils, or glasses filled with varying levels of water, or 
rubber bands stretched over a box. Another segment might 
focus on children experimenting with real instruments in a 
more formal school setting, or perhaps a young prodigy 
practicing with his teacher. Children's strengths in visual 
symbolic representation could be carefully observed in their 
creations of visual art with any medium--Playdoh, paints, or 
computer drawing programs. They could simultaneously be 
heard discussing their intentions, their process, and their 
product. 

Movement combines with language as the basis for much of 
young children's communicative acts, and their strengths in 
physical expression could be practiced and fostered via 
television texts. Free unstructured movement like the 
swimming fishes in Big Al could be offered in any number of 

scenarios to a variety of styles of music. More structured 
segments that involved a simple sequence of movements could 
help children with directional concepts and counting beats, 
as well. Children's understandings of the functions and 
processes of mathematics could be shown in authentic ways by 
the television text. For example, needing to measure a space 
for a dog bed, counting the days to a birthday, comparing the 
weight of a hamster to a guinea pig, and reading a 
thermometer could all be smoothly integrated into 
representational or presentational programs with "easily 
digestible" explanations of the number concepts involved. 

Even if children as viewers choose not to or are unable 
to participate in immediate ways, they could watch other 
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children and perhaps, from the vicarious experience, gain a 
sense of "If they can do it, I can, too." Segments could 
show both children and adults (novices and masters) 
participating in a variety of sign systems and subsystems in 
both professional and avocational settings. 
Presenters/characters should participate with the children, 
too, to show viewers that they are learners, as well. 

In addition to viewers experiencing the composition of 

meaning in active participation in various sign systems, 
children also need the frequent opportunity to construct 
interpretations of systems of meaning. Segments of programs 

in which the camera closely explores a painting or weaving, 
shares a modern dance or ballet piece, and presents a 
children's theatre event, could be valuable experiences for 

young children to develop interpretations of visual and 
physical literacy events. A juxtaposition of segments in an 
episode in which viewers could watch the active participation 
of individuals in a system, then transact with the result of 
that expression/communication, would offer a balanced and 
thorough mini-journey into a meaning system. 

The Participation of Presenters, Characters, and Readers 

The presenters in the sample texts who were most 
effective were cheerful, friendly, seemingly accepting 
individuals who appeared comfortable with the intimacy of the 
camera and were "spontaneous" in their dialogue with the 
viewers. Lynn and Brenton of "The Book Place" were somewhat 
removed from the viewers and their dialogue scripted when 
compared to Annie and piripi of "Chatterbox" or Heidi and 
Dave of "Here's Humphrey," who created much more of a family 
or "club" type atmosphere in the television text. This kind 
of environment would likely inspire viewer engagement with 
the presenters. 
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Presenters can provide more to viewers than just smiling 
faces who welcome them to the program environment from day to 
day. They can present segues between segments that act as 
review of what came before and an advance organizer of what 
is forthcoming, to help children organize and interrelate 
program experiences. This role of presenters is an important 
element of a holistic text. They need to act as mediating 
co-viewers with the child viewers, much as a caregiver would 
do, because a co-viewing adult or older child cannot be 
anticipated in a viewer's environment. This function of the 
presenters is not necessarily to be one of interpretation but 
of organization and, in a presentational program, is required 
for the construction of an cohesive text. 

Similar to the visual characteristics of "Here's 
Humphrey," "Chatterbox," "Reading Rainbow," and others, a 
holistic text would emphasize the close up camera shots of 
the presenters' faces and their constant direct address to 
the viewer. Constant encouragement to viewers to participate 
and frequent acknowledgment by the presenters that the 
viewers are succeeding in their home participation are 
critical elements of the presenters' roles in the text. 
Noble (1975) asserts that the primary function of television 
texts in young children's lives is to bolster their self
esteem, and this is certainly within the presenters' 
obligations to the viewers. This function can also be 
satisfied in representational forms within the dialogue and 
action of the characters as they provide friendship and 
support for one another. 

Referring particularly to "Story time" (U.S.), celebrity 
readers seem to be more for the benefit of the parents of 
viewers than the viewers. It is perhaps beneficial for 
children to see celebrities, who might be their role models, 
as readers in their private lives. However, their celebrity 
does not necessarily give them the gift of talking 
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effectively with children about the stories. If celebrities 
are to be used in television texts, they should appear 
comfortable in the reading process, create a receptive 
environment to the story, extend the text through examination 
of illustrations and discussions of the text, and allow the 
listeners on the set to share their feelings and 
understandings about the book text. 

Finally, there are no elderly people shown in the sample 
episodes. Many children have very close relationships with 

grandparents and older neighbors and family friends, and 
these relationships should be respected by virtue of their 
inclusion in television texts. 

Awareness of Gender Equity and Cultural Diversity 

Several programs, "The Book Place," "Here's Humphrey," 

and "Story time" (U.K.) fail to acknowledge the multicultural 
makeup of their audience, in that the presenters or 
characters of the texts are exclusively white. This is an 
inappropriate image of the world and fails to acknowledge, 
much less embrace, an ethnically diverse viewing population. 
A holistic television series should have both equal gender 

representation and multicultural representation in each 
episode, if possible, but certainly across several days' 
programming. Regarding the representation of gender, one 
program in the sample is notably remiss in this arena. 
"Story time " (U.K.) presents a characterization of a young 
woman as incompetent, naive, and child-like. Although other 

episodes in this sample do not include adult women as 
regulars ("Rat-a-tat-tat," "Words and Pictures," and "Reading 
Rainbow"), Jess in "Story time" is an embarrassment to women 
and their capabilities. Television texts for young children 
should show intelligent and capable women at work and at home 
in culturally-valued positions and roles. 
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Broadcast media for children can also serve to 
acknowledge and celebrate the language diversity of the 
viewing population. Just as the "Chatterbox" episode 
frequently included Maori words, phrases, and songs, other 
programs can also integrate other languages spoken in the 
national community. with over 16 million homes in the u.s. 
in which Spanish is the first language, holistic texts in the 
u.s. and abroad must provide support for the many children 
who live in a world of two (if not more) languages. 

Formic and Other Organizational Considerations 

The episodes of the sample which would be seemingly most 
effective for preschoolers, particularly in light of related 
research, were those which were visually "easy to read" and 
that incorporated few elements of technical wizardry, as in 
the effective style of "Chatterbox," "Here's Humphrey," "The 
Book Place," and "Rat-a-tat-tat." A holistic text should 
utilize segments of low to moderate action, and a varying 
pace between them from slow to medium. As all the programs 
in the sample maintained, the camera speed should run at 
normal speed at all times, as young children are likely to 
interpret slow motion and fast motion camera speed literally. 
Editing techniques that use few cuts, so that the viewers had 
substantial time to carefully observe and interpret an image, 
would be most appropriate for preschool audiences. 

Voice-overs should be used only when absolutely 
necessary to describe a visual scene, and then should use a 
child's voice whenever possible. Young children do not 
fundamentally understand a disembodied voice as a narrative 
for a visual sequence, so it would be best left out of a 
holistic text. If special effects are to be employed at all
-and they certainly are not necessary as evidenced in 
"Chatterbox," "Here's Humphrey," and "The Book Place," which 
are all entertaining and generally well-constructed 
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programs--technical wizardry should be limited to segues from 
segment to segment. In this way if the formic 
characteristics were unfamiliar to young viewers, they would 
not prove an impediment to children's understandings of the 
episode as a whole. 

Vital information, particularly for the initial 
introduction of concepts or ideas, should probably not be 
included in a cartoon genre because of children's prior 
experience with Saturday morning cartoons and their 
perceptions that cartoons are "just for fun." If included at 
all (they are expensive to produce), animated segments might 
be best utilized in the recapitulating of material previously 
presented in a more realistic form. 

The BBC reruns its preschool shows in the afternoon 
after a morning broadcast, and these reruns are advertised at 
the end of the morning episode. I would suggest the 
effectiveness of this relatively immediate repetition of the 
text and the possible positive impact it would have on 
children's familiarity with the texts and thus their 
understandings of the experiences contained therein. 
Particularly concerning reading and children's familiarity 
with book texts, this opportunity to experience the 
literature again would seem to be of benefit to beginning 
readers. 

None of the programs in the sample successfully 
integrate an advance organizer to create an environment for 
children's receptivity to forthcoming experiences in the 
episode. "Lift-Off" attempted to preview the "Destroy 2" 
episode, but it was not successful because of the rapid and 
nonsequential progression of images across the screen 
(although linguistically it was appropriate). Advance 
organizers constructed in creative ways might help children 
connect the sequence of segments, predict coming events, and 
anticipate occurrences, all of which would support their 
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Along similar lines, no programs of the sample conclude 

with a reflection on the episode's activities or events. 
Opportunities for reflection are critical, as it is through 
reflection on our experiences that we learn. Reflection 
could mean a number of things in television texts: a review 

immediately following an experience (if appropriate), a 
general review of events at the end of an episode, or the 

final transmediation of a particular episode theme or subject 
into another form of representation. Along more specific 
lines, only three series that present books--"The Book 
Place," "Reading Rainbow," and "Story time" (U.S. )-
acknowledge the books read at the end of the episode, 
reviewing title, author, illustrator, and publishing agency. 

"Here's Humphrey," "Rat-a-tat-tat," "8torytime" (U.K.), and 
"Words and Pictures" do not acknowledge in any way the 
inclusion of book texts in the episode. 

Theme, Content, and Intertextuality in General 

Thematic integrity is essential in the creation of a 

holistic television text. As story is the fundamental 
intellectual activity of individuals young and old (Rosen, 
1984), a logically connected text would support children's 
thought processes and meaning making constructions. For 
example, the first segments of "The Book Place" explore the 
fantasy of "wild things": Crocodile Beat is read, children 

cut out pictures of wild animals and then re-present their 
movement, Brenton reads Where the wild Things Are, and then 

children in a preschool sing about the "flying purple people 
eater." The first episode of "Chatterbox" explores the 
directional concepts of over, under, through, and others in 
every segment of a 20 minute program. A cohesive 

relationship from segment to segment would potentially 
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If programs are representational ones like "Lift-Off," 
they should tell a story through the contiguous connection of 
the segments. Where "Lift-Off" is flawed in a holistic sense 
is in the inclusion of incongruent material. The Munch Kids' 
philosophical discussion, the Wolf and Pigs' argument, and 
Rocky's anthropology lecture, even though generally 
thematically related to "destruction," do not contribute to 
the main storyline. All of the elements of effective story 
must be present and must be thematically applicable in an 
episode: a well-developed, forwardly progressing plot; 
multilayered, non-stereotyped characters with whom viewers 
may relate and empathize; a conflict which makes sense and is 
familiar to children; and a satisfying resolution to that 
conflict. 

Content of the episodes needs to provide a balance of 
ordinary, everyday childhood experiences and age-appropriate 
explorations into science, geography, mathematics, etc., in 
entertaining ways to answer the questions that many children 
have: Why is there daylight and dark? How does water come 
into my house? What makes wind? Television texts need to 
use informational books to show how individuals often find 
answer to questions, but they also need to frequently access 
real people in real careers. For example, a holistic 
television text might first explore a book text about trains. 
Interviews with children could then determine what they 
generally think a train engineer does; the episode could 
proceed to an on-location interview with an engineer about 
his/her responsibilities. Educational requirements and life 
experiences for job preparation could be examined by asking 
children what kind of experience/education they think an 
individual needs for a particular job, and then their 
predictions could be compared to information found in books 
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or interviews. certainly a vast number of knowledge domains, 
from food preparation and road construction, to manufacturing 
and innumerable other subjects--as long as they are familiar 

to a large number of the viewing population--could be 
explored. 

A holistic text should also explore themes across 
cultures whenever possible. For example, a comparison of the 
American Halloween with the Mexican "Day of the Dead" and the 
Japanese tradition of honoring their deceased would be a 

valuable cross-cultural examination of similarities and 
differences in human ritual. The differences in birthday 
celebrations, kindergartens, child rearing, and much more 
could all be observed across peoples to the benefit of young 
viewers. 

Children's Contribution to Content and Participation in 
Television Texts 

This final section is perhaps the most deserving of 
careful detail and attention concerning the construction of a 
holistic television text. Without oversimplifying, a child
centered text must emphasize children, not only in visual 

inclusion in the broadcast but in their contribution to the 
content areas explored. Regarding the appearance of children 
in the sample episodes, "Here's Humphrey" and "Story time" 
(U.K.) showed no children on the set or in the on-location 
segments. "Rat-a-tat-tat" and "The Book Place" included 
children in several segments during the episode, but their 

voices were not heard in any meaningful way. 
In two programs of the sample, "The Book Place" and 

"Lift-Off," I previously noted that the story texts or 
language were too linguistically complex for the preschool 
viewing audience. A holistic text should use simple (but not 
"simplistic") syntactic structures and vocabulary similar to 

the way that children themselves speak. In considering their 
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language constructions, a holistic text should avoid complex 
compound statements, inverted sentences, idiom, sarcasm, etc. 
Research described in Chapter 2 noted the effectiveness of 
television language that in essence replicated mother-child 
conversations (Rice, 1984). 

The content should typically address concepts and issues 
of the "here and now" (although even little children 
frequently speak of the time when they were "babies"). It 
would likely be appropriate, then, for presenters to speak 
little of the future, which for children is "this afternoon" 
or "tomorrow," and there should be no need to make any 
reference to some distant and removed "need" to know some 
particular information or behavior. The program content must 
focus on the present experiences and desires of the children 
who are viewing. 

Holistic programs should share the spontaneous 
narratives and dialogues of children and explore actual child 
culture, not what many adults think child culture is or 
remember it to be. I acknowledge that any reference to child 
culture is potentially problematic, in that it assumes child 
culture can be examined separately from the transactive adult 
culture. Secondly, it assumes that child culture can be 
defined at all. These assumptions might be necessary, 
however, if we are to understand the collective ideas, 
actions, values, and experiences of children. For example, 
children share play in common as their daily "jobs," rely on 
adult assistance to meet basic needs, and daily experience 
the pleasures and frustrations of dealing with other children 
in their worlds, whether siblings, classmates, or other 
children in their neighborhoods or on the playgrounds. They 
share events associated with celebrations and holidays, have 
good dreams and bad nightmares and daytime fears, and they 
are all engaged in constructing the whole of human knowledge 
as they encounter situations in their daily experiences. In 
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addition to valuing friendship, they also value personal 
ownership, personal and vicarious experience, and 
parent/caregiver involvement. These elements of young 

children's lives contribute in various combinations to their 
developing theories of matter, life, and mind (Gardner, 

1991). 

In order to share their experiences, then, children's 
voices must be heard in natural contexts and not scripted by 
adult writers. Editing would eliminate excess or 
inappropriate material from the children, and could easily be 
accomplished to comply with segment intent and time 
restrictions. As I noted previously, the "Lift-Off" 
episode's naturally-occurring philosophical discussion about 
plant life cycles was an excellent concept, but such a 
segment could be more appropriate for a child audience if 

taped sequences of the children's faces were intercut with 
other visual images to show the involvement of the 
individuals in the dialogue. Another regular segment in a 
holistic text could include children telling their own 
stories which they dictated or wrote, using their own artwork 
as part of the visual text, and their impromptu narrations 

associated with professional artwork would also be a positive 
addition to a holistic program. 

In the constant pursuit of what children think about and 
what they want to know, it would be necessary for the 
production staff of a holistic series to regularly access 
multiple schools in a variety of communities to listen to 
children's questions and discover the elements of their lives 
and their recent school curriculum that have been the most 
exciting experiences for them. As in holistic practice which 
includes children as co-constructors of the classroom 
curriculum, so should children directly participate in and 
influence the television curriculum. 
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Holistic texts would also in theory attend to the 
connections between the child's home and the rest of the 
world. "The Book Place," "Words and Pictures," and 
"Chatterbox" show brief tapes of children in what appear to 
be preschool environments, but none of the programs address 
school as a place and as a concept. If preschool broadcasts 
are to provide a link between home and school (which is 
implied in several programs' objectives and directly stated 
as a goal for "Sesame Street"), then these texts should help 
prepare children for schooling by exploring what kindergarten 
and 1st grade classes look like and what kinds of activities 
are pursued there. This cannot (and probably should not) be 
an element of every episode; however, I reviewed hours of 
programming outside of this sample and very few brief 
segments of school-related events were demonstrated. Going 
to preschool or preparing for kindergarten is a critical part 
of a young child's life, and television texts can contribute 
to their preparation for the experiences to come. positive 
holistic segments could include teachers and students 
involved in particularly interesting class environments, 
projects, and explorations to pique viewers' interests and 
familiarize them with the school environment (even if the 
texts involve slightly older kids in grades 2 or 3). 

Children could also be involved as experts in "kid 
documentaries" that closely examine elements of children's 
lives and their uses of multiple forms of representation in 
their pursuits of entertainment and information. 
Experimentation in broadcasting young children's efforts in 
making and narrating their own videotapes for occasional 
inclusion in a television series could also greatly impact a 
televiewing audience. Classroom film projects would likely 
be well received in a child-focused television program, and 
the best tape received by the producers on a (perhaps) weekly 
basis could be aired during a subsequent broadcast text • 

... - -------------- ------------
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Why A Holistic Perspective For Television Texts? 

Benefits to Children 

Holistic language and learning theories may benefit 
child viewers, parents, media researchers and production 
teams, and educators in a number of ways. Children would 
benefit from the pre-production research which would look to 
them, their questions and interests, for the development of 
program content. The actual broadcasts would benefit the 

young viewers by seeing children like themselves as an 
integral element of each episode. Whether as direct or 
vicarious experience, children's voices would be recognized 
as valuable and significant. 

If one adopts the principle that it is the collection of 
and connection between experiences which comprises a child's 

learning, and if this translates to the belief that children 
who are less experienced in the world would likely have the 
greatest difficulties in making the transition to school, 
then television texts should attempt to provide experiences 
for children via electronic "vicarious" experience. These 
texts may take them places they ordinarily could not go, and 
show them objects and operations which might not otherwise be 
available to them. Holistic television programming could 
provide this for children. These texts may also have the 
capability of connecting broadcast experiences together, both 
through supported reflection on the experiences and tying 
these experiences to elements of viewers' own lives. 

Helping viewers become familiar with books and stories 
and the potential intertextual relationships between them 
would be one of the most critical contributions of holistic 
television to children's lives. Their familiarity with 
story structure and books is one of the defining elements of 
school success (Wells, 1986). The holistic text could also 

share with children positive school-related learning 
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kindergarten or 1st grade. 
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Holistic texts can share with children human diversity 
in all of its many ethnic, linguistic, and physical forms. 
They can provide an opportunity to experience new social and 
environmental perspectives, from which children would greatly 
benefit. They can also send messages to children that they 
are competent individuals and highly valued members of the 
society. 

Benefits to Parents 

Parents (inclusive of caregivers) could gain from the 
broadcast of holistic texts, as well. The programs could 
potentially model for parents the variety of ways in which to 
answer their children's questions and support them in 
generating other and further inquiry. As parents became 
familiar with the programs they could expand the ways in 
which they and their children experienced books. In general, 
ways in which parents could support their children's coming 
to know the world through direct and vicarious experience 
could be supported by the holistic broadcast. 

The demonstration of positive, child-centered learning 
environments has the potential to suggest how effective 
school environments should look. On-location presentations 
of holistic early primary classrooms also would familiarize 
parents/caregivers with the elements of such environments 
which support learners. This would include demonstrations of 
the arts as integrated expressive/communicative systems in 
holistic texts. If these demonstrations were effective and 
parents were supportive of arts as necessary parts of the 
classroom curriculum, then parents working together might 
influence change in classrooms which are less than inclusive 
of sign systems outside of the traditional "basic" 
curriculum. 
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Benefits to Media Researchers and Producers 

Media researchers and production teams should consider 
the welfare of the child viewers as their primary concern, 
which is unquestionably the focus of holistic principles. 
There is a dialogic relationship between what the text brings 
to the child and what the child brings to the text. 
Examining programs through this lens may offer ways for 
producers to begin thinking of the construction of texts not 
so much for children but with them. A holistic paradigm 

which places the child's meaning making constructions at the 
heart of every experience might suggest to producers a move 
away from skills-related or part-to-whole language exercises 
to segments which support the development of knowledge within 
the authentic experiences of children's daily lives. 

Putting the child at the center of the program text 
might also support a production policy that if a 3egment does 
not make sense to their viewers, then it is either poorly 
constructed or inappropriate for the age cohort, and 
therefore should not be included in the intended episode. 
This would naturally require the evaluation of the program 
series by a sample audience of children in the age cohort; 
they would determine the standard, the inclusion or exclusion 
of material based on whether they found the form and content 
understandable and compelling. 

To gain the "whole" perspective of children's 
televiewing experiences, researchers and production teams 
would necessarily have to engage in extensive "kidwatching" 
(Yetta Goodman's term) in a wide variety of horne and social 
environments to corne to know how children alone and within 
their family structure mediate television experiences. The 
creation of a holistic text with age-appropriate content 
would also require the significant investment of time in 
"eavesdropping" and observing children talking to one another 
and playing on playgrounds and in preschools, daycares, and 
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other social gatherings. Intensive observations would be the 
only way to begin descr~bing and defining child culture and 
how it differs from adult culture, and how this information 
would impact the television text. 

The necessity of children participating in events both 
behind and on the screen becomes clear in the application of 
Carnbourne's (1988) learning model to television texts (see 

Chapter 4). Immersion in a variety of texts and 
demonstrations of those texts are certainly characteristics 
within the potential of television programs but do not 
necessarily require the appearance of children. A majority 
of the episodes in the sample include only these first two 
elements of the learning cycle, but children would benefit 
from a more extensive and participatory experience. They 
need to engage in the experience, expect reasonable success 
in their efforts, take responsibility for learning what will 
be necessary for participation, approximate the adult or 
conventional form, and use the experience. As the viewers 

typically will not have the opportunity to physically 
participate in the experience, the child audience needs to 
see other children on the screen doing what they themselves 
would do if they were on the set or on-location. It is a 
vicarious experience, at best, and not as valuable as the 
immediate one, but an effective demonstration might encourage 
children's engagement upon those occasions when direct 
involvement is possible. 

Benefits to Educators 

Holistically-situated television texts might serve to 
legitimize children's television in the eyes of previously 
skeptical educators. The act of televiewing may become more 
broadly understood as a "reading" event--particularly with 
inexperienced children \'lho invest significant effort into 
making sense of prograrnrning--when a semiotic perspective of 
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television texts is assumed. Television viewing requires 
making meaning from a vast and simultaneous collection of 
signs. Coming to know the benefits of a holistic text from 

standpoint of semiotics would perhaps lead to understandings 
that television does not have to be the enemy to literacy 
development, but instead can be a working partner supporting 
children's journeys through literacy events. It is even 
possible to argue that teachers who apply holistic principles 
would be indirectly supported by holistic television texts 

which would familiarize parents with authentic learning 
environments and the value of children experiencing the whole 
in a "function before form" sequence. The medium's support 
in sharing holistic principles may also strengthen holistic 
teachers' position among their more traditional colleagues 
and others in the community. "Sesame Street" as a 25-year 
"success story" in children learning isolated letters and 
numerals has earned the praise of some parents for a skills
based approach to literacy and numeracYi teachers who believe 
in this parts-to-whole learning methodology have undoubtedly 
been supported by those teachers and parents who believe 
their children have learned valuable skills from "Sesame 

Street" in the rote memorization of the alphabet and 
numerals. The same scenario--but with holistic television 
texts--is quite possible. 

Teachers might also benefit from understanding their 
potential as mediators of the television experiences, whether 
as a part of preschool curriculum or whether in the form of 

teachers' intertextually tying school-related experiences 
with children's home lives. If teachers respect the place 
broadcast programming holds in children's lives and use it in 
the classroom as a element of cultural similarity between 
diversely situated children, then their familiarity with the 
texts can be utilized to positive ends. Children naturally 
talk about and find pleasure in repeating stories and 
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recounting characters and situations from television texts; 
these retellings could be integrated in creative ways in the 
classroom setting, through children's bookmaking, puppet 
theatre, drama event, musical experience, and more. 

Further Questions to be Answered concerning 
Children's Television and Language/Literacy Learning 

My research suggests both the appropriateness and the 
necessity of applying holistic principles to children's 
educational television texts; it also suggests the 
development of other and further questions that beg attention 
in future research studies. Perhaps the most compelling and 
immediate question raised by this study is: "So, would real 
kids in the real world want to watch this holistic television 
stuff, and if they did, would they gain something important 
from it?" The scope of this research is limited to a content 
analysis of the texts; further studies need to focus on 
children's transactions with holistic television texts and 
the "poems" (Rosenblatt, 1978) that result from their 
experiences. 

In general the research field in television and its 
relationship with language and literacy learning would 
benefit from more descriptive studies in children's natural 
environments, as opposed to the experimental designs which 
have so dominated the literature. My own review of research 
in the field of television and children has focused on 
experimental studies with sometimes ambiguous, unclear, or 
minimal findings. Many of these studies have examined the 
outward behaviors of children instead of the potential 
meaning of the televised text and the actual meaning created 
by the viewers. Perhaps experimental studies in the field 
have been deemed necessary when studying a population who 
know more than they can verbalize. However, observational 
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studies may likely have the most power to determine what it 
is that children come to know from broadcast texts. 

Earlier in this chapter I suggested that educators might 
benefit from the positive experiences children could 
potentially have with holistic television. We need to learn 
more about how children use "television knowledge" in school 
settings. Recent research (Wright & Huston, 1995; Zill, et 
al. 1994) has suggested that children who watch "Sesame 
Street" enter kindergarten or 1st grade with knowledge of 
letters and numbers specifically derived from their 
experience with the series. Within a holistic paradigm, 
research needs to discover how (or if) children's early 
school experiences would reflect the focus on story, 
connected experience, transmediation, and intertextuality 
(Short, 1991a) of child-centered texts as described in this 
study. Teacher attitudes about children's programming and 
how those attitudes influence their classroom practice are 
also critical questions that have not been sufficiently 
explored to date. Their beliefs about the value of 
television texts for children would significantly impact how 
teachers and children talk about (or remain silent on) the 
subject of television and integrate (or ignore) that 
collective knowledge. 

More narrowly focused, but inherently important, 
questions have also developed from my observations of the 
sample episodes. What do children learn from 
representational programs as compared to presentational 
programs which are literature-based, appropriately themed, 
and "intertextually tied"? The same subject matter and 
experiences could be included in two different genres of 
children's programming. There are important implications for 
the design of new programming if it can be determined that 
children are more receptive to presenters who create segues 



between segments than to characters who "live" the 
experiences, or vice versa. 
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To my knowledge several questions remain unanswered 

concerning children's use of print on the screen in 
television programs. Future studies need to examine the 
extent to which children use environmental print on a 
television set or in on-location segments. A related (and 
perhaps more important) question concerns the extent to which 
children utilize text on the screen. Research in the field 

of written language acquisition clearly recognizes the 
benefit of shared book experiences for children's oral-to
print language understandings. However, are there benefits 
to highlighted electronic texts as in "Words and Pictures" as 
compared to print from actual book texts being pointed to by 
a reader? How significant is the human element (even in the 

flat medium of television) in developing book knowledge by 
having an "immediate" (as opposed to prerecorded) book 
reading showing the turning of pages and the directionality 
of print by a human finger following along with the words? 

This question of prerecorded book experiences leads to 
another query as to whether prerecorded illustrations are 

more beneficial to children than an immediate book 
experience. Prerecorded illustrations in which partial 
animation and/or camera movement is creatively utilized can 
bring the images "to life," but it may also limit children's 
opportunities to experience "bookness." Whether full 
animation of illustrations is more or less effective than 
minimally animated illustrations or no animation at all is 
also a question that needs to be answered and considered in 
the development of new children's series. 
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Conclusion 

The camera, at its best, can stare for children, for 
instance, at a eat's tongue lapping milk, at a child 
slowly filling a bucket with sand, at hands cutting with 
scissors or slowly peeling an apple. It can show trees 
and posts which look alike to eyes three feet from the 
ground, but which, in close-up, reveal paint on the 
posts and leaves and bark patterns on the trees. It can 
show that some things, like rainfall, simply happen, but 
that buses stop because people make them stop, and that 
everything has size, shape and colour. It can show 
school to parents and children, simply and 
authoritatively. The film must be of high quality, 
children mus'!: have time to look at it, time to ask about 
it, time to answer questions asked from the television 
screen about the film. (Dunn, 1977, p. 157) 

Dunn wrote these suggestions about the potentials of 
television for child viewers nearly two decades ago, but her 
words are timely and appropriate for this study. Hers is a 
compressed, but inclusive, description of a television text 
framed in holistic language and learning principles. 

Because of their limited media experience, preschool 
children are the members of the televiewing population who 
invest the most effort in interpreting the verbal and visual 
signs of broadcast texts. They are also the collective 
members of the population who are most actively engaged in 
learning the multiple forms of language and other meaning 
systems. They are, then, the televiewing audience who would 
most benefit from literacy-directed television programs 
applying holistic language theories. 

This study has suggested that holistic learning 
principles applied to television texts holds the greatest 
potential in providing valuable literacy-focused television 
events to children. Elements in the sample texts such as 
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thematic integrity, inclusion of sign systems and movement 
between them, language and ethnic diversity, quality 
children's books, and printed text on the screen demonstrated 

holistic principles in the sample episodes and contributed to 
quality programming. Characteristics of the episodes such as 
randomness, isolation of language subsystems from language 
wholes, and failure to include demonstrations of literacy 
events suggested ineffective television texts from which 
children had little opportunity to construct meaning. 

As educators, media researchers and producers, and 
parents we cannot predict in any conclusive way what meanings 
children will construct from any given broadcast. What they 
know they may not be able to express. But we can increase 
the potential that children will have quality experiences 
with the medium if we produce (or insist on the production 
of) children's television programming which integrates 
enlightened scholarship in developmental language and 
learning theory, high television production values, and the 
consistent inclusion of children, both on and off the screen. 
Children deserve the most meaningful return from their 
investment of time and energy in preschool television 
programming. We owe them this. 
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